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Abstract 

 
 Film musicology is growing at a heartening pace, but the discipline is still bereft of sustained 

contributions from music theory. The current study seizes the opportunity presented by the under-

analyzed repertoire of film music, offering an argument for applying the techniques of 

transformational analysis, and neo-Riemannian analysis in particular, to the interpretation of music 

for the moving image. Film musical style and form respond strongly to a transformational approach, 

which adapts well to both the triadic chromaticism characteristic of Hollywood’s harmonic practice 

and the dynamic and contingent condition of musical design inherent to the medium. Concurrently, 

the analytic tools and conceptual structure of neo-Riemannian theory benefit from exposure to a 

fresh repertoire with different analytic needs than those of art music.  

 In this dissertation, the author scrutinizes the capacity for tonality to act as a unifying and 

dramatically potent force in film. With parameters of effective cinematic tonal design established, 

the adapted transformational methodology responds faithfully to the expressive and temporal 

qualities of the soundtrack. The author develops a model for harmonic associativity and a general 

hermeneutics of transformation, extrapolated from analyses of scores from John Williams, James 

Horner, Jerry Goldsmith, and many others. The power of the transformational approach to capture 

tonal phenomena through spatial representations is marshaled to perform critical readings of scores 

for A Beautiful Mind and Star Trek. Not only can the neo-Riemannian stance illuminate the way film 

music works, but it can train the listener and analyst to perceive and enjoy film with more sensitive 

ears.  
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ABBREVIATIONS, ORTHOGRAPHY, AND EXAMPLES 

Abbreviations 

ABM: A Beautiful Mind 

AP: Absolute Progression 

arp.: Arpeggiation 

CICR: Chromatic Interval Cadential Resolution 

DFO: Diatonic Functional Operator 

f: Function 

GMIT: Generalized Intervals and Transformations 

ic(n): Interval Class (n) 

MTTP: Major Tritone Progression (after Scott Murphy) 

NRO: Neo-Riemannian Operator 

NRT: Neo-Riemannian Theory 

OST: Original Sound Track 

ST:TMP: Star Trek: The Motion Picture 

U/LN: (upper/lower neighbor tone) 

 

Orthography 

 The dissertation will adhere to the general technique transformational analysis developed in 

Lewin (1987). The operations employed herein are detailed in Chapter 1, Section VIII, and follow 

the nomenclatural precedents of Lewin (1987) and Hyer (1995). Transformations are distinguished 

in prose and diagrams by bold-italicized century gothic font (e.g. T11·DOM′). Left-to-right 

transformational orthography is used unless otherwise noted. The dot (“·”) symbol entails 

composition of separate operations, and may be used both to imply a specific subdivision of a 

compound transformation and to ease reading of potentially confusing mixtures of different 
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algebraic groups. Transformation network design is adapted to the medium of film in several ways, 

and these changes to the Lewinian graphical model are discussed as they are introduced, starting in 

Chapter 1, Section IX. Transformational path-consistency (after Hook 2007) is not slavishly adhered 

to. The Century New Gothic font is used exclusively for transformations. Schenkerian analytic 

methodology is intermittently employed and uses the general technique laid out in Forte and Gilbert 

1982. Scientific pitch notation is used to indicate the particular octave of a pitch. For the titles of 

film musical excerpts, the name of the track from the original soundtrack (OST) is used, rather than 

the more difficult to ascertain cue-sheet names (e.g. “Main Title” instead of “1m1”).  

Specific elements of analytic nomenclature include:   

C maj:   C major chord (when used in prose) 

C major:  C major key/tonic (when used in prose) 

C, c:   C major chord, c minor chord 

CX:   Sonority built on x-collection/mode. (e.g. Clyd = C-lydian sonority; Coct = C- 
  octatonic sonority) 

:   Progression (e.g. Cg = C major to g minor progression) 

:   Oscillatory Progression 

[xyz]:   Set in prime form 

{xyz}:   Ordered set 

f1/f2:   Alternate interpretation between transformations f1 and f2. 

 *f:   Near-transformation (with transformation f as model) 
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Examples 

 All film music analyses in this dissertation are the result of my own personal transcriptions. 

These are rendered in accordance with the dictates of fair use in the United States Copyright Act, 

Section 107, and are rendered solely for analytical purposes. Where a passage of music is presented 

for an example, it is both analyzed with interpretive information (such as harmonic labels, 

Schenkerian slurs, and screen action indications) and is thoroughly reduced. All performance and 

instrumental instructions are omitted, and only harmonic, melodic, and rhythmic information 

retained, often with simplification of register and sometimes of specific chordal voicing as well. Only 

the portions of a cue relevant to my analyses are reproduced in any fashion. A possibility exists for 

transcription error, particularly as in cases of dense or rhythmically vague and dissonant material; I 

take extreme care to insure accuracy in this and all transcriptions, but nevertheless assume 

responsibility for any harmonic misinterpretations that result from transcriptive fallibility. Musical 

excerpts from non-film score works are all in the public domain, but are nevertheless reduced 

following the same principles of the film music examples. 
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Preface : 
Of Soundtracks and Sparrows 

 

 Does film music warrant musical analysis? And if so, what kind of music analysis best suits 

it? Until very recently, the former question garnered an implicit but resounding “no.” Film 

musicology is a scholarly sub-discipline hardly twenty years old, and virtually no dedicated or 

sustained analytical attention was given to film scores in the conventional venues of Anglo-

American music theory—journals, conferences, monographs, and seminars—until a trickle began at 

the fin de millénnaire. The reasons for this neglect are complex, if not surprising. Despite its manifold 

historical and stylistic linkages to concert music, film music is not part of the Western classical canon 

and thus was not automatically vouched legitimacy for the purposes of music analysis. Music for 

cinema is typically a subordinated element of a larger text (“music for film”) and its structures were 

therefore assumed to rely on extra-musical factors rather than the “absolute” musical logic of 

conventional interest to theorists. Finally, the repertoire’s ostensible imperative for emotional 

directness, broad accessibility, and textual legibility inevitably struck some as obviating complex 

analytical work in the first place. Theodor Adorno and Hanns Eisler, in their jointly-written 

manifesto Composing for the Films, critiqued the impulse to over-complicate the study of film music by 

recruiting conceptual apparatuses designed for more “difficult” aesthetic objects. To employ the 

tools of High culture analysis and criticism to describe movie music is for Adorno and Eisler to use 

“heavy artillery to shoot sparrows.”1 

                                                      
1 The context for this phrase is as part of a polemical critique of Russian formalist director Sergei Eisenstein’s analysis of 
Prokofiev’s score to his own film Alexander Nevsky in  the essay anthology Film Sense (1942, 157-216). Eisenstein’s 
reading of the cue “Battle on the Ice” recruits elaborate visual metaphors and intricate diagrams to explain score’s 
interaction with visual motifs and contribution to the scene’s build up of tension. Adorno and Eisler rightly criticize 
Eisenstein for overloading his analytic metaphors and reading the audio-visual interface too literally. Yet Eisenstein’s 
surprisingly nuanced and self-reflexive interpretation of the score deserves more credit; certainly, it was written with 
admirable analytical zeal, and repays the close viewer of Nevsky. The complete quote from Composing for the Films is worth 
reprinting in full:  
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 The prejudices that sanctioned this neglect have thankfully been cleansed from the current 

academic landscape, thanks in no small part to an outpouring of seminal texts on the history, 

aesthetics, and ideology of music and moving image.2 Even so, this efflorescence of scholarship has 

not produced a particularly developed analytical apparatus for inspecting that most emblematic of 

music theoretical preoccupations: harmony. Important steps towards understanding pitch-relations 

in film have been taken by a handful of theorists, all of whom we will consider over the course of 

this study. However, while progress has certainly been made, an answer to the second question, of 

methodology, has posed elusive. Film music as a whole may not properly be reduced to a single host 

of easily recognized and simplistically categorized Adornian sparrows.3 Nevertheless, the design of 

the appropriate field tools for identifying and characterizing film music’s various stylistic species and 

tonal behaviors (surely a less grisly metaphor for analytical praxis than firing artillery) is an important 

and overdue musicological project. 

 Within these pages, I will attempt to assemble just those tools into a working field kit for the 

tonal analysis of film music. Though many techniques may contribute to our understanding of the 

repertoire, the primary theoretical apparatus on which I have chosen to erect my analytic system is 

transformation theory. This system has numerous advantages for application to this musical 

domain—least of which is its relative freshness and room for expansion, having only been 

formulated in the late 1980s, compared to other more shopworn discourses such as Schenkerian 

                                                                                                                                                                           
 “[Eisenstein] transfers his whole discussion to a sphere of high-sounding aesthetic arguments, which is completely 
irrelevant to the harmless piece that Prokofiev without much effort wrote for the sequence in question. Eisenstein 
speaks of this piece and its relation to the picture as though he were dealing with the most difficult problems of abstract 
painting, with reference to which phrases such as steep curves, green counterpoints to blue themes, or structural unity, 
have been used only too frequently. He uses heavy artillery to shoot sparrows. The piece in question so completely 
follows the beaten tracks of good old cinema music that to speak of its ‘structure’ does not make sense.” (Adorno and 
Eisler 1947, 107) 

2 Among the best representatives of this outpouring are: Cooke 2008, Cook 2001, Chion 1994, Flinn 1992, and the 
foundational Gorbman 1987. 
 
3 Sparrows comprise a family of species noted for their exceptional diversity and complexity of musical utterance. 
Perhaps Adorno’s analogy is more apt than he intended. 
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theory. Neo-Riemannian theory (NRT) is an offshoot of transformation theory, developed to attend 

specifically to triadic harmony, and it will be both the crux of my method and the recipient of, what 

I hope, will be valuable clarification and growth through its contact with film music.  

 While it is powered at every stage by the machinery of abstract algebra, at its heart the 

theoretical mechanism formulated in David Lewin’s 1987 book Generalized Intervals and Transformations 

(GMIT) is motivated by a central conceptual dichotomy between modes of conceptualizing musical 

relationships: either as discrete and object-like intervals or dynamic and predicate-like 

transformations. The intervallic perspective, a conceptual default among theorists thanks to a long 

discursive enculturation, approaches musical relationships with the attitude of a passive witness, 

measuring out distances between discrete objects. The transformational perspective, by contrast, 

treats relationships as processes and characteristic actions that the music, and/or a considerably 

more engaged auditor, continuously enact in some way. (Whether these actions are performed, 

discovered, posited, or intended depends largely on the analyst’s preference and assumptions 

concerning listener psychology).4 When transferred to the investigation of film music, this 

transformational stance insures precedence is given to the harmonic gestures that power meaning, and 

the dramatic structures that emerge from them in time. 

 Despite its acceptance into what counts as the disciplinary mainstream of music theory, the 

transformational subset that is neo-Riemannian theory is less a monolith than a system of 

                                                      
4 In contrast [to intervallic thinking], the transformational attitude is much less Cartesian. In Lewin’s words, “given 
locations s and t in our space, this attitude does not ask for some observed measure of extension between reified 
‘points’; rather it asks: ‘If I am at s and wish to get to t, what characteristic gesture…should I perform in order to get 
there?’ The question generalizes in several important respects: ‘If I want to change Gestalt 1 [a musical object or 
coherently associated group of objects] into Gestalt 2 (as regards content, or location, or anything else), what sorts of 
admissible transformations in my space…will do the best job?’” (Lewin 1987, 153). The anti-Cartesian background is 
explored in enlightening fashion in Klumpenhouwer’s (2006) exegesis of Lewin’s various transformational writings. 
Klumpenhouwer finds that the Lewinian transformational attitude enshrines a sense of interpretive openness for the 
listener, while rejecting the “a single explanation is correct” approach to musical phenomena. For Lewin, 
Klumpenhouwer states, the “pernicious effect of Cartesian thinking is that it allows us to undercut the artwork’s 
potential to bring about a change in us.” (Klumpenhouwer, 286)  
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interconnected insights and tools that aim to inform the analysis of chromaticism.5 Again, the theory 

properly originated with David Lewin, though much of its current shape owes to the work of 

theorists Brian Hyer and Richard Cohn. The designation of “Riemannian” stems from Lewin’s 

revival of certain of Hugo Riemann’s theoretic devices, particularly those pertaining to formal 

relations obtaining between triads.6 During his career, Riemann put forth a number of systems of 

analyzing triadic harmony that were adapted (by no means simply imported) by Lewin. One such 

system concerned his basic tonal functions (Tonic, Dominant, and Subdominant), which in 

Riemann’s scheme could be subject to an assortment of variations based on small pitch 

displacements that did not alter underlying function. The resulting Scheinkonsonanzen allow 

increasingly chromatically aberrant chords to be related to a more paradigmatic function. Strange 

sonorities may thus be tonally “tamed,” treated as multiply modified and displaced variations of an 

underlying tonal pillar. Despite the obvious relational quality to these descriptions, they remained for 

Riemann adjectives for chords, rather than actions performed upon them. Riemann also proposed a 

different system, the Harmonieschritte (itself an adaptation of Oettingen’s Schritte/Wechsel system), 

which has a more patently transformational character. Here, the relationship between two chords, 

rather than the identity of one, is targeted and provided a pseudo-algebraic label. These are based 

not so much on pitch-displacement as transposition (ideally by fifths and major thirds) and inversion 

(which, as a dualist, Riemann insisted were actually transferences between chords with the same 

“root” but different mode). The combinatorial potential of these operations is once again high, 

enabling the intelligible relating of extremely distant tonal regions to each other. 

                                                      
5 This acceptance may be pin-pointed, perhaps, to 1998, when the Journal of Music Theory dedicated a whole issue (42.2) to 
the burgeoning subject. (JMT, 42.2). The theory was sufficiently well-established by 2001 to be the topic of an entire 
conference (Symposium on Neo-Riemannian Theory, State University of New York at Buffalo, July 20-21). 
 
6 This revival has its roots in the early transformational writings of Lewin 1982 and Lewin 1984. 
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 Lewin’s key innovation was to take a number of the simpler Riemannian non-

transformational functional-displacements and treat them as if they were Harmonieschritte, actions on a 

chord rather than properties of a chord. The three displacements adapted into an algebraic group of 

transformations that have become synonymous with neo-Riemannian theory are L (abbreviation for 

leittonwechsel), P (parallel), and R (relative).7 These neo-Riemannian operations (NROs) can be defined 

as actions in several ways, most elegantly as inversion of a pitch about a triadic fixed interval (ic3, 

ic5, and ic4 respectively), or as instructions to displace the pitch not a member of that interval by 

one or two semitones.8 Most of the analytical propensities of NRT derive from the properties of the 

LPR group. In an article a decade after the publication of GMIT, Richard Cohn described the theory 

as having developed in order to explain harmony of the nineteenth century—especially of Schubert, 

Liszt, Wagner and their inheritors—that hitherto resisted proper analytic explanation due to its high 

degree of chromaticism.9 Neo-Riemannian theory combines a number of analytical attributes that 

together render it apposite to Romantic-era music, as well for the harmonic idiom of film music. 

These attributes also distinguish it from other theories of “Second Practice” tonality such as tonal-

pairing or chromaticized diatonicism. (My list is inspired by a similar delineation of NRT’s elements 

in Cohn 1998). All these traits relate back to the primacy of L, P and R in some fashion.  

                                                      
7 Some Nuts and Bolts: A transformation, following Lewin, is a “function from family S into S itself,” that is a 
procedure (function f) applied to one music object x (argument) from a certain family or class (S) to reliably yield a 
unique y (value) within the same family. An operation carries the further refinement of being a transformation with the 
property that every potential y of a function has exactly one x which can produce it (in other words, it is a bijection, 
having the properties of being one-to-one and onto with regards to S). On occasion I will invoke non-bijective, arbitrarily 
defined transformations but will always be explicit as to this condition. A group is the collection of moves: it consists of 
all the transformations that, when combined, yield the objects within a family S (along with an inversion “clause”) that 
guarantees undoing of any transformation. When an entire group has the property that each and every object is relatable 
to each other one through one and only one transformation, it has the property of simple transitivity. While simple 
transitivity is an elegant feature, and a property of most of the transformation inventories I will employ, it will not be a 
feature of all of my analyses, which mix and match transformations from various families with analytical discretion.  

8 In Hyer and Cohn, the properties of these three operations are formalized as the LPR algebraic group, which contains a 

number of subgroups that generate structures important to neo-Riemannians, including octatonic (PR)4, hexatonic (PL)3, 

and fifth cycles (RL)12. 
 
9 Cohn 1998, 167-69. 
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1) Combinatoriality: As triadic transformations, a combination of Ls, Ps, and Rs is 

sufficient to rigorously model any conceivable relation between the 24 major and minor triads when 

they are abstracted down to dualistic Klangs. (In fact, L and P alone are sufficient). By themselves, 

these atomic transformations assume the status of NRT’s absolute progressions. A progression that 

requires more than one NRO for its description will bear a compound of transformations, which 

combine under the rules of algebraic associativity and commutativity.  

2) Parsimony: As vessels of common-tone maximization and voice-leading parsimony, 

the NRO trio all hold two triadic pitch-classes fixed while shifting the remaining pc by no more than 

a major second. These are the only progressions capable of this, and accordingly are esteemed highly 

in a repertoire where harmonic shifts—and so it is argued, harmonic coherence—are accomplished 

with parsimonious voice-leading. Maximal smoothness is the sole province of L and P operations, 

which displace a total of a single semitone.10  

3) Contextuality: As mirroring (dualistic) inversions, the individual members of the 

LPR group act in equal and opposite ways on triads of opposing mode. This aspect of 

“contextuality” entails that a deep symmetry is embedded within the structure of the LPR group and 

its sub-partitions. It also allowing for different sounding results when a major versus a minor triad is 

subjected to a given series of NROs. (This facilitates, among other things, the highly sought-after 

property of network isography, in which passages of ostensibly divergent harmonic design are 

shown to bear the same underlying structure). Some theorists have critiqued neo-Riemannian theory 

for this aspect, which they argue is an anachronistic theoretical holdover from discredited dualist 

thinking, as well as questionable feature of the repertoire it purports to describe.11 For our purposes, 

I will sometimes neglect or minimize the dualist components of NRT; we will see that jettisoning 

                                                      
10 Cohn 1996. 
 
11 See, for example, Tymoczko 2011. 
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this version of contextuality does not significantly dampen transformation theory’s analytic 

suitability for film music.  

4) Enharmonic Equivalence: As actions on pcs rather than diatonically-specified 

notes, the NROs are strictly non-committal with regards to particular enharmonic spellings. The 

strategic underdetermination of note-spelling frees the analyst from some of the most vexing 

problems inherent in analyzing certain nineteenth century tonal practices, where an ambivalent or 

extravagant recourse into enharmonicism sometimes forces itself upon readings that may not 

ultimately even answer to the demands of diatonic scale-degrees, or indeed, the orientation afforded 

by any tonic at all. In Lewin’s formulation, “The nature and logic of [neo-] Riemannian space are not 

isomorphic with the nature and logic of scale-degree space.” (Lewin 1984, 345). Indeed, NRT finds 

itself most comfortable analyzing passages where tonicity is difficult or impossible to discern. Cohn 

has suggested “triadic post tonality” to capture the unusual behavior of this idiom. I prefer “tonal 

agnosticism,” (after Cohn 1998) which does not make a claim about immanent tonal properties, but 

rather entails a particular analytic stance, one that does not deny the role tonality per se so much as it 

brackets it in favor of other harmonically interesting properties. Another upshot of this 

enharmonically liberated landscape is the ability to deal with root progressions that hew to 

symmetrical partitions of the octave (the hex- and octatonic cycles, namely) with far greater ease 

than diatonic theories of chromaticism are able to. 

5) Spatiality: Finally, as well-defined and repeatable operations, the NROs can generate 

tonal geometries that can replicate or modify Riemann’s Tonnetz. From the accumulation of various 

transformations in an analysis emerge conceptual tonal spaces, which may be (re)constructed by the 

analyst to represent and track harmonic progressions. More broadly, the NROs lend themselves to 

any sort of tonal network, either predetermined like the Tonnetz, or more contingent and contextually 

determined by the piece under analysis. 
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 Together, these features are apt for description of nineteenth century triadic chromaticism, 

especially considering that their conceptual origins also derive from that time period. Yet in many 

ways, their suitability is greater for certain genres of film music than their originally intended 

repertoire. (Some NRT features, namely dualism, also prove less pertinent to Hollywood tonal 

practice, if they ever truly were appropriate for nineteenth century harmony). At its heart, a neo-

Riemannian analysis is neither a statement about the group structure of a set of operations, nor the 

presence of tight voice-leading, nor the coordination within a space such as the Tonnetz. Least of all 

is it a neutral labeling system. Rather, NRT provides a method of unmatched sensitivity for 

characterizing the harmonic relations that a listener experiences, or might wish to entertain, while 

parsing a musical text. Every transformation label amounts to an interpretation of how to understand a 

musical event in its context. NRT’s richest resource lies not in the size of the transformational 

inventory, nor the number of objects it can neatly cross-relate, but in how it enables events to be 

read in terms of others, as part of a network of musical potentialities. It allows the characterization of 

relationships readily apparent and the discovery of relationships buried but significant alike. NRT is 

a deeply hermeneutic style of analysis, and it is this trait above all that makes it eminently suited for 

investigation of film music.  

 The application of these transformational field tools will be explored progressively in this 

dissertation. Throughout, a heavy responsibility is given to music and film analysis to inform, and 

even determine the makeup of theory. In Chapter One, I pose the question “what do we mean when 

we claim something ‘sounds like film music’?” Addressing this issue requires a two-pronged stylistic 

and methodological approach. I first characterize the “sound” insofar as it constitutes a musical 

practice—a shared set of conventions and compositional possibilities which persist throughout a 

broad period and are recognizable to a large audience of listeners. I explore the general pitch-based 

tendencies of Hollywood composition in terms of idiom, sonority, voice-leading, chromaticism, and 
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finally tonality. This is done with an eye for continuities and ruptures with the oft-presumed model 

of nineteenth century late romanticism. Following that stylistic account, I devise a means to 

analyzing film music’s constituents—scores, cues, and gestures—in relation to image, in a fashion 

that is both hermeneutically rich and descriptively rigorous. Along the way I introduce supplements 

to conventional transformational methodology, such as network modulations and implied networks, 

with the aim of developing a set of techniques that can accurately reflect the non-conventional 

demands on musical hearing brought on by film. 

 Analysis of pitch-design in film scores has been something of a taboo subject for many 

theorists; this is due to presumptions about tonal memory, composer-intention, and the coherence 

of film scores as “works.” In Chapter Two, I subject this prejudice to scrutiny by assessing the work 

of theorists and critics who have weighed in on film-spanning tonality. Hans Keller’s insistence on 

coherent key-relationships across cues contrasts with Adorno and Eisler’s contention that such 

relationships run contrary to the extra-musical demands of the medium. Both, however, assume a 

pessimistic attitude towards practical effectiveness of tonal design in this medium. More amenable to 

the possibility are theorists Ronald Rodman and David Neumeyer, even as the latter questions the 

usefulness of prolongation and harmonic function as categories in this repertoire. Neumeyer’s 

argument for the “abstract,” symbolic power of key relations over their participation in traditionally 

coherence-vouching tonal processes, is a promising avenue. I investigate several such modes of 

abstract key-relating, many of which are importations from the “Second Practice” of nineteenth 

century tonality.  

 Continuing the investigation of how tonal relations can “mean” within a film score, in 

Chapter Three I revive the category of “expressive tonality” as formulated by Robert Bailey as the 

use of step-progressions to convey an increase or decrease in tension. This dynamic and dramatic 

notion of modulation is but a short leap from a transformational conception of tonality, as the 
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potency of a key-relation exists in its specific trajectory rather than place within an abstract scheme. I 

generalize expressive tonality to apply to any species of key- or, indeed, chord-relation. This does 

not yet address why one tonal motion has the capacity to install this network of meanings over 

another. I thus proceed to formulate a general model of harmonic association, with the aid of 

numerous film examples. The model outlines a process by which intrinsic features of a pitch-

relation, according primarily to metrics of distance and dissonance, are selectively available for 

mapping onto affective states by composers. When extra-musical practice (on both a single-textual 

level and a broad cultural level) links affect to a relation with enough consistency, we find certain 

motions able to project associations across generic and historical swaths of Hollywood history. 

 The overarching goal of the first three chapters is implicitly interpretive in nature—the 

analyst’s goal is assumed to be active reading of a film rather than dry description of its harmonic 

constituents. In Chapter Four, I bring the topic of interpretation to the forefront, with the aim of 

developing a systematic hermeneutics of transformation in general, and for film music analysis in 

particular. I specify four critical moments in any transformational analysis that offer opportunities 

for hermeneutic explanation: operation attribution, network spatio-temporal design, assignment of 

harmonic hierarchy, and affirmation or dismissal of transformational continuity. Several analyses 

follow, each raising a certain hermeneutic issue native to the conjunction of film musical and neo-

Riemannian analysis. Cues from King Kong and The Sixth Sense represent the power of thematic-

transformation, and network (non)isography to generate interpretive claims about the movies they 

occupy. The projection of cyclical and non-linear time are broached in investigation music from Lord 

of The Rings, as is the little-tapped interpretive potential of voice-leading analysis. Finally, the 

supposed phenomenology of transformation—in which a single idealized Klang is said to persist 

through multiple changes and contexts—is considered in light of densely chromatic music from 

Danny Elfman’s Spiderman scores. 
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 James Horner’s score for A Beautiful Mind (2002) reveals the mental workings of the titular 

character, the brilliant but schizophrenia-afflicted mathematician John Forbes Nash. In Chapter 

Five, I inspect several cues in which Horner illustrates the process of mathematical thinking with 

wildly chromatic but firmly triadic music.  The group generated by combinations of the operators L, 

R, and S (SLIDE, a non-canonical dualistic operation) provides a fount for a “Genius complex” that 

represents intense intellection. The main title cue, “Kaleidoscope of Mathematics” provides the 

essential transformational-associative procedures to the rest of the score, and is investigated in depth 

in terms of structural and dramatic content by means of an extended network analysis. Together, the 

readings evince a tension between the logical telos of sequential patterning with the radically 

contingent, even game-like quality of Horner’s triadic manipulations. They also suggest certain ways 

in which music analysis, and transformational approaches in particular, are prone to the obsessive 

location of patterns (“apophenia”) that the film A Beautiful Mind implicitly warns the viewer against 

succumbing to. 

 The music of a Beautiful Mind and the Star Trek franchise share a use of non-functional 

harmonic relationships as a marker of the aesthetic of sublimity (“mathematical” in the former while 

dynamic, “cosmic” even in the latter). In Chapter Six, I consider the triadic chromaticism of Jerry 

Goldsmith’s score to Star Trek: The Motion Picture (1977) in light of its sublime aspirations. 

Transformation theory offers insights into the thematic, sequential, and tonal tendencies of the 

film’s score. It helps analyze the score’s extreme motivic integration and tendency for 

reharmonization within variation. Specifically, it offers a means of characterizing thematic 

transformation as the product of infection or “corruption” of one leitmotif by another. 

Transformation theory provides the ideal means of representing Star Trek’s many chromatic 

sequences and cycle-derived materials, particularly with spaces that reflect the geometrical visual 

motifs of the film’s special effects sequences. These chromatic progressions force us to consider 
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cases in which cycles of different intervallic origin interact (such as both hex- and octatonic 

materials), and to consider the way that graphical representation, even of symmetrical and well-

ordered materials, is itself a highly charged interpretive act. The interaction of tonal prolongation 

(and sometimes its suppression) in contexts of extreme triadic chromaticism poses serious questions 

of how tonal gestures function on the surface and deeper levels of film cues. Transformation 

theory’s neglected IDENT relation comes to the fore as I analyze a lengthy cue, “The Cloud,” as an 

exemplar of the extreme plasticity of tonal centricity of this repertoire.  

 Though throughout the dissertation I avail myself of the formal tools of transformation 

theory—this project’s “heavy artillery”—my ultimate aim is always a critical reading of the 

soundtrack. Doing full justice to my case studies will nevertheless serve to strengthen those analytic 

tools and the theory that spawned them. By encountering the fresh new repertoire of film music, 

neo-Riemannian theory stands to gain much beyond a mere expansion of its domain of applicability. 

The aesthetic immediacy of film music will help hone and clarify some basic tenets of 

transformation theories, such as the nature of musical change vs. stasis, and the ramifications of 

searching for symmetrical routines where they may (or may not) be compositionally or perceptually 

salient. The application of neo-Riemannian methods to a repertoire as hermeneutically fecund and 

methodologically challenging as film music raises our sensitivity to all manner of compositional 

routines and interpretational avenues of profound use to transformational analysts of any stripe. By 

reading tonality and transformation through film, we are granted a better picture of the nature of 

harmonic trajectory and tonal style, affectivity and association, spatial expansion and contraction, 

telos and contingency, and characterization and critique. It is my hope that the reader will come to 

find the phrase “sounds like film music” no longer to be prompt for the proverbial analytical shrug, 

but a cause for deep and rewarding investigation of a vast and fascinating repertoire. 
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Chapter One: 
The Elements of Hollywood Tonal Style 

 
 
I.   JOHN WILLIAMS AND THE “HOLLYWOOD SOUND” 

 Near the midpoint of Steven Spielberg’s historical drama Empire of the Sun (1987), the 

protagonist, a 12 year old boy named Jim (Christian Bale), is wrung through a near-religious 

experience. Jim has been detained at a Japanese-run internment camp near Shanghai, maintained 

during the last months of World War II. Obsessed with fighter planes and flight in general, the child 

is granted a miraculously staged occasion of wish-fulfillment when American planes execute a 

surprise bombing run on the camp’s defenses. He rushes up to a rooftop to get as close to the action 

as possible, and it is from there that a P-15 Mustang, the vaunted “Cadillac of the Skies” of his 

imagination, passes by, its American pilot seemingly waving to Jim. By muting sound effects and 

slowing the passage of the plane to an unearthly tempo, Spielberg decelerates film time and draws 

out the silent, epiphanic connection between boy and his aerial fantasy. The encounter gives way to 

a display of dangerous jubilation, with the wildly cheering Jim totally oblivious to (or unconcerned 

with) the serious danger his rooftop vantage places him in. The camp’s doctor rushes up to calm Jim 

and usher him to safety. “Try not to think too much!” he orders the hysterical child. As Jim raves 

about the plane, massive explosions erupt across the camp. Suddenly, amidst this emotional fervor, 

Jim’s state modulates from reckless joy to utter despondency. Pathetically, he admits to the doctor “I 

don’t remember what my parents look like.” (He has been estranged from them since a traumatic 

separation near the beginning of the film). As the doctor picks him up and slowly carries him off the 

roof, Jim begins chanting Latin in eerie monotone, rehearsing the conjugation lessons he had been 

taught during less eventful days at the camp. “Amatus sum, amatus es, amatus est”—“I am loved, 

you are loved, s/he is loved.” The sequence concludes with shots of the ruined Japanese base, a 

desolate low to offset the scene’s erstwhile euphoria. 
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 The P-15 sequence is supported by a centerpiece cue from Empire of the Sun’s musical 

soundtrack, composed by long-time Spielberg collaborator John Williams. Figure 1.1 reproduces the 

cue in its entirety as a reduced transcription of its full-symphonic score.1 Alongside the transcription 

are brief indications of the particular action occurring on screen during musical events. Williams’s 

score for the scene recruits no theme or leitmotif, and instead relies on the immediate and unfiltered 

power of timbre (high strings, wordless chorus, and beatific brass) and sweeping harmonic and 

melodic gestures in order to evoke a sense of unbridled ecstasy, ecstasy that exhausts itself and 

crashes down to earth.  

 “Cadillac of the Skies” is an example of John Williams’s characteristic “soaring wonderment” 

style, which manifests itself frequently in scores from his collaboration with Spielberg.2 Within this 

scene in Empire of the Sun, Williams’s music straddles a delicate line between gushing sincerity and 

heavily ironized overstatement. Part of the devastating impact of the larger scene stems from the 

disparity between Jim’s exultation and the scenes of carnage around him, to which the music 

remains, like him, blissfully unresponsive until prodded by a herald of more grim reality. That ironic 

reminder seems to emanate from the score as well: like tonal shock therapy, a single well-placed 

tritonal progression at measure 24 (D majG# min) sends the music of Jim’s jubilation careening 

headlong into dissonant darkness. With musical gestures like these, Williams’s cue is able to 

simultaneously reinforce, subvert, and lay commentary on aspects of Spielberg’s film; the cue 

“Cadillac of the Skies” interprets the P-15 sequence it as much as it accompanies it. 

 

                                                      
1 As with all film music examples in this dissertation, the transcription and ensuing analysis are the result of my own 
transcription. Sheet music for this cue, and for film score in general, is exceedingly difficult to come by. It is often the 
case that a definitive form of a cue does not exist at all, in the sense of a authoritative edition for classical music. I have 
derived all transcription from careful listening to the film and its OST when available.  
 
2 Other scores that feature similarly empyrean music from Williams’ pen include Close Encounters of the Third Kind, 
Superman, E.T, Spacecamp, Always, The Witches of Eastwick, Amazing Stories, Hook, Jurassic Park, and Harry Potter. 
Significantly, almost all prominently employ melodic routines from the lydian mode; this pitch resource and its filmic 
associations are discussed in Section IV of this chapter. 
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Figure 1.1: John Williams “Cadillac of the Skies” from Empire of the Sun transcription 
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Figure 1.1: Continued 
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 The music here is an exemplar of modern film scoring at its most aggressively foregrounded 

and most harmonically arresting. Since the mid-1970s through the mid-1990s, John Williams’s 

scoring style has been a prominent paradigm through which much of what strikes us now as 

“sounding like movie music” is filtered.3 Film music historian Mervyn Cooke has isolated a much-

imitated “Williams model.” This consists of extensive underscoring, full symphonic orchestration, 

leitmotivic networks, “not inconsiderable subtleties of harmony and timbre,” and a “fundamentally 

conservative nature” despite extreme eclecticism and refinement of style.4 Many alternative 

paradigms existed before Williams’s revival of cinematic symphonism in the late 1970s, and others 

have arisen since—most notably the infusion of electronics and minimalism—but his model 

continues to be a highly influential component of the soundscape of contemporary commercial 

media. (This extends as well to television programs, documentaries, newscasts, trailers, video games, 

and so on.)  

 What does the “sound like movie music” quality, seemingly typified by William’s soaring 

wonderment style, entail? Film musicologist William Rosar frames the issue by affirming the 

manifest existence of this style while alluding to a certain resistance to clean definition. “Despite all 

its stylistic variability through-out the decades—whether the often cited ‘late Romantic’ style or 

passing trends in musical fashion—there remains a film music sound, elusive though that may be to 

define.”5 If there is such a thing as for a piece of music to “sound like movie music” (and, judging 

from the familiarity of this phrase in describing not only film scores, but other styles, it most 

                                                      
3 Williams’s influence waned somewhat with the explosive proliferation of electronic resources and an attendant dip in 
orchestral and motivic complexity in film music, which became something of a new norm in the new Millennium. 
Nevertheless, his larger influence of writing broad and loosely “symphonic” film scoring continues today unabated. 
 
4 Cooke 2008, 456-466. 
 
5 Rosar 2002, 3-4. In this context, Rosar is less interested in the stylistic markers of film music’s sound (which he ascribes 
mostly to its late-Romantic inheritance) than in providing a definition of film music in the first place. For responses and 
critiques to what is perceived as Rosar’s essentialist project, see Smith 2009, and Carroll and Moore 2011. 
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certainly is, if not always in the most appreciative light)6, then the Williams model assuredly is the 

modern exemplar behind it. “Cadillac of the Skies” will serve as an encapsulation of much of what 

makes this “sound” distinctive.7 Suffice it to say, it is a chief goal of this dissertation to use cues such 

as “Cadillac” to arrive at a firmer quantification of that “elusive” sound. 

 With few exceptions, the attitude of music theorists has been to neglect serious analytical 

attention to this repertoire. This inattention is grounded on an assumption of supposed technical 

transparency of this style—as if to say “sounds like movie music” counted as sufficiently rigorous 

engagement with film music. Such a dismissive attitude should be self-evidently unsatisfactory, even 

irresponsible given the cultural ubiquity and the general importance afforded to this repertoire. Film 

music is a vital and often surpassingly complex strain of instrumental music that has persisted long 

after the expiry of the mainline Classical orchestral tradition. It will not serve us to harp on this 

point—fine film music will continue to be composed, irrespective of whether the music-theoretical 

community deems it worthy of analysis. Yet much is to be gained by theorists and analysts alike 

from a more advanced understanding of the techniques and commentative possibilities it brings to 

visual media.  

                                                      
6 Neo-Romanticism and Film Music: Walter Simmons tackles the phrase’s ostensibly disparaging use against the 
music of American neo-Romantics like Hanson and Barber by classifying film composers of the 1940s-1950s as 
themselves neo-Romantics (i.e. in a line from the European late-Romantics but with greater tolerance for dissonance). 
Indeed, they are the neo-Romantics most familiar to the average auditor. (Simmons 2004, 13-14). In order to insulate his 
chosen art-music composers from the negative connotations of “sounds like film music,” Simmons refers to the film 
score’s subordination to a larger film (and resultant supposed absence of abstract formal or thematic logic) as its “chief 
aesthetic defect.” The outmoded late-Romantic musical vocabulary is blameless (“there can be nothing ‘wrong’ with a 
musical language”), and it is Hollywood’s lack of compositional rigor that is the source of any venom to the phrase 
“sounds like movie music.” The invocation of an intrinsic film musical “defect” (rather than something more neutral like 
“feature” or positive like “asset”) represents an unfortunate but common strategy among commentators on film music 
to dismiss the aesthetic validity of the repertoire. As indicated by other frequently heard claims that are anachronistic 
(“Rachmaninoff sounds like film music”) or casually-backwards (“Korngold’s concert works sound like film music”), 
musical vocabulary very much is at the core of the informal musical judgment. My position will be that those de-
coherentizing forces Simmons ascribes to film music’s “aesthetic defect” are hardly arbitrary (and certainly not flaws) but 
rather a highly developed component of that vocabulary. 
 
7 The first three chapters of this dissertation will indeed focus heavily on Williams’ music, not only for its 
representativeness of current harmonic trends in Hollywood, but for its high compositional quality. 
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 The current chapter has two aims. First: to characterize this “sound” insofar as it constitutes 

a musical practice—a shared set of conventions and compositional possibilities which persist 

throughout a broad period and are recognizable (and non-distracting) to a large audience of listeners. 

Second: to provide a means for analyzing its constituents in relation to moving image in a 

hermeneutically rich and descriptively rigorous fashion. Harmonic and tonal aspects will be our sole 

focus, which I will argue comprise the chief ingredient of this sound. However, my selective 

theoretical attention should in no way be interpreted as discount the significant roles other 

parameters such as timbre, rhythm, or melody play in this style. To arrive at an analytic model, I first 

explore general pitch-based tendencies in Hollywood, with an eye to continuities and ruptures with 

the oft-presumed model of nineteenth century Late Romanticism. Following that, I present the 

analytic apparatus of transformation theory (and its triadic subset, neo-Riemannian theory) as an apt 

means of understanding this repertoire in its filmic setting. While the methodology and underlining 

algebra for this tool can become quite complex, the ultimate goal of film interpretation is 

maintained. Discussion of “Cadillac” will continue for so long as it serves its purpose as a 

demonstrator of the dissertation’s methodological tools and analytic concerns. 

 

II.   LATE ROMANTICISM AND HOLLYWOOD MUSICAL PRACTICE 

 Divorced temporarily from image, what musical features of “Cadillac” contribute to its 

redolence of Hollywood music? To begin answering this question, we must specify what it means to 

assert a single “Hollywood sound” in the first place. Even a casual survey of music for motion 

pictures—either synchronic or diachronic—will reveal that a voracious eclecticism of styles is a 

defining feature since the craft’s inception in the 1930s and particularly evident in its contemporary 
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guises.8 While some styles (like Williams’s “wonderment music”) are perhaps more prominently 

ensconced in the collective ear than others, and while there are some loose commonalities in scoring 

techniques that owe simply to the exigencies of film cutting/spotting/timing, the notion that movie 

music “all sounds the same” is a chimera. No stylistic study, however broad and ecumenical, will be 

able to unite its disparate threads into a single coherent, compositionally replicable entity—the gulf 

between the sounds of chronologically and stylistically divergent scores such as The Adventures of 

Robin Hood (1938), Midnight Cowboy (1969), Star Wars (1977), and Fight Club (1999) is too great, 

despite each in their own way offering fair representation of a typical Hollywood sound for their 

time. Therefore, we should not expect a single analytic approach to be alone suitable for analysis of 

this repertoire.  

 Instead of attempting to perform an impossible synthesis, I shall focus in this dissertation  

on a prominent but partial component of film music practice: a strand from within so-called 

“Classical Hollywood” and its later incarnations, whose harmonic character is arguably most 

emblematic of that sound we wish to pin down. “Classical Hollywood” is both a historical 

periodization (cinema from the 1930s through roughly 1950s) and an umbrella for the set of 

conventions established in the wide-release studio films during that era. These films are typified by 

continuity editing, conventional and linearly-delivered narratives, and actors-as-“stars.”9 Classical 

Hollywood is musically distinct from an alternative paradigm that dominated the 1960s through 70s, 

which involved use of less music, and often recruited preexisting materials (songs, or occasionally 

                                                      
8 A distinction between style and purpose should be made. The purpose of film music is distinct from the stylistic means 
used to achieve it, although there is considerable interdependence between the two. The purposes of “Classical scoring” 
practices have been argued to include characterization, reinforcement of narrative , and the unification of disparate and 
unstable components of film into a homogenous product. (See for instance, Gorbman 1987, 31-69; and Gallez 1970). 
The Romantic style of film composition was certainly recruited to serve these purposes, but the arrival of an alternate 
musical paradigm (of pop-rock soundtracks in the 1960s) by no means entails that those purposes have been shifted. 
(See Flinn, 1992).  
 
9 See Bordwell, Staiger, and Thompson 1987 for the definitive accounting of the various habits and techniques of 
narrative construction and continuity editing for this period. 
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classical music) for moderate to small ensembles, frequently in a popular/rock idiom. By contrast, 

Classical scoring, whose characteristics and purpose are laid out by Claudia Gorbman in her seminal 

monograph Unheard Melodies, uses specially written music for large orchestras and employs the idiom 

of late-Romantic European art music.10 A resurgence of orchestral scoring in 1970s, ushered by 

composers like John Williams and Jerry Goldsmith, helped reintroduce many of the conventions of 

this earlier practice—albeit as a practice now loaded with sufficiently distinct sounds and new 

influences (such as the profound changes precipitated by of minimalism and electronic synthesizers) 

to require a different label. The period film historians refer to as “New Hollywood” (mid-1970s 

onward), marked by the birth of the high concept “blockbuster” financial model, offers a suitable 

label for the harmonic practice we are interested in.11 New Hollywood scoring practice may further 

be differentiated from Classical precedents by its inclination toward stylistic pluralism, far surpassing 

the token inclusion of vernacular or ethnic styles in a score from the 1930-50s. Other differences 

include: a greater tolerance for repetition or thematic inactivity (or, indeed, athematicism); relative 

contrapuntal and orchestrational simplicity; and an approach to spotting that is at once much more 

pliable in relation to editorial decisions (by virtue of digital editing and scoring) and less reliant upon 

either conspicuous or artfully integrated “mickey-mousing.”12 

                                                      
10 Gorbman, 1984, 70-98. 
 
11 “New Hollywood” is a complex historical construct that refers to multiple eras and parameters depending on the 
theorist asked. For example, “New Hollywood” for some delineates the edgy, auterist, and decidedly non-high concept 
films of the late 1960s through mid 1970s such as Bonnie and Clyde and The Graduate—quite distinct from the Hollywood 
landscape that produced Jaws and Star Wars years later. For our purposes, we will retain the latter, blockbuster-driven 
sense of the term. For a thorough discussion of these varying stylistic, industrial, and social meanings of “New 
Hollywood” see King 2002.  
 
12 Drawing generalizations between repertoires already so general, one of which is still in the process of evolving, is risky. 
Williams’ familiar “soaring wonder” style, for example, bears the opposite of many of the attributes listed above. By 
outlining these differences I wish only to suggest certain obvious (but not necessarily uniform or ubiquitous) sonic 
differences between the style of, say, a Korngold writing in 1935 drawing from a native mannered and opulent Straussian 
idiom, and a Danny Elfman writing in 1989 drawing from a native new wave pop/rock idiom with hints of Bernard 
Herrmann. 
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 Both Classical and New Hollywood scoring styles are intimately linked with the practices of 

Late Romanticism, the former via direct influence, the latter in a mix of direct and filtered influence 

from the former. It is taken by many scholars as almost an axiom that Hollywood film scoring is a 

product (or emulation) of the musical idioms of the nineteenth century (particularly its “Long” tail-

end).13 There is such a degree of continuity between the tradition of late Romantic orchestral 

composition and much of cinema’s most distinctive music (and indeed the training of its creators), 

that the act of nuancing this historical-stylistic claim does not entail that it is in some way an 

overstatement. A large percentage of the formative generation of American film composers—Max 

Steiner, Franz Waxman, Erich Wolfgang Korngold, Miklós Rózsa, and many others—were 

European émigrés who brought with them a style steeped in the programmatic and symphonic 

idioms of nineteenth-century Romanticism. Many of these émigrés were also fluent with the musical 

vocabulary of popular venues such as musical theater and melodrama, which relied on 

conventionalized style topics (“melos”) such as “agitato,” “mysterioso,” and “hurry” that were 

adopted into silent era “mood music” tomes used for photoplay accompaniment.14 Film studios, 

eager to incorporate musical codes that fit their desired model of cinematic mass-appeal and 

intelligibility, were happy to allow the resulting Classical scoring practice to employ this familiar 

Romantic idiom to the hilt. The musical language of the tone poem, melodrama, and especially 

opera (none more so than the Wagnerian music-drama), were reference points for the scores we find 

most emblematic of the early Sound Era, such as King Kong and Gone with the Wind (scored by Steiner 

in 1933, 1939), The Bride of Frankenstein (Waxman, 1935), and The Adventures of Robin Hood (Korngold, 

1938). Such a devotedly Romantic style lagged considerably behind trends in contemporary art 

                                                      
13 See, for example, Taruskin 2005, Book 4: 549-553. 
 
14 For a summary of the confluence of these nineteenth century influences in film music, see Cooke 2008, 78-80. For an 
important account of the roots of film music conventions not only in the oft-assumed genre opera, but lesser explored 
repertoire of melodrama, see Neumeyer 1995. 
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music, whose shifts towards tonal and formal dissolution took some time to be incorporated into 

mainstream film (and there, only in small or generically isolated cases). But rather than painting this 

retention of an out-of-fashion idiom as a sentimental or reactionary dead end, we should appreciate 

that film music provided a venue for sustained development and creativity within a basically Romantic 

style, well after the point where the mainstream of art music abandoned its conventions for more 

revolutionary pastures. 

 In addition to the heavily melodic bent (typified by the Classic Hollywood predilection for 

expansive themes and cues conceived as a succession of connected, sometimes quite lengthy 

melodic units), harmonic idiom is another trait carried over to film from Romantic music. Despite 

admittance of a wide-variety of sonorities for expressive purposes, consonant harmony is a musical 

bedrock, and diatonic tonality a norm, at least across short durations.15 Certainly this is true of film 

themes. The soaring thematic material of a Golden age composer like Max Steiner and a 

contemporary scorer like James Horner alike rest on triadic harmony that can easily be related to a 

central tonic, even when diverted by modulations and sprinkled with surface dissonances. Even 

comparatively complex melodies with more fleetingly tonicized points of stability, such as the jazz-

harmonized tune from Raksin’s Laura, rest on a presumption of diatonic tonality, aided and abetted 

by firm demarcation of differing functions, frequent dominant to tonic motions, and clearly 

articulated cadences.16 Because so much Hollywood film music is composed around themes, it is no 

surprise that, at any given moment, the impression is likely to be of comfortable tonal security. 

                                                      
15 It is worth noting that for such a formative score, King Kong contains surprisingly little pure triadic harmony, and is in 
fact populated with intensely dissonant cue after cue, as befits its terrifying subject matter. Nevertheless, this is 
dissonance heard against an implicitly absent but still-potent expectation of consonant diatonicism. 
 
16 For a tonal analysis of this famous melody, see Burt 1994, 170-173.  
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 It is undoubtedly this unrepentant diatonicism on the level of theme that Cooke has in mind 

when he alludes to the “indestructibly tonal” façade of Classical Hollywood.17 Yet the very same 

cues that bear these safely tonal themes in isolation will often engender no small amount of analytic 

consternation for a tonally minded analyst (such as an orthodox, or even highly permissive, 

Schenkerian) as soon as they lift themselves above the most local of harmonic levels—if they even 

must detach from the surface at all. Classical and New Hollywood film music, drawing on its 

nineteenth century roots, permits a wide range of “extended” techniques at variance with diatonic 

function and monotonality at large.18 Most striking is the extent to which chromaticism infuses the 

typical film score. A creature of many faces, chromaticism can certainly be “instantly perceived as 

exotic or ‘other’”19 when presented in some guises. (Recall the well-worn cliché of wholetone harp 

scales indicating the entrance into a dream state). But other forms of chromaticism—and, it should 

be admitted, modality, free atonality, jazz harmony, and other alternatives to common-practice pitch 

resources—no less extreme against a backdrop of diatony, are recruited with just as much frequency 

to deliver vastly less obvious effects. Indeed, the “indestructibility” of tonality will turn out to be an 

illusion in multiple ways. 

 A number of the tonal features of “Cadillac of the Skies” are emblematic of film composers’ 

approach to pitch relations in underscoring. Through this cue I will investigate five parameters in 

turn: tonal idiom, sonority, voice leading, triadic chromaticism, and tonality. That these procedures 

should exhibit a sometimes pointedly different logic than that found in nineteenth century 

precedents tells us that as we develop a methodology for its analysis derived from Romantic-era-

intended tools (i.e. neo-Riemannian theory), we must take care to adapt those tools or risk 

                                                      
17 Cooke, 78. 
 
18 See, for example Kinderman’s introduction to The Second Practice of Nineteenth Century Tonality (1996, 1-14) for a 
summary of some of these extended techniques. 
 
19 Cooke, ibid. 
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anachronistic or incongruous interpretation.20 Much of the ensuing discussion will revolve around 

chromaticism, which is both a prominent aspect of New Hollywood practice and a fertile ground for 

theory and analysis. Many of these pitch-related characteristics generalize to the New Hollywood 

tonal idiom at large. Others pertain more particularly to the Williams model, and a handful are 

unique to the “soaring wonder” mode in the Empire of the Sun score. 

 

III.   TONAL IDIOM 

 Perhaps the most immediately arresting harmonic aspect of “Cadillac” is the rapidity with 

which changes in harmonic idiom take place. Measures 1-3 and 12-25 recruit dissonance-shorn 

major triads, moving around each other by chromatic intervals and maintaining no single tonic for 

much longer than a few bars. This, we might say, constitutes a filmic importation of the “triadic 

chromaticism” which is such a distinctive part of nineteenth century extended tonal practice. But 

while it is most prominent harmonic idiom of the cue, triadic chromaticism is by no means its sole 

dialect. Measures 4-11 adopt a contrasting mixed-modal idiom, with hints of dorian (at m. 7) and 

aeolian (at m. 9) as well as functional dominant-tonic tonality with the cadence-like conclusion, an 

Isus
V in A minor. A starker departure occurs in the second half of the cue (mm. 25-48), where the 

clean triadic sheen of the “wonderment” music gives way to a dissonant, more minor and 

contrapuntally-oriented section that flirts with atonality at several stages, most strongly at mm. 37-

45. Firm bass pedals of F§ and C§ and faint triadic allusions do not fully counteract the tonal 

destabilization brought about by disjunct voice leading and complex vertical sonorities, such as the 

6-34 set in m. 39, the 6-15 for the bulk of m. 40, and the 5-19 in m. 45. All are voiced in such a 

manner that emphasize dissonant 7ths and 9ths against the bass and minimize obvious functional 

                                                      
20 This pointedly different logic might extend as well to music for television, radio, video games, and even the concert 
hall when touched by the long shadow of contemporary film music. 
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relationships with adjacent sonorities. Melodic lines during this most angst-ridden portion of the cue 

are equally dissonant, such as the soprano lines at mm. 29-35 (clustered 3-1s), mm. 40-42 

(disquieting maj/min thirds of a 3-3), and the dismal string melody that hangs above mm. 43-45 (a 

6-6, marked by a tight center of four ic1s framed by the ic10 between C6 and A#6). A strange 

contrast from this anti-consonant material concludes the cue, with mm. 46-57 returning to modal 

harmony, with a ghostly choral elegy, first in E aeolian, followed by B aeolian/harmonic minor, to 

accompany Jim’s hollow recitation of Latin. 

 Each of these harmonic dialects—modal, chromatic, and quasi-atonal—accompany scenes 

with different moods and dramatic actions within the larger sequence. The idiomatic resources come 

laden with historical baggage and strong affective connotations: modality with religiosity, 

chromaticism with wonder, atonality with anxiety. That musical vocabulary should be chosen in 

relation to dramatic needs in this context is itself not surprising. Rather, it is remarkable degree to 

which these heterogeneous idioms can shift around speedily and with no strong purely musical 

justification that is surprising. Tonal idiom—particularly where it corresponds to genre, strength of a 

tonic or referential sonority, and dissonance level—is an expressive resource much more than 

autonomous organizing force. And, while the diversity of tonal idioms and their sometimes subtle 

expressive differentiation in art music should not be underestimated (particularly music with a 

collage-making postmodern bent), it is pointedly not the norm to transit between starkly different 

styles within even the most programmatic piece of the nineteenth century music—certainly not in 

the abrupt and block-like fashion we see in “Cadillac.”  

 In their manifesto on the ills (and modernist prospects) of Classical scoring, Composing for the 

Films, Theodor Adorno and Hanns Eisler go so far as to argue that traditional definitions of “style,” 

in which (for example) Debussian impressionism is defined in part by use of particular materials like 
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ninth chords and whole-tone-scales, are inappropriate to Hollywood scoring.21 The authors argue 

that film music, in an ironic way given its apparent conservatism,  mimics the modernist musical trend 

of detaching materials from the demands of style, and indeed the demands of anything other than 

the unique logic of a particular piece. Pace latter-day Adornians, I hold that style is still a relevant 

constraint on film music, but one that is distributed to characteristic procedures and materials within 

a sometimes irreducible diversity of plural idioms. In other words, we have a style of tonal pluralism, 

but one where individual components of those idioms and their interactions are heavily 

conventionalized. Tonal pluralism can give scores a disjointed aspect across or indeed within cues, 

but skilled composers like Williams are capable of articulating the moments of stylistic shift and the 

broader emotional arc of a cue with enough nuance to obviate criticisms of incoherence (if not 

necessarily guaranteeing musical autonomy either). This capacity for scores to accommodate vastly 

different harmonic styles within sometimes extremely local settings will be discussed more 

thoroughly in Chapter 2 within the discussion of meta-idiomatic design. 

 

IV.   PITCH RESOURCES 

 The reader may have noticed that despite its tonic-eschewing atonal leadings, many of the 

harmonies of Cadillac’s middle section (mm. 25-48) have consonant-triadic components. This 

includes triads with pitches missing or displaced by semitone, such as the collection of “almost-D 

min” trichords of m. 28, or the fifthless F# minadd2 in m. 43.  Also included are triads undergirded by 

dissonant pedals (such as the A maj over a C§ pedal in m. 40-42), in polychordal arrangements (E 

maj plus F min in m. 35), or in some combination of several [037] peturbative techniques. Even the 

more complex pentachords and hexachords in the cue have triadic components, though they might 

be structured vertically to mask these origins. The widely spaced 6-34 in m. 37 has a clear enough 

                                                      
21 Adorno and Eisler 1947, 55. 
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triadic lower structure (F-E-Ab-C) to serve as a reasonably apparent representative of “F min” 

harmony. The three most characteristic sonorities of the dissonant core of the cue are 4-17 (and its 

supersets 5-21 and 6-20), 4-19 (with the same supersets), and 5-22. All are explicable as the result of 

juxtaposition of conflicting modal information in a single triad.  

 Figure 1.2 presents these in relation to their more consonant source configurations. The set 

4-17 {9,0,5,8} at m. 26 is an inverted D-chord hosting major and minor thirds, voiced in such a 

manner to maximize negative connotations of both the pungent major-7th dissonance available to 

the set, and the arrangement of two minor thirds stacked on top of each other. The set 5-21 

{4,9,0,8,5} on the second beat of measure 34 results from the appendage of both b6th/13th and §7th 

to an inverted A minor chord. Alternatively, this can be thought of as a hexatonically-derived 

sonority, resulting from the juxtaposition of A minor (bottom) and F minor harmonies (top)—a 

verticalization of the intensely negatively-valenced “Tarnhelm” progression (discussed in Chapter 3). 

Finally, the 5-22 that coalesces at the end of m. 35 {E,0,4,5,8} is the product of the overlap of two 

SLIDE-related triads (E maj and F min) sharing a third (Ab/G#) but differing by root.  

 

Figure 1.2: Dissonant Sonorities as Result of Triadic Deformations and Polychords 

 

 

 

 

 

 That this harmonically amorphous section of “Cadillac” recruits dissonant sonorities with 

triadic origins speaks to a general reliance on the consonant triad in film music even in contexts 
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where tonal dissolution is desired. Indeed, [037] is the basic harmonic unit for the vast majority of 

movie scores. Systematic exceptions to this preference for consonant materials tend to hew to 

specific genres (such as horror, which has a higher tolerance for dissonant and/or modernist 

techniques) or originate from specific and idiosyncratic composers (such as Leonard Rosenman, 

who contributed both serial and “free” atonal scores to mainstream films). In less exceptional filmic 

contexts, a norm of triadic consonance provides a neutral ground with which to generate the 

markedness for numerous enriched pitch resources.22 One need only think of the vast variety of 

“stinger” chords—dissonant sonorities used to mark surprise, shock, or extreme tension—to realize 

how immediate the emotional impact of a single sonority type can be in this context. 

 Polychordal constructions are a commonly recruited device among certain film composers as 

a means of enriching a tonal palette (and typically generating tension) without venturing too far from 

a basis in triadic harmony. In some cases polychordalism becomes motivic, as in Don Davis’ score 

to The Matrix (1999), where consistent juxtaposition of usually second or third-related triads is 

deployed in order to mirror the film’s visual motif of reflective surfaces, whose blurry boundaries 

help distort the movie’s sense of reality as well.23 Polychordalism is often associated with dissonant 

pedal-points and/or successions of non-diatonically related chords moving in strict parallel motion; 

we will observe both in examples in subsequent chapters. More linearly derived sonorities are 

comparatively more rare, although the unusual configurations in scores from Alex North and Jerry 

Goldsmith often betray origins in the juxtaposition of several sometimes rhythmically and even 

                                                      
22 The notion of musical markedness I refer to, a “significant asymmetry” against a ground of normative 
sonorities/progressions (and its attendant receptivity to meaningfulness) comes from Hatten, 1994. 
 
23 Discussed in Karlin 2004, 360. Karlin describes these procedures in terms of “polytonality”—a deeply problematic 
concept that offers little more explanatory power in these cases than “polychordalism.” More robust notions of 
polytonality, or rather multiple (if non-simultaneous) tonics in film music will be considered more rigorously in Chapter 
2. Examples throughout Davis’ score to The Matrix include e+G, F+E, c+D, c+B, and Bb+Gb. 
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metrically differentiated layers of music.24 For example, Goldsmith’s (and increasingly Williams’s) 

action music is often based on ostinato figures in lower instruments punctuated by abrupt figures in 

higher ranges, and thus presents another sonority resource, less reliant on linear counterpoint per se, 

and more on dissonant irruptions against a more static ground. 

 So while it cannot be said that the triad is truly distinctive of film musical tonal practice, 

some sonorities (and more broadly, pc/sets, scales, and collections) are nevertheless more 

characteristic of its “sound.” than others. Symmetrical collections in particular, including the whole 

tone [02468T], hexatonic [014589], and octatonic [0134679T], are harmonic sources routinely 

exploited by film composers. The diatonic modes are also common as emotionally-resonant pitch 

resources, each with peculiar affective connotations to match their structural characteristics. Dorian 

material is suggestive of folk or pastoral settings, but it has also been used by composers such as 

Thomas Newman to capture a sort of all-purpose quirkiness, as in American Beauty and The 

Shawshank Redemption (where it combines with blues scales to evoke melancholia, nostalgia, and 

rurality). The aeolian mode finds employment for passages of clear antique or ecclesiastical tenor, as 

observed in “Cadillac’s” choral segments. Alternatively, the aeolian mode’s refusal of the raised 

leading tone has commended itself to film composers depicting uncompromising, muscular, and 

often overtly masculinist themes in recent years—The Rock, Gladiator, Pirates of the Caribbean, Batman 

Begins, to name a few, each with the tell-tale compositional imprint of influential contemporary 

scorer Hans Zimmer. In these pseudo-aeolian cases, it as if the raised leading tone in minor is a 

gesture too “soft” (mollis) for the films’ stern subject matters, and the hard (durus) b7 is thus more 

attractive as an anti-tendency tone (hardening along with it the scale’s harmonic resources, namely v 

and bVII). 

                                                      
24 ibid., 368-369. 
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 Among the most pervasively employed diatonic mode is the lydian mode, and the lydian 

hexachord [024679] more specifically. Lydian harmonies and routines are a persistent component of 

Empire of the Sun’s general harmonic atmosphere, tied closely with the character Jim and his youthful 

energy and imagination.25 In the cue “Jim’s New Life,” tonicmajor supertonic oscillations form the 

basis of an ostinato that runs alongside Jim from one unexpected destination to another. In 

“Imaginary Air Battle,” a heavily accented 5#4 melodic motif persists through seven changes of 

key, each time incrementally mimicking Jim’s surging excitement in imagining himself flying a fighter 

plane. In both cases, lydian flavor is retained even when the precise tonal scale-degrees are not; 

when end-phrase cadential necessity draws the #4 down to its normative place on §4, an oscillation 

between 7 and 8 subsitutes the motion over IVV support (and in some cases, signals a wholesale 

modulation by T5). 

 The lydian scale is a collection on which “Cadillac” in particular has a striking reliance: note, 

for example, the normalization of sharpened fourths for the first two chords, and the placement of 

several between mm. 12 and 17. The mode finds such extensive employment in film music in part 

because of its brightening of the already positively-valenced major mode, an intensification of its 

upward tendencies (note the stronger impact of G§5 in m. 4 thanks to the #4 appoggiatura) and a 

super-saturation of its victorious, childlike, and optimistic connotations. At the same time, its 

divergence from the diatonic norm, and the presence of a prominent tritone between tonic and 

subdominant scale-degrees, enables suggestion of the extraordinary and otherworldly.26 The hint of 

alterity native to this resource allows for a wide range of applications, from a mixture of sentiment 

                                                      
25 Cooke (2008, 95-96) suggests that much of Williams’ penchant for this mode can be traced back to Erich Wolfgang 
Korngold, particularly his almost monothematically lydian-tinged score to The Prince and the Pauper (1937)—a work 
doubly familiar for its adaptation into Korngold’s well-known Violin Concerto. 
 
26 ibid., 227-233. 
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with wonder or amazement,27 to the intimation of sardonic, even devilish intentions behind a sweet 

façade (tapping on the potential “wrong-note” hearing and/or a not-so-stealthily embedded diabolus 

in film musica).28 Lydian-hued material may also stem from certain recurrent relational routines. 

Among the oscillatory progressions common in film, several (III
#
, IbVII, IVV, bVIbVII) 

generate lydian hexachords as a byproduct. Mixed functions, poly- or slash-chords (e.g. D/C), 

whole-tone fragments, or simple third-inversion dominant-sevenths ({0,2,6,9}) can accomplish the 

same. Even characteristically mixolydian patterns (namely the inclusion of the flattened seventh in 

major mode) can be configured such that the affective and symbolic associations of the lydian mode 

arise. The point here is not that film music is unique in its exploitation of this specific harmonic 

resource (although it is highly characteristic nonetheless). Rather, sonority itself, like harmonic idiom 

and relation, serves foremost as an expressive tool capable of hosting consistent intersubjective 

associations, the better with which to sculpt and influence film narrative. 

 

V.   VOICE LEADING AND CONTOUR 

 An aspect of nineteenth-century music that has received intense theoretical attention in 

recent decades is the importance of voice leading among sonorities, typically involving conserved 

common-tones and efficient or “parsimonious” semitonal motion within individual voices.29 

Wagnerian chromaticism, for example, is distinctive for the extent to which small semitonal shifts 

and displacements facilitates what counted as the most perplexing and revolutionary-sounding 

harmonic discourse heard at its advent. The relationship of voice leading to harmony, and to the 

                                                      
27 As it is used across Empire of the Sun or the thematic material for the benevolent alien in E.T.: The Extra-Terrestrial, or 
any number of other instances in Williams’s output. 
 
28 For an exploration of numerous film scores that employ lydian harmony to evoke this sense of the endearingly 
fiendish see Halfyard 2010, 21-37.  
 
29 Most influential in this regard is Cohn 1996.  
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sorts of harmonic motions available to composers and “intelligible” to listeners, is a site of 

particularly active discussion in contemporary music theory. Certain theoretical attitudes, most 

notably neo-Riemannianism, classify harmonic progressions by abstract voice leading parameters 

based on the logic of dualistic (minor/major inversional equivalence) shifts—thus seeming to tip the 

musical scales in favor of voice leading’s priority. Yet the position can easily be recast as a positing a 

harmonic origin of counterpoint. Daniel Harrison, speaking from this perspective, claims “in truth, 

voice-leading in [nineteenth century] chromatic music is not the colleague of harmony that it is in 

earlier music but rather its servant since it does not control the choice, progression, or resolution of 

chords.”30 If voice leading enables a harmonic style in which “any chord can follow another 

chord”—the famous dictum uttered by Max Reger31—clearly more is needed than sheer possibility to 

explain the precise deployment of this chord rather than that, equally available chord. A 

complementary stance, intended not to unseat Harrison’s harmonic primacy per se but to dislodge 

the necessity of inversion for harmonic understandability, is taken by Dmitri Tymoczko. He holds 

that it is the fetish for voice leading parsimony, not invertibility per se, that ends up pushing 

composers beyond the confines of the diatonic collection, and that this is the primary source of the 

chromatic riches, including the emblematic third relations, to be found within that repertoire.32   

 Irrespective of its implications for harmony-or-voice-leading, a consensus holds that smooth 

inter-sonority motions are preferred by the composers of the nineteenth century, and this is 

reflected in the modern theoretical systems developed to analyze their music.33 This valuation of 

parsimony is not so strong in Hollywood practice, however. Film composers are under none of the 

                                                      
30 Harrison 1994, 124. See also 102-103. 
 
31 For a thorough discussion of this aphorism and its ramifications, see ibid., 1-5. 
 
32 Tymoczko 2011. 
 
33 For differing takes that sing the praises of the opposite tradition, of “roughness” in late-Romantic music see Cook 
2005, and Johnston 2009. For theories especially attuned to chromatic transposition, see McCreless  1998, and Proctor 
1978. 
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(admittedly routinely broken) voice leading restrictions respected by late common-practice classical 

composers. Rather, they often seem more comfortable with contrapuntal procedures, or lack 

thereof, native to other twentieth-century commercial musics such as rock and jazz, where smooth 

connections between chords are not required for their relationship to be clear and effective.34 Block-

like motions of chords, transpositional shifts, and a sometimes dogged eschewal of non-root-

position harmonies are all common traits of film music, which together demote the importance of 

smooth, independent voice leading. The emphasis, and source of harmonic intelligibility, tends to lie 

more in the absolute quality of triadic relationships and the gestalt impact of chord progression 

modules.35 This “absolute” quality—to borrow a term from Ernst Kurth that we will explore in due 

time—is indeed often more pronounced when chords are ushered to and from each other as if they 

were single objects rather than collections of three independently motivated pitches. 

 What expressive potency “Cadillac’s” ecstatic central section has owes a great deal to this 

method of underling the quality of an absolute progression through wholesale chordal 

transplantation.36 Tactical employment of comparatively tighter counterpoint has its own expressive 

uses of course, but generally the summary transport of major triads in “Cadillac” mm. 12-17 is more 

characteristic of Hollywood practice than the smoother, pained counterpoint of 24-28. The 

divergence between abstractly parsimonious and actual voice leading in this cue is represented in 

Figure 1.3. The entire harmonic succession of mm. 1-24 is reduced to a single three-voice Klang-

stream, with each triad linked in as smooth as possible a fashion to the next, regardless of whether 

                                                      
34 See Capuzzo 2004 for a discussion of the difference between realized and abstract voice-leading efficiency. 
 
35 It is an oversimplification to maintain that that absolute quality has nothing to do with voice leading, of course; the 
affect of a given progression will have much to do with the way in which individual voices are related, either literally or 
in a more abstract ideal voice-leading. The attribute of distance, all important in this regard, is inextricably linked with 
voice-leading. We will explore this issue in greater detail in Chapter 3 within the context of absolute progressions an 
associativity.  
 
36 This is not to say that transposition is necessarily how we should understand these progressions. Transposition is a unary 
operation, which may be an accurate interpretation of block-like shifts in some cases, but very often the more complex 
accounts provided by neo-Riemannian or functional operators are better suited to reconstructing the way a harmonic 
motion’s pathway is heard, sometimes as a concatenation of unsounded intermediary chords. 
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Williams chooses that particular efficient voice leading path or not. Connections that realize the 

ideally smooth (common-tone retaining) voice leading are labeled “s,” those that adhere to a less 

smooth (generally transpositional) leading are labeled “u,” and those that are inherently rough due to 

lack of common-tones are labeled “r.” While numerous instances of tight-voice leading are 

permitted to obtain, overall 61% of progressions are either inherently rough or built on unrealized 

parsimony. This mixing of differing voice leading paradigms itself is more characteristic of 

Hollywood style than the systematic adherence to one technique or another. (Interestingly, although 

the abstract procession of Figure 1.3 is mostly unrealized, the gradual arc upwards from Bb4 to Ab5 

is—and it is an apt trajectory for encapsulating the mounting exuberance and “flying high” quality of 

the scene). 

 

Figure 1.3: Parsimonious/Rough Voice leading for mm. 1-24  

 

 

 

 

 In lieu of a uniform method for smoothly commuting between chords, Williams relies on a 

combination of melodic and motivic patterns to associate and stitch the various harmonic modules 

of mm. 1-24 into a “tight” whole. The use of a falling melodic semitone from a chord-tone, either as 

a passing or neighbor figure, occurs in nearly each measure from 1-3 and 12-23. This effectively 

relates frequently heard lydian #45 cells (as in the initiating Bb4A4) to diatonic 87 motions 

(as with the delayed echo at 12 of Bb6 to A6). The downward semitonal pattern within chord spans 

from 12-17 alternates these figures in a more-or-less even descending pattern: 8(Bb)7(A), 
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#4(A)5(G#), 8(F)7(E). At m. 15, Williams combines them in imitative fashion for the chord B 

major, first 8(B)7(A#) in a middle voice, then #4(F#)5(E#) in the high string part. Between mm. 

15 and 16, another contour-adjusting procedure characteristic particularly of Williams’s “soaring 

wonderment” style can be found. There, the lydian pentachordal line GF#EDC twice 

shoots up an octave, first from G5 to F#6, then from the implied register for the climactic C (C6) to 

the highest pitch of the cue, C7. C7 then continues the descending scalar line back down to G6. 

Completing the line in that stratospheric realm allows melodic continuity and preservation of the 

downwards semitonal motif while simultaneously increasing intensity and heady expressiveness.37 

 

VI.    TRIADIC CHROMATICISM 

 Just as “Cadillac’s” grosser tonal idioms and voice leading procedures rub up against each 

other in abrupt and sometimes seemingly irreconcilable ways, so too do individual harmonies. It is 

here that some of the most emblematic procedures of the Hollywood musical practice lie. The first 

harmonic relationship heard in the cue, a transition from Eb to C major in measure 2, is already 

unusual from a diatonic perspective. The minor third that separates the two confounds simple 

reading in terms of function or roman numerals. Figure 1.4 summarizes several possibilities for 

interpreting this ambiguous introduction. We may hear the progression as a drop down to a 

secondary dominant of the supertonic (C=V/ii) in Eb, as in 1.4a, with a surprising cross-relation 

between that applied dominant’s F# and an anticipated F minor resolution. We might also interpret 

Eb major itself as a chromaticized flattened mediant (bIII) in C major, as represented in 1.4b. 

                                                      
37 This scale-completion via octave transfer is a procedure familiar from Wagnerian melodic rhetoric—the 
transformation of Wotan’s spear motif (an unmodified downwards scale) to a gorgeous expression of love (with upwards 
octave transfers at various stages in the scale) at the end of Die Walküre. We will see another instance of this bit of 
expressive contour manipulation in Chapter 3, Figure 3.10. 
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Unfortunately, Williams allots neither chord enough time to establish itself, either as a prolonged key 

or a function within one. Treating the moment as a modulation from one autonomous tonic to 

another, as in 1.4c, is an unsatisfying explanation as well, given the brevity of the gesture and the 

absence of any confirming subsidiary tonal functions around either Eb or C. The electric affect of 

this tonal event seems to color even the next swift move to a considerably more prolonged A minor. 

There once more, a m3 relationship exists between directly adjacent tonic candidates, even as it is 

more transparently or “logically” stitched to the C major before it by virtue of common-tones and 

rising line in the melody whose goal is A§5. 

 Figure 1.4: Functional Interpretations of Third Progression at Beginning of “Cadillac” 
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 Third progressions of this “unmediated” sort are rife in “Cadillac” (n.b. the major third 

motions between mm. 12 & 13, and 14 & 15). So too are other harmonic progressions that admit of 

diatonic functional explanations only uncomfortably, including tritonal root motions and a curious 

third-preserving shift from E maj to F min at m. 36. Even fifth-based motions, such as the 

alternation of A min and D maj from 18-23 are tinged with functional ambiguity. Is that passage an 

expression of a iiV motion in G-major, or a mixed iIV in A, or perhaps even vI in D? 

Falling back on non-explanations that invoke “erratic behavior,” “chordal juxtaposition,” or 

“constant modulation” is a flagrant abdication of analytic accountability. The frequently invoked 

descriptive phrase “unrelated keys/chords” for chromatically paired  chords is particularly 

problematic, as it is both logically nonsensical (any two chords are related in some way) and guilty of 

concealing a hidden assumption about diatonicity—as if the only way two triads/keys could be 

meaningfully related is by diatonic interval! What seems erratic or unrelated by diatonic logic can 

exhibit just as sturdy logic by other relational parameters. And it is too hasty to posit a simple 

succession of independent tonics when the larger status of tonality has itself not yet been 

established. 

 “Cadillac” offers a vivid case of a commonly-tapped resource in film music: triadic 

chromaticism.  While it frequently overlaps with other varieties of chromaticism (such as more 

linearly motivated varieties), triadic chromaticism is strictly defined as the use of the [037] sonority in 

progressions that are not directed by diatonic intervals or diatonic functional routines.38 The absence 

of both these factors, constraining forces in common-practice harmony, explains the tonally floating 

impression of “Cadillac’s” opening measures. And while frequently associated with the attenuation, 

                                                      
38 As a component of nineteenth-century harmonic practice, triadic chromaticism progressively expanded in scope from 
isolated occurrences of unusual chord relationships within firmly tonal contexts to more lengthy and thorough-going 
applications, such as are characteristic of Wagner, Franck, Rimsky-Korsakov and others. While twentieth-century 
modernist composition tended to shirk the triad in favor of more dissonant sonorities, a healthy stream of composers 
ranging from Vaughan Williams to Ligeti continued to explore the possibilities afforded by triadic chromaticism. 
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even outright abrogation of tonality, the heavy use of chromatic intervals does not itself entail tonal 

dissolution. Indeed, in film music we find many examples of the most “disruptive” chromatic 

motions prolonging perfectly secure tonics. For example, the progression in measures 26-27 from F 

min to A min constitutes a stark chromatic mediant relationship but in context sounds like a fairly 

convincing, quasi-cadential motion to an A min tonic. (How we interpret the pitches involved 

enharmonically determines whether F min acts as a minor flat submediant (bvi) or a heavily distorted 

dominant.)39 Nevertheless, triadic chromaticism often poses significant challenges to traditional 

interpretive tools for harmony, as the multitude of tonal readings for mm. 1-4 indicates.  

 To evade this impasse, a useful, if somewhat informal conceit for categorizing these events is 

the absolute progression (AP). German theorist Ernst Kurth originated the term to capture the sense in 

Wagnerian harmony (and late nineteenth century tonal practice in general) that chromatic 

progressions are justified by their intrinsic sound. An absolute progression’s compositional value 

arises by its “sonic appeal as such, as the unique effect of connecting two harmonies.”40 The most 

vivid examples are those where other musical parameters do not change along with the harmonic 

shift, or change only in order to reinforce its impact. For example, in “Cadillac’s” shift from Eb to C, 

the local voice leading and melodic contour work to underline the “opening-up” affect of the move. 

Within an harmonic milieu populated by APs, chords and chord progressions owe their sensuous 

qualities to the specifics of their placement and construction, such that, for example, chromatic third 

relations will have distinct qualitative profiles depending on whether by ic3 or ic4. But otherwise, 

                                                      
39 Even a progression as supposedly tonality-annihilating as a tritonal oscillation  (see, for example, Taruskin 2005, 3: 
544-545) is capable with fair ease of establishing one of those poles as tonic. For example, the oscillation  between C  

and F# min that forms the basis of Williams’ “Ark Theme” from Raiders of the Lost Ark certainly adds a distinctive quality 

to the motif, but that motion never leaves the centricity of C minor in doubt, secured as it is by firm metrical, registral, 
and melodic emphasis. 
 
40 In Kurth Romantische Harmonik und ihre Krise in Wagners “Tristan”, translated by Rothfarb (1991, 121).  
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they are autonomous from the controlling aspects of tonality, or from the ramifications of chords 

more distally related than one or two most proximate to the absolute event in question.41 

 Part and parcel with this trend towards harmonic atomization is the accumulation of 

affective associations with individual chord progressions; Kurth himself did not go so far as to 

assign them to individual progressions, but his blanket categories of color and luminescence indicate 

a move in this direction. Even with increased familiarity, these progressions do not seem to lose 

their associative powers.42 Throughout its history Hollywood has been tremendously reliant on the 

use of triadic chromaticism for its expressive potential, both as a general topic of otherness, and as a 

vessel for the significatory power of specific absolute progressions. Triadic chromaticism in film 

tends to correspond with four closely-related aesthetic needs that are essentially holdovers from 

nineteenth century musico-dramatic rhetoric. First is intensification, the use chromatic motions to 

suggest a ramping up or expansion of energy beyond the confines provided by diatonic and closely-

related spaces. Second is magic and the supernatural, which plays upon the still potent 

strangeness of many chromatic absolute progressions, their capacity to suggest the abnormal or 

uncanny against a backdrop of diatonicism. Third is unusual psychology, particularly of madness 

and dream-like states, which benefit from triadic chromaticism’s close affinity with traditionally 

disorienting pitch constructions like the augmented triad and diminished seventh. Fourth is awe and 

fear, particularly through the close link between chromatic motions and large (tonal) distances. 

These responses may operate separately or in conjunction (which spawns its own aesthetic category 

of the Sublime—more on this in Chapters 5 and 6). To differing extents we can observe all four 

dimensions at work in “Cadillac of the Skies.” The sudden drop (although it is composed to sound 

                                                      
41 While Kurth intended only highly outlandish progressions to be considered “absolute,” the term here generalizes to 
refer to any single progression variety taken on its own, as a class of chord motion rather than a component of a larger 
(voice-leading, functional-schema, etc.) process tied to particular chords within a particular tonal space.  
 
42 See Huron 2006, 270-275 for a revealing empirical summary of the qualitative impact of chromatic chords (in this 
case, chromatic mediants only). 
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like an ascent) from Eb to C signals an intensification of the positive valence of major-lydian 

harmony. And with each progression to a new major triad between measures 11 and 17, Williams’s 

chromatic motions seem to be arrayed in an effort to outdo the previous one in terms of tonal 

brightness and excitement. The entire scene is lent both magical, dream-like air by music as well as 

by its cinematography and incantational dialogue. Its overall impact is one of awe tinged with fear, 

filtered through the eyes of an obsessed child. 

 These musical associations influence the sorts of scenes and film genres for which triadic 

chromaticism is employed. The collective connotation with extremity and alterity suits this harmonic 

style to films that are invested in the same aesthetic responses. Because triadic chromaticism tends to 

be harmonically eventful (in terms of modulation density and the perceptual salience of those 

harmonic shifts) and evocative of the extraordinary, an inordinate number of scenes scored with it 

will have prominent and foregrounded music; conversely, they will not necessarily be representative 

examples of subtle underscoring. Those same associations with the extraordinary lead us to find 

unusual triadic progressions with more regularity in genres that trade in the fantastic compared to 

understatement or realism. Triadic chromaticism is native to the film genres of science-fiction, 

fantasy, and horror, and a more exceptional occurrence (but by no means absent) in the realms of 

romantic comedy, historical drama, and so on. When used outside one of those three “fantastic” 

genres, triadic chromaticism can infuse a scene with their generic connotations. 

 While the continuity is strong with Wagner and his contemporaries, a number of factors 

distinguish Hollywood-style triadic chromaticism from its nineteenth-century precedents. Certain 

absolute progressions that are exceedingly rare in earlier practices occur with greater regularity in 

film music. The relationship between E maj and F min triads in mm. 35-36—mode shift, semitonal 

root interval, and preserved third—is fairly atypical of Wagnerian harmony, or indeed any other 

harmonic setting until mainstream film music conventionalized it at around the turn of the twenty-
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first century (now this progression, “SLIDE”, is among the most characteristic of Hollywood, and it 

will occupy our attention throughout this project).43 Other relationships, such as the modally-

mismatched fifth-related A min and D maj at 18-22 are hardly uncommon in common-practice 

tonality, but when presented like this as absolute progressions, partially loosed from tonal mooring, 

they become more typical of film than of classical harmonic practice.  

 That alternation of A min and D maj is indicative of another strategy of triadic chromaticism 

distinctive of film: the reliance on harmonic oscillations and looping progressions. Oscillations 

underline and protract the effect of a single absolute progression by the force of repetition, and 

through allowing it to be heard in both directions, not just as a directed motion to a target chord. 

Utilized in this way they are far more common in film music than art music (except, perhaps 

minimalism, from which the license to repeat progressions ad infinitum undoubtedly stems). From a 

pragmatic standpoint, oscillation provides a means of generating plentiful material with homogenous 

affect efficiently from single but potent musical ideas. One further means of producing material 

efficiently with chromatic progressions is through harmonic sequences, several varieties of which are 

rife in film scoring. For any given commonly exploited sequence (such as the ubiquitous upwards 

octatonic cycles) in film music, there are generally strong precedents in art music, both for “directly 

modulating” sequences and more fleshed out or locally tonicized routines. A handful of these will be 

explored in Chapter 5. 

 

VII.   TONALITY 

 Despite hosting a great deal of triadic and triadic-derived harmony, some of which projects a 

clear sense of diatonic function, “Cadillac of the Skies” does not begin in the same key as it ends. It 

is disputable that it even has a secure starting key. The prompt vacating of initial tonic candidates Eb 

                                                      
43 For a more thorough treatment of the SLIDE progression in stylistic and theoretical contexts, see Lehman 2011. 
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and C major does little to instill faith that the A-minor material that follows will be able to control 

larger spans of the cue beyond its initial eight measures of articulation. The same is true of 

“Cadillac’s” conclusion, which, starting in m. 46, sits in a cleanly projected B minor, heard after an 

equally respectable E minor that summarily cedes its tonic-candidacy to B. The measure that 

precedes this includes an intensely dissonant [02356] progressing to a slightly less strident [026E] 

sonority. These are capable of transitioning smoothly, if certainly not with a sense of inevitability, to 

the tonal harmony that follows, largely by the weight of the F§3 bass as upper-chromatic neighbor to 

E. This closing elegy seems stylistically kindred to the A-minor music from the cue’s beginning, with 

its 2-part choral counterpoint, quasi-modal inflections, and proximity in terms of key signature. But 

after almost four minutes of highly digressive tonal design, including several different idioms (even 

patches of atonality) and levels of musical prominence/volume, the act of analytically linking A to E 

and B—as if one or all were somehow operative in the background, or that the tonal plan of 

“Cadillac” were a large-scale pair of rotations along the circle of fifths—seems to violate something 

deep about how film music works.  

 Figure 1.5 portrays “Cadillac”’s tonal design through the lens of linear reductive analysis. 

Segments that adhere to clear diatonic functionality are represented with more strict Schenkerian 

prolongational devices (scale degrees, stems, and slurs). The rest of the cue is depicted with more 

non-committal voice leading connections and slurs for local dependencies where they are 

discernible. Collapsing voice leading streams and stripping dissonant sonorities of their triadic-

perturbations where possible reveals the deeply attenuated presence of A minor during the cue’s 

“atonal” inner portion, first as the result of a deflection off the “despair” key of G# minor, and 

secondly as a triad modally at war with itself (A maj over an C§ pedal) that coexists in the same tonal 

field as (an equally weak) D minor. Its moment of clearest projection is measure 35, with a 5-22 
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sonority that sounds, without too much contrivance, like a dominant of A. This moment tellingly 

occurs when the doctor shouts at Jim “try not to think so much!”—as if he were collaborating with 

the score to impart some sense of (diatonically) recognizable order to counteract the buzzing, 

blooming atonal confusion that maps onto Jim’s hysterical state. Bass motions that linger on A, C, 

E, and F are loosely consistent with this reading of A’s lurking presence, such that the most atonal-

sounding chords of m. 37 and 45 could be interpreted as upper neighbor complexes in relation to 

A’s dominant. Nevertheless I connect them with only dotted slurs, to indicate what are, at best, 

tenuous structural connections.  

 Such a reading that holds that A minor is somehow operative and the self-same A minor as in 

measures 4-10 is thus possible. But as I indicate with the wealth of question marks in the reductive 

analysis, it is by no way a comfortable fit, even from the most prolongationally permissive 

perspective. This kind of analysis strives too hard to connect the dots, to make sense of an 

inherently digressive tonal design, and in doing so ignores the more plausible explanation that that 

the triadic chromaticism of 12-24 and triad-obscuring dissonance of 23-44 are simply too 

disorienting to maintain an aural image of A that is necessary for prolongation to occur. 

 It is better to treat these kinds of tonal relations as dramatic, hermeneutically fertile 

components of a cue than as structural principles that undergird its entirety. Instead of analyzing B 

minor as a resumption of tonal processes that began at the beginning of the cue, we should interpret 

it and E minor as tonal echoes from a now fully lost A minor. The hallowed atmosphere of that initial 

choral statement as Jim watches the plane fly by in slow-motion is recalled by a related but darker 

(and, for tessitura, quite a bit lower) variation. Faint glimmers of the key of A poke through at 

intervals from mm. 25-48; note the inverted A minor that impedes settling on D minor at m. 34 

(both masked by dissonances), and the grotesquely discomfited A major ground against a C§ pedal 

from 40-43. These are pale reminders, tonally symbolic gestures rather than participants in a larger 
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prolongational strategy. Throughout, it is the overall motion down by fifth that seems to most 

palpably steer the cue. We should read “Cadillac’s” keys in relation to the narrative they participate 

in; Jim’s near-religious experience of joy is modified, or transformed, by hellish circumstance into a 

shell-shocked ritualistic incantation of Latin. Analogously, the tonal area of A does not persist. 

Rather, a transformed and long-delayed reverberation of it manifests itself at the cue’s conclusion in 

the traumatized  keys of E and B.  

 These rich but fragile connections are typical of how film music recruits tonality—not as a 

strategy for unification and logical cohesion, but as a reflection of changes in narrative and mood. A 

robust theoretical tradition holds that tonality is a powerfully dramatic musical force.1 This is claimed 

not just for overtly plotted or programmatic music but absolute music as well.2 It is indisputable that 

tonality, insofar as it is a source of tension/release and departure/arrival, has potential to decisively 

shape a listener’s affective response to music. In film music, the loosened obligation to long-range 

coherence (tonal drama’s “logical” discursive counterpart) entails the elevation of tonality-as-drama 

to the status of guiding compositional principle. Listening to film cues out of context with an ear for 

tonal relations can demonstrate just how radically determined tonal flow is by dramatic concerns, as 

keys are leapt to and quitted with remarkable alacrity and with little apparent care for functional or 

prolongational implications.  

 A propensity for rapid and prolongationally-unmotivated modulation is as distinctive a trait 

of Hollywood harmonic practice as any. Particularly characteristic of John Williams’s “wonder” style, 

and film musical attempts to evoke great uplift in general, is the tendency to build dominant 

cadences only to discharge them not on the tonic, but on a key that stands in a third or tritonal 

                                                      
1 See, for instance, Latham, Tonality as Drama 2008. 
 
2 To take the most prominent example, one can scarcely enter the discourse surrounding sonata form without being 
continually reminded of the “dramatic” ramifications of key oppositions, tonic recovery, “structural dissonances”, etc. 
See an oft-cited example in Rosen 1988. 
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relation to the dominant. To avoid confusion with more conventional deceptive cadences that land 

on vi, bVI, or IV, these prototypically filmic motions are termed “chromatic interval cadential 

resolutions,” or CICRs. Example 1.6 hints at the variety of guises—and their formal similarities—

that CICRs assume in Williams’s output. Each follows a crescendo on the dominant, and 

accompanies a moment of emotional release coupled with a freshly unveiled source of wonderment. 

Measured from the root-interval between dominant and new tonic, these CICRs move by M3 

(upwards and downwards), m3, and M2. Quite typical are the ascending 1-2-3[=1 of new key] lines 

of 1.6a and 1.6b—a subversion of the typical downwards-to-1 tendency for cadential melodies. This 

upwards drive is wholly in fitting with the expansion-rather-than-concluding function of CIRCs, 

which are tonal vehicles that strive for new musical vistas rather than close in on one already 

vouchsafed by previous diatonic syntax.  

 In “Cadillac”, the massive release from V/A to Bb between mm. 10-12 produces a tritonal 

CICR. This results in a new local tonic a semitone higher than the expected A major. The motion is 

a glowing instance of the power of direct chromatic modulation to suggest the opening of a fresh 

perspective—in this case, the emotional transition Jim undergoes from clenched, silent awe to 

uninhibited enthusiasm. To call this, or any of the other listed CICRs a “deceptive” resolution would 

be to underestimate the vivid rightness of these chromatic swerves in film music. By contrast, a simple 

move to the correct A major in “Cadillac” would sound not only bland, but in its own way more 

surprising—albeit surprising in an inappropriate way for its dramatic context. A strikingly different 

tritonal affect is communicated by the CICR discharge of D maj (arguably V/G) to G# min at mm. 

23. Aided by sudden reduction of texture and volume and an eerily shared third with the expected 

major goal (the pitch B§), this major-to-minor motion sounds like a tragic wrong-turn in a manner 

totally unlike the exhalation to Bb from before, and will be subject of more discussion shortly. 
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Example 1.6a: Empire of the Sun, “Toy Planes, Home and Hearth” CICR by downward M3 
 

 

 

Example 1.6b: Harry Potter, “A Change of Seasons,” CICR by downward m3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example 1.6c: Hook, “Never-Feast,” CICR by upward M3 
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Example 1.6d: Hook, “Farewell,” CICR by upward M2 

 

  
 While there exist no shortage of cues that remain doggedly in a single key,3 suffice it to say 

film composers feel little duty to end a cue in the same key as it began—and this is to mention 

nothing of inter-cue tonal relationships, which will be the topic of Chapter 2. Nor must there be a 

clean projection of tonic on a local level either. In the most extreme cases, as in busy action cues, 

key can be so fleeting as to be solely a gestural effect, rather than an organizational principle. Rather 

than a universal trait of Hollywood film music, tonality, or the complete omission thereof, is an effect 

available to the composer for primarily associative purposes, and secondarily if at all for its 

coherence-generating properties (which themselves have associative ramifications). Adorno and 

Eisler came to the same conclusion when observing once more an ironic similarity to the modernist 

dissolution of tonality in film music (but of course, motivated for entirely different reasons). 

With some exaggeration one might say that motion-picture music is driven to atonality because there is no 
room for it for the formally satisfactory expansion of tonality. To be sure, the individual harmonic incidents of 
the usual motion-picture music are almost without exception strictly tonal, or at most only ‘seasoned’ with 
dissonances. But the tonality remains one of single sounds and their most primitive sequences. The necessity of 
following cues, and of producing harmonic effects without regard for the requirement of harmonic 
development, obviously does not permit of really balanced modulation, broad, well-planned harmonic 
canvases; in brief, real tonality in the sense of the disposition of functional harmony over long stretches. And it 

                                                      
3 This is increasingly true for the modern scoring landscape, where the influence of electronics and minimalism appears 
to be overtaking the more Romantic modulatory exuberance of the Williams scoring style. It is worth noting, for 
instance, that no more than 2 cues in Empire of the Sun begin and end unambiguously, or even tenuously, in, or merely “on” 
the same key. 
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is this, not the atoms of the triads or seventh chords, which constitutes tonal organization…If one went 
backwards, that is to say, from the dramaturgically inevitable breaks and deviations of the composition, 
something like satisfactory tonal relationships might be achieved by means of extreme care and virtuosity in 
composition; but according to the prevailing practice, while the separate chords are banal and over-familiar, 
their interrelation is quite anarchistic and for the most part completely meaningless. True, the emancipation of 
tonality does not, according to the strictest criteria, facilitate the harmonic disposition, but at least it liberates 
the composer from the preoccupation of restoring the basic key and selection of modulations, which are hardly 
ever consistent with the extra-musical requirements of the motion picture.4  

 
The reasoning here is overly dismissive of the possibility of long-range tonal planning in film cues 

and scores (as we will explore in the next chapter). Worse, it is tendentious and inaccurate in 

castigating film music’s harmonic relationships as “anarchistic” and “meaningless.” The former 

ascription absurdly suggests a composer could write a random succession of chords and expect it to 

be as successful a cue as one that was constructed deliberately, even if harmonic interrelations were 

not obliged to fulfill medium to long-range coherence. The latter more bizarrely imputes 

meaninglessness to the harmonic relationships of this style. It should be obvious from “Cadillac,” 

and indeed every cue we consider, that these relationships— “coherent” by the inappropriate 

Adornian standards of musical logic or not—are often the primary vessels for musical meaning by 

their associative connotations. 

 Nevertheless, the final evaluation that “requirements of the motion picture” liberate 

composers from the no longer relevant needs of monotonal key preservation is true enough, and 

borne out by countless cues. This is not to say that tonality, in Adorno/Eisler’s sense of “balanced 

modulation, broad, well-planned harmonic canvases” and key restoration, is totally absent from film 

music; an analysis of a Williams action set-piece in the next chapter will bear this out. Less “earned” 

tonality is also possible—in fact the norm in many cues—but the associative forcefulness of a 

strongly projected tonal center does not necessitate that composers expand their vocabulary beyond 

“single sounds and their most primitive sequences.” A doggedly monotonal cue might be used for 

the affective quality of inescapability or resolve. Conversely, a flailingly unstable cue could signify a 

                                                      
4 Adorno and Eisler 1947, 123n2. 
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continual change of dramatic situation or an explosion of possibilities. In the latter case, tonal shifts 

that would seem arbitrary or unmotivated in art music are perfectly self-explanatory and justifiable 

when the dramatic circumstances on screen are taken into account.  

 In the face of swift coloristic modulation, “absolute” chromatic progressions, and pervasive 

tonal ambiguity, a harmonically dense cue like “Cadillac of the Skies” might sound like it has shed 

tonal prolongation all together in favor of a succession of autonomous but un-fixed regions. 

Whether we call them momentary tonics or the result of tonally-agnostic transformations, the 

implication of the draining of tonality’s long-range usefulness as theoretical category is clear. How 

then do we discuss the tonal aspects of cues where long-range prolongation is at best a perceptually 

and poietically downgraded phenomenon? I have already suggested the answer with my treatment of 

the tonal aspects of “Cadillac”: with a heightened sensitivity to local and medium-scale change, and a 

great deal of skepticism with regards to longer range relationships.  

 

VIII.   TRANSFORMATIONAL METHODOLOGY 

 With the second half of this chapter, I lay out transformational methodological tools for the 

analysis of film music. We will continue to mine “Cadillac of the Skies,” but now with an eye to how 

the characteristic (and in some cases problematic for conventional analysis) harmonic aspects 

discussed above can be vividly represented with the implements of neo-Riemannian theory (NRT), 

with new insights awarded through its processual and dynamic analytic focus.  

 Figure 1.7 presents the inventory of transformations to be employed in the course of this 

study. Three distinct families of transformations are included. 1): a Tn/P group to capture harmonic 

shifts that are clearly the result of transposition. When a musical shift is clearly a transposition 

(theme, texture, and/or voicing and inversion remain invariant) but a mode shift occurs, a “tinted  
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Figure 1.7: Transformation Inventory 

Transformation Example 
 

Tn/P and General 

 

IDENT(ity) Remain changed, or f  · f  ′ IDENT(C maj) = C maj 

Tn Transpose by n semitones T2 (C maj) = D maj 

f  ′ 

f ·f  

Inverse, go to function of f ·f :  
Compose multiple functions according to 
specified subdivision 

DOM′(C maj) = G maj  

P·L(C maj) = C minAb maj 

*f  “Near Transformation”  (Adhere to 
transformation of underlying triads) 

*DOM(C7) = F maj 

  
Diatonic Function Family (DFO)  

DOM Become dominant of / T5 DOM(C maj) = G maj 

SUBD Become subdominant of / T7 SUBD (C maj) = F maj 

MED Become mediant of MED (C maj) = A min 

SUBM Become submediant of SUBM (C maj) = E min 

  
Dualistic  
Canonical Neo-Riemannian (NRO)  

P(arallel) Invert about fifth / displace non-ic5 pitch P(C maj) = C min 

L(eittonwechsel)  Invert about fifth / displace non-ic3 pitch L(C maj) = E min 

R(elative)  Invert about fifth / displace non-ic4 pitch R(C maj) = A min 
 
Extended Neo-Riemannian 

 

S(LIDE)*  Invert fifth about third / displace non-ic5 
pitch  

S(C maj) = C# min 

N(ebenverwandt) †  Invert dual root about third / displace ic3 
pitches  

N(C maj) = F min 

M(odalverwandt) ‡  Invert dual root inverse about third / 
displace ic4 pitches  

M(C maj) = G min 

H(exatonic Pole) ¶  Take to hexatonic pole  H(C maj) = Ab min 

  

  
 

*After Lewin (1987); Alternatively “take to triad of opposite mode sharing same pc for its third/3 
 
†After Weizmann via Cohn (2000); Alternatively “invert about Riemannian ‘dual root’ 
 

‡Author’s own coinage; Alternatively “invert about Riemannian ‘dual root inverse’ (i.e. 5 of major triad) 
 

¶ After Cohn (2004); Alternatively, PLP or LPL 
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transposition” is said to occur. 2): a diatonic functional operation group (DFOs) that capture the 

tonic-directed, “intentional” functional motions, including DOM, MED and their “SUB” variants.5  

3): An expanded group of neo-Riemannian operators (NROs) that includes both the  canonical PLR 

group and four additional operators, S, N, M, and H that together represent the common “tonal-

agnostic” pitch-displacement routines in Hollywood.6 Two “all purpose” operations are IDENT and 

the prime symbol “ ′ ”, which preserve and reverse the behavior of another transformation 

respectively. The symbol “ · ” entails composition of separate operations. While usually I will simply 

omit that symbol, in some cases where a specific subdivision of transformations within a compound 

is being emphasized, I will use an orthography such as PL·DOM·M·P instead of the confusing 

PLDOMMP, or perhaps, differently subdivided, P·L·DOM·MP. Left-to-right transformational 

orthography is used unless otherwise noted. 

 A word about the diatonic functional operations, which are permitted to interact with Tn and 

dualistic NRO-type transformations in forthcoming analyses.7 Rather than asserting function as a 

trait of a fixed point in a predefined space gravitationally warped around a tonic, the DFO 

transformations treat prototypical diatonic relationships as dynamic, mutable properties of a given 

                                                      
5 See Rings 2006 and 2011 for the foundations of an intentional theory of tonal transformation, which informs much of 
my own deployment of the DFOs. 
 
6 SLIDE was properly introduced by Lewin (1987), while Carl Friedrich Weizmann’s Nebenverwandt was reintroduced by 

Cohn (2000). Modalverwandt is my invention. The name “Modalverwandt” (M) is meant to analogize with the similarly fifth-

traversing N. M is not to be confused with Kopp’s (2002) mediant-oriented M and m relations; by his system, my 

Modalverwandt would rather be designated by his F(ifth-change) operation. Morris (1998) observes that P, L, and R have 
transformational twins when defined such that the defining interval (e.g. ic3, 4, or 5) is inverted about a stable pitch 

rather than the pitch about an interval. He labels these corresponding transformations P′, L′, and R′, homologous to my 

S, N, and M. By using distinct transformation labels here, I wish to distinguish these progressions as discrete and 
autonomous rather than derived. 
 
7 By allowing dualistic and transpositional transformations to freely intermix, the so-called “path consistency condition” 
(through which networks produce the same result for major and minor inputs) will inevitably, but hopefully not 
egregiously, be violated in my analyses. As per Hook 2007, path consistency is not a crucial desideratum for 
transformational analysis, and is better suited to interpretations that place more value on dualistic and inversional 
network properties than the current study. 
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progression.8 They are unlike the tonally-agnostic neo-Riemannian moves, in that they posit 

hierarchical differentiation of harmony within a tonal space. Following Rings (2011), tonics in a 

network are encircled in double nodes. The admixture of functional and non-functional operations 

is necessitated by the pervasive blending in film music of different harmonic idioms—some tonally 

secure, some radically untethered, many somewhere between. In principle, any triadic motion may 

be described by a combination of transformations from any of the families. DFO-type operations 

are often clearly mandated by manifest functional routines prolonging a single key. However, some 

musical situations blur the tonic-directed impulse of even the most paradigmatic diatonic moves—

namely fifth motions. In these cases, quite favored by some composers such as Danny Elfman and 

Jerry Goldsmith, analytic ascriptions of LR/RL and N/M-type transformations are preferable to 

DOMs and SUBDs. Distinguishing between NRO and Tn/P type motions is often made easy by 

voice-leading: if a melody is transplanted wholesale to another key, there is a good argument for T-

type description. If that same motion has implied semitonal voice leading to reach that destination, 

or if that destination is in inversion, an NRO compound may be a better option. The Tn and DFO 

transformation families interact on occasion as well. Diatonic step-progressions such as Iii or 

IVV are functionally strong but bereft of clearly mandated DFO operations (does one recruit 

ungainly double-emploi-redolent recursive transformations like REL·DOM·P or SUBDOM·SUBDOM 

for IVV, or invent an ad hoc transformation like SUBDtoDOM? In these cases, simple analytic 

elegance will sometimes inspire use of non-functional but clear Tn operators (T2) in the above case. 

Figure 1.8 presents five progressions, some utterly quotidian, others strikingly unusual, and offers 

analyses of them using each of the families. 

                                                      
8 This transformational account does not attempt to capture (indeed, is categorically uninterested in capturing) the 
“solid-state” aspects of harmonic function as are commonly represented in roman numerals, but in no way precludes the 
importance of those aspects. It merely draws our attention to transformational quality of harmonic function that may be 
brought out or diminished in relation to harmonic-function-as-object relative to musical context and analytic goals. 
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Figure 1.8: Diverging Analyses for Identical Progressions  
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 Clearly, some transformations are more elegantly equipped for given motions than others. In 

the first case (Ce), for example, most musical contexts will suggest either a DFO or NRO 

explanation, rather than a convoluted tinted transformation. Other cases require much more subtle 

justification, however; this is certainly the case with the last two examples (Cbb and CF#), with 

their range of unary and compound-based analyses. As is generally the case, description with DFOs 

becomes unwieldy with step- and tritonal-progressions, forcing recursive compounds (like 

SUBD′·SUBD′ of #4) and complex double-emploi redolent reconstructions (like the chain of DFOS of 

#5). Limiting ourselves to just one family of operations foists considerably more contrivance onto 

transformational analysis of this repertoire than a judicious mixture of several.9  

 When LR is recruited rather than DOM, it means that the progression so described hinges 

on a concatenation of pitch-displacements rather than an overriding functional impulse. The musical 

contexts confronted in actual analyses will help make these judgments for us, as functional 

progressions often occupy distinct portions of a cue (and signify distinct meanings, such as closure 

or attainment) in relation to the chromatic alternatives. Where multivalent hearings are possible and 

filmically significant, I recruit multiple operators (e.g. both DOM and RL), rather than being forced 

to exclude one or more functionally under-determined competitors.  

 One fact the analyst of film music quickly runs up against is that cues rarely stick to pure 

[037] triads, for which our three operation-groups are defined to work on. Augmented and 

diminished triads, simple dominant sevenths and other higher tertian chords, and dissonant or 

contrapuntally originating sonorities are a staple of the style in all its forms. These cannot be 

modeled by the transformations provided, any more than movements between sonorities of 

                                                      
9 Because I allow dualistic and transpositional transformations to freely intermix, the “path consistency condition” 
(through which networks produce the same result for major and minor inputs) will inevitably, but hopefully not 
egregiously, be violated in my analyses. As per Hook 2007, path consistency is not a crucial desideratum for 
transformational analysis, and is better suited to interpretations that place more value on dualistic and inversional 
network properties than the current study. 
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different cardinality can (such moves involve cross-type transformations).10 When faced with such 

progressions, one must confront two competing analytical drives. On one hand, the 

transformational approach insists that all progressions be formalizable as algebraically well-defined 

operations, and this will necessarily involve recruitment of a different class of transformations than 

the purely triadic ones we have established. On the other hand, it is often undesirable to portray an 

otherwise cohesive musical passage as shifting between (sometimes quite radically) different 

transformational classes. The presence of a single seventh chord amidst a stream of triads should not 

throw the transformational apparatus completely for a loop. For example, a transformational 

analysis of the progression fadma7 in “Cadillac’s” mm. 26-28 would require a different species of 

transformation for the motion from adma7 because of its inter-cardinality status, despite the overall 

continuity of voice leading and harmonic gestalt. 

 Rather than imposing a rigorous but limited strategy for defining non-triadic moves, I adopt 

a nomenclature of near-transformations.11 I borrow the nomenclature and conceit from Joseph Straus, 

who defines near-operations (both transposition and inversion) as relating two harmonies of the 

same cardinality that, but for a single deviating note, would be direct transpositions/inversions of 

each other.12 Following Straus, I indicate these near-transformations with the asterisk symbol (*) 

placed in front of the transformation f to indicate that not all notes of the sonorities related literally 

to the transformation f.  The transformation following the * symbol acts on the underlying triad of 

                                                      
10 See Hook 2007. 
 
11 Another solution is to simply ignore (or more charitably, bracket) the offending dissonant pitches and proceed as 
though only triads were involved; that is, to perform one further step of abstract Klang-extraction from musical surface 
by essentially reducing out non-[037] pitches. This only works however, when a clear triad can be discerned, and some 

relationships (such as Abma7Cma7) include displacements where the preservation or displacement of sevenths is 

transformationally crucial. This issue will only confront us in Chapter 6.  
 
12 Straus 1997. Elsewhere Straus terms these operations “fuzzy” transformations, as opposed to “crisp” ones (2003, 
2005). Lewin 1998 has a similar method for relating close-but-not-exact relationships (his “pseudo transpositions”), and 
both note Quinn 1996 as having brought the issue of “fuzzy” relations first to light. 
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the progression.13 For the “Cadillac” progression, the motion adma7
 does not instantiate a crisp LR 

motion  because of the presence of the seventh C# in the second chord. However the allusivity to 

the displacements of the LR progression (particularly true if this had been realized in tightest 

possible voice leading) means that by the description of *LR (to be read as “near-LP”) we are still 

able to capture the most transformationally salient aspect of the progression. Where the IDENT 

relation singles out transformationally interesting (sometimes near-, rather than literal) equivalences 

between harmonic locations, the near-transformation symbol singles out significant (near)-

equivalences between relations themselves.  

 

IX.   FIGURAL TRANSFORMATIONAL ANALYSIS (CADILLAC MM. 1-24) 

 The advantages of transformational analysis over more traditional approaches can be 

demonstrated by re-analyzing of “Cadillac of the Skies.” I will use this opportunity to introduce 

several methodological tools that developed so as to tailor network analysis to a repertoire that 

answers to narrative above all else, and whose units of meaning are often fairly compact and chained 

together by expressive modulations. A strictly diachronic network, a “figural” arrangement following 

Lewin’s terms, depicts harmonic motions in a straight line of temporal succession.14 It has the 

obvious advantage of tracking musical changes parallel to events onscreen soundtrack, given the 

reduced demands on musical attention span expected of most film spectators. The insistence of the 

driving chronology of film time does not mandate an exclusively “blow-by-blow” approach 

                                                      
13 Unlike Straus, I do not indicate the specific increment (his “offset number”) that the non-crisp pitch off by; Straus’ 
concern is with voice-leading between sets of equal cardinality, whereas my interest generally lies in the resemblance of 
transformations on an associative level – when our primary attention is on whether a given near-transformation sounds 
like or alludes to another “crisper” one, the indication of pc-offsets would create clutter for no particular analytic 
purpose. A further dissimilarity between my near-transformations and Straus’s is that I lift the restriction to relating 
same-cardinality sets, thereby opening the door to cross-type transformations such as between sevenths and pure triads; 
this is a small sacrifice of algebraic rigor (for an already avowedly “fuzzy” tool) in exchange for a huge windfall of 
analytic expansion.  

14 Lewin 1993, 43-53. Lewin adopts the term, and its counterpart “formal”, from the work of music psychologist Jeanne 
Bamberger (1986). 
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however. The alternative “formal” type network engages abstract harmonic relationships, not 

obliged to a literal succession of sounds. It has advantages in representing paradigmatic or emergent 

structures in music, as well as the capacity to handle non-adjacent events and hierarchical relations in 

a less clumsy manner than figural networks. The grid-like Tonnetz, best known from its use by later 

19th Century German theorists, is the default such formal playground for neo-Riemannians.15   

 In practice, I shall rarely rely on a purely figural or formal perspective; the details of “when?” 

in relation to unfolding narrative, and “where?” in an unfolding pitch space, are equally 

consequential to film music. For our present purposes, however, I approach the first and second 

halves of “Cadillac” from figural and formal standpoints, respectively. Figure 1.9 provides a figural 

account of the cue’s harmonic successions. (This pared-down chords-plus-transformation-labels 

style will suit us when linear reductive or nodes-plus-edges network analyses would be too crowded 

to be useful). Important relationships that are not sounded in direct succession, or are implied in 

some way, are indicated by dotted arrows. Four events are marked at the top of the diagram that 

represent more complex analytic decisions compared to the routine procession of neo-Riemannian 

operators and compounds that underlie the chord succession. 

 
Figure 1.9: “Cadillac of the Skies” First-Half Transformational analysis 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
15 Though there are several varieties, typical Tonnetz maps arrange triads (and/or the pitches that constitute them) along 
axes of fifth- and third-relations. The Tonnetz’s formal analytic value is sometimes compromised by a tendency for visual 
overcrowding, and its faintly prescriptive arrangement of tonal distance. The map’s rigid determination of triadic 
proximity through common-tone content is, of course, an asset if the analyst desires such a uniform metric, but other 
contexts (such as, I will argue, film music) are better suited to spaces in which distance is not a fixed, but highly 
contingent and mutable property of ongoing musical discourse.  For more on the historical origins and modern uses of 
the tonal space see Mooney 1996 and Gollin 2006. 
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1.  Measures 4-11 occupy a fundamentally different sort of tonal space than the 

chromatically gyrating surroundings, in that they are fastened securely to an A minor tonic. To bring 

out the hierarchical dissimilarity of this A minor portion from the rest of the cue, its moves are set 

above the main transformational track and granted a different class of transformations—the 

DFOs—in contrast to the NROs and T/P type operations for the less firmly “keyed” material 

flanking it. This differentiation accords well with the trajectory of mood through the scene as well, 

with the A minor material accompanying silent awe, while the chromatic progressions accompany 

delirious ecstasy and despair. The only transformational ambiguity here stems from the aeolian-

derived triad G major. The voice leading of measure 9 is conjunct, suggesting transposition is the 

appropriate operation; however, the progression FGa acts as a functional fortification of A 

minor, and this entails hearing G as “dominant-like” in its inevitable return to A. Therefore, two 

transformations are given: T2P for the transpositional quality, R·DOM for its resemblance to a 

proper dominant-tonic motion (in Riemannian terms, bVII would be heard as a Dominant-Parallel, 

or Dp).  

 
2.  The motion between A minor and D major at “Cadillac’s” climax could easily be 

accounted for using the same neo-Riemannian operators that populate the rest of the ecstasy 

sequence—as LRP/PRL. However, the emphasis-through-repetition (indicated by the double-sided 

arrow, accounting for five iterations of the motion) elevates the aD oscillation to the absolute 

progression status of M. My analysis maintains that listeners will hear this as a singular Modalverwandt 

transformation, relying on no other operations or combinations thereof for its intelligibility or 

perceived distance.  
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3.  The CICR motion from D major to G# minor at measure 24 is the most important 

moment in “Cadillac,” as it singlehandedly reorients the tone from joy to despair, dragging the affect 

of the scene at large with it. It is also the most complex motion to reckon with in transformational 

terms. Though there are infinite transformational compounds that could escort D to G#, only three 

(seemingly mutually exclusive) general paths through pitch space are of interpretive value. Figure 

1.10 renders these together in a transformational network. (I do not consider an arbitrarily defined 

unary operation because the motion so clearly draws its meaning from the rich concatenation of 

different progressions preceding it.) 

 

Figure 1.10: Different Paths from D to g# 

 

 

 

In light of the preceding M-loop, it is natural to hear the landing on G# min in relation to the 

relatively close by (in frequency) and repetitiously primed A min. This overshot M-loop continuation is 

described by the label M·T1—effectively meaning “one semitone higher than the expected 

destination.” This corresponds to the simplest reading of the scene as well—engrossed as the 
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audience potentially is in Jim’s revelry, we expect the oscillatory progression between A and E to go 

on forever, just as we might wish to prolong our own wonder and jubilation at the scene. Thus, the 

rapid arrival at an unexpected harmonic destination is heard in terms of the strongly established 

pattern that precedes it. 

This account, which places M as the still reigning operation, does not quite capture the 

quality of more radical disjunction of the progression. In particular, T1 does not seem the right 

transformational instrument to pervert M’s hallowed affect so completely. An alternative 

interpretation hears the progression as an unfulfilled cadence to G major. This supposes D major’s 

intended destination is G (accomplished through a straightforward DOM), but instead of settling in 

that safe haven, some process steers it uncomfortably to the minor neighbor of G#; this is the 

interpretation that hews most closely to the spirit of the CICR. A dramatic justification for this 

interpretation is that Jim’s ecstasy is not allowed to culminate in a positive manner—the doctor 

drags him down yelling “get down!”; a dangerous apotheosis is averted, musically and on screen. 

Within this reading there are already several transformational sub-interpretations available for getting 

G to G#. It can be argued that two different intermediaries, G min or G# maj, are involved. The 

former is reached by is the darker of the two paths (DOM·P·T1); this treats D major’s failure to 

cadence appropriately in G as the result of a minor pall cast on the “tonic” (P), then painfully 

wrenched it to the wrong key entirely (T1). Conversely, the latter path (DOM·P·T1) postpones the 

disappointing change by one transformation, by displacing G to G# first (mimicking the magical and 

positively valenced major tritonal shifts from the main passage), and only then tainting the end-result 

chord.  

 One final path involves solely neo-Riemannian operations, and thus situates the move more 

in relation to the NRO-interpreted third and tritonal motions of the main passage. More specifically, 
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it treats the Dg# as a mishandled cousin to the RPRPs that produced the exultant earlier moves EBb 

and FB. There is thus a perverse bookending quality to this progression, which leaves Jim 

hollowed out and morose, rather than returning him to the silently awed position before the initial 

RPRP. In my diagram, instead of subtracting the final P from that quaternary compound (which 

would produce a minor-tritone relation as technically warranted), I cast the move as RPRP·P. The 

difference is that G# is mentally present as an intended destination, but the portion of the 

transformation to yield that major destination is “cancelled out” by a double P.  

 A simpler alternative for both these accounts is to cast the motion from the intended G to g# 

as a unary S. This has the advantage of emphasizing the uncanny preservation of the target triad’s 

third (B§) in the context of a minor triad, and aligns with the future Ef progression (an 

unmediated SLIDE, pregnant with connotations of ambiguity and negation). To underscore the 

viability of this interpretation, I placed an implied connection from G# back to G-maj in Figure 1.9. 

This, a microscopic moment in the cue, goes to show how hermeneutically rich are the many 

divergent stories conveyed by a single harmonic progression. Neo-Riemannian methodology, when 

applied in this way, does not eliminate the ambiguity of chromaticism. Quite the opposite, it 

explodes it, laying bear the “prismatic” wealth—to use an apposite term from Steven Rings—of 

sometimes complementary, sometimes outright incommensurable hearings possible behind non-

diatonic successions.16 

 
4.  As we enter the despair portion of the cue, the impression of local tonics established 

by functional relations begins to be reasserted. However, the more intensely chromatic voice leading 

and increasing prevalence of dissonant sonorities undermines the stability of these tonics over spans 

                                                      
16 Rings 2011a, 37-38. 
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longer than a few chords. One sign of this shifted harmonic landscape is the tenuous tonic-to-tonic 

relationship between G# and A minor. The former sounds as an initial point of stability, and the 

latter like a “return” following the departure to E and F min (both serving vaguely cofunctional 

dominant+submediant duties). In cases like these, where absolute pitch proximity is close between 

provisionally established tonics, and intervening material is chromatically ambiguous enough to 

confuse simplistic functional interpretations, the IDENT operation is recruited. The g#a 

relationship is cast as an IDENT·T1, to suggest that although there is an overall transposition between 

the chords, local circumstances determine that the two will likely still be heard as functionally (and 

perhaps to listeners without absolute pitch, literally) identical. This is the first of several film musical 

instances of “no (structural/transformational) difference without audible tonal distinction” between 

two closely situated harmonic areas. We will explore the uses of IDENT in greater detail in coming 

chapters.  

 

X.   FORMAL TRANSFORMATIONAL ANALYSIS (CADILLAC MM. 24-57). 

 In order to perform a transformational analysis of the second half of this cue, steps must be 

taken to simplify the dissonant surface of the music down to more manageable materials. As 

remarked upon earlier, most of the sonorities here can be treated either as triadic perturbances or 

triadic allusions (by virtue of a strong bass note sounding like a “root” along with a modal third 

somewhere prominent in the sonority). Doing so sharpens the extremely fuzzy tonal impression of 

this section into a few consistent transformational gestures without implanting a sense of purposeful 

directionality that would be at odds with its anxious, unhinged affect. 

 The main transformational gesture that comes into “focus” by this reductive effort is the 

pairing of major/minor forms (*P-relations) of a triad with their *S-partners (e.g. G min, G maj, and 
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G# maj). It is understood from this point forward that all transformations are “near-

transformations,” and for cleanliness’ sake, the * symbol will be excluded. The insinuation of SLIDE 

into the musical fabric begins as early as the onset of measure 24, where, as argued before, G# min 

can be reckoned as a SLIDE-altered form of the expected G major. This three part transformational 

arrangement is formalized in what I call a model network.17 A model network is a specific 

arrangement of two or more different operations which are to be combined with themselves and 

other models to generate larger swaths of explorable pitch space. The use of these small networks is 

intended to free the analyst from the rigidity of prescribed tonal spaces such as the Tonnetz, and to 

allow complete contextual determination of operation names, spaces, and implied distances. Figure 

1.11a presents the three-chord gesture as a rather humble little model network. 

 

Figure 1.11a: Model Network for Cadillac 24-57    Figure 1.11b: Two T7 / LP related Networks 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
17 The notion of a model network once again owes to Lewin, 2007. 
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 When a cue is organized around one or more model networks in which similar motions are 

executed but in different orders or combinations, these temporal segmentations are grouped 

together as a pass (once again following Lewin 2007’s terminology). Passes constitute formally 

distinct portions of a piece.  As it happens, the chord-trios of Figure 1.10 tend to be heard near to 

their T5-related equivalents: “Cadillac” passes therefore take up two or three model networks, 

adjacent by T5-spans. In a tonal context, this transpositional relationship would of course be heard in 

terms of dominant or subdominant function. But here the overall impression, despite some local 

juxtapositions strongly suggestive of “dominant” discharges is less functional, more sequential—a 

gradual descent down the circle of fifths from G-based harmonies to, at the cue’s end, B minor. To 

represent these more expansive transformational trajectories, a device is needed for joining more 

than one model network, either at a shared edge or by an intervening transformation. Shared edges 

simply increase the extent of a model network. Alternatively, when an intervening transformation is 

contextually novel (e.g. spans two distantly positioned model networks, or simply has not been 

heard before), it is designated a network modulation, and is indicated graphically by comparatively 

thick edges. Different species of template networks can be linked in this manner. In Figure 1.11b, 

two Cadillac model networks are related globally by T5 or “DOM.” A LP/PL transformation is also 

shown as a possible network modulation with a potentially more complex and novel effect than T5 

or DOM. 

  A distinction must further be made between network modulations that are discrete (targeting 

a single node) and global (moving an entire node-arrow system). Global network modulations garner 

unfilled large edges in contrast to the solid, thick edges of discrete modulations (as with the curved 

arrows in Figure 1.11b). Global network modulations that are involutions (such as any single 

member of the NRO group) generate different model networks, while modulations with a 
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transpositional character (such as Tn and the DFOs) preserve the overall network character in 

entirety. This is demonstrated with the manipulation of simple L·S (involution) and L·DOM 

(transposition) pairs in Figure 1.12.  

 

Figure 1.12: Effects of Involuting vs. Transposing Network Modulations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  
 In lieu of tonal modulations (which depend on presumption of key stability), network 

modulations are helpful for capturing the temporal novelty of fresh and digressive triadic moves, 

and enable passage between different harmonic cycles.18 Their essentially contextual determination 

means that the scope of a network modulation can vary drastically from one harmonic setting to 

another. One might be as local as a shift between L-related pairs (say, an S to maneuver from Ce 

and Ebg) or as wide-ranging as a warp across entirely different tonal systems (a clean DOM 

                                                      
18 The idea of a network modulation has precedents in several delineations of tonal space.  A variety of methods for 
embedding motions between distinct cycle (for example by bridging transformations or intermediate “coupling chords”)  
are introduced by Douthett and Steinbach 1998, while Lerdahl’s 2001 formulation of region-switching and 
hypermodulation allows communication between both similar and differing pitch collections. My network modulation 
pertains less specifically to a pre-ordained tonal space. Therefore, it can take on more diverse forms and do things like 
“fade” in novelty as a fresh and/or model network-spanning transformation is assimilated through repeated use. 
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ushering in diatonic functional space after perusal of the hyper-hexatonic system, perhaps). 

Progressions that assume the status of network modulations are often decisive in structuring the 

affective flow of film music in situ—akin to a shift to a new, surprising camera angle. Where a 

network modulation diverts from a sequence or an interval-cyclic process, we may think of it as a 

harmonic “symmetry break.”  Progressions that fall outside the purview of a single network, but are 

not sufficiently developed to generate their own stable model networks or count as network 

modulations are indicated by smaller nodes and arrows; this is to effectively demonstrate their role 

as appendages or elaboration of more transformationally worked-out material. 

 One final component of my figural methodology is the depiction of implied relationships.  

The networks that comprise passes may have routes implied or unlocked by group structure but not 

aurally present. These implied spaces capture implicit connections between non-adjacent Klangs, 

creating a phantom matrix of triadic potential, the better to demonstrate the openness of possibility 

strongly felt in triadic chromaticism. These are indicated by grayed-out and/or dotted portions of a 

transformation network. 

 My analysis of the second half of “Cadillac” is provided in Figures 1.13a-d. Each of these 

formal networks shows some crucial element of the S·P model network present (even if buried 

under dissonances or existing between polychords), and often with a fifth-transferring network 

modulation powering their larger trajectory as well. Measures 24-28 chart a circuitous route from G# 

min to D min. D is arrived at by a chain of “dominant” relations (right to left in the diagram) from 

E to A, with a S-related F minor acting in between as a “deceptive” resolution to bvi/a. The 

unnaturalness of these warped diatonic progressions in context fits snugly with Jim’s coming down 

off the high of his encounter with the P-15 mustang. The relationship between G# and A, elsewhere 

treated as an IDENT·T1, is here seen to occupy quite a different formal role. Whereas G# was the 
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result of an implicit SLIDE relation (among other interpretations), A minor is distinct for its status 

as not-A major (P-relation dependent). This is a particularly pained relationship given the fact that A 

as a root has been systematically denied major implications since the beginning of the cue, even as it 

was firmly ensconced in major-key contexts just a few measures earlier. 

 
Figure 1.13a: Pass One Network (mm. 24-28) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 The second pass (mm. 28-34) occupies the most deranged portion of Jim’s ranting, as he 

cryptically explains to the doctor: “Do you remember how we helped to build the runway? If we had 

died like the others, our bones would be in the runway. In a way, it’s our runway!” Williams’s music 

for this sequence, from a purely melodic perspective, exhibits a trope of film composition that 

depicts insanity through repeated dissonant ostinati (here with the spinning 3-1 sets in the high 

strings). Figure 1.13b indicates the dissonant harmonic support for those figures is also “spinning” in 

a sense, rotating to C# minor and F# major before returning (in a deeper, darker guise) to D minor, 

via the Hexatonic Pole relation. Because neither fifth nor P/S progressions are the basis for this 
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excursion, and because D sits at either side of the proceedings, the network indicates that no real 

progress is made along the cue’s established formal space; instead, an external (here triangular) 

subroutine is briefly engaged. 

 
Figure 1.13b: Pass Two Network (mm. 28-34) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 D returns to A minor at the conclusion of pass two, and it is here that the most devastating 

event occurs on screen: Jim confesses “I can’t remember what my mother looks like.” The 

sonorities here are the cue’s most complex and dissonant, least tonal, least capable of recalling what 

the warm glow of consonance once sounded like. Figure 1.13c responds by sometimes splitting and 

fusing what are posited as underlying triads into ambiguous, certainly non-functional polychords. 

Nevertheless, the basic sonorities all seem to occupy a space that alternates between model networks 

surrounding A and E major. A minor first discharges onto a complex set rooted on F, with E major 

elements but generally bearing minor hues, which then moves back to A’s network for a passage that 

combines all three of its constituent triads. At m. 43, the network gathers its composure, settling on 

another still-atonal sonority but one more clearly rooted on a pitch, F#. 
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Figure 1.13c: Pass Three Network (mm. 34-43) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Once arriving on F#, Williams music accompanies Jim’s recitation of Latin. As an audience, 

our confusion over this obscure change in Jim’s psychology is reflected by the retention of the 

dissonant material from previous passes, but once a rhythm of his declensions is clear, Williams 

provides a second pedal bass (on F) to return us to the overall fifth-progressing meta-network, and 

his quasi-aeolian (but firmly tonally centric) choral music concludes the cue, first in E minor, then 

with a final, hopeless shift to the right, B minor. Figure 1.13d displays this conclusive motion, 

transporting the cue’s final legs rightward towards f and finally b-based model networks. 

 

Figure 1.13d: Pass Four Network (mm. 44-End) 
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 “Cadillac of the Skies” demonstrates that harmonic change as such can be the major 

determinant of a cue’s affective and formal contribution to a scene, far more than key or even linear 

trajectory. Entrusting the task of constructing affect, controlling attention, and defining form to 

changes of harmony is a pervasive and essential aspect of film scoring. Directing our analytical 

attention to the manifestations of tonal change enables us to transcend the stumbling blocks that 

hound long-range tonal analysis while furnishing a more sensitive representation of how film music 

works at its basic level, the cue. The art of the potent shift exploits the natural tendency to read 

salience into novel, disruptive, unpredicted, or asymmetrically emphasized events. In the presence of 

reiterative visual or narrative cues and the attenuation or disregard for normative tonal prolongation, 

such gestures easily take the role of primary purveyors of meaning, along with other parameters as 

salient by virtue of their immediacy (timbre, volume, register, presence of motif). This is particularly 

true of “snap” chromatic modulations, including CICRs, so profuse in Hollywood—likely because 

of their ability to reliably generate surprise and strong affective responses. Harmonic phenomena 

that would seem out of place or inexplicable in non-programmatic settings are truly common place 

in Hollywood.  

 Focusing on the contours of harmonic change liberates the analyst from some of the poietic 

and esthesic stumbling blocks that we will encounter in the next chapter. Attending to shifts rather 

than prolonged-keys vivifies film music analysis helps insure that film chronology and its moving 

relevancy targets are held tightly in view. Yet we need not expect harmonic change to operate solely, 

or even most effectively, on the immediate, sonority-to-sonority surface. Many of the most potent 

relations emerge between fairly distally related events, even in the eventful and contrast-filled 

“Cadillac.” Multiple moves across a time span generate a progressively emerging harmonic field, a 

tonal space constructed from the ground-up, rather than posited as a fixed a priori construct. Such 

dynamically construed, transformationally analyzed spaces are capable of modeling listener 
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psychology and representing the relationship of music with an unfolding narrative. Within tonal 

space, dimensions of distance, scale, direction, even time are conveyed, as harmonic possibilities are 

opened up, followed, avoided and transformed, producing a musical playground, full of paths, sub-

regions, relations and unexpected equivalences. In the next chapter, I will explore how analysts have 

approached spaces much larger than that mapped out in the four odd minutes of “Cadillac.” The 

tonal space of an entire score might prove a potential interpretive goldmine, were it not so difficult 

to establish as a compositional or perceptual construct. 
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Chapter Two:  
Approaches to Film Tonality 

 

I. HARMONIC REASON AND PURPOSE 

 Hans Keller, British music critic of Austrian extraction, rated film music’s ability to install 

unity—“emotional, spiritual, and formal”—across a film as one of its most essential responsibilities.1 

Keller singles out tonality, the unificatory principle par excellance of common-practice music, for its 

capacity to achieve this objective. Yet tonal unity is lamentably absent across the practice he 

observes in post-war international film scoring. Quick to praise a tonal plan that “integrates” 

logically with picture (and to decry a sequence that seems poorly motivated), Keller nevertheless 

acknowledges that compositional forethought and mere “adventitious” accident are often hard to 

separate in this repertoire.2 This does not abjure film composers from the responsibility to tonal 

logic, however: 

In these days of weakening harmonic senses, it cannot be too strongly emphasized that there is no tonal music 
without key-schemes (as opposed to key-series), and that, ceteris paribus, a score for a sound film or a play has to 
be more cautious so far as tonal structure is concerned than any continuous piece of music, because the 
episodical character of widely separated entries has to be counteracted by ever-alert methods of unification: if 
progressive tonalities must always make sense, they must make double sense in ‘talkies.’ No such considerations 
restrain Mischa Spoliansky in his score for Turn The Key Softly…. Together with his innumerable key-

unconscious colleagues, he might be reminded that however softly you turn the key from Bb to D, there must 

be an harmonic reason and purpose.3 

Music has a special responsibility to combat the inherently disjointed “episodical character” of film. 

Compare this with the attitude towards tonality we have encountered in Adorno and Eisler. For 

them, it was an unfortunate but firm fact that film’s extra-musical exigencies obviated a need for the 

restoration of home key or sensible modulations. Keller, by contrast, is committed to the relevance 

of intentional tonal planning, if not the ineluctable force of monotonality, as a synthetic organizing 

                                                      
1 Hans Keller “Film-musical Atmosphere,” Reprinted in Film Music and Beyond, Christopher Wintle ed.,  67. 
 
2 Keller, “Problems of Integration,” 84-86.  
 
3 Keller, “Tonal Structures,” 82.  
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force to compensate for the fragmentation of the medium. His criticism of Russian émigré Mischa 

Spoliansky’s score to Turn the Key Softly is predicated not on an offhand dismissal of chromatic 

mediant relationships or non-concentric tonality (though he does believe it must be done 

purposively),4 but an aversion to tonally arbitrary deployment of keys.  

 Whether or not it is a fair complaint that most film composers of his generation were “key-

unconscious” is a different matter. In fact, Keller’s claim stands up only in the most trivial way: 

composers may be unconscious of the tonal decisions they make, but that does not entail they are 

making incorrect or meaningless decisions. Quite the opposite: the average “turn [of] the key” is 

suffused with “harmonic reason and purpose.” The analyst’s job is not to justify this modulation or 

that on behalf of the film or the composer. This would make the repertoire seem as if it were in 

constant need of outsider expertise for it to achieve intelligibility, when (as countless commutation 

tests demonstrate)5 the film, as a text that is being constantly and actively interpreted by the 

spectator, bends with perfect pliability to whatever tonal choices are made. This interpretation 

occurs regardless if the composer’s decisions follow textbook rules of harmonic logic or not. Instead 

of feeling as though untoward key choices are something one has to apologize for, the analyst 

should approach key choices as a source of interpretive opportunity. 

 Keller seems to be largely alone in his advocacy for sensible and purposive tonal linkages 

between cues.6 The more dominant attitude is encapsulated in the highly informal but nevertheless 

                                                      
4 Keller, “William Alywn: Bad and Great Work”, 115. 
 
5 The commutation test, a device from semiology, is commonly used to demonstrate the degree of stability or change in 
meaning that occurs when the music of a scene is substituted with different musical cues in different styles; it is also 
indicative of the highly absorptive nature of film that it can integrate diverse and unintended music. See Gorbman 1987, 
15-18, for its introduction to film musicology. 
 
6 An exception to this rule might be Joseph Breil, composer for silent films, whose most famous work is Birth of a Nation. 
Breil, like Keller, deplored disunity and endorsed tonal consistency across cues (this is not the same thing as 
monotonality—rather that inter-cue movements merely be smooth and diatonically logical): “Just as in a great picture 
play the many scenes are all correlated, so too must its score be a collection of logical and correlative musical sequences 
that melt into each other.” (Breil, 1921, cited and discussed in Marks 1997, 159-160). Indeed, local connections between 
the 59 cues in Birth of A Nation tend to be fairly close in terms of key-signatures, but long-range tonal connections are 
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codified “fifteen second” rule, whereby it is accepted that tonal relations do not retain power over a 

gulf of a mere fifteen seconds of silence, and therefore composers should feel no obligation to relate 

one cue to its close neighbors in a harmonic fashion. This “rule” was formulated shortly after the 

inception of Classical scoring practice by Leonid Sabaneev in his influential Music for the Film: A 

Handbook for Composers and Conductors (1936). Claudia Gorbman, in laying out the basic principles of 

Classical scoring, paraphrases the principle thusly: “If music has been absent for more than fifteen 

seconds, the composer is free to start a new music cue in a different and even unrelated key, since 

the spectator/auditor will have sufficiently forgotten the previous cue’s tonality. But if the gap has 

lasted less than the requisite time, the new cue must start in the same key (or a closely related one).”7 

The fifteen second rule would appear to disallow distant key relationships between proximal cues 

simply on principle, thereby precluding most chromatic tonal motions, even though they may be apt 

signifiers for abrupt, surprising, or uncanny filmic events. Strict adherence to the rule removes a 

viable resource from the film composer’s toolkit. We should be thankful, therefore, that it is a rule 

frequently honored in the breach.  

 A theory of “film tonality,” across not only several cues but an entire movie, has never been 

high on the list of film musicological priorities. Given the pessimism towards tonal planning in this 

medium—its practical value, degree of usage, and even cognitive salience—it is remarkable that 

analysts have devoted effort at all to investigating the potential contribution of tonality to an entire 

score.  Nevertheless, important work by a handful of theorists has shown that scores can, in 

principle and practice, employ long-range tonal planning strategies to unify, reinforce, and lay 

commentary on the texts which they accompany. Many of the long-range strategies we will discuss 

                                                                                                                                                                           

much more tenuous. (Act I, for example, begins in D minor and ends in Ab major.) Neither are any of Breil’s many 

themes wedded to a single key, but rather appear in whatever tonal region the cue they occupy happens to be in. For 
more discussion of the design of this epoch-making score, see Marks 109-166 and 198-218. 
 
7 Gorbman, 90. 
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here can be contracted to analyze individual cues without in the process sacrificing their explanatory 

power (indeed, such narrowing tends to bolster plausibility). And, while strictly transformational 

devices have not typically entered into the discourse of film tonality, an attentiveness to extended 

tonal techniques helps refine our understanding of procedures which are closely tied to the non-

centric logic of transformation theory. It is for these reasons a mistake to discount tonality outright. 

 Nearly all theorists recognize an abundance of obstacles and shortcomings that impede the 

purely tonal analytic approach, beyond the pragmatic and prescriptive barriers described by Eisler 

and Sabaneev. David Neumeyer and James Buhler describe the challenges to effective tonal planning 

in terms of the weakening of functionality of tonal relationships within film: 

Film composers…[since the 1920s are] faced with a number of overlapping and potentially conflicting models 
for tonal design: the unified hierarchical schemes of instrumental music, simple ‘chaining’ of key regions (as in 
popular theater such as operetta), the seemingly radical disunity of the fifteen second rule, and such later 
nineteenth-century practices as associative tonality (key symbolism) and double-tonic complexes. Composers’ 
choices were further complicated by [general musical discontinuity, lack of ultimate control over spotting, use 
of source music, and post-recording editing and mixing]. Given these constraints, especially the intermittent 
quality of film music, it seems reasonable to assume that any large-scale tonal designs found in film scores will 
be abstract and symbolic rather than functional.8 

 

For Neumeyer and Buhler, the power of functional tonality over the course of a film is so 

compromised that it is no longer able to operate as such, and its potential constructive capacities are 

necessarily shifted to  “abstract and symbolic” tasks. For example, a composition free from the 

mitigating factors enumerated above may feature a large-scale G major to C major  progression in 

which G functions as a dissonant, cadentially-leaning, tonic-securing agent. By contrast, a prominent 

placement of fifth-related regions across numerous film cues will be sapped of the those 

dissonant/cadential/key-articulating powers that so define dominant function. In certain contexts, 

we may still wish to designate G as “dominant”—that is, abstractly referring to the connotation of 

the VI relation without actually enacting it—and perhaps even read symbolic weight into that 

choice. Arrival at the region may coincide with the final push to achieve victory in the movie, for 

                                                      
8 Neumeyer and Buhler 2001, 26-27. 
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example. In such a case, tonal function is being mentioned, not used, and its significatory power is 

dependent on an second-order awareness of harmonic norms rather than a viscerally direct first-

order apprehension. Not all theorists are so ready to exclude tonal functionality as Neumeyer and 

Buhler, and this results in an interpretive balancing act between the abstract-associative and 

autonomous-functional impulses in harmonic analysis. As for those varieties of purely “abstract and 

symbolic” tonal relations: we will explore many of the options shortly.  

 The manner in which tonal relations work in concert with image bears on another, even 

more central concern. Indeed, it encompasses any and all specific problems of film music analysis, 

including those arising in my own transformational analyses. It is the eternal question of relevance: 

can any degree of tonal planning be shown to matter across the duration of an entire score?; matter 

to the composer, to the filmgoer, to the narrative? The logical extension of the fifteen second rule 

would appear a resounding “no.” Only in a completely continuous, highly foregrounded score could 

the effect of tonal choices be said not to die after all but the slightest pause. This “rule” represents 

such a tremendous barrier to the project of full-score tonal analysis that most theorists invested in 

long-range interpretation rightly downplay or reject it outright. I shall do the same, and not only for 

the sake of fairly representing their views. It may well be the case that the harmonic decisions in 

many scores are made with a tacit understanding of the tyranny of the “rule,” and those scores 

therefore show a paucity long-range tonal meaning. It may also be the case that the filmgoer’s ability 

to retain tonal information is compromised by the discontinuous, fluctuating patchwork of keys that 

result from normal spotting practices as well. The former involves a question of compositional 

pragmatics, the latter a question of cinematic cognition—the “rule” as an compositional instruction 

and as a perceptual hypothesis, respectively. Both are outside the scope of my project and should 

not necessarily impede a hermeneutic approach in any case. Certainly, the fifteen second rule should 

not interfere with our ability to consider tonality as a constructive resource in film composition. 
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 Nevertheless, we cannot sidestep the issue of discontinuity. The theorist is still required to 

propose how tonal relations figure into a musical text that is generated from many small units, likely 

composed out of order and subjected to cutting/splicing during post-production. Three non-

exclusive options are available. A complete repudiation of the fifteen second rule treats the score as 

a through-composed, integrated whole, gaps between cues be damned. Key changes between cues 

(whether occurring after 15 seconds, 15 minutes, or 1.5 hours) are both globally and locally 

significant. This amounts to treating the score as if it were a single piece, diverse on the surface but 

unified as a whole.9 A second approach is to look at distributions and choices of tonal areas 

independently of specific ordering or timing, typically with regards to an “abstract” criterion for 

meaning. The adverse implications of the “rule” are avoided by lessening the consequences of tonal 

diachronicity in the first place. (This makes it very hard to accommodate most traditional notions of 

tonal planning, of course, and a synchronic approach still requires its own sort of long-range tonal 

memory). A third approach stands somewhere between these two, recognizing the power of non-

sequential tonal events without discounting the power of overall ordering and trajectory.10 

                                                      
9 For an analyst used to referring to a film’s original soundtrack (OST) as their primary text, this can be an appealing 
position to take, but it is dangerously unmindful of the innately discontinuous and fragmentary nature of the musical 
entity of a score in filmic context. Michel Chion provides an even more extreme stance against the soundtrack-as- whole, 
stating provocatively “there is no soundtrack [in which he includes audio effects as well].” He justifies this negative view 
towards the ontology of soundtracks by asserting that sounds, taken independently of image, “do not form an internally 
coherent entity” and that audio relationships primarily obtain between image and sound (in a “simultaneous vertical 
relationship”), not sound and other sounds. Chion 1994, 39-40. 
 
10 Poietics and Esthesics: An important distinction that bears on score analysis is that the poietic and esthesic attitude. 
The esthesic stance is receiver oriented, encompassing the expectations and constructed meanings that come from the 
audience-member/spectator/listener/filmgoer. The poietic is creator-centered, including “the determination of the 
conditions that make possible, and that underpin the creation of an artist’s (or producer’s or artisan’s) work” (Nattiez 
1990, 13). Rodman argues his analytic findings are esthesic, and invokes numerous 20th century critical attitudes as 
support for this preference. (Rodman 1998, 126-128, 131-132.). To vouch for the intersubjective validity of his reader-
centric analyses, Rodman refers to theories of tonality grounded in cognitive salience conditions, primarily from Daniel 
Harrison’s notion of tonic “position assertion” (ibid., 143)—placing particular value on key salience as a result of 
coincidence with moments of heightened dramatic import. Rodman positions his stance in opposition to Neumeyer, 
whose injunction that “without external evidence, readings lack the security of the assumption that such [C19 associative 
tonal] practices are relevant to any particular film” is taken as the staking of firmly poietic ground. (Rodman, 123). 
Neither Rodman’s nor Neumeyer’s poietic/esthesic priorities are so clear-cut in their actual analyses; the former avails 
himself of poietic evidence to support his esthesic claims, while the latter bases his analysis an esthesic hermeneutic 
category of “ambivalence.” To limit ourselves to only poietic support in analysis of film tonality would be self-defeating: 
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 These three alternatives align loosely with the three major categories of tonal planning that 

will be assessed in this chapter. The first corresponds to a heavily linear (potentially prolongational, 

teleological, and even Schenkerian) approach; the second to a purely associative or key-symbolic 

attitude; and the third a marriage of those two. In this chapter, I will evaluate the advantages and 

difficulties to which each of is prone. Special attention will be given to the most ambitious studies: 

Alfred Cochran’s investigation of the documentary scores of Aaron Copland, Ronald Rodman’s 

treatment of several scores including Herbert Stothart’s Wizard of Oz (1939), and Neumeyer’s 

analysis of Bernard Herrmann’s The Trouble With Harry (1955). Associative tonality turns out to be 

the most useful of the tools, and there is good reason to collapse all varieties of design into an 

associative super-category. Unsurprisingly, a number of serious issues, both conceptual and practical, 

stem from holistic approaches to this discontinuous aesthetic object. While practical in select cases, 

neither linear nor associative tonal design provides an adequate general model for investigating most 

film music, and it will become increasingly apparent that what is left out by these approaches is 

precisely that which transformation theory is equipped to describe. 

 

II. THE BIG PICTURE: FILM-SPANNING STRUCTURE AND DESIGN 

 What interests theorists of film music is generally not tonality per se, but various articulations 

of tonality, particularly tonal “structure” and “design.” The structure/design distinction is made by 

both Neumeyer and Rodman, each citing David Beach’s 1999 formulation. Beach extrapolates his 

concepts of structure and design from a theoretical lineage beginning with Schenker. Tonal structure 

denotes “the underlying voice leading and harmonic organization of a given work or passage” and is 

                                                                                                                                                                           
we artificially constrain the kinds of claims possible to a small (or, likely, nonexistent) interpretive universe dictated by 
the composer him or herself. The esthesic stance is better equipped to draw broad conclusions about a work and its 
implications than reconstruction of its compositional process, despite its built-in risks of overt speculation and false 
positives. I engage in largely esthesic hermeneutics with the hopes that my claims will be highly inter-subjectively 
plausible and revealing. 
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firmly differentiated from tonal design, which includes any and all other aspects of harmonic 

organization but generally captures “the layout of keys in the course of a composition.”11 According 

to Beach, we describe tonal structure when we adhere to the strictly prolongational contrapuntal 

obligations of Schenkerian analysis, where the goal is always the depiction of the broad, recursive 

hierarchical organization through Auskomponierung of a single key. Tonal design, on the other hand, is 

not bound to the descriptive necessity of Schenkerian a priori voice-leading configurations, and 

resultantly includes various vital but contingent tonal behaviors of motivic, registral, associative, and 

affective character.12  Rodman and Neumeyer both profess interest in the tonal design rather than 

structure of film music. Design has clear utility for film music analysis insofar as it allows key 

choices to arise as functions of drama, rather than through intrinsic musical processes. Yet despite 

the strong design-orientation of most film music scholarship, the tool of tonal structure does have 

its uses, so long as its findings can be tailored, in some way, to aid film interpretation. 

 Alfred Cochran’s analyses of scores from Aaron Copland hew closer to matters of tonal 

structure than any other theorist of film music. His attention often fastens to linear procedures on 

the harmonic surface and diatonic hierarchical organization on the background (reaching as far as 

the level of the entire score). A guiding principle for Cochran, the “long line,” is essentially structural 

rather than design-oriented. 13 The “long line” derives from Copland himself and his mentor Nadia 

                                                      
11 Beach 1993, 2-3.  
 
12 The word “design” appears to bear the mark of poietic intention, but many aspects of design may be either 
unconsciously written into a score or emerge of their own accord through various transformational procedures. The 
essentially top-down nature of Schenkerian theory requires the ultimate subordination of bottom-up tonal design to the 
overarching scaffolding of structure. Beach, of a more accommodating temperament, finds the two to be of equal 
analytic salience, and endorses the description of both (along with their interactions and potentially fascinating 
disparities) so long as the one is clearly differentiated from the other. 

13 Grundgestalt: A second concept redolent of organicist and structural thinking, that of the “Grundgestalt,” also 
informs Cochran’s work. Cochran means by the term something similar to the term’s originator, Schoenberg: a compact 
wellspring from which the preponderance of subsequent musical material derives, a “basing/basic configuration” for an 
entire composition, more abstract (and usually a little longer) than a lone motif. (from Schoenberg, “Concordance of 
Terms,” trans. and ed. by Carpenter and Neff 2006,  238-235). Cochran usually locates the Grundgestalt for a large 
portion (even entirety) of a score early on, in a main title (as in Copland’s The City, Of Mice and Men) or a cue shortly 
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Boulanger. In statements concerning the quality of film music, Copland asserted the importance of a 

sense of “continuity” and “flow” as embodied by the “long line,” the “be all and end all of a 

composer’s existence.”14 Cochran develops the idea, claiming that the most effective film music 

bears a specific formal organization that operates at multiple hierarchical levels, occasionally in a 

manner that may “transcend” filmic form itself, “at times, in wonderful ways.”15 It is la grande ligne 

that furnishes “logical inevitability in music…its value…in direct proportion to its ability to impart a 

sense of cohesiveness to the musical flow, the realization of which by the listener need not be 

apparent at the conscious level.”16  The long line is a guarantor of cohesiveness, which Cochran, like 

Keller, believes is a score’s paramount contribution to the flow of a film and primary criterion for 

high quality film music.17  

 Prioritization of this notion serves as justification for a linear, reductive methodology clearly 

in line with the Schenkerian top-down musical ontology. Cochran’s reductive technique is 

significantly looser than Schenker’s, idiosyncratic in its stemming and usually depicting only root 

tonal motions and small-scale linear progressions, free of the contrapuntal Auskomponierung basic to 

Schenker’s own view of structure. Nevertheless, his graphs are recruited in the same spirit as 

Schenker, following the urge to demonstrate patterns of tonal coherence amidst surface diminutions. 

 Cochran’s analyses routinely bear out his privileging of linear cohesion and tonal inevitability 

over instability and randomness. He duly notes clear linear routines and collapses them into various 

                                                                                                                                                                           
thereafter (Our Town). For example, Cochran cites a quartal pitch set {CDGA} and the melodic outline of a minor-minor 

seventh (GECA) that appear in the first bars of The City (1939) as twin generators of the essential harmonic and 
linear fabric of the entire score, along with a few attendant phenomena like use of polychords and parallelism. 
 
14 Cochran 1986,  ix-x. 
 
15 Cochran 1990, 69-70. 
 
16 ibid. 
 
17 One assumes that among those other conditions are included things like “effective establishment of atmosphere” and 
“underlining of character psychology”—these from five pragmatic narratival priorities Copland himself argued were the 
key functions of film music (Copland 1939, 202-210). 
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directed contrapuntal strata. Cochran strives to demonstrate the overall tonal unity of a single cue 

and the typically prolongational relation of subsidiary tonal areas (even if in strikingly different 

harmonic idioms) to that tonic. In the name of the grande ligne, he finds no problem in locating 

functional relationships between multiple cues from separate scenes, both adjacent and distal.  

 These linkages can extend to remote hierarchical levels, as with the fundamental IVI 

motion he discerns in the entire first section of Copland’s score for the documentary The City (1939), 

or across an entire soundtrack, as with the greatly protracted auxiliary IVI cadence in the same 

composer’s Our Town (1940). Figure 2.1 reproduces the reductive procedure by which Cochran 

moves from key at the level of individual cue to arrive at overall background progression for Our 

Town.18 These analyses are presented at the conclusion of Cochran’s thesis, serving a cumulative 

function both for the analyses of the specific Copland score for the overall argument  of his project. 

Individual cues are first reduced to one or two main keys (mode is seemingly irrelevant), which is 

accomplished mostly in Cochran’s prose analysis. Cochran then links like-keys across cues and the 

three main narrative acts of the film. A more hierarchical picture emerges in his third step, in which 

a G major tonic comes into focus while non-diatonic keys are reduced out. Finally, in his fourth 

step, functional Stufe are assigned to the tonal pillars of the score while all other harmonic 

information is purged; a gradual but coherent auxiliary cadence onto G is shown to take place across 

Our Town, with the “structural” dominant only appearing in the third act. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
18 Cochran  1986, 297-298. 
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Figure 2.1: Alfred Cochran’s Global Analysis of Copland’s Our Town Score,  

In “Style, Structure and Tonal Organization in the Early Film Scores of Aaron Copland.”  

Ph.D. dissertation 1986: 294-298. 
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 There can be no disagreement that a sense of cohesiveness (of narrative, text, ideology) is 

one of the most powerful contributions a score can lend its film; indeed, Gorbman lists “Unity” as 

the ultimate principle of Classical Hollywood practice.19 But beyond reinforcing the aesthetic 

stability of its complement film, what dramatic or formal contribution does a tonally cohesive score 

actually lend? While successful on his own terms at demonstrating score coherence (and, by his 

logic, value), Cochran flounders in rendering his findings relevant to the film itself. Beyond noting 

that Our Town’s background IVVI progression reflects the motivic plagal motion on the surface 

of the opening cue “The Story of Our Town,” Cochran offers scant reading of the significance of 

                                                      
19 From Gorbman (90-91): “Classical cinema, predicated as it is on formal and narrative unity, deploys music to reinforce 
this unity…the repetition, interaction, and variation of musical themes throughout a film contributes much to the clarify 
of its dramaturgy and to the clarity of its formal structures.” 
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this massively reduced harmonic structure.20 The usefulness of Cochran’s predominantly linear 

methodology is hampered by his general reluctance to meaningfully interpret his tonal findings, to 

offer anything beyond a brief description of how compositional choices reflect and influence events 

on screen. This is true of both local and global analytic findings. The prolongational monotonality 

Cochran takes pains to locate spanning Copland and Kubik’s scores is pointed out for its own 

formalistic sake, not because of any substantial contribution tonality grants to film narrative beyond 

the lending of an ill-defined, concert music-inspired notion of coherence to the whole. Image and 

action become casualties to Cochran’s tonal tunnel vision.  

 Cochran acknowledges that analytic findings need not be automatically audible to the 

average film spectator—a strategic claim when one’s findings include subtle motivic cross-references 

and long range tonal plans.21 Yet even their potential relevance to a hypothetical highly sensitive 

filmgoer, beyond an appreciation of compositional rigor, is rarely broached. After decrying his 

seeming refusal to discuss image with music, film musicologist Robin Stillwell criticizes the 

theoretical machinery Cochran uses to analyze Copland’s scores: “While Cochran’s musical analysis 

is thorough, one must question whether Schenkerian analysis, based on voice-leading, is really 

appropriate for the discontinuities of film music, broken up as it is into many small cues separated 

by silence.”22 Stilwell herself risks tossing the useful tool out with the murky case-study bathwater. A 

linear-reductive approach ought not be fully dismissed, as interesting hermeneutic avenues are 

opened up with the observation of pitch patterns that unfurl in time, so long as the analyst heeds the 

                                                      
20 Cochran equivocates on the nature of prolongation in this Our Town – he claims “there is not a clear-cut prolongation 
of a single triad at the background level. Instead, the tonal motion moves from C at the beginning of the score to G at 
its end.” (Cochran 1986, 299). His description seems advocate a case of true progressive tonality, and his deep 
middleground reductions even hint at an overlapping triple-tonic complex (C, G, and D). However, by drawing the 
connection to the plagal “Story” cue and rendering the harmonic regions ultimately expressions of G-major, Cochran 
reverts to the prolongationally monotonal preoccupation that is more clearly expressed in the score for Of Mice and Men.  
 
21 Cochran 1990, 77. 
 
22 Stillwell 2002, 37. 
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twin requirements of accuracy and relevancy. This methodology, even if not strictly Schenkerian, 

remains the best way of demonstrating linear continuity in a chronologically clear, time-line like 

fashion. With discretion, it will be retained as a viable tool for short-range analysis throughout the 

rest of this project. As they stand, however, Cochran’s linear and reductive graphs solidify the tonal 

aspects of cue and score alike, rather than engaging their inherent dynamism and temporality in the 

manner of the best prolongational analyses.  

 For a more considered application of linear analytic techniques across large swaths of film 

music, we can consult the work of Ronald Rodman, who has consistently applied Schenkerian-like 

devices in several large-scale analyses of narrative film, television, and film musical scores. His 

success lies in his more careful integration of structural findings with dramatic and symbolic aspects 

of the text. Despite his explicit preference for tonal design,23 Rodman nevertheless evidences an 

interest in tonal structure in his analysis of Herbert Stothart’s arranged score for The Wizard of Oz (its 

famous songs being composed by Harold Arlen). At the conclusion of a thorough description and 

middleground sketching of the score’s succession of associative key regions—that is, its tonal 

design—Rodman proposes a two voice Db major Ursatz on which Stothart’s score is hung. This 

edifice, which is reproduced in Figure 2.2a, comes complete with a descending 3-Urlinie, a I-V-I 

Bassbrechung to match, and a deep middleground neighbor-note figure that explains the disruptive A-

E regions associated with the film’s antagonist, the Wicked Witch. The large-scale tonal arc is a 

departure and eventual return to Db, a key fittingly linked to the film’s central thematic idea of 

“Home.” Within this arc is embedded a tonal obstacle—A§/E§—that matches the Wicked Witch’s 

negative impact on the protagonist Dorothy’s progress through Oz. The liquidation of this 

                                                      
23 Rodman uses “tonal space” in his chapter on tonality in his monograph Tuning In rather than “tonal design” though 
these are ostensibly equivalent. Unlike Schenkerian structure, tonal space “works through the deployment of themes and 
key areas” (Rodman 2010, 160)—tonal design, in other words.  
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chromaticism is necessary to allow the score’s proper return to its wholesome diatonic home key, 

just as Dorothy must thwart the Witch if she is ever to get back to Kansas.   

 Pulling back another level from his two-voice contrapuntal reduction, Rodman furnishes a 

bass-only graph sketched so as to resemble a rainbow, emphasizing the arch-like form of the film 

(see Figure 2.2b), and cleverly reflecting the score’s most famous song “Somewhere Over The 

Rainbow.” This sketch illustrates a figurative connection between score structure and the film’s 

central visual symbol—a fanciful and poetic conception of the score’s unfolding, but an elegant 

one.24 He labels it “tonal design,” indicating that even though he has moved to a higher hierarchical 

level of the score, the diagram effectively captures a non-linear prolongational aspect of Stothart’s 

composition. 

 

Figure 2.2a: Ronald Rodman’s Analysis of the Tonal Structure of The Wizard of Oz 

In “Tonal Closure and Design in the Wizard of Oz.” Indiana Theory Review. 1998:141-42. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
24 Harmonic events that do not correspond neatly to Rodman’s overarching tonal narrative are addressed in various 
ways. They may be painted as purposely disruptive for purely dramatic reasons. Local modulations are typically easier to 
account for in this manner than large scale, as moment-by-moment harmonic progress within a cue tends to be hugely 
variable even in the most meticulously planned associative and teleological plans; correspondingly, Rodman tends to 
reduce these out when describing higher levels of tonal structure, where Harrisonian conditions (especially keys at 
moments of heightened drama or significance) trump harmonic ephemera. 
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Figure 2.2b: Rodman’s Rainbow Tonal Design of The Wizard of Oz 

 

 

 

 

 

 Rodman attests these graphs emerge “as we stand back from the [score’s] tonal design and 

synthesize it into a coherent structure.”25 Crucially, the Schenkerian structure of Figure 2.2a is not 

offered for its own sake but as testimony to the underlying conventionality of Stothart’s there-and-

back-again monotonal meta-narrative, as befits the film’s conventional plot. Neither is it truly top-

down as a proper Schenkerian Ursatz-spawned composition would be; rather, it is presented an 

analytic “synthesis” extracted from a diverse, discontinuous score. Nevertheless, Rodman maintains 

that it is ultimately a coherent tonal structure that lends the score its effectiveness: 

 On the surface, the simple tonal motion of the film score to the dominant and its dominant does not really 

present a very “fantastic” tonal organization. After all, Oz is a fantastic land, not at all related to Kansas. Or is 

it? Though many tonal areas are used in the film to represent the fantastic nature of Oz, the design remains 

anchored in a rather conservative tonal structure in the background.26 

 

Design thus answers (in this score at least) to structure. For Rodman, global tonal structure has the 

potential to contribute meaningfully to film music analysis, though only in special and dramatically 

suitable cases. Indeed, his reading of Oz is strong enough to suggest that Stothart’s linear harmonic 

structure is not a mere reflection of the film’s there-and-back-again plot, but a component in 

producing that narrative in the first place.  

  

 

                                                      
25 Rodman 1998, 141. 
 
26 ibid., 1998, 142. 
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III. EXTENDED TECHNIQUES: MULTIPLE TONICS 

 Despite the trappings of conventional Schenkerian hierarchy, Rodman’s analysis of the 

background of Oz engages associative tonal choices as well as Schenkerian structure. We see this in 

the ascription of subject matters (e.g. “Kansas,” “Munchkinland”) to various keys and the fulfillment 

of a broad teleological plan venturing to and from the keys of a magical land. Tonal design is, by 

definition, discernible in any work that moves through multiple keys. For this reason it is an essential 

aspect of all but the most monotonously monotonal compositions, but design especially suited to 

non-monotonal music. Correspondingly, the majority of research into alternatives to single-key 

organization could be said to focus on tonal design. This is the case for studies of the so-called 

“Second Practice” of the tonality in the late-19th century (which feeds directly into Classical 

Hollywood scoring), in which “key” remains a meaningful term even though a single tonic need no 

longer be felt to govern a whole piece.27 

 Out of the theoretical groundwork laid by Robert Bailey’s analyses of Wagner’s music 

dramas emerge two systematic means by which a composer might abstain from the global order 

imposed by monotonality without abolishing tonal centricity on surface and middleground.  First, 

one may project two or more keys through the duration of a work (either by ending in a different 

key than one begins and making progress superordinate to prolongation, or by projecting multiple 

keys of at the same time). These multiple-tonic type designs might use the procedure of 1) tonal 

pairing/double-tonic complex in which two keys of a comparable hierarchical weight are 

projected in an overlapping or simultaneous fashion; or 2) progressive/directional/telic tonality 

in which non-rounded tonality is elevated from accident or middleground feature to a driving, 

                                                      
27 Much of our understanding of these procedures comes from Robert Bailey’s foundational work on the music dramas 
of Richard Wagner (primarily Bailey 1969 and 1977). While the harmonic labyrinths of Wagner’s mature operas thwart 
all but the most dogged (and, perhaps, self-deluded) theorists of tonal structure, a remarkable systematicity and novelty 
of effect nevertheless underlies the composer’s tonal choices.  Uncovering those systematic procedures required 
considerable analytic ingenuity, both esthesic and poietic, and the fruits of Bailey’s labors are now cornerstones of our 
understanding of extended techniques within the hundred odd year span surrounding the Wagnerian music dramas. Not 
surprisingly, all of these procedures have been argued to be operative within certain film scores. 
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purposeful principle. Second, one might allow something other than tonal logic to dictate when 

certain keys are employed, which results in various kinds of 3) associative tonality, in which key 

choices are made through a programmatic or descriptive impulse. I will discuss each of these and 

their bearing on film music in turn before addressing the interface between procedures. 

 We see elements of tonal-pairing and teleological tonality at work in several analyses from 

Rodman, who typically invokes them to draw parallels between tonal occurrences and the central 

narratival structure within the film. The tonal goal may be as straightforward as the purgation of a 

key of conflict or uncertainty.28 It might also involve reconciliation or synthesis, as opposed to a 

zero-sum, one-key-takes-all strategy. Rodman argues that a reconciliatory, meeting-of-the-keys 

approach is present in Herbert Stothart’s score to the movie musical Maytime (1937). The film’s two 

lovers, Paul and Marcia, receive associative keys of C and D respectively. The melodramatic 

necessity of merging individuals into a stable couple is achieved—in the score at least—towards the 

conclusion of the film,  in which these two regions meet in a “mediate tonal space” of Db, close by 

yet different enough to signify “otherworldliness” This symbolic association is joined with an 

expressive process wherein the semitonal motion of Paul’s key captures a spiritual “elevation” 

whereas Marcia’s descent down a semitone represents a defeat of sorts, the character’s renunciation 

of opera.  

 Non-synthetic telic frameworks are also possible within the rubric of non-monotonality. 

One option is the early inclusion of a “promissory” harmonic event. 29 This is an element of the 

score marked within normal or predictable musical proceedings. 30 Such a harmonic event can spread 

                                                      
28 Rodman 2010, 159-66.  
 
29 The punning term “promissory” owes to Edward T. Cone’s 1982 influential article “Schubert’s Promissory Note: An 
Exercise in Musical Hermeneutics.”  
 
30 Rodman employs the concept of markedness in music as developed by Hatten (1994, 2004) frequently (for example, 
to describe the dynamics of style-evolution within police drama scoring conventions), but not in the specific example of 
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teleological implications in a number of ways. If dissonant, it may beg for future resolution. If 

irruptive, it may later be accommodated or liquidated within more continuous underscore (as with 

the Witch’s material in Oz). If unexpected or outside the prevailing harmonic language, it may linger 

like an unaddressed problem, awaiting future corroboration or explanation in terms of narrative 

significance.31 (as with the “Enigma” theme of the Sixth Sense, which I shall analyze in Chapter 4).  

 An example of the all these promissory capabilities is discerned by Rodman in the prologue 

cue for Herschel Gilbert’s score to an episode of the television Western Rifleman entitled “The 

Outlaw’s Inheritance.” A curiously dissonant cadence that concludes the episode’s prologue 

constitutes the marked event: a “bitonal” G-major triad set against a bass Ab-Eb dyad that is left 

dangling as the score segues into the Rifleman opening credits. Throughout the episode, the key of G 

major serves to usher the narrative forward. And, though this is not explicit in Rodman’s analysis, 

the seed of harmonic doubt placed on that key by the dissonant cadence is protracted in some 

fashion by every appearance of G, even though it is not sounded in conjunction with Ab-Eb until the 

episode’s conclusion. Extending Rodman’s style of thought further, the main narrative key is not 

truly stable (which is to say the narrative thrust it engenders is not stable) until Ab-Eb resurfaces and 

is satisfactorily answered. Accordingly, Rodman states the prologue’s cadence “establishes the 

narrative enigma and is resolved later in the episode” by finally arriving at a consonant G maj triad at 

the close of the score’s final diegetic cue prior to the credits. At that stage in “Outlaw’s Inheritance” 

all major plot conflicts and questions have been addressed and tidily solved, and the show’s final 

                                                                                                                                                                           

the Ab-G chord from the Rifleman. Nevertheless, this example clearly fits Rodman and Hatten’s conception of the term. 

Markedness, as we have already seen, is the projection of a significant asymmetry, be it global and stylistic (i.e. this type of 
music hasn’t been heard in this context before) or highly specific (i.e. this musical gesture is seemingly out of place). By 
calling attention to itself in this manner, the marked event can seem more pregnant with, or potentially absorptive of, 
meaning than the “standard fare” non-marked proceedings. 
 
31 In all these cases, the mere absence of the desired telic implication-realization does not invalidate the power of the 
promissory event over the score; rather it aids the construction of a narratival archetype of failure or denial. 
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cadence correspondingly revisits the polychord and summarily purges it by moving smoothly to a 

pure G-major triad. 

 The propensity of teleological thinking to treat music as if it were proposing and realizing 

future events is a natural method of introducing a dynamic, chronology-dependent component to 

music analysis. It is all too easy, however, to assert the operation of some long range teleological 

plan by assuming that significant events late in the score are necessarily a “goal,” and extracting a 

cumulative musical narrative out of previous material to generate that goal. Such a question-begging 

approach is especially inappropriate in film music, where the temptation to inflate the importance of 

foregrounded, climactic cues is strong. For this reason, an efficacious tonal teleology, to be 

hermeneutically viable, should require ample foreshadowing of the eventual telos. This is achieved 

through repeated references or allusions to the goal-key, or by means of a clear and smoothly 

running musical process (such as a harmonic cycle or robust monotonal framework) to generate it. 

Furthermore, tonal teleology should always be in synchrony with the narrative.  

 Awareness of the uses of progressive and teleologic tonality may paradoxically provide a 

better appreciation of apparent cases of monotonality in film music than the flimsy ascription of 

prolongational unity to a discontinuous score. Against a background of tonal changeability, 

roundedness ceases to be a neutral aesthetic given, and becomes potential musical “special effect,” 

marked and therefore more prone to absorb meaning. Not every case of tonal roundedness will be 

hugely significant, of course. Neumeyer cites Sidney Cutner’s score to His Girl Friday (consisting of a 

main title and finale Eb major and nothing between) as an example of a hollow and brute sort of 

monotonality, perceptually irrelevant and barely worth observing analytically.32  

 Neumeyer discounts the impact this sort of tonal frame has on shaping a film, but we need 

not rule out the relevance of any non-functionally organized tonally-rounded score because of 

                                                      
32 Neumeyer 1998, 102-103.  
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extreme cases like this. For example, John Corigliano’s The Red Violin (1997), despite having no 

coherent linear/prolongational structure, is in D minor in a particularly noteworthy way. Not only 

opening and closing credits, but the vast bulk of interior cues either rest inside or allude to that key, 

even as the film’s chronology (and ingenuously mimicked musical idioms) shifts through centuries’ 

worth of time. The film revolves around the travels of a stable object—the titular instrument—as it 

passes hands through history. The inescapable tug of D minor, and the passacaglia theme it 

pervasively grounds, is a marker of the almost supernatural power of the violin to possess those near 

to it, irrespective of culture or place in history. D minor exerts this pull “across the gaps” of 

chronology, as it were. Indeed, it is antithetical to the magical effect of tonal recurrence for us to 

invoke prolongation or linear Auskomponierung to explain the potency of this key; rather, it is a sense 

of standing outside time that Corigliano manages to conjure here. 

 

IV. EXTENDED TECHNIQUES: ASSOCIATIVE TONALITY 

 In practice, multiple key complexes almost never occur without attendant associative 

qualities. But while easily coexisting alongside key-pairing and progressive tonality, associative 

tonality is of an (apparently) different character, relating not to the abstract juxtapositions or 

trajectories of keys, but rather a programmatic or descriptive impulse.33  Tonal association comes in 

many guises, and I recognize four types of relevance to film music: expressive, meta-diegetic, meta-

idiomatic, and symbolic tonality. Overlap is between these categories is inevitable, but the differences 

are sufficiently significant to mandate careful differentiation.  

 
1.   Where tonal regions succeed each other not because of the stable symbolic targets 

assigned to each, but because of the absolute quality of their modulatory relationship, expressive 

tonality is in operation. Various theorists cite the use of transpositions by ic1-2 in Wagner as a 

                                                      
33 See Bailey, 1977, 48-61. 
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potent signifier of dramatic development.34 Bailey describes the technique as an outgrowth of 

sequential processes, in which “the repetition or recall of a passage is transposed up to underscore 

intensification, or shifted down to indicate relaxation.”35 There is good reason to admit many sorts 

of tonal relationships to the rubric of expressive tonality—relationships not necessarily bound to 

intervallic seconds or a tension/relaxation profile. These may include those both completely 

contextually based and those employed because of a strong preexisting affect linked to a given 

harmonic maneuver. Unlike the other strategies discussed in this chapter, the associativity of 

expressive tonality rests largely on the listener’s ability to interpret harmonic motions and 

modulations, rather than absolute key, as a conveyor of meaning. This amounts to a decidedly 

transformational profile. Accordingly, I postpone discussion of this vitally important but analytically 

undervalued technique until subsequent chapters.  

 
2.   Meta-diegetic association is the ability for tonality to serve as a marker of a specific 

functions and levels of a film’s diegesis. Diegetic function refers to the differentiation of types of 

narrative-delivering processes within a single film. In practice this might involve doling one key to 

extradiegetic material—the main and end credits, demarcators of the boundaries of a movie’s 

diegesis—and another set of keys to the proceedings within the film’s main action. Diegetic level 

captures a more subtle aspect of narrative, where a single film might contain different streams of 

action (several intercut stories, differing takes on the same action, etc.) or degrees of temporal 

immediacy or realism (main action, dream sequences, flashbacks, etc.). Diegetic level is delineated in 

Neumeyer’s analysis of Fumio Hayasaka’s score for Rashōmon. Neumeyer finds that E min/phrygian 

represents first level diegetic “reality,” while C major, associated with the “dubious accounts” of the 

                                                      
34 See, for instance Bailey, 1977; Brinkmann 1972; McCreless 1982, 85-100; Darcy 1993, 52. 
 
35 Bailey 1977, 51. 
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film’s refracted plot, is the “story key.”36 In his analysis of “The Outlaw’s Inheritance,” Rodman 

locates diegetic both function and level reflected in key assignment. He discerns a differentiation of 

keys for dramatic stumbling blocks and keys for narratival momentum. He also notes that the 

soundtrack is organized down three meta-diegetic tracks, one for the episode’s frame, one for its 

dramatic mysteries, and one for its sense of forward momentum. D major, key of the “extradiegetic” 

realm, is a bookend key used during the main and end credits, as well as around commercial breaks. 

B minor is associated with suspense and dramatic conflict, and is responsible for setting and 

eventually resolves narrative enigmas. Finally, G major is the “intradiegetic” or key, which 

corresponds to the “proceedings” of the episode, basically responsible for a sense of scene to scene 

narrative thrust, establishing “narrative time and space in the episode.”37  

 
3.   The most frequently employed form of associative tonality, and one that we have 

already discussed in Chapter 1, is what might be called meta-idiomatic: the propensity to use and 

distribute different tonal idioms (e.g. modal, diatonic, atonal, jazz, etc) to represent an element of the 

drama. The differences signified by one idiom or another are almost invariably associative, and these 

associations tend to be more stable across films than those that could ever fasten to an absolute key. 

The consistent encodedness of divergent tonal styles effectively insures that the film music analyst 

need not grapple with matters of relevance or audibility, and may leap right into more productive 

investigation of their patterns of deployment within a single film. Crude though it might seem in 

comparison to the other alternatives though it may be, meta-idiomatic planning is a crucial part of 

the composers’ toolkit. For example, David Shire’s contribution to The Conversation (Francis Ford 

Coppola, 1974) consists of a piano-only score that juxtaposes fairly simple jazz harmony with a host 

                                                      
36 Neumeyer 1990, 20. 
 
37 Rodman 2010, 159-160.  
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of subcutaneously unnerving, oft-extended (and wholly atonal) piano techniques. This is entirely apt 

for a film about a loner surveillance expert/recreational saxophonist who falls victim to crippling 

paranoia. It is critical that in as analysts we do not fall into the trap of minimizing meta-idiomatic 

design because our sights are too doggedly set on keys and key-relations as the basic articulators of 

harmonic meaning. If our goal is to investigate association as a function of pitch-relations, then we 

are ill-served by categorically excluding any class of pitch-relations from participating in tonal 

symbolism. This is especially true of film music in which we are vividly aware that traditional tonality 

is probably not in operation.  

 
4.  By far the most discussed, if not necessarily utilized, form of tonal association is 

when keys are made to stand directly for narrative components. Where specific keys are linked to 

various extramusical entities (be they characters, objects, dramatic situations, or narratival 

constructs), we speak of symbolic tonality proper. Symbolic tonality boasts an auspicious 

combination of poietic plausibility and analytical elegance and flexibility. Symbolic schemes, though 

not a norm of film composition, are generally easy to map out and interpret once spotted. A simple 

scheme does not demand a great commitment of compositional effort or complexity (compared to a 

fully integrated double-tonic complex, for example), lightening the demands of poietic 

corroboration. At the same time, symbolic keys are abstract enough to protect against charges of a 

lack of immediacy for all filmgoers (the associative scheme is not invalidated if it is not heard), but 

concrete enough to insure hermeneutic usefulness and a bass-line of relevance, a recipe for esthesic 

resilience. 

 Like leitmotif, symbolic tonality arises from the coordination musical material consistently 

and cumulatively with an ongoing dramatic situation. Keys soak up their meaning by being repeated 

in similar successive dramatic contexts, by being situated against contrasting material, and by a 
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tendency to blend multiple musical parameters (timbre, rhythm, lyrics, characteristic harmonies) for 

definitive or establishmental iterations. Unlike leitmotif, symbolic keys cannot rest on stable intrinsic 

characteristics to suggest their intended symbolic objects. Discredited or idiosyncratic cross-

compositional/stylistic key associations notwithstanding, nothing insures key X should automatically 

be heard as “heroic,” “pastoral,” “tragic” etc. in relation to key Y outside of a film score’s particular 

network of associations. Key symbolism must therefore be earned in a manner different from 

leitmotivic semiosis, although the criteria for this earning are not particularly onerous.  

 In principle, a composer may entrust a key to take on symbolism by mere virtue of 

consistent deployment and some degree of absolute key hearing on the part of the listener. Rodman 

invokes Daniel Harrison’s contention that keys are at their most associatively-absorptive when score 

is heavily foregrounded during critically important dramatic events.38 However, the unlikelihood of 

the filmgoer to form a robust network of key associations on the basis of absolute differences linked 

to heightened drama alone causes film composers to rely on relational strategies. Often, this means 

the binding of a key to a leitmotif, thus assuring it takes on the same associations of the theme.  

 This seemingly natural collaboration of musical parameters brings with it some 

complications. Themes in film music are highly prone to modulation, even to shifting key within the 

theme itself. This renders it difficult to judge what the primary thematic key is and when, if ever, the 

theme appears in that proper key. In fact, in some cases tonal instability itself is far more “thematic” 

than any one key (we will see this in Chapter 4’s analysis of Spiderman). Even where theme and key 

are firmly associated, a deeper conceptual problem takes root: to what extent is key even acting as a 

conveyor of meaning beyond providing a stable field for a decidedly more direct thematic semiosis to 

take place? Whether key-theme accordance amounts to genuine tonal symbolism overlapping with 

motive, or to the mere piggybacking of tonality on the surface-organizing power of motif depends 

                                                      
38 Rodman  1998, 132-133. 
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on the variability built into both. The inefficiency of delivering musical information for a score with 

theme and symbolic keys thoroughly decoupled means in practice these two factors are almost 

always connected.  

 Tonal association becomes useful an explanatory tool only when it can be demonstrated that 

it operates on a separate (if often parallel) plane to thematic development. Charles Leinberger shows 

this to be the case in Max Steiner’s score for Now Voyager (1942).39 The main character Charlotte 

bears a theme which dominates the score’s melodic universe, but is tied to no one key. Leinberger 

draws attention to an expansive constellation of regions with specific referents are presented for 

Charlotte’s key to move through: G major for stable situations, G minor for “serious” matters, A 

major for “happiness,” Ab major for interaction with the character Jerry, Bb major for “Goodbyes,” 

C major for “confidence,” and Db major for “tranquility.” Steiner’s penchant for a panoply of 

associative keys relating to Charlotte, in addition to the sizable library of character themes and 

motifs, produces a sprawling associative network,  esthetically rich but potentially overwhelming to 

the average spectator. Steiner’s score are exemplars of a type of an extremely redundant, over-

determining scoring style; it should not surprise us that they cram in so much narrative information 

into their musical discourse. However, we should not expect soundtracks from more restrained 

composers to bear such byzantine associative schemes.40 

 In robust symbolic key schemes, associativity is the product not only of correlation with 

dramatic situations or certain musical themes, but by the intervallic and functional relationships that 

obtain between multiple tonal regions. The interval (e.g. major 3rd) and possible functional 

relationship between paired keys (e.g. relative major), as well as the transformation (e.g. REL) 

                                                      
39 Leinberger 2002, 63-77. 
 
40An better balance is struck when a limited number of keys interacts with a limited number of themes. Anthony John’s 
(2001) reading of Vertigo shows how Herrmann accomplishes this by deploying both keys and sonority types 
associatively.  
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required to navigate from one to the other, are ingredients that facilitate synthesis in a much broader 

sense of symbolic tonality. In his account of a similarly robust symbolic scheme within Steiner’s 

score for Mildred Pierce, Neumeyer cites the tritone between G and Db as “the principal member of 

the network,” effectively representing a gulf between the title character (Db) and her past and 

daughter (G). Furthermore, the two keys E and Eb stand in relation to the Db/G axis as symbolic of 

the “troubles” largely caused by the men in their lives.41 A relational mechanism Neumeyer 

incorporates here and elsewhere is the collapse of parallel major/minor keys and the gravitation of 

nearby keys into one symbolic hub. In Mildred Peirce, for example, C and D major “established as 

half-step related functional “equivalents” of Db [the man-trouble key], in the same way that Eb and 

E minor are established as equivalent, by placing them in musical situations where we would by now 

expect Db.”42 The drawing of such neighbor-note equivalences expands the field of influence of any 

one symbolic key to its surrounding “satellite” keys. Doing so helps to assign associations to keys 

that might otherwise seem extraneous or anomalous given the overarching symbolic scheme. This is 

an advantage when dealing with a score as tonally diverse and thoroughly associative as Mildred Peirce, 

though it risks overrating the control a symbolic key network has over a score’s more digressive 

elements. 

 Any score with a symbolic key network will likely bear cues in an associative key that happen 

to  accompany a subject matter other than the key’s specified target. Alternatively, a theme will 

appear outside its proper key. How the analyst deals with these tonal anomalies is a decisive criterion 

for evaluating the strength of a symbolic key network. The analyst may avail him/herself of both 

poietic strategies (the anomaly exists for a significant narratival reason) and esthesic strategies (the 

                                                      
41 Neumeyer 1990, 21-23. 
 
42 ibid, 23. 
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anomaly exists because of some accident or practical consideration). However, without adequate 

textual support, both risk ad hoc contrivance. Poietic justification is likely to be especially speculative 

in these cases. Aware of the extra-tonal exigencies frequently affect film composition (especially for 

his chosen genres of the film musical and television episode), Rodman invokes poietic concerns 

rather than narratival convolution to explain away tonal anomalies in Oz. This is the case for his 

treatment of the Scarecrow’s song “If I Only Had a Brain.” During the Yellow Brick Road sequence, 

Dorothy meets her three companions who each introduce themselves via an “If I Only Had An X” 

number. The Tin Man and Cowardly Lion both sing in Eb major, the associative key for travelling 

through the land of Oz. However, the Scarecrow, first of Dorothy’s encounters, sings in D major. 

Only a deeply contrived explanation could account for this discrepancy in terms of narrative. 

Rodman instead concedes D major is not a dramatically meaningful tonal region, but rather a likely 

accident of performer’s preference: 

 I could not come up with a good analytical solution for this tonal anomaly. The answer probably lies in the 
 fact that Bolger [Scarecrow’s singer] just sang the song better in D. One can detect some vocal discomfort 
 by Bolger in the subsequent reprise of the song sung with the other characters in E-flat. In short, D was just 
 Bolger’s “key”; E-flat was too high.43  

 

The choice of key in Stothart’s arranged score, in this particular instance, hinges on the fact that it is 

arranged. Indeed, in Rodman’s reductive graph for the sequence in which it occurs, Rodman places 

the song in a parenthetical Eb—unsounded, but “correct” in light of the governing tonal plan. This 

explanation is Rodman’s best guess, and not a statement of fact. The case of the Scarecrow’s D 

major is unusual enough to warrant curiosity, considering the uniformity of the other two songs and 

the range proximity to the “right” key. However, an attitude that demands every harmonic event be 

explicable forces irregular key choices to become “anomalies” requiring an “answer” or solution. 

This is the central “trouble” with associative tonal analysis of  film music. 

                                                      
43 Rodman 1998, 138. 
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V. THE TROUBLE WITH TONALITY 

 We have seen several interpretively productive strategies for incorporating long-range tonal 

planning into film score hermeneutic analyses. I have saved discussion of David Neumeyer’s analysis 

of Bernard Herrmann’s score to The Trouble with Harry (1955) for last, because it represents the most 

sophisticated and conscientious attempt to grapple with tonality’s ability to exert control over a film, 

and because it most clearly highlights the stumbling blocks such an approach invariably encounters. 

Yet Neumeyer’s approach is also promising because it suggests an incipiently transformational 

approach to tonal associativity. 

 Hitchcock’s The Trouble with Harry is an dark comedy set in rural Vermont during the period 

of peak foliage in autumn. The plot revolves entirely around the discovery of the corpse of the 

titular character, which adds quickly multiplying complications to the relationships of the film’s 

quirky dramatis personae. Despite the morbid narrative, the tone of the film is light, even genteel, 

and by its end a tidy resolution comes to every character, living or deceased. It marked the beginning 

of the famous collaboration between Hitchcock and Herrmann, and bears many of the stamps of 

Herrmann’s idiosyncratic style: many short cues with restrained but inventive orchestration, a 

predilection for harmonic ostinato and dissonant sonorities derived from triadic deformations (see 

Chapter 1), and a strain of lyrical pastoralism.  

 Neumeyer precedes analysis of the main score with a discussion of the ability, or rather 

highly constrained sometimes-ability, of film tonality to meaningfully impact filmgoer’s experiences. 

He frames tonality’s integration with film as a “problem,” and uses Griemasian semiotic squares, 

which convey the logical relationships that may obtain between two sets of clearly differentiated 

phenomena, in order to pose potential “solutions.” The semiotic square Neumeyer ultimately settles 

on takes what we have been referring to as associative tonality and collapses it with all other forms 

of tonal planning, along with thematic/motivic score components, into a broad category of “pitch 
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design.” He sets “pitch design” in opposition to the cinematically primary term “narrative/plot,” 

and the resulting semiotic square is reproduced in Figure 2.3 below.44 

 

Figure 2.3: Neumeyer’s Final Semiotic Square of Tonality and Narrative in Film 

In “Tonal Design and Narrative in Film Music: Bernard Herrmann’s The Trouble With Harry and 

Portrait of Hitch.” Indiana Theory Review 19.1-2. 105-11. 

 

 

Any score which synthesizes narrative and pitch design is now described as bearing an “associational 

network”—the type of “solution” to the tonality problem we have been discussing this entire 

chapter. With the square’s two other terms—non-pitch design (which includes timbre, rhythms, 

percussive instrumentation, etc.) and non-narrative or “excess”45—four “solutions” that variously 

involve pitch design or its renunciation are opened up for composers’ utilization. 

 Having arrived at “associational network” as the ideal solution to bridging tonality and 

narrative together, Neumeyer begins analysis of The Trouble With Harry by basing his observations 

around an abstract network specifically devised for that score. Herrmann’s music, he argues, is 

                                                      
44 Neumeyer 1998, 105-11. 
 
45 The concept of excess—information that spills over the confines of the scene or film’s main hermeneutic 
framework—was widely introduced  into film studies by the work of Kristen Thompson 2004. 
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erected around a double-tonic complex of Eb and Gb that is roughly associated with the film’s titular 

corpse and the ambiguities it creates for the plot. Surrounding these poles are semitonally 

neighboring keys which belong to various related elements of the narrative. Figure 2.4 reproduces 

Neumeyer’s atemporal graphic depiction of this scheme.46 

 

Figure 2.4: Neumeyer’s summary of the tonal design for The Trouble with Harry 

 

 

 

 

 

The shape of this overall design owes to a close dramatic and tonal analysis of each of the score’s 41 

cues, which Neumeyer groups into 29 “composites.” These results are summarized in a lengthy and 

seemingly exhaustive table that indicates dramatic action, presence of theme, and lastly what key, if 

any, a cue is in. However, because the cue analyses are only produced in a condensed table form, 

little is apparent of the intense analytic decision-making that went into determining of what key a 

cue is in, how strongly, and for how long.  

 Neumeyer’s resulting “Harry complex” is neither functional nor linearly projected, but floats 

above individual cues, influencing the overall ascription of meaning to tonal regions across the film. 

The two associative hubs of Eb and Gb bear on diegetic function as we discussed in Section IV: keys 

on or near Eb are associated with a narrative stumbling block (Harry’s corpse) while those near Gb 

are linked to the narrative’s forward momentum towards a solution. The absolute identity of keys 

                                                      
46 Neumeyer  1998, 120. 
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involved are less important than the fact that they are opposed in a shaky and, for a long time, 

undecided manner. (This non-specificity justifies placing keys that are proximal by semitone into the 

same orbit as the main trouble/solution keys, as Neumeyer did with Mildred Peirce.) The definitive 

assignment of “meaning” derives from hermeneutic considerations rather than the structure of the 

key-axis itself:  

Royal S. Brown has written that “one thing Herrmann obviously fathomed…in Hitchcock and his art was the 
perfect ambivalency.” In his music for The Trouble With Harry, Herrmann expresses that ambivalence” with a 
double-tonic complex of traditional relative keys, here E-flat minor and G-flat major (F-sharp major). Most 
broadly, the double-tonic complex itself marks the dramatic situation: the “trouble” which Harry’s body 
represents for the four main characters.47  

 
The value of Neumeyer’s diagram is not that it discovers a buried coherence behind the disparate 

workings of Herrmann’s score, but that it selectively synthesizes meaningful components of the 

score into an elegant hermeneutic reading that maps cleanly onto a conventional interpretation of the 

narrative in terms of “ambivalence.”  

 Because he uses bass-only reduction and a long beam to connect the “Harry” complex, 

Neumeyer’s graphical realization of the double-tonic complex still bears the hint of Schenkerian 

influence.48 In line with the formal (in Lewin/Rings’s sense) rather than temporal origin of this 

network, I offer in Figure 2.5 a reconfiguration of the complex into a transformation network. This 

requires only the slightest alteration, namely more explicit attribution of mode to triads, although a 

bass-pitch only version with all relations reckoned as pure transpositions is certainly possible. 

Harry’s trouble is now more clearly the “trouble” that inhabits any diatonic collection: its ability to 

host either positive valence (major, in this case Gb) or negative valence (natural minor, Eb), 

represented by the diatonic REL transformation. I make only one addition of my own—a tentative 

linkage between the other REL-related key centers, E minor and G major. Both of these seem to 

                                                      
47 ibid., 120. 
 
48 Bass-line only reduction is an important component of Neumeyer and Tepping’s non-doctrinaire Schenker textbook, 
A Guide to Schenkerian Analysis (1992). 
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associate with the beauty of Vermont’s landscape, a connection unacknowledged by Neumeyer but 

perhaps worth noting, if just for the parallelism it creates with the more foundational “Harry” REL. 

 

Figure 2.5: “Trouble With Harry” Complex Reconfigured as Transformation Network 

 

 

 

 Having proposed the “Harry” network to encompass the score’s complete duration,  

Neumeyer admits that “as one might expect from such a complex soundtrack, the scheme of 

tonalities sketched…does not align perfectly with every element of every cue.”49 He points out three 

examples of such mismatching, the first a violation of E’s autumnal associations, the second and 

third seemingly inappropriate placement of romance music in keys other than the scheme’s F or G 

major. Each apparent violation is shown to have a justification that insures that “they do not render 

the overall scheme indefensible.” The “minimally plausible” explanations he offers are couched in 

tentative and noncommittal terms, justified esthesically through somewhat convoluted narratival 

rationales. All three have the same essential form: a developing plot thread, good or bad, dictates 

                                                      
49 Neumeyer 1998, 121. 
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adjustment of the natural course of a symbolic key. While their justifications here are individually 

credible, the presence—likely inevitable—of such anomalies is an issue that arises only when one 

commits to an association network; it is a problem structural to the approach, not intrinsic to the 

score. The more associative lapses the analyst rushes to explain away, the greater the impression is of 

a score teetering on the edge of “not working” coherently. To prevent the analytical cart from 

leading the esthesic horse in this manner, we must treat the associative network as a interpretive 

heuristic, highly useful within its limits, but not likely to be a global determinant of score structure. 

 An associative heuristic requires selection biases as to what harmonic phenomena are 

allowed to participate in a symbolic network. This is the case not only with the negative instances of 

tonal anomalies, but positive instances of actively associative keys. We see this bias also illustrated in 

Neumeyer’s take on Harry. The Eb/Gb axis at the core of the score privileges cues in those keys or 

its satellites for the generation of meaning, but as an analytic construct in fact may be less definitive 

than Neumeyer’s diagram suggests. The keys of Eb and Gb appear infrequently and rarely in 

harmonically transparent fashion, together inhabiting a mere five or six of the score’s 29 composite 

cues (the ratio would be even smaller if we subdivided further into the 41 individual cues Herrmann 

wrote) and overshadowed in terms of incidence and prominence by the keys of D, C, F and 

especially G. The axis forces disassociation of what otherwise seem to be symbolically and 

functionally related keys. For example, the relative min/maj keys of E minor and G major garner 

similar pastoral music and motivic connections across the score, but Neumeyer’s complex places 

them into different associative domains (the latter “the plot as it stands” and the second “the plot as 

it progresses”).50  

                                                      
50 Herrmann’s Meta-Idiomatic Design: Another selection effect of Neumeyer’s complex, and symbolic designs like it, 
is the inadmissibility of a score’s non-tonal harmonic aspects—the bracketing of meta-idiomatic design. The Trouble With 
Harry is populated by a number of cues that defy straightforward harmonic analysis. In Neumeyer’s analysis, “tonally 
amorphous” cues garner key descriptors of “~~~” or “x?” where x is a weakly articulated, or in some cases 
hypothetical, key. This practice is efficient for analysis that focuses on major, unambiguous points of tonal stability, but 
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 One of the selection biases to which a high degree of attention to key is prone to is an 

equivocation between key and chord. Ironically, this is the case in the explanation of one of the 

“anomalous” cues (#25: “The Confession”), where a strophic melody in the associatively-

appropriate pastoral G major breaks off on an Eb sonority (EbAug) rather than reaching cadential 

closure in G. Neumeyer suggests we read this event as where “a simple mode change alters the 

‘trouble’ key of Eb minor to major as the plot begins to wind down.”51 That is a lot of connotative 

baggage (and several interpretive steps) for such a short moment to absorb, especially for a moment 

that does not unambiguously articulate the key in question. Indeed, the trouble-causing swerve 

comprises not a well-defined modulation to Eb, but an abrupt cut-off at a precedential zone (bVI, 

then bVIAug) within the middle of a tonally-rounded G-major melody (to which the listener is by then 

well-accustomed).52 In principle, nothing restricts an associative scheme to recognizing only those 

passages in keys—perhaps looser criteria for harmonic symbolism are admissible, such as being on a 

key (free of linear prolongation) or even exhibiting certain chord types (leitharmonie, perhaps). Yet 

widening the playing field in this manner would not lessen the analytical propensity to overrate (and 

be oversensitive towards) the effect of harmonic phenomena belonging to the symbolic scheme. In 

light of these structural biases, the integrity of Neumeyer’s score-spanning “Harry Complex” seems 

                                                                                                                                                                           
represents a limitation to a more comprehensive evaluation of film harmonic procedures. The symbols “~~~” and “??” 
may act as interpretive escape clauses, invoked to discharge Herrmann’s more complex cues from participating in the 
key-based symbolic network. The shorthand lumps together purely atonal cues with chromatically digressive material, 
along with some music that obliquely but firmly prolongs a single key. This is somewhat surprising for the analysis of a 
score avowedly tasked with capturing the “ambivalence” of the events on screen; Neumeyer limits the ambivalence-
generating power to double-tonic complexes, rather than concentrating on the potent role that that non- and/or 
questionably-tonal material plays in the film’s system of signification. 

51 Neumeyer 1998, 122. 
 
52 Attention to the scene bears this harmonic reading out: the cue’s immediate effect is of an unfulfilled cadence, helping 
to divert the viewer’s attention from the captain (whose romantic arc is over) over to the doctor who enters at the 

sounding of the Eb–“rooted” augmented triad (the true confirmation that we are not returning to G). The doctor’s 

emergence from the bathroom indicates the summary solution to the one remaining narrative enigma: who will soon 
solve the one remaining narrative enigma: how did Harry die? 
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a little less steady. Yet it is still worth hearing the score in terms of it—indeed, its value as a 

hermeneutic path into Herrmann’s music is high. A more explicit acknowledgement of its selective 

and interpretational, rather than structural, origins goes a long way towards alleviating what troubles 

do beset it.  

 
VI. EVALUATION 

 The extended techniques we have discussed above are all excellent conveyors of long-range 

harmonic tension, since tonal regions are made to confront each other with no single key endowed 

with the preordained status of tonic. Such a dynamic can be generated during any span of music, 

long or short, so long as sufficient tonal differences are established. Nonetheless, an entire score 

with discrete cues inhabiting discrete tonal regions may well be the ideal vessel for progressive, 

paired, and associative tonality. In the absence of the procrustean bed of monotonal structure to 

vouch for a work’s harmonic coherence or intelligibility, it is fitting that such distinct organizational 

methods should be recruited to bolster its tonal design in concert. Their propensity for mutual 

reinforcement—which we have observed in virtually all the analyses from Neumeyer, Rodman, and 

others—means that in practice separating progressive, paired, and associational tonality may be 

difficult and in actuality quite counterproductive. 

 A bolder stance is warranted: all aspects of tonal design that matter in a film are a priori 

associative in some fashion. This is due to the simple fact that tonal relevance is judged by the extent 

to which it can be linked to the narrative; therefore, a tonal design is effective by virtue of its 

associability—its ability to draw and impart meaning—to narrative. Conversely, tonal effects that are 

not, or cannot be, associated with the narrative should be deemed accidents, epiphenomena, or 

excess. This is the heart of Neumeyer’s argument for the conflation of tonal associativity with what 

he terms tonal teleology (by which he means any diachronic ordering principle to harmonic 
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unfolding, such as functional/Schenkerian monotonality, “ordered pitch relations,” progressive 

tonality, and tonal pairing) into the overall category “pitch design,” which we examined in Figure 

2.3. Pitch design may then be either associative in character (integrated with narrative) or “excess” 

(not motivated by or integrated with narrative in any way). The binary dissolved here is that of 

intrinsic and extrinsic tonal logic, a collapse he argues is already underway in the late 19th century 

extended practices that lead into Classical Hollywood scoring. Unless intrinsic logic can be shown to 

impact our experience of the film, then it must to be treated as extrinsic to our interpretation. In 

both film music and extended tonal art music, Neumeyer finds little functional difference between 

an extrinsic association network that “operates linearly” (i.e. impelled by narrative) and an “intrinsic” 

tonal teleology that happens to operating alongside narrative.53 Both absorb associative meaning and 

a sense of diachronic ordering from narrative onto which they attach, and (in proper combinatoric 

fashion) themselves grant unity, direction, and their own associations to the narrative. According to 

Neumeyer, to separate associative and teleological impulses in this manner is to grossly overrate the 

usefulness of standard teleological models, designed as they are chiefly for absolute concert music, 

and to speculate upon chimerical situations in which a film’s teleological tonal plan exists without 

attendant associations.  

 Neumeyer’s poietic disposition leads to a skeptical view of what tonal behaviors can count as 

impactful. The cross-fertilization of extended practices that he treats as a rationale for conflating 

teleology and association may point to a more productive synthetic guarantor of tonal relevance. I 

thus propose that the principle of mutual reinforcement should be elevated to the level of esthesic 

requirement: progressive, paired, and associative tonality operate best when working together, and when redundant 

with non-harmonic musical and narratival parameters. Without the support of multiple collaborating strands 

of tonal meaning lining up intelligibly with film narrative, long range tonal hearing in film is 

                                                      
53 Neumeyer 1998, 112.  
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attenuated. Unless incorporated consistently and meaningfully into many cues, progressive tonality 

risks dissolving into the happenstantial conclusion of a score in a different key than it began. The 

same holds for tonal pairing, which requires even more robust harmonic and associative devices to 

prevent flat-lining into a succession random, non-interlocking keys.  

 Associative tonality is easy for a composer to apply and fairly straightforward an analyst to 

discern; it is for those reasons perhaps the most tempting and most facile of the extended design 

strategies, and will benefit the most from a rigorously interactive application across the entire score. 

Both underdeveloped and overly complex schemes risk devolving into a harmonic matching game. 

Like leitmotif network, a symbolic tonal scheme gains its effectiveness from the capacity not just for 

straightforward tonal “citation,” but abbreviation, variation, suggestion, and interaction with other 

keys. Tonal association should not be so strongly correlated with thematic or motivic association 

that an inflexible, one-to-one relationship emerges between the two. A truly associative key will be 

able to signify regardless of its tendency to appear in the context of a particular theme; failing this, 

associative tonality is not an independently productive parameter, but rather a subordinate aspect of 

the more easily read (and heard) thematic design. With these redundancies and constraints in place, 

esthesically viable key relationships may produce rich and flexible relationships with the film. When 

acting in concert, tonal design and narrative take on a robust enough character to influence the 

experience of even a first-time filmgoer. We see that the most compelling analyses are most 

successful when their tonal designs intermix multiple strands of symbolism, teleology, and structure 

in a flexible and interpretively rich manner.  

 Figure 2.6 produces a table to organize the various strands of tonal planning observed in 

practice. The two main categories are allegiance to monotonality and whether tonal events signify 

through their absolute identity or by virtue of their dynamic relation with other tonal events—that 

is, tonal signification as transformational. The films we have discussed are given as examples, though I 
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acknowledge that the majority of cases partake of many of the strategies simultaneously (some like 

Maytime and Harry use all of them). Note that, in line with my argument that all of these strategies are 

associative in character, that description is now applied to each subcategory, rather than a smaller 

subset.  Despite the promising diversity of strategies enumerated above, it remains the case that an 

analytical preoccupation with key risks blinding us to aspects of discontinuity, harmonic idiom 

(especially when not straightforwardly tonal), and the dynamic trajectory of a score. Compelling as 

they may be, the major analyses done on design-rich scores like Wizard of Oz and Trouble with Harry 

are finely crafted exceptions to general Hollywood scoring practice. Tonal design is a model fit for 

skillful special cases rather than a general approach to film score harmonic behavior. If we wish to 

model the latter, we must cease concentrating all our efforts on the former.  

 In the next chapter, I transition back to the cue-centered analytic stance we began with in 

Chapter 1, for it is the cue, rather than the entire score, that is the true locus of tonal meaning. We 

need not abandon the pitch-planning strategies critiqued here, however: all these forms of design 

(and structure) are applicable to local level phenomena. Indeed, recalibrating them to respond to 

small rather than large-scale structures frees them from the excessive demands on audience attention 

and composer intent that created most of the problems identified in this chapter. And, as we shall 

soon seen, when that recalibration is transformational in character (as was the case without much 

difficulty with my reinterpretation of Neumeyer’s Harry-complex network), the potential for 

insightful and (it should not be underrated) plausible readings increases dramatically. 
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Figure 2.6: Chart of Tonal Planning Strategies Available to Film Composers 
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Chapter Three:  
Expressive Tonality and Transformational Associativity 

 

I. EXPRESSIVE TONALITY REVISITED 

In the previous chapter, Robert Bailey’s “expressive tonality” was presented as one of four 

varieties of tonal design through association. That mode of tonal organization relies on the absolute 

and expressive quality of the intervallic relationships between keys. “Absolute” because all that 

pertains to the effect is the specific root and modal progression between regions—not functional 

context, voicing, registration, texture, timbre, etc.  “Expressive” because of a presumed ability of 

motions between keys to suggest or evoke a change of state in the film, the filmgoer’s perception of 

it, or both.1 Theorists of opera and film alike have maintained that this type of associativity is a 

communicator of tension and relaxation, and that wholetone and semitone intervals act as its sole 

expressive vectors.2 Tension and release as a product of pitch level is both intuitively plausible and 

                                                      
1 Expressivity and Emotion: By defining expressivity in this way—in which a modulation can both neutrally point to a 
shift in a film and/or actually alter the viewer’s response, potentially on an emotional level—I am carefully sidestepping 
a conceptually thorny, but for our purposes somewhat unproductive set of issues in the philosophy and psychology of 
music. The notion of musical expressivity routinely provokes debates over the nature of emotion in music and the nature 
of emotion in the listener of music. (Davies 2001). The first debate concerns whether emotion is somehow present 
within music (“this music is sad”) or merely represented, mimicked, or indexed by it (“this music projects an emotion of 
sadness”). The second asks whether listeners take on the emotional state of the music (“this music makes me feel sad”), 
or if they understand in an abstract way the state being expressed (“this music indicates to me that the appropriate 
interpretation of this scene is one in which the events are sad”); it is the difference between emotional induction and 
emotional representation. The former debate is ultimately immaterial to our study, but the latter does have 
ramifications—that is, if we were to choose option over the other. In truth, film music in its expressive capacity is clearly 
tasked with both inducing and representing emotions (Cohen 2000). Because Hollywood is strongly predicated on 
immersion, the response from an engaged and disbelief-suspending spectator will be to have the appropriate emotions 
induced. However, it still makes sense to talk of film music’s expressive nature if the spectator’s involvement is more 
removed and non-emotional. Expressive legibility does not depend on induction, but interpretation, which is an activity 
that can involve either/both affective and intellectual responses. 
 
2 Of the two examples of expressive tonality referred to by Rodman and Neumeyer, these were highly abstract, reliant on 
more controlling symbolic associations, and detached from the surface of the score.  The simultaneous ascent and 

collapse of Rodman’s C/D romantic complex into Db in Maytime offers a quasi-example of expressive planning, as 

Rodman casts these moves in terms of spiritual elevation (beatific tension?) and personal descent (despondent 
relaxation?). But these key trajectories seem beholden foremost to pre-established key symbolisms belonging to the two 
lovers, detailed in Chapter 2. 
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borne out by ample theory and practice.3 Yet I left expressive tonality largely without comment 

compared to its associative cousins. One reason for this was the scarcity of film scores in which an 

expressive scheme can be shown to operate in a non-accidental manner over significant durations. 

Given the long spans involved, and the frequency-level closeness of step-related keys, such a scheme 

will have an even more difficult job making itself noticeable than the other, already perceptually-

questionable design options.  

If expressive tonality is scarcely capable of operating across entire scores, the opposite is true 

of its influence on the musico-dramatic surface. The ebb and flow of tension is a decisive parameter 

to be controlled within the span of a cue, and nowhere is the local power of expressive step-

progressions so recurrently exploited as in the type of scene known as an “action set-piece.” 

Elaborate sequences in which the protagonists are subjected to extreme and mounting peril are a 

hallmark of Hollywood blockbusters, and once again we find John Williams at the center of this 

adrenaline-infused genre.4 Tonal tension in these cases is intimately tied to progressive climbing and 

dwindling of register. The procedure is in plain operation in the action-set piece “Desert Chase” 

from Raiders of the Lost Ark (Spielberg, 1981). The climactic portion of the cue features an ever-

mounting climb of keys as the hero Indiana Jones faces, and eventually escapes victorious from, a 

Nazi caravan. In Figure 3.1, I chart the gradual ascent of tonal regions that takes place during the 

last three minutes of this lengthy (8:21) cue. Key centers tend to present an octatonically-oriented 

“Nazi” leitmotif, which progresses incrementally from bboct to eboct. This ascent lasts until Indiana 

Jones gains the upper hand and the sequence trades the villain motif for Indy’s own heroic theme, 

                                                      
3 For a memorable, but deservedly critiqued account of interval affect that ultimately derives from the structure of  the 
overtone series and the birth of consonance and dissonance from it, see Cooke 1959. For the most thorough 
formulation of tonal tension and relaxation, albeit an overwhelmingly contextual (not absolute) variety, see Lerdahl 1983 
and especially 2001.  
 
4 Williams’ theme for the film Jaws (dir. Steven Spielberg 1975), likely the most recognizable motif in all film music, is on 

a microscopic level the logical terminus of expressive tonality: a single semitone (E2F2; eventually [E-min: 1b2), 
sending out constant ripples of tension and (deceptive) release. 
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first in Eb then Ab major. The two key regions that occur at the cue’s tense climax, doct and eboct, are 

prepared by their own local expressive gestures: these are indicated by smaller nodes underneath the 

main progression. Beneath the transformation diagram is a representation of the set-piece’s tension 

curve, corresponding with musical tension and the narratival evolution of the scene, which is 

indicated in text above.5 

 

Figure 3.1: John Williams “Desert Chase” from Raiders  climactic key design 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
5 This visual methodology is inspired by Geoff King’s (2002) similar visualizations of spectacle across entire films.  
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Williams’ use of expressive tonality here—carefully coordinated with increasing volume, 

tempo, and surface dissonance, and orchestrational density—actively produces the tension of the 

action sequence. The curve generates the scene’s peak of nail-biting urgency when the Nazi motif 

reaches its transpositional summit (T5 relative to the initial bb). While the protagonist, Indy, is in 

mortal danger throughout, the physical peril and number of antagonists he has to face decreases as the 

scene moves on, until, once Williams initiates the upwards sequence, he only has one Nazi driver 

and a very bumpy bit of road to contend with. The expressive tonal trajectory thus insures the 

intensity of the sequence keeps rising—even as it “objectively” decreases and Indy passes through 

his final obstacles to achieving his goal (securing the Ark of the Covenant) and ours (his success and 

safety, and a comfortable tonal/thematic resolution in a major key).  

Interestingly, Jones’ victory is marked by a continual climb from the major-resolution key Eb 

upwards to Ab through F#oct (and some subsidiary tessitura-increasing material not graphically 

indicated). Should the continuation of the registral climb of the sequence be read as expressive 

tonality, and if so, does it challenge the presumption that expressivity must operate solely on a 

tension-relaxation axis? Figure 3.1 addresses this discrepancy by indicating in gray another 

continuum of tension not related to the primary “set-piece” curve: the tension of the larger, still 

unresolved plot of Raiders. The crucial piece of filmic information here is an ominous shot of the 

Ark of the Covenant in the back of Indy’s truck after he wrests control from the Nazis, 

accompanied by a highly dissonant segment of F#oct music. This is followed by a shot of his 

remaining adversaries infuriated but clearly still a threat. This visual data collectively suggests the 

hero’s problems are far from over. When Indy reaches the cheering villagers, his musical arrival at 

Ab might be heard locally as a relaxational motion (a DOM-discharge from Eb), or perhaps as a 

maximum level of heroic intensity (rather than negatively-valenced tension). However, on a grosser 
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level, it betrays a continuation of the mounting stakes of the narrative, that press upward despite a 

momentary victory. Thus, the arrival at that final key has an aspect of the Tn driven expressive logic 

of the rest of the cue (a fleeting whiff of A minor, one more T1 above Ab suggests the same). To 

distinguish these interpretations, I respell the T2·T3 reached goal as G# in the network analysis and 

place it above the more short-term victory key of Ab—keys related by IDENT but clearly holding a 

differing sway over the dramatic arc of the cue. 

Many similar stepwise modulations in Hollywood action music collectively vouch for the 

intensifying effect of this procedure. Perhaps because of its directness and ease of application, 

expressive tonality is heavily downplayed by theorists of tonal design. This is partially 

understandable from a stylistic point of view: stepwise motion between tonal regions (whether a full 

modulation, or more likely the product of a sequence) is typical of development sections and 

similarly agitated formal stages, but is quite rare in instrumental music as a long-range formal 

strategy. Even where it occurs in music for stage, theorists are apt to downplay or gloss over 

expressive tonal organization. As a brand of associative tonality it is treated as an awkward necessity, 

a means of explaining away step progressions without tampering with the fifth and third-privileging 

models of common and “Second” practice art music. Rare is the theorist who considers it an 

opportunity for ingenious tonal planning.  

Stylistic rarity and potential crudity are not only reasons for the under-theorizing of 

expressive tonality, however. Its non-privileged status seems to owe to the simultaneously vague and 

overly-narrow purview of the term. Bailey set a precedent by neglecting to describe the associative or 

cognitive bases by which stepwise modulations are capable of expressing anything, opting to found 

claims solely on intra-musical dramatic connotations of such shifts instead, with examples culled 
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largely from Wagner.6 We would do well to clarify the conceptually undeveloped parameters of tonal 

tension and relaxation here, although it will quickly become evident that such an abundance of 

factors factor into the evaluation of tension/release that the enterprise of designating one variety of 

tonal motion an even loosely stable expressive tendency must be extremely cautious. 

Expressive tonality appears to reside in three separate aspects of tension intrinsic to step-

progressions: A) tension as dissonance, B) tension as pitch height, and C) tension as surprise and 

subversion of tonal norms, collectively depicted in Figure 3.2 as transformations acting on the 

motion CD. The first corresponds to the choice of interval—ic1 or ic2—both of which rank high 

on scales of subjectively evaluated scales of dissonance and objectively (in terms of frequency ratio) 

high relative to other intervals in Western pitch collections.7 Aspects A) and C) ignore the potential 

for tonal relaxation, however, as ics1-2 are as a default considered “tense.” Relaxation, then, must 

derive largely from B), the function of pitch height. The hearing of high pitch (and its production, 

given the strain required to produce higher energy sounds) is linked with increased arousal 

responses, such as are associated with alarm, anger, and excitement, while lower pitch corresponds 

to cooler, calmer (if not necessarily positively valenced) affect.8 This explains how upwards motions 

expressively generate tension, and downwards motions alleviate it. Familiar melodic routines bear 

this out, such as pervasive suspension and “sigh” gestures as communicators of tension expunged, 

or even the contrast of major (n3 relatively high) to minor (f3 relatively low). Because expressively 

adjacent keys are often the result of direct transposition of musical material, the effect of pitch height 

on affect is more plausible here than say, between fifth related keys where placing V registrally high 

(DOM=T-7) or low relative (DOM=T5) to the tonic is more a matter of composer discretion than 

                                                      
6 Observed in Tannhäuser (Bailey 1977), Das Rheingold (Darcy 1993), and Siegfried (Brinkmann, 1972;  McCreless 1982). 
 
7 See, for example, Krumhansl 1990 for a extensive treatment of tonal consonance and dissonance. 
 
8 See Huron 2006, 304-329. 
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uniform expressive effect. Voice leading is a definitive associative factor despite apparent “absolute” 

status of these motions. Yet bass (or root) motion is rarely the only linear strain in music, and 

conflicting contours can quickly muddy a purely voice-leading directional approach. 

 

Figure 3.2: Various Intrinsic Sources of Expressive Tonality in Step Progressions 

 

Direction and dissonance alone cannot account for tension, which is why considerable 

weight must be placed on the shoulders of tonal context, particularly functional-prolongational 

context within a key or center of stability.9 We must then transition from what John Sloboda and 

Patrick Juslin dub intrinsic sources of emotion and extrinsic sources (“emotion” can, for our purposes, 

be substituted with “expression”).10 The former refers to “structural characteristics” of musical 

phenomena, like our categories A, B, and C, particularly those that elicit responses along a 

tension/relaxation or expectation/surprise continuum. The latter takes the “proto-emotions” 

induced by structural characteristics—tension on its own is hardly a vividly expressed affect—and by 

virtue of context, turns them into “full-blown emotions,” such as the fear we feel for Indy as his 

dangerous situation gets worse. Emotion in Bailey-style expressive tonality thus arises as much from 

                                                      
9 To see why, look no further than the simple progression  IVV en route to I (or perhaps I/IV I/V): this is clearly a 
decrease of tonal tension, but from a purely expressive (in Bailey’s sense) perspective intensificatory – it goes without 
saying that harmonic context trumps absolute affect here. 
 
10 Juslin and Sloboda 2001, 91-96. 
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extrinsic information as immanent characteristics of the progressions involved themselves. 

Contextual expressivity lies in the likelihood of tonal strangeness or surprise generated by these 

stylistically uncommon or locally unexpected tonal gestures (as step-motions certainly are, at least in 

the 18-19th Century). The disruptive, resolution-deferring effect of a deceptive cadence (VbVI) 

may be the prototypical example of this property acting within a single key. But here again is an axis 

apparently lopsided towards tension. A surprise modulation from I/C to I/Bb should be intensifying if 

modulatory novelty were our only criterion. Further compounding this complexity is the fact that 

tonal tension is a function not only of retrospective surprise but projective expectation. As David 

Huron argues, musical tension works best when the listener strongly anticipates an outcome which is 

provisionally denied.11 But because without strong secondary reinforcement (metrical or thematic 

patterns, or a very strong sense of tonic “reaching over”), the harmonic disruption facilitated by a 

surprise modulation may not project a goal or site of eventual resolution (chromatic modulation 

seem apt to do just this). This would thus apparently lessen that modulation’s potential for expressing 

tension. 

The way out of this thicket of contradictions is not to repudiate the expressive potential of 

step-progressions, but rather to fully address another problem in Bailey’s category: its oddly narrow 

purview. For expressive tonality is cast as being “expressive” only along one affective axis: 

intensificationrelaxation. This suggests that the category is the result of a simplistic metaphoric 

continuum, one in which upwards motion is linked with effort, strain, and working against gravity, 

while downwards motion is linked with sagging, sighing, or giving way to gravitational forces. Surely, 

harmonic choices are capable of “expressing” more than this. Indeed, alternative expressions of ic-1-

2 motions are easy to come by, capable of conveying differences in brightness/darkness, 

                                                      
11 Huron, ibid. 
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happiness/sadness, or energy/listlessness for example.12 Must we deny that relations best described 

by the NROs or DFOs, rather than Tn motions, are not “expressive”? What of atonal materials? 

While expressive tonality would appear to have no room for such relationships, it is clear that the 

chromatic progressions seen in “Cadillac of the Skies,” for example, are instrumental in fostering 

most of its expressive content—where they draw some of their power the abeyance of 

functional/modal and simple transpositional routines. A tonality truly infused with expressivity 

ought to be capable of producing a more subtle and varied spectrum of affect than just tension and 

release.   

 

II.  “A FIELD GUIDE TO THE HARMONIC PROGRESSIONS OF   
  HOLLYWOOD” 
 
 Triadic transformations in film music have a well-exploited capacity to host specific 

associations and affects: meanings and emotions that underlie expressive capabilities.13 The affective 

pregnancy of the harmonic gesture is on clear display in the cues we have already investigated, from 

the ever-widening vistas of “Cadillac” to the incremental stress induction of the T1s in “Desert 

Chase.” How does mere manipulation of pitches can host such semiotic abundance, leaving a 

connotative imprint on events on screen and the filmgoer’s interpretation thereof? For the 

remainder of this chapter, I focus on the mechanism by which a composer’s harmonic choices can 

leave this imprint on narrative. 

                                                      
12 In fact, Hefling and Tartakoff explain a modulation in a piece by Schubert as exhibiting aspects of a variety of non-
tension based affects,  hosting a case of “ ‘expressive’ tonality—unexpected motion by half or whole step, either up to 
express rising energy and brightness, or down to express darker, more depressed affect.” (Hefling and Tartakoff, 2004, 
135n150) 
 
13 Association/Affect: Association and affect are related and often overlapping concepts, but I draw a distinction 
between the two here. Affect refers to emotional states. Association on the other hand can connote a wider range of 
targets. After Huron (2006) it is any “learned link or correlation between a stimulus and a response, or two stimuli.” As 
we have already seen in the context of associative tonality, association may include non-emotional qualities such as  
size/scale, luminosity, character traits, and seriousness/frivolity, as well as specific things/events/objects/persons inside 
or intertextually related to the narrative. I will generally use “association” unless specifically referring to emotion or 
mood, in which case “affect” is employed.  
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Transformation theory’s province is the formal qualification of dynamic musical 

relationships. This specificity is an asset insofar as it dramatically increases analytic sensitivity to the 

vagaries of harmonic change within a given context. It makes possible a style of analysis where each 

and every harmonic shift is a potential container of meaning: this is an “absolute progression (AP)-

focus” style of analysis. That certain harmonic progressions bear consistent cross-stylistic 

connotations (e.g. stepwise upwards transpositionintensification) suggests that a harmonic “field 

guide” of sorts could be devised for all absolute progressions, to be used by composers, filmgoers, 

and analysts alike. Upon hearing a particular tonal motion, one would only have to flip to the right 

entry to discover its proper associations. Creating and consulting this Field Guide to the Harmonic 

Progressions of Hollywood would, of course, require a complete oversimplification of the complex task 

of harmonic hermeneutics. But the fact remains that there is sufficient consistency of triadic 

relational associations and affects across individual films and scoring styles that a complete theory of 

film expressive tonality cannot discount outright this reductive taxonomical approach. In the 

sections that follow, I address the diverse aspects of film scoring that resist such oversimplification, 

while simultaneously presenting a mechanism through which a progression might assume stable 

associations in and across films.  

 Our fundamental task is to determine how an AP can project quasi-stable extra-musical 

content in the first place. Put another way, whence the “expressive” in expressive tonality. Rather 

than proposing an explanation outright, I will gradually build one up over the course of the ensuing 

discussion and present a cumulative model at chapter’s end. A more immediate question is: to what 

extent one should differentiate the affects arising between dissimilar transformations? This is of 

special importance in film music analysis, as one reading of a harmonic shift may have considerably 

different narratival implications than another. Do all absolute triadic motions (even only potential) 

play host to stable connotations? Do they produce sufficiently different qualia from one another to 
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merit a distinction? And how fine-grained ought AP-focus analysis to be when it comes to trawling 

across lengthy harmonic progressions?  

 The presumption that expressive tonality operates straightforwardly through upwards (tense) 

and downwards (relaxing) applications of ic1 and 2 illustrates why these questions must be asked. 

There exists no shortage of counter-examples in which other routines—some perfectly regular like a 

minor-third cycle, others completely unpredictable—are able to generate tension/relaxation 

profiles.14 Even a case of classic expressive tonality so over-the-top as “Desert Chase” features 

moments in which a downward trend is tied to increasing tension on screen. More complex are 

instances in which upwards and downwards motion do not monopolize different expressive affects, 

but rather interact and collaborate towards a more complex harmonic-narratival imprint. For 

example, the cue “Big Jolt” from the climax of Jaws 2 (Szwarc, 1978) projects elements of 

straightforward upwards-intensifying tonality (chromatic scalar lines craning higher in orchestral 

tessitura and volume) all the while hosting a semitonal descent during the last legs of its climactic 

action set piece. Following a modulation up from C minor, the music swings chromatically from D 

minor to Db minor, and screeches to a halt on  C with the electrocution of the titular shark. Figure 

3.3 represents the harmonic trajectory of the passage. Several rungs of the sequence act as pedals 

supporting a succession of higher chromatic material, with a near-octave climb from Gb to F minor 

achieved over a “Jaws Theme” pulsing Db pedal. Two local iterations of A minor, the first a 

dominant for D, the second a momentary escape before the arrival at C (and undergirding F minor) 

help articulate the crucial T-1 moments of the sequence much like ic5 relations did in “Desert 

Chase,” and the overall effect is as breathlessly stress-intensifying. (Note that the tension curve of 

both action-set piece and entire film drop off at the end of the sequence, as the single narratival 

                                                      
14 Bailey appears to admit as much : “These [expressive] shifts are usually made by a semitone or whole tone” (italics 
added), but nonetheless neither his nor analytic disciples offer non-stepwise examples. (Bailey 1977, 51). 
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obstacle, the shark, is vanquished). There is nothing otherwise about this sequence that is 

unconventional or tongue-in-cheek; it would be inappropriate to simply dismiss this cue and those 

similar to it as subversions of the “correct” mapping of affect and direction. 

 

Figure 3.3: Jaws 2 Climactic T-1 Trajectory 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The interchangeability of transformation genus and affect glimpsed here requires that we 

draw three caveats to the associative “field guide” theory. These qualifications involve the mitigating 

influences of modulation-as-such, tonicity, and mode.  

 
1.  Modulation-As-Such: In many musical contexts, the mere occurrence of a 

transformation in and of itself is a conveyor of intensification, regardless of the particular 

transformational relation heard. Of the three typical settings in which absolute harmonic 
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progressions appear—A) intra-key motions and stable loops, B) inter-key motions/modulations, and 

C) tonally ambiguous motions—two (B and C) are intrinsically disruptive and novel in character, 

while the third (A) is likely marked in some fashion if it draws attention sufficiently to be designated 

“absolute.” Therefore, any transformation in context, even those we wish to assign powers of 

relaxation to, has the potential to be a communicator of change and realignment, and quite likely of 

intensification as well. This is not to insist that modulation-as-such is all there is to expressivity and 

that the particular harmonic motion is a tonal epiphenomenon. While the shared characteristics of a 

number of absolute moves do facilitate a sort of loose interchangeability, this does not remove the 

ability for specific affect (and thus a unique film musical imprint) to arise from one motion over 

another. Neither should we be dogmatic that every transformation equally impacts a change on 

screen. (more on both these conditions later). Rather, the intensifying and conspicuous nature of 

modulation presents yet another means for the general imperative of film musical reinforcement and 

reiteration to realize itself.  

 The harmonic antithesis of the T1 climb in “Desert Chase” is therefore not a T11 droop, but 

tonal stasis, an unchanging sense of key or chord centricity. Because of its upward tendency, T1 maps 

metaphorically with greater ease to a notion of tension than T11. But there can be no isolated or 

objective measure of this degree of affective tension/relaxation—context will always be the final 

arbiter. Even cases where T11 produces obvious tonal relaxation, it nonetheless generates harmonic 

momentum and moves the narrative forward attendantly. In cases where T11 does appear to match 

the stress-inducing capabilities of T1, the disruptive force of tonal realignment-as-such is weighed 

more heavily than the spatial up/down metaphor; the significatory potential of such a narrow 

chromatic interval (potentially heard as an augmented unison, minor second, or major seventh, all 

traditionally dissonant) may amplify this effect as well. Trumping frequency-direction by stressing 
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shocking, dissonant change is part of how “The Big Jolt” projects unbearable tension despite its 

downwards-cascading keys. 

 
2.  Tonicity: While direction in vertical frequency-space is not to be overestimated as 

sole source of associative meaning, direction with regards to a horizontal, hierarchically-weighted 

tonal space must not be underestimated. The relationship of triads within the framework of tonality is 

one of the chief sources of expressivity, and not one captured purely by absolute quality of 

progression. This naturally involves the psychological dimensions of tension/release, 

departure/return, and instability/closure, as built into dominant-tonic relations, for example. But it 

also includes more subtle or repertoire-specific effects. It is why diatonic functional transformations 

are preferable over neo-Riemannian or Tn operations in so many cases, even where tonal 

prolongation might be weak or provisional. A relaxing, conciliatory “plagal” affect, for example, 

relies not so much on a specific absolute progression (although IVI is surely prototypical) as it 

does on the activation of certain stylistic/tonal routines. These routines may include subdominant to 

tonic motion (including all the various substitute/reinterpreted chords that can mimic that function), 

6/45/3 voice-leading over a pedal, placement at end of phrase or low-point in harmonic tension, 

and even details of orchestration or motivic style-topics. Conversely, not all instances of the LR 

motion FC and its transpositions instantiate subdominant formal function or plagal affect (the 

obvious counterexample would be for C in this progression to be V/F). In short, motion from a 

major triad by LR (or minor by RL) is neither necessary nor sufficient to generate SUBD function or 

affect—rather it is a complex, emergent relationship with a passage’s tonic that supplies that 

quality.15 

                                                      
15 In fact, chordal motion itself may not be a requisite for plagal affect—a presentation of a sonority like C-F-G-Bb in 

one C major context, or F-G-B in another, may in some contexts be alone enough to suggest plagal quality. 
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3.  Modality: A related caveat is the simple but all-encompassing contribution of triadic 

mode to affect—major, minor, diminished, augmented, sus2/4 sonorities and so on. Having an 

inventory of specific transformational labels for [037] progressions allows us to analyze the different 

qualities of the twenty four possible inter-triadic moves and to assign many moderately stable 

stylistic and intertextual associations. But sometimes we must admit that the mindset of a film 

composer may be “I need a minor triad, any minor triad will do.” The multiple realizability of 

harmonic connotations is a feature of this repertoire. Pure randomness, however, is not. The 

transformational apparatus says by itself little of the meaning or impact of the chordal successions it 

describes, leaving room for the analyst to interpret when the particular path traversed to arrive at 

that minor triad is significant or not. 

 Generalizations about modal affect are prone to oversimplification, but it remains the case 

that which chords in a progression are major or minor often is the decisive factor for associativity. 

Easy though it is to subvert, the affective tendency is strong for major triads to be heard as positive, 

optimistic, vigorous, heroic, etc. while minor feels negative, pessimistic, depressed, villainous, etc.. 

This valence differential extends to transformations as well. Motions between like-moded triads tend 

to redouble the affect of the initiating sonority, while those to differently-moded triads heighten the 

impact of the succeeding sonority by emphasizing its dissimilarity and suggesting a relinquishment or 

repudiation of the affective control of the former. (Note the strong degree to which both were at 

work in “Cadillac of the Skies”). Indeed, the humblest mode shift (P) can be the film composer’s 

most pregnant tonal tool, opening up a ream of interpretive possibilities involving change of 

dramatic situation or an unresolved harmonic/thematic dialectic.  

 The same pitch-displacement pattern applied to triads of opposite mode can have the 

opposite affective quale. For example, identical pitch displacements occur in a CE move and ec, 

but the former has an expansive and bright quality while the other sounds hunched and dark. As far 
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as the neo-Riemannian group is concerned they are equivalent, both performing the LP 

progression.16 Because this equivalency is an intrinsic algebraic feature the NROs, we must concede 

that peculiar expressive associations are not sufficiently described by transformation labels in most 

cases. For this reason, no cue should be analyzed without providing the chordal succession alongside 

the transformational succession, even if the former is, strictly, descriptively extraneous beyond 

provision of an initiatory triad.17  

 

IV.   DISTANT TRITONES 

 In light of these caveats, what is it that lends absolute progressions their floating (piece non-

specific) associative connotations? The basic mechanism here is what film music cognitive scientist 

Annabeth Cohen dubs an Congruence-Associationist Framework, in which “through structural 

congruence, music directs specific visual attention and conveys meanings or associations.”18 

Structural elements of a progression that “fit” visual or narratival information reinforce the 

meanings behind that information, while those that conspicuously fail to fit can nuance or mitigate 

other streams of information.19 If harmony is capable of leaving an imprint on filmic interpretation, 

it is at least partially due to the congruence of intrinsic structural features with other elements of the 

text (visuals, dialogue, cinematography, etc.). Our various accounts of the way the T1/2 APs 

functioned expressively collectively derive from some form of this explanation, in which structural 

factors (either intrinsic or based on local tonal context) were the major determinant of associativity. 

                                                      
16 The progressions might conceivably be cast as MED·P and SUBM·P if tonal context is strong; once again, however, 

these labels are not sufficient to delineate affect, as MED·P applied to a major triad (CE) conveys a strikingly different 

sound than to a minor one (ceb). 
 
17 Scott Murphy has developed a theoretical system for incorporating modal quality into transformational methodology, 
specifically tailored for film music analysis. (Forthcoming. “Transformational Theory and the Analysis of Film Music.” in 
The Oxford Handbook of Music in Film and Visual Media, ed. David Neumeyer. Oxford: Oxford University Press.)  
 
18 Cohen 2000, 370. 
 
19 Cohen 1993. 
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Yet extrinsic factors, those not based on “congruence” (what Sloboda and Juslin term “iconic” types 

of associativity), play an equally considerable role.20 Historical adoption and reinforcement are 

capable of cementing associations that are otherwise essentially arbitrary. There is nothing 

fundamentally “holy” about the progression IVI, but centuries of “amens” insure the connotation 

is stable—enough so that Williams’ plagal motion heavy “Jurassic Park Theme” has to it an air of 

sanctified, chorale-like awe.21 Yet the connection between progression and association is rarely 

entirely capricious. Intrinsic properties can be translated into associative characteristics by mapping 

their placement within one or more abstract metrics, such as consonance/dissonance or 

diatonicity/chromaticism, with another conceptual domain, be it emotion, space, familiarity, or 

many others. This cross-domain mapping is the essence of the “congruence” evaluation Cohen 

describes. 

 Consider the “major tritone progression” (MTTP) as a filmically prominent AP. Scott 

Murphy, who coined that description, cites three intrinsic facets of the motion typified by C 

majF#/Gb maj that lend it suitability for scenes depicting mammoth distances, especially in the 

directionless void of outerspace space—an association he observes routinely tapped by film 

composers.22 These metrics are 1) tonal distance, which is high whether measured by semitones and 

fifths [both 6] or voice-displacement [a minimum of 6 semitones]; 2) tonal location, which is obscured 

by the floating ambiguity inherent in equal half-division of the octave; and 3) harmonic function, which 

puts the progression somewhere in an unfamiliar “tonal vacuum.” Figure 3.4 renders these “iconic” 

parameters as was done for T1; the particular ascription of functional transformations are my own 

                                                      
20 Juslin and Sloboda 2001, 93-94.  
 
21 This degree of contingency is to say nothing of the potential for vastly differing personal harmonic associations, or 
non-overlapping associations between cultures with similar musical materials! 
 
22 Murphy 2006.  
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attempts to provide minimally plausible diatonic explanations for this progression—a notoriously 

tricky prospect.23 

 
Figure 3.4: Various Intrinsic Sources of “Distance” Association for Major Tritone Progression 

 

 
 

 The first example Murphy offers of the “major tritone progression” is from an early scene in 

the original Star Wars (Lucas, 1977). The sequence in question ends “with a cut to an exterior shot of 

the [escape pod] hurtling through space towards the planet [Tatooine] visible below, and it is 

precisely on this cut that the MTTP…is heard.”24 Figure 3.5 produces my transcription of the 

longer musical segment that Murphy’s MTTP occurs within. The specific oscillation he isolates 

occurs in oscillatory fashion at mm. 12-13, between F and B major. It is a moment that summons 

forth the tritone’s associative power by recruiting each of the distance-suggesting metrics Murphy 

ascribes to the MTTP. First, the voice-leading is extremely “rough” between the triads, involving a 

voice-displacement shift of 18 total semitones across all three voices, all in parallel upward or 

                                                      
23 See, for example, Brown, Dempster, and Headlam 1997. 
 
24 Murphy, ibid. 
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downward motion. Secondly, the tonal location and function of this oscillation is very vague. 

Though an F pedal anchors the sonority and effectively asserts F centricity by brute force, it is 

approached by an unexpected an ambiguous major third progression (AF), where the preceding 

chord, with drawn out duration and lydian inflections, seems more like a V/D or IV/E than a 

chromatic III#/F. Furthermore, F or B’s status as “tonic” is negated by the return to F# minor at the 

sequence’s end. In toto, the progression is highly apt for this depiction of a shuttle rapidly departing 

one massive interstellar object and approaching another. 

 A danger native to this progression-isolating approach is that larger musical contexts tend to 

be bracketed or minimized in importance. But no progression, as we have seen, is truly absolute: 

even an apparently simple or nonfunctional transformation draws a heavy amount of its “meaning” 

but the larger setting it occurs within. In “Escape Pod,” Williams does not simply present an MTTP 

sui generis at the sequence’s end, but builds it up progressively as a quasi-telos of a broader chromatic 

harmonic design, which I display in a network in Figure 3.6. Rather than interpreting FB as a T6 

on major chords, I read it as a more complex MNLP compound. This odd concatenation of 

transformations derives from an implied tritonal relationship set up early in the passage, during an 

equally unusual symmetrical sequence of the minor triads F#ECB from measures 1-2; this unit 

is treated as the passage’s model network . 
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Figure 3.5: Escape Pod Drop from “Imperial Attack,” Star Wars 

 

 

 

The sequence, driven by a rising octatonic tenor line for horns yields a T6 opposition between F# and 

C and E and B. However, adjacent triads in the sequence are reached by a diatonically-allusive MN 

(bolstered by the octatonic line, which yield a 3-#4-6, 3-#4-6 intervallic pattern) and “Tarnhelm” 

redolent LP (more on this progression shortly). Another tritonal pair, F#C is produced by the 

network-modulation P, although here again it is only implied, as another intermediary A major 

sandwiches itself between T6-related chords. (The effect is also softened by the introduction now of 

dissonant major 7ths to most of the sonorities). It is only with the entry into another -network (via 

an incipient major-third cycle on A) that the tritone progression is “literalized,” and its disjunct 

voice-leading aids in hearing it as a complex MNLP rather than T6. Williams creates a neat symmetry 
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by sweeping the passage back to F# minor (once we return to the lair of the villains) after F is 

reached. Locally this is heard as a SLIDE progression, but the original route to F from F# has little 

trace of that progression and should be interpreted instead as the consummately round-about 

PMNRNRPLPLP.  

 
 

Figure 3.6: Transformational Analysis of Escape Pod Drop with MTTPs Interpreted as MNLP 

 
 

 

 

The “Escape Pod” analysis does not refute Murphy’s assessment of the affect of tritonal 

progressions; instead, it bolsters his reading of qualitative “distance ” for the move FB by casting 

it as a combination of two already distant relations heard previously in the passage, MN and LP. 

 I will return to the mechanism by which local context infuses chordal motions with specific 

affects, but for now let us concentrate on the “absolute” facet of absolute progressions. When 

evaluated along one or several of the kinds of metrics proposed by Murphy (e.g. distance, location, 

function), the intrinsic structural traits of a given AP are made available for selective tapping by 
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broader musical practice. Analytic transformation ascription already contains information on the 

metric chosen: for T1/11, the most relevant metric is pitch height (frequency space), DOM functional 

behavior (diatonic tonal space), L voice-leading (Tonnetz space), and so on. Extrinsic factors in turn 

determine how much one intrinsic feature is weighted over another and the degree to which it  is 

“congruent” with a selected association. Style, for example, deems that V
#3/i is less foreign than v/I 

despite the latter’s being “closer” by a referability-to-the-diatonic-collection metric. A feedback loop 

cannot help but arise, as the kinds of tapped parameters of extrinsic practice inform which metrics 

are emphasized over others meta-stylistically, resulting in a back and forth that is easy to 

conceptualize but difficult to tease apart for a specific progression. Figure 3.7 provides a 

representation of this mutually reinforcing process. Qualities intrinsic to a given AP, like its fit 

within the diatonic collection, or characteristic voice-leading character, are available for associative 

tapping by extrinsic musico-stylistic forces that translate these characteristics into connotations. The 

extrinsic forces in turn inform what intrinsic qualities are weighted and how much.  

Figure 3.7: Floating Association – Contribution of Extrinsic and Intrinsic Factors 
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V.  DEVIOUS TARNHELMS 

 For an illustration of this feedback process influencing a progression that has special 

relevance in film music, let us consider the transformation LP/PL acting on a minor triad. Singled 

out by Murphy and others for having exceptionally strong connotations in Hollywood, the 

transformation arises from major third root-motion between minor triads (as in a C minorAb 

minor oscillation). In a study on the 19th-Century origins of the progression and its importation into 

Hollywood, Matthew Bribitzer-Stull (2012) coins it the “Tarnhelm progression.” This label derives 

from its prototypical use in Wagner’s Ring, where it denotes the eponymous evil artifact, and 

maleficent magic in general.25 Use of the chromatic progression and its attendant dark connotations 

sank in speedily after the Ring. It became an irresistible element of the tonal vocabulary of Strauss, 

Dvořák, Holst and other composers whose styles fed directly into film scoring idioms well before 

the advent of Classical scoring practice 1930s and onwards. “Tarnhelm” is pervasive and 

associatively consistent in contemporary film, ironically one of the most “movie music” sounding 

moves despite its strong continuity with the European art music tradition. 

 In neo-Riemannian parlance, the progression garners L (displacing the 5th of the upper triad 

to the root of the second) followed by P (shifting the mode of the second triad to minor).26 The 

progression is reproduced schematically, as we have been doing, in Figure 3.8. Bribitzer-Stull 

identifies several intrinsic reasons for its suitability for associations with “the sinister, the eerie, the 

eldritch.”27  Firstly, when LP is applied to the tonic, it transmutes the chord to a chromatically altered 

submediant (bvi), a location whose root is familiar but, by virtue of b1, now exists strictly beyond the 

                                                      
25 Bribitzer-Stull 2012, “From Nibelheim to Hollywood: The Associativity of Harmonic Progression.” 
 
26 Murphy (Forthcoming, “Transformational Theory and the Analysis of Film Music”) labels it with m8m [to be read 
“minor triad transposed 8 semitones to minor triad”]; this interpretation has embedded within it the progression’s more 

common ibvi configuration compared to the comparatively atypical i#iii. 
 
27 Bribitzer-Stull, 170. 
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confines of standard tonal space. It as if the listener, expecting the submediant to be a major-mode 

safe-harbor within the pessimistic territory of the minor scale, finds themselves instead in a 

frighteningly distorted realm where anticipated respite is denied. Bribitzer-Stull alludes to the sharing 

of characteristic functional pitches from dominant (the raised leading tone, s7) and subdominant 

chords (the flat-submediant, b6) in the lower of the two “Tarnhelm” chords, which creates “a 

tonality-abrogating effect…well suited to association with things dark and unknown.”28 Going 

beyond Bribitzer-Stull, we might even enlist colorful figurative descriptions, imagining that the 

characteristic semitonal displacements of the sturdy pillars 1 and 5 of the home triad flayed are 

outwards in opposite directions, pitches tugged by invisible tonal tendrils of ill intent. 

 
Figure 3.8: Various Intrinsic Sources of “Distance” Association for Tarnhelm Progression 

 

 
 
 
The progression’s very set-class, 5-21 [01458], suggests things dank and thaumaturgical. The 

“Tarnhelm” shares this set with major triads removed by ic4 (another 19th century signifier of 

mystery and otherworldliness), both of which drawn from the so-called  “magic” hexachord 6-20 

[014589]. Further, the set’s most “salient” trichord is [014], a dissonant and striking sonority whose 

placement in diatonic-scales requires at least one chromatic interval. One notices other things in this 

superset: the two augmented triads—always ripe for connoting dreams, magic, and disorientation— 

                                                      
28 ibid 162. 
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hunched next to each other; the way each “third” seems to nervously host major and minor versions 

of itself; the maximization of augmented seconds in one intervallic interpretation of the set. Given 

the right setting, these iconic attributes map easily onto associations of evil, perversity, and black 

magic. To distinguish the “Tarnhelm” redolent ibvi from its less associative cousin iiii in an 

undeniably tonal setting, I use SUBM·P(bvi) and P·SUBM′(i). Meanwhile, in passages of fast shifting 

or unclear tonality (or when tonality is of secondary importance), I recruit LP/PL. There is no reason 

to limit ourselves to one or the other, and as the following example demonstrates, both will be 

offered as possible readings of harmonic motions, sometimes simultaneously.  

 Murphy and Bribitzer-Stull both single out Williams’ theme for Darth Vader (alternatively 

“The Imperial March”) from the  Star Wars films as the most recognizable film musical “Tarnhelm,” 

even the “locus classicus”29 for its cemented malevolent associations.30  Starting with The Empire 

Strikes Back (Kershner, 1981), Williams’ heavily associative scores link that progression inextricably 

to the saga’s chief antagonist, Darth Vader, even so far as “infecting” the major-mode theme of the 

character in his innocent youth in the prequels with an H relation (in some ways even more ominous 

than its LP-derivation). Figure 3.9 provides a rendering of the definitive form of the leitmotif along 

with three differing transformational analyses I will detail shortly. 

 James Buhler, in an essay on mythmaking in Williams’ leitmotivic scores, argues that Vader’s 

theme owes its perverse and threatening aspect specifically to the constant imposition of the bvi as 

companion to i.31 The flattened submediant is positioned as “unnatural” relative to diatonic 

functional harmony, posing a “tonal transgression.” This sense of harmonic violation is achieved not 

                                                      
29 Murphy (Forthcoming), 23. 
 
30 Williams’ tapping of the progression should be traced to Holst’s “Neptune” from The Planets, which is an explicit 
source in the form of temp track for the first Star Wars film and manifest influence on earlier Star Wars scores. See 
Lehman 2007 unpublished “Hex Appeal: New Harmonic Universe in Holsts’s The Planets.” 
 
31 Buhler 2000, 45-46. 
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through a (perhaps more obvious) recourse to atonality, but through “liquidation” of normal tonal 

routines. This is particularly evident in the way Williams systematically subverts the “natural” 

tendency for §7 to ascend to tonic by treating it enharmonically as b1 within (ostensibly) 

chromatically-altered submediant and subdominant harmonies. 

 

Figure 3.9: Imperial March with Three Transformational Analyses 

 

 

 

The combination of tonic, dominant, and subdominant implications is indeed what gives this 

progression some of its bite, and this play of functional dynamics is lost in a purely neo-Riemannian 

analysis, as the first, tonally-agnostic stream of operators in Figure 3.9 presents, labeled as NROs. 

The second leg of the leitmotif hauls out to a jolting Db min, related tritonally to the home key of G 

and roundly frustrating easy functional hearing. Its transposition up to Eb soon after its appearance 

tempts us to read its relationship to G as “dominant like,” displaced from the proper dominant by 

T11 and proceeding with a “deceptive” pre-cadence to the submediant Eb via T2. The pick-up and 
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place-down voice leading between Eb and Db commends the transpositional interpretation, while the 

quaternary RPRP nicely captures the remote diabolism inherent in the move from G to Db. 

 This does not exhaust the plausible interpretations of the “Tarnhelm” in the context of the 

Imperial march, however. The second stream of 3.9, DFO1, provides a reading more in-line with 

Buhler’s tonally-centric interpretation, in which the minor flattened submediant governs the theme’s 

progression through the compound P·SUBM and its inverses. Eb’s neighbor is read as a mangled 

dominant, furthering Buhler’s harmonic narrative of a perverted underlying diatonic archetype.  

  There exists a third interpretation that takes the perverse quality of the Tarnhelm progression 

to infect the theme more uniformly. The phrasal syntax of Db to Eb to G bears traces of a distorted 

subdominantdominanttonic routine. Through this which we should read Db as a subdominant 

one semitone too high (T11·SDOM), and thus spell it enharmonically as C# minor, as a distorted 

variant of an underlying C§=IV harmony. It follows that the “Tarnhelm” chord should be 

reinterpreted as a semitonally displaced dominant rather than submediant, as D# (T11·DOM). The 

third stream, DFO2 of lists the transformations that fall out of this more enharmonically heretical 

hearing. Figure 3.10 shapes the three streams’ essential relationships into transformation networks, 

each with a slightly different shape to indicate the varying sorts of relations that emerge from 

tonally-agnostic, inflected submediant, and raised dominant interpretations of Vader’s “Tarnhelm” 

progression. The NRO network differs from the others by being more figural in orientation (it can 

be read chronologically), while the two DFO graphs bracket chronology in order to demonstrate 

how satellite chords are directed intentionally to the G minor tonic. None is more correct than the 

others; rather, each offers something different to our conception of how this theme betrays an 

element of normative harmonic syntax over to the “dark side” of the tonal universe. It is to 
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transformation theory’s credit that it is open to this sort of hermeneutic pluralism, what Stephen 

Rings calls its “prismatic” inclination. 

 

Figure 3.10: Imperial March Alternative Networks 

 

 

 Buhler insists that the suggestive power of this leitmotif relies on its tonal context, on a 

sense of key centricity here being brutally and imperiously enforced despite the resistant, in some 

cases tonality “neutralizing” harmonic materials.32 However, Williams’ use of the “Tarnhelm” is not 

limited to direct statements of Vader’s leitmotif, and in the tonally fluctuating style of underscoring 

in the Star Wars films, it is often more instructive treat them as products of transformations rather 

than evil “spots” within a key. One cue, “Approaching the Death Star” from Return of the Jedi (1983) 

                                                      
32 Buhler also notes the way the main theme outlines a major triad (b6, 1, b3) while projecting a minor sonority. This 
competition between melodic and harmonic information is brought out beautifully in Williams variations of the theme 
for Vader’s protracted death scene in Jedi. 
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will serve to demonstrate the extent to which the “Vaderhelm” progression is harmonically in charge 

of the unfolding of Williams’s underscore. While its primary host is Vader’s prominent leitmotif 

(where, for simplicity’s sake we will interpret it as a product of bvi rather than the more complex 

options explored above), the progression quickly becomes detachable from the theme itself. The 

“Vaderhelm” is able to act independently as a signifier of the Dark Lord, spawning a host of 

kernalizations of the leitmotif/“leitharmonie”, both in novel motivic forms and as free-floating 

modulatory strategies.  

 In “Approaching the Death Star,” the first newly composed music heard in Jedi, Williams 

performs a feat of harmonic reconstitution, assembling Vader’s theme gradually from motivic and 

harmonic fragments, proclaiming a telic full rendition of the leitmotif at the sequence’s climax to 

coincide with the villain’s grand entrance. Following Jedi’s major mode main title, the cue 

accompanies the arrival of a shuttle to the newly rebuilt Death Star. The ship deposits Darth Vader 

before the space station’s commander, whom the dark lord pressures to speed up construction, as 

the Emperor is himself soon to arrive. Figure 3.11a-c display the cue’s three sections along with 

indications of Vader’s musical reconstitution, which is realized through the interaction of three 

distinct levels of harmonic associativity.  

 On the 1) transformational level, the “Tarnhelm” progression and its cousins are insinuated 

into the cue’s tonal trajectory with increasing assertiveness. When prefaced by an * symbol, those 

LP/PL labels indicate “Tarnhelm” allusive moments, involving clear Vader-like root motion or 

voice-leading but skewed by atypical voicing or chord construction. (Distally related LPs are 

indicated by dotted lines). On a 2) leitharmonie level, there are two vertical sonority types: hexatonic 

subsets (indicated with ) derived from the Tarnhelm-progression itself, and half-diminished 

sevenths (indicated with ) which stem from the typical penultimate chord of Vader’s leitmotif (e.g. 
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m.4, 11 of Figure 3.9). In “Approaching the Death Star,” both leitharmonic sonorities tend to arise 

from minor triads placed dissonantly above pedal tones. These are indicated by small chord names 

placed in brackets. Finally, on a 3) tonal associative level, there is the symbolic key of G minor, 

which is the home region of Vader’s theme throughout much of the previous film The Empire Strikes 

Back as well as the key of the concert arrangement “The Imperial March.” 

 The underscore for the first section (in Figure 3.11a) makes no overt reference to Vader’s 

theme, instead subtly introducing the three associative layers mentioned above. Hexatonic 

progressions (T8, LP/*PL) and sonority types are mulled over, facilitated by a smooth transition from 

the augmented-complex conclusion of the Main Title. The region of G minor, though brief, is the 

only point tonal stability here, every other harmonic way station destabilized by dissonance and an 

absence of prolongation (contrapuntal or brutely temporal). The succeeding section (3.11b) 

reintroduces the first two measures of Vader’s theme melodically, and by its conclusion arrays the 

tutti orchestra to proclaim it in no uncertain terms in D minor (the very tenuous DOM key to G). 

LP/PL progressions, still tonally-untethered, appear now with greater frequency and more clearly 

reassociate with the increasingly bold fragments of the Vader melodic motif—sufficiently so that it 

is reasonable to hear certain progressions as “near-Tarnhelms,” such as the minor third slip from B 

to Ab min, which, given the Tarnhelm-saturated atmosphere, sounds more like a LP·T1 than an 

octatonically-oriented RP. The eventual telic declaration of the theme at the end of the section for 

the landing of Vader’s shuttle is metrically square, harmonically predictable, and tonally-bound. It 

thus garners a transformational description as SUBM·P to convey the submediant flavor of Vader’s 

properly constructed material, with the P and lack of internal DOMs marking the “transgressive” 

properties noted by Buhler.  
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Figure 3.11a: “Approaching the Death Star” Section One 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.11b: “Approaching the Death Star” Section Two 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.11c: “Approaching the Death Star” Section Three 
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 The final section of “Approaching The Death Star” (3.11c) begins with chromatic transition 

to G minor that involves a doubly embedded LP pattern before a more traditional DOM clinches 

that symbolic key—a harmonic reveal that coincides with Vader’s portentous visual reveal. G min 

marks the filling out of its respective hexatonic space by following roughly on the heels of the past 

two cyclically-related Eb min and B min “tonics.” However, interpolated between the B minorG 

minor move is a Bb minorD major7, with the D setting up a strong DOM to emphasize G as 

definitive. While BbD is not a literal LP, the emphasized shared third (A-F#) and L-relation of D to 

F# min clearly suggests this progression is a “dominanticized” Tarnhelm variant. LP/PLs continue to 

ingratiate themselves into the harmonic texture of the cue even after Vader’s leitmotif is pronounced 

fully (largely through pedal-chords). “Approaching the Death Star” is but a sample of the way in 

which Williams translates harmonic association from his character leitmotifs into guiding 

modulatory stratagems for cues that are not simply successions of those themes.  

 

VI.   LOOSE SIGNIFICATION AND INTRATEXTUAL IMPRINTS 

 The manner in which Williams plays with Vader’s motif in Return of the Jedi points to the need 

to augment our extrinsic/intrinsic model with the role the actual text governs in associativity. The 

intratextual mechanism for harmonic progression semiosis consists of two components: association 

on local and global levels. The local covers individual cues and short passages from within them, 

while the global encompasses large subsections of the score, the full score itself, or linked portions 

therein such as themes and repeated cues. Figure 3.12 offers a visualization of the process by which 

local and global intratextual levels interact to contribute to a score’s associative imprint. The overall 

motion is from locally established meanings to globally present ones, with global meanings in turn 

reinforcing or enriching association in chronologically subsequent local contexts.  
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Figure 3.12: Production of Harmonic Association within Film 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Meaning in film music emerges most on the “impatient” local surface of cue. It is there that 

judgments regarding the relationship of narrative events to immediately heard APs and short-range 

harmonic decisions happen consistently. And it is there that parallel musical factors influence overall 

musical salience. These factors are of crucial significance, and include: AP distribution and order; 

derivation and similarity; melodic or phrasal context, novelty; and an umbrella category I call guise. 

Guise encompasses the gamut of other non pitch-based but highly associative parameters, such as 

appearance within a leitmotif, timbre, rhythmic patterns to volume. The accumulated local details in 

turn feed into a score-wide intratextual global set of associations, which, if well established, can then 

feed back into the musical imprint on the local level. If familiar enough, the composer can even play 

with associations in a more deliberately manipulative or deconstructed manner (both in operation in 

“Approaching the Death Star”).  
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 By itself, the interaction of intratextual information (both local and global) with matters of 

harmonic character (both intrinsic and extrinsic) is not sufficient to determine the judgment of AP 

associativity. What remains is the effect of a handful of what I collectively term “background 

tendencies,” which are broad associational propensities of music perception whose influence cuts 

across all specific APs and all specific film scores.33 Figure 3.13 displays some of these factors, 

which constrain the extent to which an occurrence of an AP may be heard as independently 

associative. These background tendencies primarily serve to heighten (or dull) the impact of 

harmonic information on the soundtrack. Here sit the caveats (tendencies 1-3) enumerated in 

section three (the effects of modulation-as-such irrespective of AP, tonal reference, and mode) that 

have a way of taking the “absolute” out of absolute progression. Similarly broad in its influence is 

factor 4, the demarcation of associative roles, persistent even in the 21st century, between 

diatonicism and chromaticism. Following long standing tradition, diatonic transformations are still 

associated with stability, familiarity, and clarity, while chromatic moves as a class suggest strangeness, 

wonder and alterity. 

Figure 3.13: General Background Tendencies 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
33 Tendencies and Preferences: These background tendencies serve a similar purpose to the “Preference Rules” of 
Lerdahl and Jackendoff’s 1983 A Generative Theory of Tonal Music (GTTM). Like GTTM’s preference rules, these 
background tendencies are based in “intuitive judgments” which are likely to be formulated by “the experienced listener” 
(9-10). Also like the preference rules, my background tendencies are able to “reinforce each other or conflict,” and in 
cases of conflict, “the [film-going] listener has ambiguous or vague intuitions” regarding the associative content of the 
harmonic progression in question. Unlike Lerdahl and Jackendoff’s preference rules, however, these tendencies affect 
non-structural musical perception, rather than the interpretation of grammaticality and syntax (the metrical groupings and 
prolongational trees sought out by GTTM). In the case of my background tendencies, the interpretation only concerns 
perceived associative or affective content; tonal syntax may impinge on affective expectations (as in Fig 3.7), but there is 
no analogous “well-formedness” condition here for which these variable expectations serve as an analytic supplement as 
they do in GTTM. 

Background Tendencies 
 

1) Change/modulation as novelty 
2) Tonal tension and release 
3) Major/minor dichotomy 

4) Diatonic as familiar, chromatic as “other” 
5) Directed attention of filmgoer 

6) Effect: Immediate, gestalt, or none 
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I deliberately frame these factors semiotic inclinations, not hard facts of harmonic meaning-

generation. Diatonic progressions can certainly be defamiliarized (indeed, this is the entire modus of 

the M transformation), just as chromatic ones may comfortably integrate into more conventional, 

stable settings. Factor 5, attention, is not strictly harmonic at all, but can have a decisive impact on 

the apprehension of a pitch-relation. The mitigating effects of cinematic temporality on long-range 

tonal hearing were established in the previous chapter, but what the film auditor is capable of 

attending to on a local level is also pertinent. A heavily foregrounded cue such as “Cadillac of the 

Skies,” played at a loud volume relative to sound effects and occupying a dialogue and narrative-light 

set-piece within Empire of the Sun’s diegesis, is more capable of driving home its important APs than 

a cue dialed down on the soundtrack during a dialogue filled, exposition-heavy sequence. In the 

former case, cinematic spectacle focuses the viewer’s concentration on musical processes whereas in 

the latter, it does much to insure music does not interfere with more dramatically pressing 

candidates for active attention. 

 While the diatonic/chromatic dichotomy can solidify the connotations of large classes of 

progressions, another set of background factors counteracts associative stability: the ease with which 

these non-denotative sounds can lapse into (in order of extremity) vagueness, polysemy, and 

meaninglessness. This is encapsulated in the final factor, 6, which asks us to evaluate whether an AP 

has an immediate autonomous effect, an effect on a more progression-gestalt level, or no effect at 

all. Thus far our assumption has been that, while subject to all sorts of modifications that subtract 

“absoluteness” out of an AP, any harmonic progression in a film score is still bound to be locally 

meaningful. For the last of our background factors, we must confront the fact that there are a variety 

of conditions for and grades of meaningfulness, and that no cue, however heavily foregrounded, will 

be elucidated by rote assignment of specific affects to each and every harmonic transformation as 

they occur diachronically. That a triadic transformation should bear semi-consistent associations in 
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film music does not insure that all instances should be interpreted as conveying that association. 

Some of the 24 possible absolute triadic progressions may be largely bereft of associative cachet, and 

those that do bear it are prone to associative multivalence; this will be true even when taking the 

affect-adjusting roles of mode and tonicity into account. For some APs, vagueness itself is actually 

the most distinct affect; to a certain extent it is true of all the mode-flipping involutions, but 

particularly of those most focused on the close-up juxtaposition of minor and major, P and S, on 

which we will dwell in the next chapter. 

 Examples of APs violating their putative associations are not difficult to locate. And while 

such counterexamples are sometimes explicable as modifications or subversions of a stable 

harmonic association, many others owe nothing to those norms. Take for instance, the “Chairman’s 

Waltz” from Williams’s score to Memoirs of a Geisha (2005, Marshall). The cue appears early in the 

film as a bona fide love theme, accompanying the nine year old Chiyo’s first meeting with an adult 

male character, the benevolent Chairman, with whom she quickly falls in love. Figure 3.14 offers a 

transcription of the relevant portion. Excepting one or two cadential dominants, the waltz’s entire 

harmonic makeup is a ibvi oscillation, yet it bears nothing of the “Tarnhelm’s” suggestion of 

menace or antagonism. On a purely mechanical level, the sapping of evil affect is likely due to 

Williams’ wispy orchestration and strong intimations of dance—proof of the degree to which 

harmonic affect relies on the reinforcing effects of guise that other musical parameters provide. And 

while the “danger” and “mystery” associations are perhaps faintly being tapped here (regarding the 

“dangerous” prospect of forbidden love with a “mysterious” benefactor), the overall affect is one of 

delight and anticipation with a hint of the exotic, powerfully reinforced by Chiyo’s ecstatic reaction 

following the meeting.  
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Figure 3.14: Memoirs of a Geisha – “The Chairman’s Waltz” Excerpt 
 

 

 
Darth Vader glowering aboard the Death Star this music is not, but the scoring of the scene is 

perfectly legible, and the Tarnhelm progression perfectly appropriate. While accumulated associative 

baggage can go a long way in justifying the recruitment of an AP compositionally and explain its 

quickly understood meaning, the final arbiter is the film itself. The way the film it doles out 

harmonic associations on both local (moment, cue) and global (score) levels can activate, subvert, or 

produce entirely new harmonic associations. This inclination for tonal polysemy—the ability to host 

different, sometimes contradictory meanings—is the inevitable result of a model of harmonic 

associativity with as many adjustable parameters as are native to film music. Scott Murphy cautions 

that “even if they [his association-laden progression labels] collectively are construed as a semiotic 

system, it is far from complete and hardly compulsory.”34 Quasi-stable harmonic associations do 

                                                      
34 Murphy (forthcoming, 26.) 
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exist, are frequently tapped, and in some cases are quite resilient, but according each and every 

harmonic progression an obligatory and uniformly-weighted expressive component is clearly wrong-

headed.  

 The same fuzzy signification that leads to an abundance of potential meanings for any given 

AP also gives rise to a paucity of meaning in some cases. Transformation analysis latches onto 

discrete changes, but it is generally inappropriate to assign every individual transformation a specific 

expressive implication for film. Indeed, a progression needs not signify at all, at least autonomously, 

for there to be a global affect or expression it is a constituent of. While all film music is meaningful 

in the sense that it contributes with other film parameters to a emergent “combinatoric” meaning 

(even if music is haphazard, anempathetic, or contrapuntal), the individual components of musical 

unfolding on the smallest (ex. chord to chord) and largest (ex. whole score “tonality”) temporal 

scales are not typically the loci of meaning. True harmonic “Mickey Mousing”—catching (or 

producing) each event on screen with its own harmonic gesture—is an extremely uncommon 

practice, even in the scoring styles of “Classic Hollywood” best known for extremely precise and 

literal mimetic accompaniment. Rather, expressive impact is typically holistic, depending on overall 

mood or tone as suggested by gradual accumulation of progressions, their group qualities, linear 

contours, shades of tonality, and so on. Even in an exaggerated case such as “Desert Chase,” the 

effect of local shifts is cumulative rather than primarily instantaneous. Associative salience is not 

some fixed property of a specific level of musical unfolding (e.g. chord-to-chord), but rather a 

dynamic moving target. 

 There is thus one last distinction to make within this process of harmonic semiosis: the 

difference between local and gestalt expressivity.35  The former is best described by single 

                                                      
35 Recombinant Progressions: This is the driving force behind what Murphy (forthcoming) calls “recombinant” 
progressions, in which many chromatic transformations are strung one after another in tonally unpredictable 

configurations. As examples, Murphy cites themes from Goldenthal’s Batman: Forever (cabcA EbabBb…) and 
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transformations, while the latter may avail itself of transformations but requires more information 

than the one-progression-one-affect approach can provide. Recent minimalistic film scoring styles, 

which generate long spans of music through the repetition of harmonic and melodic cells, are 

predicated on gestalt expressivity far more than the local color of individual transformations. The 

arpeggio-powered music of Philip Glass is exemplary of this idiom, in which a series of carefully 

chosen harmonic changes repeat with typically small or incremental adjustments of texture or timbre 

over the course of a cue. Susan McClary isolates a passage of Glass’s dialogue underscoring for The 

Hours (2002, Daldry) to analyze how music infuses the scene.36 For a despairing admission of artistic 

failure on the behalf of the writer Richard (Ed Harris), Glass’s cue “The Poet Acts” provides steady 

G minor support with between two and four other triads [Eb(7), F(42)
, D(7)] in various inversions. 

Figure 3.15a displays a transcription of the essential harmonic/figural cell that undergirds this scene 

(and several others in The Hours). Arrows do not indicate transformations so much as potential paths 

that the two-measure subunits may opt to take. The first two measures, for example, may repeat 

indefinitely, or progress either to the second or third subunit, while the third subunit can only ever 

progress back to the first. This modular approach to generating musical material is characteristic of 

modern minimalist-style scoring, but has ample precedents in the music of Bernard Herrmann, and 

even of composers with a seemingly more melodic or textural bent from the Golden Age and earlier. 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                           

Zimmer’s Inception (gGbEbBma7g). While sometimes explicable in terms of voice-leading, underlying collection, 

or micro-affect of each individual AP, Murphy emphasizes that their effectiveness rests at least in part on their novelty, 
rather than the unique character of the component transformations. Sampling a number of fin-de-millennium  examples 
that exhibit this sort of pile-up of chromatic APs all seem to carry with them connotations of radical unfamiliarity and 
excitement, suggesting that the recombinant approach rests on an exponential augmentation of the already strong link of 
chromaticism with unusual and heightened states. Nevertheless, in very few of these cases do the components appear to 
be chosen truly wily-nily when subjected to closer analysis; recombinatoriality is an harmonic “special effect” which takes 
considerable composerly skill to pull off without sounding like conspicuous gibberish. 
 
36 McClary 2007, 48-65. 
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 Figure 3.15a: Modular Transcription of Passage from Phillip Glass’s The Hours 

 

 

 

 McClary’s own analysis of the relevant passage from The Hours is reproduced as Figure 

3.15b. McClary indicates the precise spans of individual chords Richard’s emotional confession, and 

claims how the scoring is almost art-song like in its reflection of the tenor of Harris’s statements. 

She notes that “Glass’s harmonic changes match precisely with the alternations between aspiration 

and despair in Richard’s speech…”, and that the harmonic trajectory, which enacts something of a 

failed rescue, analogizes with Richard’s failed artistic aspirations.37 The basis of her interpretation 

resides on the propensity for Glass’s music to make brief gestures towards major mode release only 

to be invariably shuttled back to the implacable minor tonic, which she reads as representing failure 

and thwarted catharsis. McClary latches onto two such feints. The first is the oscillation between G 

minor and Eb major that forms the bulk of harmonic activity “The Poet Acts,” an obsessively 

repeated motion which “offers some modicum of [major mode] comfort before collapsing back”—

and thus a nice instance of the bittersweet affective connotations of L. The second is a larger 

harmonic trajectory towards the climax of Richard’s speech, the harmonic module 

[ibVI6
bVIIVi], where a major-mode escape (to the subtonic, mediant, or even dominant) is 

always thwarted. It is the stuff of a “failed rescue”  

                                                      
37 ibid., 58. 
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Figure 3.15b: McClary’s Analysis of Glass’s The Hours 

In “Minima Romantica,” in Beyond the Soundtrack: Representing Music in Cinema. 2007. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 While McClary slightly overrates the novelty of these minor-mode affective routines (resting 

on the mediant before returning to the minor tonic certainly is not the sole province of minimalism), 

the reading of a micro-narrative into this four-chord harmonic module is not inapt; indeed it is just 

the sort of affective gestalt that Glass’s scoring style relies heavily on. What is disputable is the 

precision she ascribes to atomic harmonic motions in catching subtle shifts in dialogue. McClary’s 

analysis fails to demonstrate her claim that the individual harmonic motions “match precisely” with 

any local affective change in the tenor of Richard’s dialogue. Shifts of harmony occur slightly before 

or after Harris’s phrases, and their alignment is more the product of the actor’s deliberate and pause-

laden speech than any deliberate or closely-attended to matching of chordal and dialogic shifts. Even 

these changes did consistently “match precisely,”  the attribution of extreme local harmonic mickey-

mousing of dialogue does not accurately capture the way this scoring style operates in general, 

except with regards to the most decisive and brute gestures (initiation, cadence, abrupt conclusion). 

Nowhere is Glass’s harmonic spotting so deliberate as McClary maintains; whatever shifts in affect 

his chord-to-chord figurations lend to a picture, the specific timings are incidental. To track the 
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minute changes across dialogue assumes an expectation that they should line up, which is rarely 

practice in even the most conventional style of dialogue-underscoring. It is more likely that Glass 

chose specific harmonic progressions for their overall affective contours—the better to fit the tone 

of an exchange or montage, which McClary’s analysis amply demonstrates—than it is that he sat 

down and timed his repetitive and rhythmically static modules to events in dialogue. We hear 

sequences, just as speech, as unfolding over time, not as composed of discrete atoms. Minimalistic 

scoring is plays on the ease with which global perception of a film can accommodate and render 

meaningful any sort of musical backdrop. By offering such steady local harmonic change without 

long-range structural or mimetic trajectories, it makes possible innumerable moments of felicitous 

but coincidental line-up of music and onscreen events. Analysis that takes note of these moments of 

happy meaning are not inherently flawed, but they must acknowledge that minimalism’s chief 

associative mode is to establish gestalt mood though the general associative quality of its cellular 

progressions.  

 Synthesizing the sources for and influences on harmonic meaning laid out in the previous 

sections, we now arrive at a more complete model for harmonic association in film. It is a model 

that refers simultaneously the composer’s choice of a particular progression and the 

filmgoer/analyst’s interpretation of this progression. The primary division occurs between extra-

filmic (floating) and inter-filmic (textual) sources of harmonic meaning, the latter drawing from the 

former (and the extrinsic floating association being incrementally strengthened by the addition of 

one more text that features said association). The overarching background tendencies place loose 

but reliable conditions on how APs will sound irrespective of individual contexts. Rather than being 

viewed negatively, as something that interferes with simple translation of chord-progression and 

context to meaning, these background factors should be seen as making possible in the most broad 

way harmonic affect qua harmonic change. Together, these three large components form harmonic 
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association in a film, which then proceeds to a final step, what I have been calling imprint, which is 

the way the apprehension of this association influences the interpretation of the film, be it dramatic 

or subtle, simple reinforcement or something more complex. Figure 3.16 puts this all together in 

the form of a flow chart. The imprint is the end goal of the film composer. For the film music 

analyst, it amounts to a reading. Some readings are a simple matter of translating clear associations 

into clear textual interpretations. Others may be rather more complex, requiring the spectator to 

tune their hearing in a particular way, instead of simply illuminating the most intuitive or ready-made 

means of apprehending the workings of a cue. 

 In Figure 3.17, the extra-textual nodes are filled in with the “Tarnhelm” case study, and the 

intratextual nodes with its appearance specifically in the “Approaching the Death Star” cue. There is 

no need to dwell on the various textual components that I situate in these nodes as contributing to 

the Vader Associated with Tarnhelm Progression filmic association; what matters most here, as it would 

for a film composer as well, is the final imprint. The gradual reconstitution of Vader’s leitmotif from 

its harmonic constituents indicates the reconstitution of Vader as a primary antagonist in Return of the 

Jedi, after his failure to capture the heroes at the end of the previous film. His moral leanings have 

not changed since them—he and his allies are as ostensibly evil as ever, as the sinister affect of the 

detached Tarnhelm modulations make clear. Not to be overlooked is one last imprint left by this 

associatively-laden progression: the recognition of his harmonic/thematic material produces the 

pleasure of recognition for an audience cognizant of his musical portraiture in previous films. It is a 

complex pleasure, predicated on a tacit awareness of the elaborate intra- and extra-textual 

connotations of his material and the tremendous body of affective and narratival information that 

surrounds it. 
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Figure 3.16: Association and Expressivity of Harmonic Progression in Film Flow Chart 
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Figure 3.17:  
Tracing Associativity of the Tarnhelm Progression in “Approaching the Death Star” 
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Chapter Four:  
Transformational Hermeneutics - Space, Temporality, Continuity 

 
 

I.  ARTS OF INTERPRETATION 

 In the rush to formulate intricate spaces and exhaustive algebraic groups, it is easy for the 

transformational analyst to lose sight of the profoundly interpretive potential of their activities. The 

heart of the transformational enterprise should not consist solely in the description of musical 

events and relations as they are, as if such descriptions existed in some analytically objective vacuum. 

Rather, it is the theorist’s task to put forth interpretations of how these events can be heard by an 

active and engaged listener. This openness to telling multiple differing “stories” behind musical 

phenomena makes transformation theory exceptionally well suited to hermeneutics. Following a rich 

tradition in textual and musical analysis, I take hermeneutics to be the art of critically interpreting 

texts beyond the level of mere description. It is the act of drawing out meaning by constant 

negotiation between an artistic object’s formal, discursive, and historical components.1 The feedback 

mechanisms of our harmonic-associative model reflect this perpetual circle, with extra- and intra-

musical factors perpetually informing, nuancing, and altering each other as the illusive interpretive 

imprint is lain dynamically on a text.  In reconstructing these meaning-pathways, the interpreter has 

as much a responsibility to avoid contrived or specious readings as they do to produce insightful and 

aesthetically-enriching takes on the text at hand. (In fact, the tension between these twin duties 

might reflect themes in the text itself, as we will see in dramatic fashion in Chapter 5.) For the neo-

Riemannian analyst, the hermeneutic imperative for meaningfulness mandates that the assignment of 

an operation to a progression be based not just on the “facts” of immediate voice-leading or root-

                                                      
1 For an exhaustive account of the nineteenth century roots of critical hermeneutics, particularly in its application to 
music analysis, see Bent 1994, 1-31 and Bent 1996, 105-124. The most sustained contemporary attempt to formulate a 
hermeneutics of music analysis, and a hearty critique of common musical-interpretive fallacies, is Kramer 2011. A take 
on hermeneutics with regard to film music, specifically Herrmann’s Citizen Kane, is Rosar 2001, 103-116. 
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motion, but with reference to its place(s) within larger harmonic, and indeed, dramatic context(s). A 

transformation is a way of hearing. Whatever a neo-Riemannian operator “means” in context, it 

does so in relation to those that precede and those that will follow it. The significance of a 

transformation hinges on the manner in which its identification differs from the infinitely many 

other operations and compounds that could theoretically have also accounted for it. 

 Hermeneutically oriented analysis can engage absolute music just as well as it can music with 

a program or text. However, the advantage of a preexisting extra-musical framework for 

programmatic music makes it considerably easier to tailor interpretive judgments that align with 

relatively intersubjectively plausible hearings than would be the case with the more semantically 

underdetermined, fluid nature of meaning in absolute music. The basic elements of transformational 

hermeneutics in David Lewin’s writings stem largely from his analytic engagement with music with 

extra-musical aspects.2 Yet it is clear, even in his treatment of absolute compositions, that active 

interpretation—particularly through the chasing up and development of what he is partial to calling 

“intuitions”—is his highest analytic goal, while taxonomization and graph-theoretic descriptions are 

means to that end, not sufficient objectives of a transformational analysis.3 While some work in 

transformation and neo-Riemannian theory that has followed Lewin has been outwardly abstract 

and unengaged with musical meaning, a strong current of hermeneutic thinking informs the analysis 

of transformational theorists David Kopp (in the texted music of Schubert and Wolf), Edward 

Gollin (texted music of Schubert and programmatic music of Prokofiev), Stephen Rings (Mozart 

opera and absolute music of Brahms), and Richard Cohn (in absolute music of Schubert and the 

                                                      
2 The most illustrative articles in this regard are Lewin 1984 (on Parsifal), Lewin 1987 (on Debussy’s Piano Prelude 
“…canope”), and Lewin 1992 (on The Ring and Parsifal, with special emphasis on mutations of the “Tarnhelm” motif 
that we encountered in the previous chapter).  
 
3 This is particularly evident in his much-cited article on Stockhausen’s Klavierstück III (Lewin 1993, 16-67). 
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programmatic music of Wagner and many others).4 It is the goal of this chapter formulate the 

general principles of a hermeneutics of transformation with the aid of the highly programmatic 

repertoire of film. There is a textual, as well as theoretical, rationale for doing so. If the goal of film 

music analysis is to perform a reading on the overall artistic product, and we should specify how 

such a reading can emerge from the perhaps outwardly neutral seeming ascription of 

transformational operations and networks to its musical underpinnings. Laying such hermeneutic 

groundwork honors the purpose of the repertoire at hand as being music for film, not autonomous 

music with film.  

 Interpretation hinges on choice. The moment the analyst chooses one explanation for a 

musical phenomenon from the universe of possible explanations, the hermeneutic circle begins to 

spin. By isolating those sites where choices perforce arise in any transformational analysis, we can 

more readily approach a film musical text with active reading, rather than description, in mind. Four 

stages of the analytic process of transformational and neo-Riemannian theory, what will be called 

transformational “branching points,” afford—in fact demand—these desirous opportunities for 

interpretation. These are 1) operation attribution; 2) network spatio-temporal design; 3) assignment 

of harmonic hierarchy; and 4) affirmation or dismissal of transformational continuity. The current 

chapter will proceed by discussing these branching points in both their abstract and contextual 

guises, with theoretical consideration followed by several analyses of examples from the film music 

of James Newton Howard, Howard Shore, and Danny Elfman. Each of these cases studies will 

exhibit a different theme of transformational analysis which comes up again in again in investigation 

of any repertoire along these lines, including the relation of harmonic to thematic transformation, 

the implications of selecting one network over another, and the ramifications of treating a chord as 

if it were an “idea.” Collectively, the analyses demonstrate how interpretively loaded even the most 

                                                      
4 See Kopp 2002, 246-263; Gollin 2000, 282-312; Rings, 2011, 171-219; and Cohn 1999, 2004, and 2006. 
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seemingly unbiased act of operation assignment or network-structuring must needs be. Through this 

hermeneutically active style of analysis, our understanding of film scenes, the music they bear, and 

the larger films they help make up, are all enriched.  

 

II. TRANSFORMATIONAL BRANCHING POINTS 

1.  Operation Attribution: The seeming comprehensiveness of the LPR group for 

describing triadic progressions—as though any chord motion could be automatically and robotically 

“explained” by a mix of the operators—is an illusion. Even relatively simply moves such as Cg 

admit multiple transformational narratives (LRP or PRL? These are not the same!). As soon as non-

parsimonious logic begins to suggest itself on the musical surface, the integrity of those 

transformations and compounds comes to into question. The most basic decision the 

transformational analyst must be confronted with is thus the attribution of operations to the 

progression under their scrutiny. Specific transformations are selected from specific families of 

transformations. How this family is chosen, and what operators it admits, is contingent upon its 

musical relevancy to the music—the degree to which its elements can illuminate analytically 

worthwhile features and represent intuited musical distances satisfactorily. Those distances, and the 

pathways they generate between other musical objects (both sounding and implied), in turn generate 

conceptual spaces through which normative and exceptional motions alike are captured. In Edward 

Gollin’s formulation, “music-transformational spaces provide or describe contexts, from which 

otherwise indifferent transformations derive meaning. Such ‘meanings’ within the spatial metaphor 

take the form of pathways through those spaces—pathways which reflect ways of experience or 

conceiving a given transformation within the context of that space.”5 This is the more profound of the 

two senses of “contextuality” often invoked in transformation theory. (The other being more strictly 

                                                      
5 Gollin, xii. 
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algebraic: that a given transformation is sensitive to the quality of its input.) Gollin’s sense of 

contextuality denotes the extreme flexibility one has in selecting what counts as a transformation, how 

transformations combine, and where they are situated within a tonal space. The vast number of 

possible transformational readings for a given piece are reduced and managed by accounting for the 

influence of local and global context, which may range from immediately flanking chords to broader 

harmonic-motivic trends. In our special repertoire, this process is additionally and crucially informed 

by the information provided and influenced by the rest of the film. 

 To the film music analyst the selection of transformation is a thoroughly interpretive act. We 

have seen the hermeneutic complexity attendant with operation selection in several examples, most 

notably in the Dg# motion in “Cadillac of the Skies” of Chapter 1. In any possible case, the 

precise transformation chosen to represent passage from one object to another represents a peculiar 

(not comprehensive) feature of the motion. The chosen descriptor will often imply a larger family of 

operations that come with their own implied geometries and attendant measures of proximity, as 

well as the baggage of ingrained topics or associations.  

 Consider a decontextualized fifth motion between major chords, G to C. The relationship 

that arises between these two Klangs can be formulated in a number of ways, not all of which 

involve the hierarchies of diatonic tonality. Figure 4.1 tabulates an abundance of such potential 

transformational accounts of GC. Despite offering sometimes wildly incompatible or incongruent 

accounts of the progression, they nevertheless form a loose equivalence class of transformations, all 

achieving the same effect in the end.6  This list is not exhaustive—infinitely more operations, formal 

and informal, can be devised to describe the relationship between G and C major. While each of the 

nine categories of transformation describes the same chordal motion, each captures some 

                                                      
6 This is a loose equivalence class because of the radically different definitions of several of these transformations (nos. 3 
and 4) involve fundamentally different collections of objects (independent voice-leading streams, and scales, respectively) 
compared to the Klang-manipulation definitions of the others.   
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idiosyncratic feature of it. Some are at odds (the frequency, transpositional, and clausula operations 

imply sharply differing voice-leading procedures) while other complement each other (DOM and 

clausula operations). Some require a single step or motion (T5, DOM). Others a dictate series of 

moves (clausula, RL), literal or elided.  Others a dictate series of moves (clausula, RL), literal or 

elided. One does not expect the tenor voice to proceed through C# en route to C from D; neither 

does one expect G major first to go to E minor (R), then C major (L), though compound relations 

by nature assume that the constitutive operations are relevant in some way, otherwise one would use a 

unary operation. Two transformations, the compounds HS and P·R·P·R·S·H·DOM·P·MED, entail 

tonal pathways space so foreign from our everyday conception of pitch relations that it is 

questionable whether the label “authentic cadence” could hold any meaning for what is now cast as 

an impeccably chromatic transformation. This abundance of options is one of the great boons of the 

transformational stance. For any parameter specified, there exists at least one—and in all likelihood, 

many—transformation(s) that can be formulated to describe it. 

 

Figure 4.1: Differing Transformational Accounts of GC motion. 
 

 
1) Frequency Ratio Shift: 4/3 – Move all pitches by multiplying frequency by 4/3 to arrive at chord all of whose 

members are a just-intoned perfect fourth higher.  

2) Transposition/Inversion or Mode Change: T5 – Transpose up five semitones, or a perfect  fourth.  

3) Voice-Leading/Clausulae: BASizans·TENozirans·SOPrizans. E.g., lead bass voice (5) down fifth (to 1),  

tenor (2) down M2 (to 1), soprano (7) up semitone (1).  

4) Scale Alteration: Tmode5 – Move from Mode V (Mixolydian) on G to Mode I (Ionian) on C [as in jazz 
improvisation].  

5) Functional/Dominant: DOM – Become dominant of key. Alternatively, (G)DOM=C, meaning “move G so 
that it becomes the dominant [of C]. 

6) Functional/Subdominant: SUBD’ – Go to subdominant of. 

7) Neo-Riemannian Group: RL – Invert about major third (I ), then minor third (I ) 

8) HEX/SLIDE Group: HS – Move to hexatonic pole (Cab), then invert about third (abG). 

9) Functional-NRT-HS Group Combined: T1·T11·T11·T1·P·R·P·R·S·H·DOM·P·MED – Oscillate about semitonal 
neighbors, then initiate octatonic cycle on G, then SLIDE after reaching octatonic-pole, then take to 
hexatonic pole, then become dominant, then shift mode, then become mediant. 
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 Distance between musical objects is implicitly conveyed by the length of the transformation, 

in terms of the accumulation of component moves within it. Compounds of long word length, such 

as the extravagantly convoluted, but perfectly realizable T1·T11·T11·T1·P·R·P·R·S·H·DOM·P·MED, 

entail a huge conceptual journey to arrive at G from C, with the listener in this case being asked to 

reconstruct a 13-stage path. Unary operations, on the other hand, are intelligible entirely on their 

own, and represent short and direct paths through pitch space. Distance, as we have already 

demonstrated in Chapter 3, figures heavily into the generation of harmonic associativity. Because so 

many absolute progressions host resilient affective connotations across styles, those associations 

undergo even greater development, mixing with and interpenetrating one another, when we begin to 

attribute combinations of APs to sounding harmonic motions, either within a single cue or across an 

entire score. When considered in tandem, then, the algebraic and affective properties of tonal 

relations can take on an unparalleled hermeneutic fecundity.  

 

2.  Network Spatio-Temporal Design: Selection of operations from the unlimited 

universe of options goes a long way towards limiting the sorts of graphical spaces that can be used 

to convey a musical passage visually. However, network construction is a task that still largely rests 

on the analyst’s interpretive goals. Use of neo-Riemannian operators does not mandate the Tonnetz 

(either toroidal equal-tempered or Riemannian infinite) as a spatial playground, although many 

analysts have relied on it nonetheless for its clarity and potential to highlight the strangeness of 

certain enharmonic procedures in the nineteenth-century repertoire. For my purposes, I have 

eschewed the Tonnetz precisely because as a predetermined and rigid arena for those transformations, 

it comes with strictly determined pathways and distances, and does not admit the flexibility desirable 
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for musical examples that move in and out of triadic-chromatic zones.7 The Tonnetz is embedded 

with a conception of symmetry due to its generation from regular iteration of L, P, and R 

transformations. Symmetry has tremendous advantages for organizing disparate-seeming 

components of music, and it is an analytic desideratum, acknowledged or not, of almost any 

transformational network. But breaking symmetry also has analytic value (as, sometimes, does simple 

disregard). The snapping of symmetry may be an indicator of a breakdown in coherence or stability 

in some cases, and a more unpredictable and continually novel form of coherence in others. 

 The crafting of the network geometry for a given film cue opens up all manner of graphic 

metaphors for narrative and/or visual processes that may not relate directly to telos or temporality 

(this will become most apparent in our Star Trek analyses in Chapter 6). A regular sequence, when 

represented “flatly” along a single line implies a different stance towards symmetry and teleology 

than does the same sequence when represented cyclically, with individual stages as spokes along a 

wheel that might ultimately return to where it began. The crucial distinction between figural (event-

based, diachronic) and formal (abstract, atemporal) network design was already demonstrated in 

reference to “Cadillac of the Skies.” Yet while theorists have had good reason to keep these 

conceptually separate, their intermingling can yield interesting and sometimes hermeneutically 

valuable insights. The opportunity here comes down to the ability to represent intuitions about both 

perceived musical spaces (not just distances and relations, but shapes and perspectives as well) and 

musical chronology. Temporality is not an explicitly described parameter in transformation, or neo-

Riemannian theory, which indeed can seem problematically atemporal in certain applications—

surprising given its emphasis on listener phenomenology, dynamic processes, musical process over 

                                                      
7 Cohn (2011) begins to address this feature of the Tonnetz by tailoring his analyses of chromatic/diatonic music with 
diatonic “zones” influenced by the tonal spaces of Fred Lerdahl.  
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being and so on.8 However, the direction of arrows, the overall shape of the network (ex. circular or 

linear), and the degree to which pathways overlap and reach over each other, can all contribute to a 

graph that projects a certain stance towards musical time as well as space. This may be a time that 

drives forward ceaselessly to an eventual telos, meanders without a goal, suspends itself through 

oscillatory patterns or diversions, or returns cyclically to its starting point. Constructing a network to 

convey these varieties of temporal information may be warranted by the sense of diachronic 

unfolding of the music itself, but also from the editing rhythms, narrative events, and formal 

situation within the film. 

 
3.  Harmonic Hierarchy: Even when opting for a strictly a-temporal transformation 

network, the analyst might still wish to grapple with the integration of tonal, or at the very least centric, 

processes in a neo-Riemannian setting. Even the most chromatic-mediant soaked passages in film 

music have a way of suggesting vestigial differentials of pitch stability, and it is the rare cue indeed 

that achieves true “triadic atonality.” The interaction of diatonic and chromatic planes is a perpetual 

attraction to film composers, and the meaning of many cues hinges on a subtle play of the two. Key, 

                                                      
8  Temporality and Transformation Theory: At their core, transformational systems are a method of gauging 
similarity and difference within musical processes that are relatable by a kind of equivalence (symmetry) and are then cast 
as consistent actions to produce those equivalences. Strictly speaking, then, transformation theory need not concerned 
with musical time per se, which need never enter the discussion when determining or assigning these equivalences. This 
may strike one as surprising, given the interest transformational theorists, especially David Lewin, have expressed 
interest in temporal issues. Yet for all its nods to the dynamic nature of music, the predicate-based logic of 
transformation theory (opposed to the object-based Cartesian logic of conventional theory) is, by itself, not enough to 
insure that it reflects the temporal aspect of music with any fidelity. Doing so is simply not within its theoretical purview. 
My casting of transformation theory as a system without prior commitments to temporality should not be read as a 
bemoaning that it cannot, or has not, dealt with temporal parameters in music entirely. Lewin devises and fleshes out 
several GISes to deal with time spans and proportions in GMIT. He enables these to do some heavy-duty analysis of 
Webern op. 27, where he strives to keep pc and mensural/rhythmic firmly coupled. Later in GMIT he introduces 
“precedence ordering” for transformations that uses one-way arrows to better display the temporal flow of tonal or 
melodic music, and at the very least insures contradictory statements like “this musical event both precedes and follows 
another.”  Lewin then goes on to explore the ramifications of transformation networks in which precedence ordering is 
operative, arguing that non-chronologically ordered events in networks can nevertheless show something incisive about 
the way musical listening is structured, only possible through transformational analysis. (Lewin 1987, especially 209-219) 
These formalizations are deliberately cast as non-intrinsic to Lewin’s overall transformational edifice, acting more like 
supplements. Unfortunately, his insights on transformational temporality have generally not been developed outside the 
somewhat limited context of GMIT’s later chapters and Stephen Rings’ dissertation. My hope is that film can help inject 
the time back into transformational analysis. 
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if determinable, is of great use as an indicator of closure and stability, but chromatic patterns can 

suggest similar hierarchical effects in the right circumstances. The representation of harmonic 

hierarchy is thus a powerful device in the transformation theorist’s toolkit, and it is here that some 

of the most desirous expansion of the heretofore surface-oriented domain of transformational 

analysis can benefit. The sometimes dogged blindness to transformations that exist anywhere other 

than the immediate chord-to-chord surface of music has been a just critique of neo-Riemannian 

theory from some theorists.9 The indication of patterns that emerge at levels at a higher remove than 

the surface does not imply inaudibility (or therefore filmic irrelevance). The presence of multiply 

embedded cycles of differing quality often offers itself up once we extract ourselves from the 

musical ground—these will occupy us primarily in Chapter 6. 

Hierarchy need not entail tonic-selection, but in practice it often does, and here we must be 

exceptionally careful; transformation theory was not devised with diatonic tonality in mind, despite 

attempts to enclose it within its purview at the very onset.10 The integration of the paragon of tonal-

theories, Schenkerian theory, with transformational analytic has produced a bumpy and contentious 

ground. The two systems were designed to explain harmonic phenomena differing in kind, the 

former seeking tonal and linear coherence, the latter non-tonal and group-theoretic coherence. The 

birth of NRT was itself occasioned on a wish to address precisely those aspects of chromatic pitch 

space that defy central assumptions of tonal/Schenkerian thought. (Think merely of the conflicting 

pictures of a CEAbGC progression that the two will necessarily present.) Theorists have 

variously deemed the these theories outright incompatible, compatible but descriptive of different 

                                                      
9 Segall 2011 provides such a critique in his evaluation of Cohn’s treatment of S and N relations in Schubert outside of 
their tonal implications. Cohn has increasingly addressed these issues of tonal accommodation of chromatic 
transformations in Cohn 2011 and 2012. Accomodationalism is an important aspect of Kopp’s 2002 adaptation of the 
neo-Riemannian system, and an implicit part of Harrison’s 1994 renewal of Riemannian function in the new era of 
algebraism. 
 
10 Such diatonic-transformational integration was notably first attempted in Lewin 1987, 169-180, 212-219. 
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kinds of procedures, and highly compatible in so far as one is reducible to the other. The middle 

way, the compatible-but-separate option, in which processes characteristic of each theory’s domain 

operate simultaneously, accords with what Steven Rings calls a “two-track approach.”11 Rings argues 

that such mere compatibilism leads to a kind of analytic multiple-personality disorder, as it posits a 

harmonic practice riven between two incommensurable but parallel modes of hearing for which the 

listener must constantly flip between.12 Such a continuously shifting mode of hearing might have its 

purposes, however. My own insistence on using three main families of transformation (Tn/P, DFOs, 

and NROs) for three differing types of tonal syntax, evinces an attitude similar but more optimistic 

than Rings’s towards multiple-modes of harmonic interpretation. My stance is to view tonal and 

neo-Riemannian theories as complementary, non-competing, and productively interpenetrating, but 

nevertheless still the products of different conceptions of harmony. The inclusion of both in my 

analytical methodology owes, quite simply, to their shared capacity to influence narrative. 

My endorsement of transformational operations to capture essential diatonic function (and 

therefore something of tonal hierarchy) accords with Rings’ intentionality-based interpretation of 

tonality. However, because I am purposely downplaying long-range tonal prolongation (certainly 

“structural tonality”) in this study in favor of a more loosely constrained tonal design, the pressure 

generated by Schenkerian-style prolongation and function is considerably lessened. With this 

removal of structural pressure conveniently goes Rings’s problem with overtly competing modes of 

harmonic hearing. My own attitude is more one of pragmatic importation. I provide an essentially 

transformational accounts that are conveyed on occasion by linear reduction in a chronologically 

clear way. This way, elements like voice-leading parsimony and connective slurring come along as 

                                                      
11 Rings, unpublished manuscript “Transformational Theory and Schenkerian Analysis.” This is the conclusion, for 
example, Yosef Goldenberg arrives at after analysis of nineteenth century chromaticism (Goldenberg 2007, 65-84). He 
proposes that neo-Riemannian and Schenkerian procedures are autonomous but prone to embedding within each other; 
from this observation, he argues that  “each theory illuminates different aspects that often occur on distinct hierarchical 
levels.” (84).   

12 See Cohn 2011, 344-345 for a discussion of this issue.   
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useful but non-essential bonuses. Functional relationships are not abandoned, but rather are treated 

like other triadic transformations, as harmonic “effects” to be deployed ad libitum by the composer, 

generally not as gross “spans” of carefully unfolded triads or dutifully visited Stufen. Thus, my 

approach retains the appearance and some of the methodology of parallelistic “two-track approach” 

but places analytic (and perceptual) emphasis decidedly on the transformational track.  

 
4.  Transformational Continuity: Transformation theory in Lewin’s conception strives 

to move beyond a conception of musical phenomena centered on musical objects that act as reified 

Cartesian points and expanses. Rather, the approach models those processes that steer change 

within music. In the full spirit of Lewin, the approach is undergirded by an internalist and 

participatory phenomenology, providing an analysis of musical experience rather than the musical 

score. One upshot, although generally not acknowledged by transformation theorists, is a positing of 

a certain sort of continuity to musical experience that is not articulated by object-based theories 

(such as roman numeral analysis). This sense is of the endurance of a musical entity, the piece’s 

Klang, amidst change.13 Continuity of this variety is aided by the traditional linkage of 

transformation theories with voice-leading parsimony, which when realized lends audible connective 

tissues between the analytically deemphasized chords of a passage. As emphasized in an earlier 

section, any musical relationship imaginable is describable by some musical transformation, so 

clearly literal sounding continuity and a less trivial conceptual continuity are separable. 

“Transformational” certainly does not simply translate to “chromatic,” although it is regrettably used 

                                                      
13 A discussion of the continuity of musical phenomena over time will a strong metaphysical character, raising issues in a 
musical context such as the “endurance vs. perdurance” debate over identity across time and change. The question of 
what, if anything, of an object’s identity persists through time amidst incidental (or essential) change is most famously 
articulated by the philosopher David Lewis (On the Plurality of Worlds 1986), but has an intellectual history that stretches at 
least as far back to the “Ship of Theseus” paradox articulated by Plutarch. Translated into neo-Riemannian terms, we are 
asking whether a Klang can maintain its essential identity following kaleidoscopic musical transformations; clearly there 
are multiple dissimilar musical objects written down on the score, but a transformational analysis suggests that listener is, 
or should be, attending to a continual musical process rather than a parade of discrete objects. The philosophical aspects 
of this subject are somewhat beyond the scope of this dissertation, but are treated informally and implicitly at the end of 
this chapter and at intervals in Chapters 5 and 6 in my discussions of the “musical idea” and the IDENT relation.  
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informally in this sense on occasion. I take transformationality a strong sense to denote the ability 

for music to suggest change-as-such is the primary motivating process for its unfolding, rather than the 

arrival at or establishment of discrete locations (such as a tonic) in pitch space. Certain pieces of film 

music suggest Lewin’s anti-Cartesian, processual character much more than others. More 

specifically, smooth voice-leading helps foster the impression that a single originary object is being 

manipulated by multifarious transformations, but remains the same thing—a host for change—

throughout its metamorphoses. 

 Adopting this attitude with some film cues takes what Daniel Harrison argues is a 

shortcoming of neo-Riemannian theory and converts it into an asset. Harrison claims that 

transformation theories may verge on emptying out musical objects of their substantive reality 

entirely, turning vibrant, sensuous chords into little more than perpetually empty nodes subject to 

transformation, things “in such constant becoming that [they] have no being.”14 Some pieces, such 

as a cue from Elfman’s Spiderman we will soon investigate, present examples of music in which such 

siphoning of the blocky stuff of surface qualia is desirable, and where little in the way of sensuous 

melody or sustained counterpoint diverts from pure harmonic activity.15 In other cases, a theme rather 

than a chord can be taken as the originary object, and by tracking its changes through a film we link 

neo-Riemannian methodology with more conventional approaches to thematic transformation. To 

take this stance is not to endorse a bizarre harmonic monism where only one essential and self-same 

Klang exists and every apparent difference coloring it is illusory. Plenitude still exists, but it 

manifests itself through chordal transformations rather than in an itemizable collection of chords. 

Apropos Spiderman, (and especially A Beautiful Mind, our focus in Chapter 5), the first triad within a 

                                                      
14 Harrison 2011, 548-553. 
 
15 This radical conception neo-Riemannian theory works less well for the still highly constrained repertoire for which it 
was developed, than for some modern neo-tonal music, not just for film but concert hall (analysis of the work of Jón 
Leifs, Alan Hovhanness, and Einojuhani Rautavaara would respond well to this stance). 
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cue is a single idea, morphing through many unpredictable turns of thought. Certain film topics, 

including deep thought, trance, and creativity, will be shown to most encourage this more literally 

“transformational” stance.  

 
 

III.  THEMATIC TRANSFORMATION IN JAMES NEWTON HOWARD 

 In one of its many debts to the Wagnerian operatic tradition, Hollywood has availed itself of 

leitmotif as an significatory and organizational device since its inception. Whether this was an 

appropriate or properly-adapted musical importation has been debated thoroughly, but it is clear 

that, from a practical perspective, few techniques have as much direct power over ushering the 

spectator through a film as leitmotif. Thematic transformation, the alteration of themes in musically 

substantial ways, is foremost among the procedures by which leitmotif can contribute to film 

something more subtle than mere musical underlining and heraldic announcement. Transformation 

theory, in turn, has much to offer by way of reconstructing those alterations and imputing 

dramatic—and hermeneutic—significance to their appearances. 

 David Lewin’s analysis of the Ring Cycle’s “Tarnhelm” and “Valhalla” leitmotifs is the 

prototype of this sort of thoroughly transformational thematic analysis. The two motifs, first appearing 

in Das Rheingold, have seemingly little in common, musically or dramatically. The former, a chromatic 

oscillating progression between minor triads, connotes dark magic and deception (and denotes an 

invisibility helmet). By contrast, the latter, a lengthy major-moded theme with a slightly more 

digressive B-section, connotes godly grandeur and nobility (and denotes Wotan’s palace specifically). 

Lewin’s insight is that portions of both motifs’ harmonic substance are equivalent when inversional 

equivalence of major and minor is taken into account.16 This amounts to one of transformational 

theory’s cardinal virtues: network isography, an identity of node-arrow configuration (but not node 

                                                      
16 Lewin 1992. 
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content), especially when considered under inversion. The two Wagner leitmotifs have isography 

according to the neo-Riemannian network “interpretation” Lewin makes of their structure (both 

move according to the succession L·P·SUBDOM·P). This isography is strong enough for Lewin to 

claim they could be described as “the same tunes in different [dualistically related] modes.”17 Lewin’s 

analysis reads explicitly hermeneutic relevance for this connection, allowing him to articulate the 

manner in which the forces of evil, represented by the “Tarnhelm,” manage to chromatically 

“infect” those of good—the “Tarnhelm” is an inverted shadow of a portion of the “Valhalla” motif, 

a potential  lying dormant within it, waiting for the right moment to be realized, which happens 

progressively often as the Tetralogy progresses. Lewin’s analysis is willful and contrived—the 

connection between “Valhalla” and the “Tarnhelm” is, even if dimly felt by Lewin before the 

development of his transformational methodology, exceedingly subtle and dependent on a dualistic 

mode of hearing most listeners are not used to. But it is also deeply revealing and interpretively rich, 

an exemplar of the hermeneutic potential of transformational analysis to bring more to a text than it 

started out with. 

 Extrapolating from Lewin’s analysis, we see that transformational analysis of theme 

alteration can show us two things, sometimes simultaneously: 1) how apparently divergent materials 

are the same in some fashion, and 2) how similar materials shift in their makeup over time and adapt 

to different musical contexts. Isography need not be the ultimate goal of the former—indeed, it may 

be sufficient for mere similarity to be established for a transformational connection to be of 

interpretive value. Dualistic isography, in particular, is as rare in Hollywood as it is difficult to 

discern given our listening and analytic habits, and will not occupy us for the time being. Two 

examples from composer James Newton Howard will serve to demonstrate the utility of these 

                                                      
17 ibid, 52. 
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modes of thematic-transformational-analysis. Both examples also revolve around the SLIDE-

progression, and make good use of its power to connote ambivalence and terror. 

 

1.  King Kong: In a lamentable but familiar occurrence in Hollywood, Howard Shore’s 

score to Peter Jackson’s remake of King Kong (Jackson, 2005) was rejected after Shore had composed 

and recorded its bulk. James Newton Howard was brought on to craft a replacement score, and 

given a mere five weeks to complete the task for a film that called for a huge amount of prominent 

and thickly-orchestrated music. Despite these pressures, Newton Howard produced an expansive 

and critically acclaimed (Oscar nominated) score. Its effectiveness stems in part from its tight 

thematic integration, and a well-measured serving of musical development to help the extremely 

long film (187 minutes) retain a sense of momentum towards its inevitable and tragic conclusion. 

Among the most impressive, yet subtle, instances of thematic transformation is in service of a larger 

narrative shift that Jackson’s film makes in relation to its 1933 predecessor. In the original Kong 

(Cooper and Schoedsack), the titular beast, despite the attribution of many human-like qualities, 

most crucially a fascination and desire to possess Fay Raye’s wilting heroine Anne Darrow, never 

quite transcends the category of ‘monster.’ In Jackson’s remake, great care was taken to turn Kong 

into a relatable protagonist, and his relation to Darrow (now played by Naomi Watts) is far more 

poignant for being treated as loving and mutually consensual.  

 James Newton Howard’s score is critical in rendering Kong sympathetic, and in reflecting 

the human characters’ own evolving perception of the beast. Newton Howard sets up a leitmotif for 

Kong immediately with the opening credits: a growling, four-sonority-long trombone theme sounds 

that as soon as the movie’s title appears on screen, its intended referent unmistakable. Figure 4.2 

reproduces the theme, and an attendant transformation network below. Its characteristic open fifths 

are shorn of modal information, but its aggressive guise and placement within an overall G-minor 
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cue lend it the negative valence of the minor mode without its literal components (Indeed, the 

combination of dyads E-B and Eb-Bb contain hints of both modes.) Without explicit mode, I treat it 

as a “primitive” succession of direct transpositions T9·T11·T9, which effectively pits two model 

networks containing m3-related dyads against each other by a downward major third. This is 

accomplished by a global T8 network modulation to match the discrete T11 one. This is a musical 

representation of Kong as a monster, a primitive and mysterious threat born of Western 

civilization’s deepest fears, and accompanies his terrifying first screen appearance and other 

moments of atavistic terror. For this reason I call it his “Threat” motif. 

 
Figure 4.2: Kong Threat Motif, First Appearance in “King Kong” and Analysis 

 

 
 

 
 

 Kong’s motif undergoes two significant transformations in the cue “Tooth and Claw.” This 

music accompanies an action set-piece in which the beast does death-defying battle against three 

tyrannosaurs. At the same time as he resists the carnivores’ attacks, he attempts to protect Anne 

Darrow, who inadvertently walked into these dinosaurs’ clutches in an ill-advised attempt to escape 

Kong. Kong’s arrival is heralded by the first of these thematic transformations, a fleshing out of his 
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“Threat motif” with an ascending melody as well as  some long-awaited modal information. Figure 

4.3 depicts this fairly modest transformation, along with a more confidently assertable underlying 

roman numeral progression of in C min of i§vibVIIV. Even though mode is not provided for 

the first two sonorities, and the second contains a “dissonance” of D§, the exterior C minor context 

and the submediantmajor subdominant progression is strong enough to guarantee the previous 

chords will be heard as minor Stufe in that key. I do not stop there however, as important 

information regarding the absolute relationships between these sonorities is also relevant. Assuming 

C minor and A minor Klangs for the first two events gives us the neo-Riemannian trajectory of 

PR·S·RP·M. Those paired m3-related chords of the initial “Threat” now pivoting around a SLIDE 

axis located on the submediant—a revision of the motif’s short network modulation. What were two 

dyads related by an overall global T8 are now full triads linked by L-relations (the equivalent P·T8 is 

still given to link with the parent motif). The developed motif is closed with a Modalverwandt-

powered “cadence” that returns to C minor. 

 

Figure 4.3: Kong Threat Motif, “Heroic” Appearance in “Tooth and Nail” and Analysis 
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 The last two measures of the theme in Figure 4.3 display the beginnings of an ostensibly 

new theme, which comes to be associated with Kong’s ferocious, but sad and unvoiced, dignity. 

“Tooth and Claw” culminates with a definitive pronouncement of this theme following an 

intensificatory build-up. The “Dignity” motif accompanies Kong’s gruesome defeat of the last of the 

tyrannosaurs, witnessed by Darrow with a combination of awe, fear, and gratitude. Kong beats his 

chest to the sounds of his revived “Threat” motif, which is followed by gentler and considerably 

softer music in Eb minor. Figure 4.4a reproduces, in reduced form, the majority of this climactic 

passage, along with screen actions and leitmotifs indicated between staves. Once again, a figural 

network (Figure 4.4b) is provided below to track its transformational trajectory. 

 Following a minor CICR at m. 10, the “Dignity” theme crystallizes at measures 11-15. It is a 

true example of triadic chromaticism, subject to continuous and rapid chromatic modulations within 

its phrasal boundaries that effectively discourage tonic-assignment except for the asserted, but not 

prolongationally unearned, reference points of D min (m.11), and a brief A maj (m. 17). The 

emblematic transformation here is again S, which at once prepares the theme (mm. 9-10, from Eb 

min to an inverted D maj), steers its first phrase (mm. 11-13, from D min to Db maj), and guides 

chord-to-chord motion in its second phrase (mm.15-17, G min to Gb maj, and Bb min to A maj). 

Each transformation lends a subtly distinctive affective quality to the overall theme. The overall 

preponderance of these SLIDEs, constantly readjusting the stable ground against which the 

arpeggiation-based theme struggles to remain balanced on, mimics Kong violent attempt to grapple 

with the thrashing final tyrannosaur, who eventually succumbs to Kong’s superior strength (and, 

given the film’s sympathy for him, moral force!). The mode-mirroring Ls applied to the SLIDE-

confronted D and Db pair tap that progression’s association with sentiment as well as “the epic,” 

lending a pathos-laden quality to the scene that contrasts with its general ferocity. The like-mode  
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Figure 4.4a: Kong “Threat” Full Appearance in “Tooth and Claw” and Analysis 

  

 

Figure 4.4b: Analysis of Dignity Theme 
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vaulting third progressions appear to serve more relaxational/intensificatory purposes. The RP that 

draws the music to Bb major suggests heroism and a definitive turning of the tide for Kong. 

Meanwhile, the same transformation applied to G min reverts to the role it played in m. 8: amping 

up tension, in this case before the ultimate S discharges Bb min’s pent-up negative energy onto a 

“triumphal” A-minor. 

 Whence does this “Dignity” motif derive? The fearsome final statement of his “Threat” 

motif at m. 20 (once again shorn of thirds) cannot help but draw our attention to certain latent 

similarities with the broad theme that immediately precedes it. Though the long, arching melody of 

“Dignity” has little in common in terms of melodic construction with the compact “Threat,” it is 

from the underlying harmonic makeup of that theme that “Dignity” owes its existence. Figure 4.5 

demonstrates the connection via neo-Riemannian analyses of both themes. A single model network 

composed of four triadic nodes and six transformations, shown at its bottom, is the shared source of 

both their harmonic materials. In essence, both rely on paired m3-related triads (PR/RP). These in 

turn are linked together via M and S relations. The L relation that is enabled by this coupling is 

explicit in the “Dignity” motif (as befits its more pathetic tenor) while only implicit in the “threat.” 

Thus, the underlying isographic model network that produces these chords, while not determining 

their chronological order or functional implications (or lack thereof), fully describes their 

interrelationships. In the “Threat” motif, S shifts between modally-mixed submediant triads and M 

stands in as a quasi-cadential means of returning the subdominant to the minor tonic. In “Dignity,” 

these two progressions are more or less loosed from any specific tonal mooring, and only occur 

between strictly non-adjacent chords.  

 Subsequent iterations of “Dignity,” where Kong is seen by Darrow to be unfairly and cruelly 

attacked (and eventually killed), bear the intended affective profile of the theme as one of grandeur 
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and pathos, perhaps even with a tinge of guilt. Casting the “Dignity” theme in this way as a more 

mature transformational sibling of “Threat” fits with a broader reading of the score, in which 

Newton Howard helps construct a sympathetic portrayal of the titular creature. By gradually 

metamorphosing Kong’s short and embryonic “Threat” motif into a more dignified and empathy-

producing theme, Newton Howard subverts expectations he himself sets up about Kong’s nature as 

a pure monster. The “Threat” motif transforms along with the audience’s relation to Kong, from 

viewing him unfairly as an antagonist to protagonist and the most sympathetic character in the film.  

 
Figure 4.5: Kong “Threat” and “Dignity” motifs Thematic Transformational Analysis 
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2.  The Sixth Sense: The SLIDE operation, which colors “Kong’s Dignity Motif” 

proves even more of a unifying harmonic device in Newton Howard’s score to the thriller The Sixth 

Sense (Shyamalan, 1999). The film is structured as a double ghost story. Its first supernatural 

revelation is that a young boy named Cole (Haley Joel Osment) can see and communicate with the 

dead; its second is that his psychiatrist Malcolm (Bruce Willis) is himself deceased, a walking shade 

who by the film’s climax realizes and accepts his condition. The score’s chief thematic particle is 

dusky motif, a “motto” in Lloyd Whitesell’s words that is heard unambiguously on ten occasions.18 I 

choose to label this “The Enigma Motif,” which is reproduced in Figure 4.6, although Whitesell’s 

more neutral name has its justification as well, as its semiotic target is indefinite as best. The 

thematic unit consists of little more than a two chord oscillation between SLIDE-related partners, 

adorned with a slender and ambiguous melody. For most of the film, its immediate referent is 

compulsively undetermined. By regarding it as an “Enigma,” I emphasize its role as a recurrent 

harmonic curiosity and deliberately floating signifier, suited for subtle frisson rather than outright 

denotation.19 Carolyn Abbate describes the motif as a “hieroglyph” that drives the listener to search 

out “hidden meaning with an unreadable but transfixing object without knowing what [it signifies]. 

The very fact that the ‘glyph’ is not legible contributes to the sense of mysterious import. The theme 

marks moments when something unknowable or unthinkable is referenced.”20 This glyph’s 

appearances cluster around moments in which Malcolm is occupied with the narrative’s riddles. 

How is he to aid the troubled minds he encounters as a psychiatrist? What is the nature of Cole’s 

                                                      
18 Whitesell 2010, 210.  
 
19 Whitesell characterizes it similarly, noting “it is an instance of an indeterminate musical theme—a prominent idea 
suggesting semantic content without being clearly anchored to a specific meaning. The use of such a theme can 
introduce an added layer of intrigue to the unfolding narrative, leading the listener to deduce and weigh possible 
meanings in the hopes of eventual clarification.” ibid, 210. 
 
20 Carolyn Abbate, personal correspondence 16/12/2009. 
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supernatural gift? Ultimately, what accounts for the intangible “offness” of his own subjective 

experience of the plot’s unfolding?  

  
Figure 4.6: The Sixth Sense: “Enigma Motif,” as heard in “Main Titles” 

 

 
 

 The underlying progression of “The Enigma,” a slip from a minor to major triad with third 

acting as common tone, could not be a clearer instantiation of SLIDE, in the above instance 

powering the oscillation between C# minor and C major. SLIDE’s popularity in film (and extreme 

suitability to this particular dramatic context) owes largely to its many intrinsic harmonic features 

that easily map onto weird and divided affective states. These intrinsic aspects include but are not 

limited to: the inability to inhabit diatonic contexts; the commingling of immanent indicators of 

extreme tonal proximity with extreme diatonic remoteness; and the uncanny enharmonic 

reorientation of the triadic third, especially when retained prominently displayed in an outer-voice as 

in the “Enigma.” All these factors lead to a characteristic affect perhaps best summarized by the 

descriptor “ambivalence.”21 For any aspect of the progression that projects a vast gulf, there is 

another that projects uneasy intimacy. SLIDE-related harmonies thus act like triadic doppelgangers 

or secret sharers, with first sound always harboring the hidden shadow of the other. In the 

“Enigma” motif, Newton Howard takes advantage of the progression’s eerily enharmonically-
                                                      
21 This is precisely the affect Whitesell, entirely independently, uses to describe the “Enigma’s” quality (Whitesell, 208). 
For much more in depth investigation of this progression, its historical and stylistic usage, its intrinsic features and 
reasons for ascribing “ambivalence” as a associative label, see Lehman 2011. 
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reinterpreted common third (B§) by leaving it hovering above the sliding bass and tenor lines. 

Further peculiarity is produced by the tail of the motif, drifting wraithlike over the #4th and b7th of 

the C-major triad; this hint of the acoustic scale, although not sharply dissonant (as in more 

conventionally “horror” idioms employed by Newton Howard) insures that the SLIDE from minor 

to major cannot be interpreted easily as a “resolution.”22 The theme hovers, quite literally, between 

irreconcilable tonal realms. 

 The Sixth Sense’s plot ostensibly centers on Malcolm and Cole’s efforts to resolve the 

lingering problems of deceased individuals through Cole’s ability to commune with post-mortem 

subjects. This sense of dangling irresolution is also constantly reenacted by the score, with each 

iteration of the Enigma motif evoking a quiet sense of curiosity or hovering dread without 

specifying what it is the viewer should be dreading. Yet even if it does come to be vaguely associated 

with undeath, Abbate’s attribution of intentional illegibility remains in effect—the audience is never 

quite sure what the motif is pointing to. The “Enigma” appears, for example, at a critical juncture 

mid-film when Cole shares with Malcolm his secret, that he sees dead people. The annunciation of 

the motif (transposed to C# minC maj7
#11) in “Cole’s Secret” is one way among many that the film 

covertly divulges Malcolm’s undeath to the audience. Others, perhaps less overt, ride on transformed 

versions of the “Enigma” and its attendant SLIDE progression.  One example is the cue “Tape of 

Vincent.” This accompanies a pivotal supernatural discovery in which Malcolm hears concrete 

evidence of the existence of ghosts in a recording of an old patient (and begins to understand Cole’s 

condition), Newton Howard omits the melodic outline of the “Enigma” altogether. He instead 

presents a SLIDE embedded within the context of another of the film’s themes. The progression is 

                                                      
22 This would require a strange but loosely plausible initial hearing of biiI. 
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represented figurally in Figure 4.7a. In this context, it acts as a chromatic pivot point to prepare a 

more straightforwardly unheimlich H(exatonic Pole) cadence.23  

 

Figure 4.7a: SLIDE as facilitating a HEXPOLE (PLP) cadence in “Tape of Vincent” 
                                                                               

 
 

 
 The potency of SLIDE across this score is sufficiently great that we might wish to read the 

rest of this progression as more pervasively (and perversely) steered by that progression than initially 

meets the ear. For example, the tonicdominant oscillation that initiates “Tape of Vincent,” 

difficult at first glance to reckon as anything other than a common-place functional progression, 

emits enough whiffs of Enigma-like behavior to raise the possibility of a different hearing. These 

factors include: its ponderous harmonic rhythm and arpeggio heavy phrase structure; its general 

sinuous melodic contour; the acoustic-scale derived #4th of the second chord; the retention of the 

common tone E§ (the same pitch held during the literal SLIDE at progression’s end); and most 

saliently the inversion of E major to be rooted on G#. All these factors converge to lend the “Tape” 

a vague redolence of the Enigma proper. Therefore, Figure 4.7a also includes a shadow 

transformation of S·PL between A and E, to indicate that the SLIDE partner of G# is repressed in 

favor of a less ambiguous, less traumatic destination of E. The effect of this hearing is to view 

                                                      
23 Cohn 2004 introduces the “hexatonic pole” as an absolute progression and recipient of a long history of association 
with states such as undeath, doubles, and other traditionally “uncanny” targets. 
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SLIDE as a force that bubbles up from unconscious (A to E) to consciousness, with the arrival of 

C§ that matches Malcolm’s epiphany regarding the reality of ghosts—a reality he has not yet grasped 

pertains to his own state as well.  

 An even more baroque of an interpretation of “Tape of Vincent” would be to note the 

semitonal slip from A minor to Ab minor that frames the progression,24 and treat it as another 

eluded SLIDE, this time by SLIDE’s own shadow (in inversional terms), P. In fact, every possible 

chord-relation—direct and indirect—could be interpreted in terms of SLIDE, although diminishing 

returns of a both hermeneutic and practical nature quickly takes effects, as the salience of Enigma-

like qualities drops off. (There is little independent reason to link A minor and C minor, for 

example, by S·RL). Nevertheless, there is a certain irresistibility to the “poltergeist” analysis of 

Figure 4.7b, where SLIDE haunts every corner of the sequence, just as secret spirits occupy every 

physical space in Shyamalan’s film. That it takes a special, perverse and perhaps SLIDE-traumatized 

ear to recognize this progression analogizes with Cole’s special curse of seeing ghosts wherever he 

steps. Yet we would do well not to forget the fundamental outrageousness of this overhearing, 

which tries so obsessively to locate the hermeneutically valuable thing (SLIDE) everywhere it looks. 

This tendency, which can become quite profligate in some strands of transformational analysis, will 

be examined with a more critical eye in the next chapter. 

Figure 4.7b: An underworld of repressed SLIDES in “Tape of Vincent” 
 

 

                                                      
24 Whitesell 2010 (209-222) notes this tonal gesture has dramatic import elsewhere in the score as well.  
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 The transformations of the “Enigma” motif culminate late in the film during its 

denouement. There is little surprise that the “Enigma,” to the extent that it is the score’s outstanding 

harmonic riddle, should play a prominent part in the film’s final “twist,” in which Malcolm arrives at 

the revelation that he is no longer alive. The musical passage for this moment of metaphysical 

epiphany, from the cue “Malcolm is Dead,” is summarized in Figure 4.8. It begins with a 

progression from a Tarnhelm-tinted G# minor to G minor, setting up the semitonal motion between 

minor triads that defines the dark, horrific tenor of the discovery. (These are both pedal tones, with 

subordinate harmonies listed above in brackets).  

 
Figure 4.8: Analysis of “Malcolm is Dead” revelation sequence 

 

 
 

Following an atonal crescendo, a grim knell of C# and C minor accompanies Malcolm’s mortal 

anagnorisis, as he painfully relives his own death. Strings and trumpet sound the Enigma melody, 

and it becomes quickly clear that Newton is presenting a warped and negatively valenced version of 

the hitherto simply ambiguous Enigma harmonic kernel. A climactic snatch of SLIDE from C to Cb 

major follows, acting as part of a larger modulatory progression down a third (as in “Tape of 

Vincent”), now to Bb min. The onset of a flashback to the moment of Malcolm’s actual death 

heralds one last, unaltered Enigma iteration on bbA. With it, the harmonic connection between 

the c#c knell and the score’s mystery motif is cemented unambiguously. 
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 Figure 4.8’s transformational analysis of the passage treats relevant portions of the 

progression as though they derive from the contextually-salient Leitharmonie of SLIDE. The Enigma 

variant here stems from the appendage of a P operation to the normative S. The compound S·P 

inverts first about the third, then on the third itself. The resultant shift (c#c) is pc-identical to T11, 

but the hermeneutic dimension imputed by a SLIDE-based reading over a simple transposition-

based renders the difference in reading actually quite significant. In watching (and re-watching) The 

Sixth Sense, an attentive viewer will take note of numerous visual clues sprinkled through the film 

that are revisited in the “Malcolm is Dead” scene as part of the movie’s moment of “big reveal.” 

Such clues as Malcolm’s suddenly icy breath (associated with the presence of ghosts) and an un-

openable red doorknob (red as associated with death, the door with mystery) are emphasized visually 

during the twist sequence. Collectively, these clues have effectively indicated Malcolm’s state 

throughout the film, and only now in the final scene is their deathly referent unambiguous. Newton 

Howard’s score accomplishes the same task here; in applying the dark P tint to the motif’s SLIDE 

progression, Newton Howard retroactively calls attention to all previous instances of the “Enigma” 

theme, demonstrating that SLIDE’s true signified is the enigma of death. The cue’s harmonic 

denouement at last associates the motivic cipher with its target—dead Malcolm—and with this 

mystery finally brought to light, he, together with audience, can begin to make his quietus. 

 For all its explanatory power, there is something too tidy about this reading. In “solving” the 

hieroglyph, the P·S transformational account would seem to sap the musical symbol of precisely 

those “unknowable” intrinsic qualities Abbate rightly suggests make it appropriate for mapping onto 

undeath in the first place. For this reason, we should not be so hasty to rule out alternative readings 

of c#c, or of SLIDE’s transformational character at large. T11, formerly ruled out as insensitive to 

the motivic development of “Enigma’s” S operation, deserves a second consideration. In my initial 
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reading, I treated P as though its purpose was to mask the more basic and “true” S Leitharmonie. 

However, we might more provocatively interpret SLIDE itself as the deceiver—a harmonic red 

herring, masking an even more basic, and affectively darker, T11 progression between minor triads, 

heard undisguised only in the film’s morose penultimate moments. In order to demonstrate differing 

understandings of the harmonic makeup of the score’s Enigma,  Figure 4.9 displays two non-

isographic networks for the same grouping of three related chords and transformations. 4.9a 

privileges SLIDE as a harmonic mystery clarified, rather than put into further question, by its 

unceremonious mortification by P. There it takes the form of the compound SP transformation. 

4.9b, on the other hand, right privileges T11—and thereby death in its negative, rather than 

mysterious aspect—as the hidden motivator behind the entire score. All previous SLIDE 

progressions are to be interpreted as T11·P, compounds; the puzzle lies in the fact that death (T11) is 

being covered up by the uncanny elusiveness of P, and it is only at Malcolm’s anagnorisis that the P 

varnish is stripped away. Ironically, it is not SLIDE’s meaning that shifts the most dramatically 

across these two networks (since it is effectively reduced out of the latter). Rather, it is a never-

directly heard P; in 4.10a, the PARALLEL transformation is an agent of epistemic illumination, and 

in 4.9b a force of misdirection. 

 This latter reading does not truly heed Abbate’s implicit warning to avoid seeking a 

“solution” to this progression. The alternate harmonic reading simply locates a solution in a slightly 

less obvious place. In order to truly do the “Enigma” theme semiotic justice, we must accept that 

both 4.9a and 4.9b offer equally plausible but incomplete stories behind its underlying progression 

and the narrative arc its alteration entails. Therefore, the best approach will be to leave the analysis 

open, vacillating between apparently incommensurable hermeneutic alternatives, just as the SLIDE 

progression seems to phase between shadowy and irreconcilable candidates for tonicity. Deferral of 
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interpretive finality, far from being an abdication of analytic accountability, is in this and many other 

instances, the only responsible tactic to take. Transformational analysis is valuable not because it 

“decides” analysis for us, but because it can draw out the connections and differences between 

alternative hearings in a clear and vivid way. 

 
Figure 4.9: Alternate Interpretations of SLIDE in Context of The Sixth Sense 

 
  a) SLIDE as Original,    b) SLIDE as Derivative 

  SP as Twisted Variant      Masked Variant of T11P 
 

 
 
 

IV.  SPACE AND PERSPECTIVE IN HOWARD SHORE’S LORD OF THE  
  RINGS 
 

The Wagnerian inheritance at play King Kong and The Sixth Sense is also clearly at work in 

Howard Shore’s three scores for Peter Jackson’s Lord of the Rings Trilogy (Fellowship of the Rings, 2001; 

The Two Towers, 2002; Return of the King, 2003). In these three ambitiously leitmotivically-linked scores, 

Shore also assumes a pointedly Wagnerian harmonic idiom. In music critic Alex Ross’ estimation, 

Shore “manages the admirable feat of summoning up a Wagnerian atmosphere without copying the 

original. He knows the science of harmonic dread.”25 Ross goes on to detail how Shore’s adoption 

of “brooding, meandering strings of chords” free of “the neat strictures of classical harmony” 

harkens directly back to Wagner—even to the extent that Shore avails himself of the “Tarnhelm 

                                                      
25 Ross 2003.  
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Progression” (Ross all but identifies it as such) to color Tolkien’s equally invisibility bestowing ring.26 

The Lord of the Rings, in other words, is a goldmine of cinematic triadic chromaticism.  

Besides motivic characterization, one of the tasks Shore’s music is routinely called upon for 

is to suggest shifts in visual perspective, often so as to underline the disparity between the film’s 

enormous spectacles and the human personae that bear witness to them. (This extends to the 

protagonists as well as the audience!) This juxtaposition of the sublime and the intimate is produced 

musically in a number of ways, several of which can be best characterized by transformational 

concerns. Here I investigate just two, both from the first film, The Fellowship of the Ring, in which the 

treatment of voice leading and distinct chromatic progressions contribute equally to the 

manipulation of cinematic perspective.  

 

1.  “Aniron”: In one of the few allusions to film music’s amenability to neo-Riemannian 

analysis, Guy Capuzzo enlists the cue “Aniron” from Howard Shore’s The Lord of the Rings: The 

Fellowship of the Ring (2002), using it as an example of parsimony across chromatic third relations in 

an article on pop music and NRT.27 Capuzzo’s analysis isolates a passage that accompanies an 

ominous conversation between characters Aragorn and Arwen, shortly before a scene change reveals 

the two are romantically involved. Shore provides a brief chorale preamble to accompany their 

dialogue, an elliptical discussion of Aragorn’s burden as secret heir to the throne. A scenic transition 

from the city Rivendell to a secluded bridge allows Shore’s music to smoothly transition into 

“Aniron” proper, a vocalise written by Enya to set the mood for Aragorn and Arwen’s nocturnal 

tryst. The constitutive progression (which Capuzzo provides, with a slight inaccuracy, in a reduction) 

                                                      
26 This is, in fact, a revealing mischaracterization of the ring’s motivic harmonic progression, which is T11/1 between 

minor triads (e.g. F minorE minor). 
 
27 Capuzzo 2004, 196-197. 
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proceeds as in Figure 4.10a, while my own analysis is given in 4.10b, with a mix of linear and 

transformational orthography.28  

 Capuzzo notes that the “passage is shot through with chromatic third relations and p 

parsimony [literally sounded retention of common tones], a few octave doublings and register shifts 

notwithstanding.” His reduction, which segregates the progression into three registral streams, 

shows a taut semitonal continuity from sonority to sonority, especially in the upper voices. While 

not revelatory (one expects most chorale-like textures such as “Aniron” to exhibit relatively sleek 

voice-leading in all parts), Capuzzo’s analysis does highlight the way in which chromatic third 

relations are the result of harmonized neighbor motions involving alternation between root and 

inverted chords. This may well be the result of the passage’s motivic derivation from the  

“Rivendell” theme, which is comprised of little more than to LP related chords, each of which is 

internally ornamented by a 5-b6-5 pattern (the essence of L). During the vocal portion of the passage 

(after the arrival of the second G#), Enya’s melodic line rests on the common-tone G#, while inner 

voices simultaneously alternate B and B# (P) and D# and E (L). This LP compound differs from the 

non-literal LP that linked the root-position A and F min at cue’s onset. Along with the comparatively 

non-parsimonious transition to C major in second inversion, the overall trajectory is from greater 

contrast between chords to less. Shore uses the shift in contrast as a tranquilizing effect, matching in 

harmonic content the move from the weighty realm of kingly responsibility into the private, safe 

world of Aragorn and Arwen’s romance.  

 

 

 

 

                                                      
28 The initial F minor chord is not in first inversion, as Capuzzo puts forth, and the first G# triad to appear is major, not 

minor. This hurts Capuzzo’s claim that the passage is strictly governed by realized (not abstract) parsimony somewhat. 
Mostly affected is the smoothness of his reduced bass line, which is considerably jumpier.  
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Figure 4.10a: Capuzzo’s Analysis of Lead in to “Aniron”  
In “Neo-Riemannian Theory and the Analysis of Pop-Rock Music.”  

Music Theory Spectrum 26.2. 2004. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.10b: Lead in to “Aniron” from Fellowship of the Ring  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The relaxing effect by progressive streamlining of voice-leading is reinforced by the overall 

harmonic exhalation from A min to G# maj. The bulk of the progression occupies a hexatonic 

space. Shore begins with the ill connotations of the “Tarnhelm progression”29 (LP), acting within the 

A-F-C# hexatonic system. Subsequent motion to C suggests either tonicization of F minor (or a bIII 

waypoint still within A minor), or the entry into a different hexatonic sphere, G#-E-C. Only the 

latter is actualized; indeed a major-third cycle is initiated once C is reached that “fills in” the space of 

                                                      
29 Matthew Bribitzer Stull, 2007. 
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the Northern hexatonic system. The key by progression’s end (by virtue of its reiteration and root 

position), G#, is the SLIDE-partner of the starting triad, A, which could “reasonably” be expected to 

return as proper tonic as late as the first E6 triad, as part of a typically Shore-esque progression: 

ibvibIIIV6
i. The overall motion thus achieves a kind of global SLIDE from the dark A 

minor to the softly lit warmth of G# major. This is gained not by direct motion, but by 

parsimonious recasting of E as LP-partner of G#, rather than DOM of A minor. Perhaps the finest 

touch here is how the LP bringing about G# maj occurs at the moment Arwen begins whispering to 

Aragorn in Elvish instead of speaking in English—a model usage of LP in its capacity to suggest 

otherworldliness and magic. 

 

2.   “Argonath”: Thus far in our analyses, we have portrayed transformation networks 

as mostly figural (event-based), with only a few partaking of formal configuration (spatial, abstractly-

based). Figure 4.4 from King Kong features both, but only in a segregated manner, with the figural 

NRO-procession of the two leitmotifs “reduced” to a temporally indeterminate formal network that 

captures important aspects of both. Figural networks may still be arrayed in such a way that 

important formal relationships are made clear. This is a strategy worth adopting for passages that 

evince different, sometimes retrospectively apparent levels of hierarchy (as in Figure 4.8), but where 

linear chronology, rather than a constellation of abstract relations, is still the primary motor that 

directs the shape of the network. When we admit network designs based on a more free 

combination of figural and formal impulses, suddenly a variety of unusual and potentially 

paradoxical musical spaces are made available for representation.  

 Under what circumstances would the blending (and potential confusion) temporality and 

spatial relationships in music be analytically desirable, fit for portrayal in a mixed figural/formal 
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network? As has been repeated argued by theorists for each medium, film and music are an “art of 

time,” having a special ability to manipulate temporal perception (or at the very least present 

situations where it is advantageous to interpret its events as though they were manipulating time). 

The following example, the “Argonath” sequence, from The Lord of the Rings demonstrates that filmic 

context can make it analytically advantageous to indicate slowing, suspension, even reversal of musical 

time. In these cases, the shape of a figurally-formally blended network can capture intuitions about a 

passage where strict adherence to one or the other cannot. 

 The Lord of the Rings film trilogy is the ne plus ultra of spectacle-laden Hollywood blockbuster 

in the first decade of the twenty-first century. Most of its running time features some combination 

of mountain spanning landscapes, giant and ancient structures, staggeringly large battles, and 

wonders of CGI animation. The trilogy’s multiple plots often seem to take a back seat to lengthy 

scenic or action set-pieces that deliver no new information or host any crucial narrative motivation. 

Film theorist Geoff King identifies a critical tendency to regard this emphasis on spectacle as a 

detriment to narrative coherence: “Spectacle is seen as a source of distraction or interruption. Our 

focus on narrative development is halted while we sit back to contemplate with 

amazement/pleasure/horror (or whatever particular reaction) the sheer sensory richness of the 

audio-visual experience.”30 This is a claim about temporal perception; narrative’s proper ineluctable 

momentum forward in time is interrupted in favor of a temporally passive form of pure but 

undirected jouissance. King criticizes this assumption heavily and justly: Hollywood spectacular set-

pieces are often tightly motivated to overall narrative, feature their own internal narrative logic, and 

even at their most episodic do not intrinsically detract from the intelligibility of a larger plot.31 But it 

                                                      
30 King, 179. 
 
31 “If the principal business is the delivery of spectacle, this still has to be done effectively. Many spectacular 
blockbusters display carefully honed narrative structures designed not just unceremoniously to unload a series of great 
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remains the case that spectacle has an ability to slow down large-scale narrative urgency, or (in an 

unacknowledged but plausible possibility) to speed it up. The question we shall now pursue is to 

what extent music can contribute to this temporality-manipulation-by-spectacle—whether it is 

limited to the role of grandiose underlining and reiteration, or if it can play a more active part in 

constructing a scene’s temporality. 

 Late in The Fellowship of the Ring and shortly before its climactic battle, the film provides the 

most impressive of its many awe-inspiring location spectacles, with a combination of footage of the 

fellowship travelling down a huge river (shot, along with everything else, against the dramatic 

backdrops of New Zealand) and a pair of gigantic, centuries-old stone statues, the “Argonath,” that 

flank a narrow river pass. These statues, carved centuries before, elicit a silently sublime reaction 

from the characters. Figure 4.11 produces the script for this scene, which, for its apparent 

suspension of forward momentum lasts a surprisingly short 70 seconds.32 Besides moving from a 

fairly arbitrary point A to point B, nothing happens here beyond the stunning spectacle.  

 Howard Shore’s musical cue for the scene gradually crescendos from hushed to completely 

foregrounded. The sequence begins an ascending choral melody on one of Tolkien’s invented 

tongues, and culminates with a tutti rendition of the series’ “Ring” motif, in this case as a marker, 

ominous but also somehow sad, of the unthinkably long deep history behind every aspect of 

Tolkien/Jackson’s Middle Earth. The sequence plays with scope and perspective on both visual and 

musical levels. The audience is afforded different views of the duoliths and their spatial relation to 

the band of protagonists. First we see the vaguely discernible statues at a great distance, then close-

ups of the members of the Fellowship as awareness of the effigies’ scope dawns on them. This is 

                                                                                                                                                                           
dollops of action-spectacle but to engage viewers and to increase the impact of the action and spectacle by locating it in 
relation to character and plot.” ibid, 202. 
 
32 Lord of the Rings: Fellowship of the Rings (screenplay Fran Walsh, Phillipa Boyens, Peter Jackson). From the Internet 
Movie Script Database, http://www.imsdb.com/scripts/Lord-of-the-Rings-Fellowship-of-the-Ring,-The.html, accessed 
9/22/2011. 
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followed by a full, spatially-orienting establishing shot of the two statues to occupy most of the 

frame with the Fellowships’ boat in the foreground. More close-ups of the Fellowship follow, and 

then, as they navigate directly past the Argonath, only partial views. A gigantic foot of one of the 

statues is shown to completely dwarf the protagonist’s skiffs when they are juxtaposed in the same 

image. This last shot is the definitive establishment of visual scale, and Shore tellingly uses the 

moment to start a new paragraph, using music of a surer footing (the “Ring”) thanks to leitmotivic 

and harmonic familiarity. 

 Figure 4.11: Argonath Scene in Screenplay Format 
 
EXT. PILLARS OF THE KINGS, RIVER ANDUIN--DAWN 

 

The Three Elven boats drift slowly through the steep rocky gorge in the Pre-dawn light.  

CLOSE ON:  ARAGORN, slowly paddling in the stern. 

 

 ARAGORN (quietly): Frodo. 

Frodo slowly looks up, his eyes widening with amazement.  

Wide on: Two enormous rock statues, towering like 300 foot pinnacles on either side of the river...carved   

images of Gondorian kings of old. They loom over the boats with power and majesty. 

 

      ARAGORN (CONT'D): The Argonath... 

Close on: Aragorn...strangely moved by the beauty of the silent sentinels. He speaks, almost as if to himself. 

 

       ARAGORN (CONT'D) (deeply moved):  Long have I desired to look upon the kings of old...my kin. 

The fellowship stare in stunned silence as the current takes 

them through the narrow gap between the Statues' feet. 

WIDE ON: Craning up past the statues vast crumbling heads, to reveal a large lake only a mile down river... 

 

 Prior to that decisive establishment of scale, Shore’s music is tasked with generating a 

mounting sense of awe. Like the image, the score opens the question of scale but plays with it, rather 

than fixing the music’s spatial dimensions definitively. Figure 4.12 offers in reduction of the bulk of 

the sequence, along with a simple figural transformational analysis.  
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Figure 4.12: Argonath Sequence Reduction and Neo-Riemannian Analysis 
 

 
 
 
Several important perspectival and spatial components of this cue benefit from this reduced analysis. 

First, it makes easily observable the climb in tessitura across different versions of G 

(G3Gb4G#5, allowing for enharmonically different spellings) conveys an impression of effortful 

upward craning. The unusual heptatonic scale the melody hews to (F#-G-Ab-B-C#-D-Eb, or pc-set 7-

20) effectively flanks the root and fifth of the (very weakly asserted) G-major tonic with double-

chromatic neighbor tones. The combination of these two voice-leading effects is a simultaneous 

constricting and expanding quality, appropriate for the musical reproduction of a sort of tunnel-

vision that leads towards a gigantic vista at its endpoint. 

 Transformational features enhance this sense of spectacular envelopment. The sequence’s 

two main visual synch points—the reveal of the Argonath and the cutaway to its feet—are framed 

by mirror transformations, first RP and then PR. These together erect the harmonic arena in which 

the rest of the passage will play out. The flow of harmonic novelty is constant; with the exception of 

S, no single transformation is repeated on the same species of triad in the same way. Each step of 
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the progression provides a new harmonic vista, and no sooner is one transformation established 

than musical perspective is widened by the introduction of another. No more than a single motion (a 

singular L between Eb and B major) is diatonic, and this along with the constant revising of surface-

level transformation types, cannot but frustrate tonal position finding. Compounded with the 

hierarchically undifferentiated metrical structure (little more than a 2+2+2+… succession propelled 

by a gradual crescendo), this helps loosen the predictable, end-goal projecting temporality of 

tonality. Nevertheless, the progression is brief enough that sheer short-term memory should suffice 

to render G major upon its reappearance at m.11 and re-SLIDING at m.12, as a familiar sonority. 

Yet because it appears first within a two-measure unit, rather than second as it does in m. 11, G maj 

cannot claim “tonicity” by virtue of a tense-relaxed micro-metrical pattern. Instead, G# at m. 12 

becomes the newly stronger locale, and, in classic S behavior, appears to dislodge any vestigial 

stability existing in the passage’s tonal structure.  

 Handy though these observations may be, a purely figural approach leaves out and 

misrepresents some important aspects of Shore’s cue. Neither the music nor the scene it inhabits 

project an irresistibly linear, driving temporality. Yes, there is a visual and musical telos: the 

authoritative establishment of scale and the annunciation of the “Ring” motif. However, the 

essential task of the music is to evoke a space rather than to punctuate specific actions or usher the 

narrative along. Furthermore, a blow-by-blow approach leaves a number of important tonal 

relationships analytically untapped. The solution is not to adopt a wholly formal network, but rather 

to integrate aspects of the cue’s harmonic design that push it forward towards a telos with those that 

meander in a more suspended timeframe.  

 Figure 4.13 presents a number of candidate networks; like my analysis of The Sixth Sense, 

these are not meant to compete for the final analytic say, but rather offer alternatives that reflect 
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hermeneutically distinct but equally viable hearings. Starting with Figure 4.13a, a diachronic “spine” 

for the cue is isolated, adhering to the normative left-right layout of a figural timeline. It is intended 

to capture the overall progress of the cue, with the framing minor-third progressions PR and RP 

placed somewhat above the spine, existing slightly outside the harmonic universe of the “Argonath.” 

These bookends bring about the time-suspension effect , which is indicated by their slightly diagonal 

orientation. Those directed arrows contrast with the flat timeline-like plane that draws the passage’s 

triad from eb to g#, pivoting around a central G axis that generates the sequence’s two most 

unheimlich progressions, LPL (the hexatonic pole) and S. 

 

Figure 4.13a: “Argonath” Diachronic Spine 
 

 
 
 The tonal space around that diachronic axis is filled-out in Figure 4.13b. The network 

renders explicit the transformational equivalence of the move from Eb minor to G# minor (LPL·S), 

encapsulated in the model network label , with the later move from Bb minor to Eb (PL·PS). This 

equivalence is treated as a global -network modulation of T7. The temporal layout is designed to 

suggest that these two horizontal segments amount to forward-driving, directed progressions. 

Meanwhile, the PRP discrete network modulation echoes the role of the kindred octatonic bookend  

RP and PL progressions, marking in effect the passage of time. The chromatic minor third 
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progression occurs slightly after the cut to the wide-angle shot of the statues, and contributes to the 

moment that the Argonath’s staggering size truly sinks in. With the motion from D minor to D#, a 

time-reversing IDENT relation blows Shore’s triad back to the original alpha-network. I give these two 

chords rooted on pc 3 different enharmonic spellings. This distinction is made not because of 

different functional implications, or even to suggest that the “enharmonic seam” is crossed there 

(functional harmony is required to make the enharmonic seam meaningful), but rather to illustrate 

the different harmonic qualia these chords possess. In measure 3 Eb minor sounds like the beginning 

of an uncertain path. In measure 9, D#  is heard more like a way-station in the midst of a highly 

unstable and unpredictable grander motion (its second inversion bass-pitch contributes to this 

transitional character as well).  

 
Figure 4.13b: “Argonath” Mixed Figural/Formal Analysis – Transposition and Return 
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In Figure 4.13c I present an alternative network with less of a trace of figural motivation, more 

aimed at representing time’s complete suspension. It attempts to realize graphically how Shore is not 

propelling the music forward in time, but rather allowing the tonal space around a central G major 

triad to dilate and contract. Correspondingly, it is more circular in design, and involves additional 

implied triads to round out its implicit cycles. All local chord relations remain the same as in Figure 

4.13b; it is the space these relations inhabit that has changed. The diagram emphasizes the relaxed 

meandering around G major as a constituent of the Eastern Hexatonic system (G-B-Eb), which 

“bends” the core diachronic axis with circular diversions, including one to the adjacent Southern 

Hex-System. The Hex-Systems are indicated by model networks E and S. Note that though they 

contain the same triads as the  networks above, these sub-networks are pointedly non-isographic; 

the different implied triads within their spans make  and  strikingly distinct partitions of tonal 

space. Time effectively comes to a halt with entry to the Southern system S, and the diachronic 

impetus is only fully regained once G major is returned to the second time (and from there, it is off 

to the surer footing of the “Ring” motif). With one exception, the formal arrangement presents only 

marginally new abstract relationships. It opts instead to paint the larger spatio-temporal perspective 

of the cue in a different light.33 In the Argonath sequence, harmony in effects moves first out, then 

back in, to narrative chronology. The second, circularly conceived network asks us to hear the music 

as projecting an “out-of-time” quality by dint of its triadic chromaticism, just as the film’s 

protagonists (and movie theater audiences) are asked to muse, bewildered, on the lost-to-time 

monumentality of these statues.  

                                                      
33 The exception is an implied connection between D minor and G major, PRP·LPL which provides a nice symmetry 

around G by reading the departure chord from S as returning to W with a variant of the same PRP that brought it there 

in the first place. The fact that it overshoots its goal by an L is nicely corroborated by the next move, which “corrects” 

that by taking the triad to B, the overshot L-partner of Eb minor itself. However, with visual clutter in mind, the a gray 

implied arrow between D and Eb minor is not shown.  
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Figure 4.13c: “Argonath” Mixed Figural/Formal Analysis – Hexatonic Time Suspension 
 

 

 
 
 

V.  CONTINUITY AND CHANGE IN DANNY ELFMAN’S SPIDERMAN 

 With thorough-going triadic chromaticism comes the potential for a special expressive 

musical genre: triadic-Klang process music. Conventional diatonically tonal music focuses on the 

tonic as a conceptually ever-present entity, breathing functional and hierarchical meaning into each 

event within its span. Triadic-Klang process music, on the other hand, so obscures or frustrates the 

stability of a tonic through rapid and continual chromatic swerves and veers, that harmonic 

intelligibility is redirected to another source. The ear follows the initial triad as a true subject of 

transformation, a twisting, morphing vessel to host change but retaining its ontological identity as 

“the Klang” of the music. As contributors to overall chord-to-chord continuity, common-tone 
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retention and voice-leading parsimony can greatly amplify this impression, as can repetitive textures 

and unobtrusive melodies. Specific key regions are relevant only insofar as they might provide a 

surprising or bracing new vista—not their status as prolonged or hierarchically elevated destinations.  

 

1.   Main Title: Danny Elfman’s score to Spiderman (Raimi, 2002) presents a 

hermeneutically fertile instance of this mode of hearing. At the center of soundtrack’s remarkably 

pervasive triadic chromaticism is the titular superhero’s leitmotif. This theme is reproduced in 

Figure 4.14 as it appears within the film’s main title sequence, where it is subject to its longest-

breathed and most chromatically impatient variation. While almost entirely comprised of consonant 

triads, Elfman’s harmonization is restlessly modulatory and aggressively defiant of clear tonic-

projection. Long-stemmed bass-notes indicate the strongest candidates for tonic during any given 

brief span, but it should be understood that the hierarchical implications of these stations often 

overlap in ambiguous ways, and the ear is much more likely to adopt a triadic-Klang processive 

mode of listening than a key-region hierarchical one. C# minor is barely established for a half of the 

first measure before a swing to G major disrupts its diatonic field, appearing in retrospect to tonicize 

either E or B major. Thus begins a tonal-space-vaulting cascade of unusual triadic juxtapositions 

with brief but quickly-dislodged windows of provisional stability. The labile melody, which almost 

seems written to support chromatic motions rather than stand on its own anti-lyrical legs, provides a 

metrically and phrasally conventional edifice. But this foursquare quality can only partially contain 

the initial chord’s wild and unpredictable vagaries.  

 Dominant to tonic motions in Elfman’s “Main Title” are hinted but routinely thwarted (e.g. 

mm. 4-5).  A sole exception is a proper cadence to Bb minor at m.9, solidifying what up to that 

moment was only a hypothetical tonal destination. Replacing than tonic-dominant axes are a 

panoply of consummately chromatic motions to hold true sway over passage’s tonal journey. These 
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include RPR/PRP as tonic-disrupting agent (e.g. mm. 1, 4-5, 9, and 11), S (mm. 3-4, 9-10) as a subtle 

shift of harmonic footing, and various tinted transpositions and m2 motions (RLR, LRPRP, NMLR) 

as an ersatz tonic-securing agent (2-3, 4, 6)—a typically Elfmanesque bvii or bVII dominant-

substitute chord. If there is an overall harmonic trajectory (from c# to bb to f?), it is buried under the 

constant barrage of disorienting motions. The most natural way to hear this cue is to imagine the 

processual Klang to be like Spiderman himself, breathlessly swinging from building (tonal location) 

to building, with the audience/listener relishing the delight that comes with each unexpected new 

view of the city at large (tonal pitch space in its entirety). 

 
Figure 4.14: Spiderman “Main Title” definitive version of Spiderman Theme 
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2.   “Costume Montage”: Spiderman’s theme undergoes a number of complex 

reharmonization across the film, many exploiting chromatic common-tone relationships made 

available by its tonally compliant melody. One variation of interest arrives in the sequence “Costume 

Montage” from the movie’s first act, part of a cue that pushes the limits of what neo-Riemannian 

analysis can accomplish. Figure 4.15a indicates the “Montage’s” chordal succession, with dramatic 

indicators and horizontal lines to represent where phrasal boundaries fall. During the short film time 

accompanied by the “Montage” (2:38 minutes), the protagonist Peter Parker is shown sketching out 

possibilities for a wrestling costume that will become his well-known outfit. As a flurry of 

progressively recognizable costume ideas flood the screen, the character of the sequence itself 

transforms. What starts as Parker’s clever plan to make an extra bit of money morphs into a 

dramatic “birth” of the Spiderman persona in its iconic visual aspect. The scene becomes a colorful 

and vivid example of a act of self-creation central to the superhero origin trope. Elfman’s scoring 

matches this teenage energy, not only in its quasi-rock orchestration, but in the manner it  “trying 

on” a torrent of continuously novel harmonic progressions.  The extremely chromatic proceedings 

of the theme offer an explosion of different transformations across the “Montage’s” short span. 

Many of these are direct and tinted transpositions. These in turn facilitate a tonal focal point that 

shifts as constantly as the “Main Title,” but now with a clear narrative objective to accommodate as 

well; Elfman must integrate the anti-chronological tendency of Klang-processual music (as seen in 

the “Title” and Howard Shore’s “Argonath” cue as well) with the teleological imperative of goal-

directed storytelling.  

 “Costume Montage” accomplishes this balancing act by way of a tonal coming-into-focus 

effect—albeit a focus achieved less through key-based goals and more through pure harmonic 

gestures. Figure 4.15b illustrates the cue’s interplay of transformational and functional processes 

through its combination of transformational labels and (in most cases highly provisional) slur-
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linkages between chordal bass notes. The “Montage” falls into two main sections, the first dwelling 

on sustained harmonies without the urging of the theme, the second presenting the theme proper 

and a dangling ending that aids a segue into the next cue. On screen, E major corresponds with 

Parker’s perusal of a newspaper advertisement section, in which he searches for inexpensive used 

cars in the hopes a new ride will impress his crush Mary Jane. The tinted transposition of (T10P) to 

D minor occurs when Parker’s attention is caught by an ad for amateur wrestling gigs, which would 

furnish enough cash to pay for a cheap auto. The score swells when the text “colorful characters a must” 

catches Parker’s eye, and screen flashes of Mary Jane and the car superimposed over Parker’s face 

match the change to Bb lydian7 (T8, with hints of T6 in upper voices). Another orchestral swell 

occurs when Parker jots down “costume possibilities” on a notepad, and the actual costume-

sketching montage begins with the wholesale jump (T4) to E major, which initiates the Spiderman 

theme itself. A flurry of provisional ideas that Parker entertains are displayed in rapid succession, 

comic book style (several S transformations, and two more tinted-transpositions of different size, 

T1P and T6P). On reaching E minor, the message “needs more color!” tellingly appears on Parker’s 

notepad—a cue for Elfman to inject new transformations into the mix (N, T3). With the transition 

to Db minor and Ab major, the familiar outlines and hues of the famous Spiderman costume come 

into view. By Gb major, the full costume has been drawn, and a look of satisfaction forms on 

Parker’s face alongside the ultimate shift to Ab major. A cut to an exterior street-side shot and 

dangling ending on a (thirdless) Eb marks the conclusion of the scene. 

 The cue thus eventually settles on something vaguely resembling a stable tonal region 

(Ab/Db major) when Parker’s costume nears completion. These regions are reached via a handful of 

moves (i.e. T6, S, etc.) that are “normalized” into the theme’s harmonic substance. Db is the 
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chromatic aggregate-completer, and its late reveal coincides with a strong hypermetrical downbeat 

halfway through the cue. More palpable is the emergence of the N-relation. As Parker homes in on 

the finished costume design, Elfman’s harmonic threads converge on this functionally allusive 

operation, although they come short of firmly cadencing. As the scene approaches its dramatic goal 

of super-hero identity formation, we thus begin to hear the harmonic signifiers of closure and 

stability, even as they are bound to a still-coruscating, hierarchically prior chromatic impulse. Figure 

4.15b’s use of quasi-Schenkerian orthography is meant to indicate tonal function but represent it 

tentatively, with broken and dotted slurs. It bears emphasis that these are transformationally asserted 

dominant relations, rather than the more contrapuntal organizing forces of genuine Schenkerian 

theory.  

 What truly animates the “Montage” scene is the impression of continual, incremental 

change. What Elfman invites us to hear is not a succession of autonomous chordal objects, static 

and weighted in a pre-determined pitch space; rather we follow a single sonorous host, one self-

same Klang, as it is sent through a kaleidoscopic web of chromatic transformations. In the triadic-

Klang processual chromaticism of Elfman’s “Costume Montage,” it is best to interpret the cue’s 

roving triad as a kind of incipient harmonic notion. On one hand, this idea seeks out tonal clarity, 

thus adhering to the scene’s need for a costume-realization telos. On the other, it relishes pure 

harmonic experimentation and surprise, thereby fulfilling the scene’s need to communicate and 

hopefully reproduce some of Parker’s adolescent thrill in sketching out his new identity. In the next 

chapter, we will explore an even more radical case of triad-as-idea, in the music written by composer 

James Horner. We must take special caution, however, to not fall into the trap of expecting the 

presence of an embodied musical idea—transformational or otherwise—to entail ordered or rational 

(musical) thought. Such is the way, as we will see, through which pattern-madness is born. 
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Chapter Five:  

Patterns and Paranoia in A Beautiful Mind 

 

 
I.   APOPHENIA AND PATTERN MADNESS 

 Music analysis requires the making of connections. Transformational networks take this 

imperative and literalize it visually. With arrow/node orthography we construct graphs and chart 

paths through pitch geometries with the purpose of showing how musical connections are not just 

idle facts about a piece, but vital driving forces in which harmonies employ these linkages to 

transform themselves. Because of the deep value accorded to the connection, transformational 

analysis often results in geometrically elaborate spaces in which strive to accommodate, or even 

produce, non-obvious associations between pitch objects. Michael Bulcher has provocatively labeled 

this connection-hunting tendency of transformational analysis “promiscuity” and has decried what 

he sees is an uncontrolled opening of any and all harmonic relationships through overly elaborate or 

unconstrained spaces.1 With “the more ways that it is possible to draw equivalent relations, the less 

significant those relations become.”2 The diminishment of relational consequence is most acute 

when the connections move away from the musical surface, becoming increasingly abstract and 

difficult to hear. In those cases, Buchler claims, the “operative analytical question shifts from ‘how 

can we represent the evident musical voice leading or motivic relationships?’ to ‘can these two pcsets 

be diagrammed in such a way that they appear isographic?’ When I am led to consider the second 

question, I find relational abundance problematic.” Rephrased, when our urge is to draw 

                                                      
Portions of this chapter appear in an article by the author in Music Theory Spectrum (Forthcoming, Spring 2013). 
 
1 Buchler (2007) does not specifically take neo-Riemannian theory to task—he aims his sights on the atonal 
transformational tool, the “Klumpenhouwer Network” (K-Net). However, much of his critique transfers to NRT, both 
in spirit and in some particulars concerning the audibility of inversion.  
 
2 ibid. 
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connections for connections sake, rather than to find a way of rigorously capturing musical 

intuitions, analysis becomes a questionable enterprise. 

 In 1958, the German psychologist Klaus Conrad coined the term “apophenia” to describe a 

mental pathology long associated with schizophrenia: “unmotivated seeing of connections,” 

accompanied by “a specific experience of an abnormal meaningfulness.”3 The location of patterns 

where there is in truth only noise, and the attendant impulse to impute deep and hidden significance 

to them, suggests paranoid delusion. Perhaps Conrad’s notion of apophenia, as a negative cognitive 

compulsion, extends to the pattern-mania decried by Buchler as well. Numerous authors and 

commentators have drawn a connection between apophenia and aesthetic or intellectual creativity as 

well as madness, or have suggested that a certain form of creativity is itself a tamed form of an 

underlying pathological drive.4 Music analysis, especially the hermeneutically active form of 

transformational analysis I have been advocating, is itself an intensely creative act. An analysis 

succeeds or fails on how elegant and compelling the connections it draws our attention to prove. 

Provided, that is, that the reading gives an accurate and accessible picture of the operation of its 

subject text. How to balance these twin responsibilities—to relational richness and experiential 

fidelity—should be a central concern for transformational analysis, lest we fly unhindered into an 

apophenic frenzy, imputing musical significance to the most contrived or abstruse of relations. 

 This linkage drawn between seeing connections and personal creativity is not only a issue for 

analysis, it is also a Hollywood trope, dramatized in certain films through various means. We have 

already encountered a cue, the “Costume Montage” from Spiderman, that draws from two filmic 

parameters—editorial montage and restless chromatic scoring—to suggest a heightened state of 

artistic creativity during its duration. Yet there exist even more tantalizing scores where apophenia 

                                                      
3 Quoted in a discussion of pathological meaning-sensitivity and creativity in Brugger 2001, 202-209. 
 
4 See for example Eco Foucault’s Pendulum 2001, and at greatest length in Sass Madness and Modernism 1992, in which the 
author discerns a strong current of apophenia in modernist art-making. 
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itself is an explicit dramatic theme, and where the film composer goes to great length to suggest this 

state with musical means. One means by which apophenia is tied to creativity is through the vessel 

of genius—the state of exceptional but romanticized, if not outright mythicized, intelligence. The film 

A Beautiful Mind, and its chromatically saturated score by James Horner, is the pinnacle of apophenic 

obsession within this small genre of films. In A Beautiful Mind, we see (and hear) an ingenious main 

character, with the help of active underscore, discern patterns everywhere. The film goes further, to 

implicate the audience in this apophenic obsession as well. In this chapter, I intend to pursue the 

fascinating, and sometimes perilous, network of connections—historical and stylistic, motivic and 

graphical—opened up by this opulently suggestive work. 

 

II.   JAMES HORNER AND GENIUS 

 The work of James Horner, composer for almost 150 films including the megahits Titanic 

(1998) and Avatar (2009), is familiar to many cinema-goers at the turn of the millennium. Horner’s 

style is tonal, consonant, and essentially melodic in its construction; like many film composers of his 

generation, he generally eschews the textural brilliance or motivic integration of John Williams or 

Jerry Goldsmith for a more homogenous style. But while hardly harmonically experimental, Horner 

routinely displays a knack for cleverly devised chromatic progressions, acting within essentially 

diatonic contexts. These instances of Hornerian triadic chromaticism manifest themselves 

particularly in scenes involving genius.5  

                                                      
5 Horner is thoroughly acquainted with classical through 20th century styles, shifting with ease from Schubertian tunes 
ala-Forelle to growling Pendereckisms within single cues, as in  the sci-fi psycho-thriller Brainstorms (1983). Such 
chameleonic skills are of course a requirement in Hollywood, though Horner’s reliance on the styles of others is a cause 
for notoriety among critics and film music aficionados. Horner’s reliance on the styles of others (not to mention a well-
documented penchant for thematic borrowings, to put it kindly) is well-documented. Alex Ross of The New Yorker, has 
assailed Horner’s originality on more than one occasion, calling him “a hack” (2004) and “a kleptomaniac who recycles 
not only others’ work but his own” (1998). Polemic language notwithstanding, Ross’s critique is largely fair. And while 
the case for Horner’s originality will not be strengthened by the following analyses, to the extent that Horner continually 
alters his recycled material, he serves as a perfect (if unwitting) example of the usefulness of transformation theory. 
Attention is primarily fixed on the use of this material rather than its originality. 
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 Two scores from Horner that deal with preternatural intelligences are Searching for Bobby 

Fisher and Sneakers. The notion of “Genius” is such a thoroughly romanticized one that it is little 

shock that American genre film tends to mythicize exceptional intellect. Even a film like Fisher 

(Steven Zaillian, 1993) that develops a nuanced and unsentimental picture of chess prodigies has 

moments that make extreme mental exertion seem magically incomprehensible. Horner’s score bears 

chief responsibility for this heightening of reality in one particular scene. During a sequence in which 

the child whiz Josh (Max Pomeranc) tests his speed chess skills against the professional Vinnie 

(Laurence Fishburne) in Washington Square park, Horner supplies music of restless activity in D 

minor. The fast harmonic rhythm in this cue, “Josh and Vinnie,” coupled with minimal textural 

figuration, contributes to the representation of faster-than-camera decision making within both 

characters’ heads. The impatient harmonies race alongside rapid dialogue from Vinnie, who offers 

incessant running commentary—first critical then admiring—on Josh’s game choices. No cinematic 

effort is expended establishing the actual moves and strategy of Josh and Vinnie’s match. Pacing and 

viewer attention would likely suffer were the chess game the object of the camera’s focus, rather 

than character dynamics and emotions. The whirlwind editing of fast, disconnected game actions is 

crucial in keeping the aura of magic about the workings of the savant’s minds. In a similar manner, 

Horner’s chordal deficit disorder suggests spontaneity (requisite for speed chess) within the confines 

of D min (there are rules, after all).  

 Vital to this effect is the transformational layout of the restless music. Figure 5.1a shows the 

outline of a simple progression sounded repeatedly in “Josh and Vinnie.” A progression of NROs is 

given underneath the staff to show the surface level moves that are characteristic of Hornerian 

“genius” music. A purely NRT analysis is unsatisfactory as a complete account for the progression; 

the sequence is plainly tonal, and D minor is never felt in doubt even as the core triad embarks on 

surface excursions. Diatonic functional relations are, if somewhat weakly, felt to prolong the key. 
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For this reason, a hierarchically prior functional analysis is given above, employing only DFO-type 

transformations.  

 

Figure 5.1a: Figural Analysis of Progression from “Josh and Vinnie” 

 

 
 

 

 The most complex maneuver in this passage is from the minor dominant to the minor 

subdominant, a progression steered by neo-Riemannian surface procedures more than diatonic 

functional ones. Figure 5.1 draws a formal game board of the functions as they draw their meaning from the tonic. Once A minor is captured, it is 

shunted to E minor, the first chromatically inflected triad, and, strictly speaking the diatonically functional 

point-of-furthest-remove, though it failing serve its predominant Stufe role clearly. The harmonic 

markedness of this region is corroborated by the following SLIDE transformation that transfers E 

min to Eb maj—the transformational (if not functional) point of furthest remove in this short cue, 

and the harmonic gambit that “swings” from the dominant to the subdominant flank. Horner 

quickly reasserts D-tonicity by mimicking the fifth relation between A-E, sending Eb to Bb, which 

finds its way to the home key’s subdominant G min, and thence back to the tonic. 
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Figure 5.1b: Diatonic Network for “Josh and Vinnie” 

 

 

 The same progression, down to the choice of key, occurs in Horner’s score from the 

previous year’s heist-comedy, Sneakers  (Phil Alden, 1992).6 The film is a thematic cousin to A 

Beautiful Mind; both involve cryptography, spontaneous pattern recognition, and Cold War-inspired 

paranoia. The cue in which it occurs projects another bout of quasi-magical mental effort. During 

the sequence, Robert Redford’s band of professional security-system hackers is on the hunt for a 

building only dimly recalled by the team leader. The company’s blind audio expert (David Strathairn) 

intuits the location of a hidden base through Redford’s vague recollection of cocktail party noises. 

Over the course of their exchange, the expert infers those sounds were not human, but came from a 

chorus of chattering waterfowl, and is able to reconstruct the correct route through this ironically-

obtained knowledge. Even more than the chess prodigy’s eerie gaming facility in “Josh and Vinnie,” 

                                                      
6 A melodic turn gesture embellishing the triad’s third (e.g. FEDEF) is used prominently here, whereas the a 
similar turn colors the triadic 3rd in “Josh and Vinnie.” The latter is imported into A Beautiful Mind, where it serves a 
similar motivic purpose of illustrating intellection. The cell in both its forms is a clear derivative of Horner’s well-worn 
“Danger Motif,” present in nearly all of his post 1980s film scores in one form or another. The shift in connotation of 
this motif here, from an association with peril to an association with abstract thought, is demonstrative of the flexible 
nature of self-recycling in Hollywood.  
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Strathairn’s revelation is cast as the product of a kind of pattern recognition (or reco-gnosis), available 

only to him by virtue of his blindness. 

 Horner’s choice of harmonic support for both cues is instrumental in generating the 

mythicized affect. The quick profusion of triads—diatonic and otherwise—serves as a clear 

evocation of the mathematical sublime: the listener is dwarfed by a kind of implied harmonic 

infinitude, while simultaneously assured that at least some great rational minds are capable of 

handling such an abundance of information.7 (We will explore the sublime more devotedly in the 

next chapter.) Moreover, the intrusion of that harmonic wrinkle, first the chromatic destination 

afforded by RL, then the more gravid S, intimate a much wider tonal world. SLIDE’s unique ability 

to connote extreme tonal distance within a diatonic context while maintaining extreme pitch proximity 

renders it especially apt for conveying ambivalence and otherworldliness. At no point does the 

precise occurrence of S correspond to a meaningful action on screen; Horner avoids mickey-

mousing at this level, and the impact of the progression is holistic, in the style of much minimalist-

influenced film scoring, as we saw in an earlier case with Glass’s music for The Hours. While never 

allowed to escape the orbit of D minor in these cues, SLIDE goes a long way in conjuring their 

magically ingenious air. 

 

III.   THE LRS GROUP AND HORNER SPACE 

 Before investigating how Horner puts similar “ingenious” procedures to work in A Beautiful 

Mind, I shall pause to explore some intrinsic and stylistic ramifications of the use of the characteristic 

SLIDE progression amidst other transformations, especially as it breaks free of diatonic 

fortifications. Because in most of the examples (including those from Sneakers and Fischer) SLIDE is 

                                                      
7 See Kant 1790, 247-260. 
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flanked by Ls and/or Rs, but not P, we consider a group consisting of L, R, and S acting on [037]s. 

This yields a slightly exotic (though no less useful) alternative to the canonical neo-Riemannian trio.  

 Of the three involutions, S is a transformational black sheep, incapable of diatonic 

accommodation, chromatically moving two different triadic pcs rather than the customary one. 

However, the total semitonal displacement (2) is identical to an application of R, and individual 

voices in closest configuration move only by semitone (such parsimony perhaps offsetting the likely 

parallel ic4s). Figure 5.2 presents the binary through quaternary cyclic generators of the group (the 

familiar LR is left out), along with their associated pitch collections and triadic interval progressions. 

 Many of the resultant progressions behave like eccentric twins of the more familiar 

compounds of the LPR group. Binary cycles that result from use of S contain symmetrical 

progressions by thirds, similar to those involving P. Unlike true hex- and octatonic systems resulting 

from PR and PL, however, SLIDE-powered cycles mix major and minor third root relationships. For 

any cycle with an even generator, these embedded interval patterns are described in terms of two 

triadic strands of opposite mode stemming from 1) the relation between input and output of one 

application of the full generator of form [ab...] and 2) the relation of first output (i.e. a(C major) in 

[ab…]) and subsequent outputs in that “odd” placement.  

 For cycles with odd generators in the LRS group (here only ternary), all cycles happen to be 

of order two, returning to the initial input triad after two applications of the generator. These are 

cycles in a trivial sense. Nonetheless, they create interesting “polar” relationships that are noted in 

the table. Both possible ternary generators, LRS and LSR, yield non-symmetrical octatonic scales (8-

z15) after such double application. The central operation in any ordering determines the quite 

distant midpoints of their 2-cycles, with T6P for L, H for R, and a surprising (if inefficient) P for S. 
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Given the lack of a single retained pitch as in LRP loops, and the highly inefficient traversal of pitch 

space, it is no surprise that examples of such ternary loops from this group are exceedingly rare. 

 Investigating operators of even cardinality reveals interestingly divergent analogues to LRP-

based cycles. It takes four iterations of LS to return to the starting point, in the process weaving two 

intertwined minor-third cycles for major and minor triads separated by a semitone (thus commuting 

between octatonic systems).8 Because L and S will drag semitones in the same direction when 

applied to triads of alternating mode, the tightest possible voice-leading description will show a 

uniform descent or ascent (depending on initial mode), rather than reaching out and back towards 

the input triad as in LP cycles (See Figure 5.3a). The opposite is true for the binary operator RS, 

which remains wound around the starting point (again, unlike its RP cousin). RS produces two 

mode-segregated major third cycles by similar means, traversing adjacent hexatonic systems. (See 

Figure 5.3b.) While neither binary generators constitute a toggling cycle, individual pcs may remain 

motionless for up to 4 steps. For example, an LS cycle beginning on C major will retain pc 7, then 

10, then 1, each lasting four chords. Further, in an RS cycle, a given pc is only briefly displaced two 

semitones away from its starting point. The upshot is the smoothest way of producing the 

symmetrical nonatonic collection through triadic manipulation.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
8 A rare example of a perfect and complete LS cycle exists in the Allegro Vivace of Liszt’s Grande Fantasie Symphonique für 
Klavier und Orchester, having been noted by Ahn 2003, 180 and Douthett 2008, 102.  Left un-discussed is the cunning way 

Liszt spins out a glancing harmonic feint (F: ivIII6iv) from the original source - the “Brigand’s Chorus” of Berlioz’s 
Lelio - into a rather obsessive, entirely SLIDE-driven 14 measure passage. 
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Figure 5.2: LRS Group Structure 

Generator Cycle Resultant Pitch 
Collection 

Effect of One 
Iteration of 
Generator 

 
M=major triad 
m=minor triad 

Embedded Triad Cycles 
For 
a) input, even outputs 
b) first output, odd outputs 
(opposite mode)* 

 

LS (LS)4 Chromatic  
 
[0123456789TE] 

LS(M) = T3  

LS(m) = T9  

a) ic3 cycle  
b) ic3 cycle ic1 from a) 
 
ex: 

Strand 1:  C  – Eb – F# – A 

Strand 2:  e   – g   – bb – cb 
RS (RS)3 Nonatonic  

 
9-12 [01245689T] 

RS(M) = T8 

RS(m) = T4 

 

a) ic4 cycle  
b) ic4 cycle ic1 from a) 
 
ex: 

Strand 1:  C  – Ab – E 

Strand 2:  a   –  f  – c# 
 

RLS 
and 

RSL 

(RLS)2 

(RSL)2 

…(abc)2 

Irregular 
Octatonic 
 
8-z15 [01234589] 

aLc (M,m) = T6P 

 

aSc (M,m) = P 

 

aRc (M,m) = 

HEXPOLE  

                    

(LPL/PLP) 

a) & b) loops depend on b in 

abc  
 

ex: (RLS)2  

a) T6P , b) P 
 
Strand 1:  C  –  F  –  A   

Strand 2:   a  –  f#  –  c#   
 

LSLR (LSLR)6 Chromatic  
 

LSLR(M) = T10  

LSLR(m) = T2 

a) ic2 (=T3+T7) cycle  
b) ic2 cycle on same whole-
tone scale as a) 

RSRL (RSRL)12 Chromatic RSRL(M) = T1 

RSRL(m) = T11 

a) ic1 (=T8+T5) cycle  
b) ic1 cycle  

SRSL 

 

(SRSL)12 Chromatic RSRL(M) = T1 

RSRL(m) = T11 

a) ic1 (=T8+T5) cycle  
b) ic1 cycle  

*i.e., for LS, cycles on a) and b) 

 a) = [input, input(LS), input (LSLS), etc… ]; b) = [input(L),input(LSL), (LSLSL), etc…] 
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Figure 5.3a: LS Cycle (Downshifting) 

 

 
 

 

Figure 5.3b: RS Cycle (Stationary) 

 

 
 

 Three distinct generators of order 4 are possible from this group of operations. LSLR is the 

only ordering observed reasonably often in film or classical repertoires. It is also the only ordering 

for which one application moves the starting triad by a major second, while those with double 

instances of R or S behave identically, taking the long way back home via semitone. taking the long 

way back home. This is something of an inversion of the behavior of the LPR group, where the total 

distance achieved by quaternary generators of form abac is equal to the number of semitones 

displaced by the a operation.9 Here, when a=L the cycle has a wider gait than a=R by a semitone.10 

 Figure 5.4 shows the tonal space mapped by repeat applications of the linked operations L, 

RL and S (as per the FaeEb progression in the aforementioned cues). The resulting “Horner 

Space” is a slice of the region generated by the LSLR quaternary generator. The number of passages 

                                                      
9 Observed by Cohn 1997, 47. 
 
10 A quick calculation of total voice-leading displacement shows why; for LSLR, L+1, S+2, L+1, R+2 = +6 semitones 

overall. For RSRL: R+2, S -2, R+2, L+1 = +5 semitones, same for SLSR. Because the S and R of LSLR never follow on 
the heels of each other, their displacements by ic2 add up rather than cancelling out, each transformation shifting in one 
direction and by wider interval than the other quaternary generators.  
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in Horner’s scoring oeuvre spawned by this network, or some modification of it, is prodigious. For 

example, in the cue “An Apparition in the Fields” from The New World (2005), the progression 

Df#FCeEbD charts a smooth sequential path through the space before a phrygian 

motion returns it to D major. This regular progression (L·S·LR·L…, henceforth the “SLIDE-line”) 

seems to be Horner’s inheritance from music from the turn of the nineteenth century. It can be 

found prominently in the “Agnus Dei” of Fauré’s Requiem (Figure 5.5a), and in similar (if 

abbreviated) garb in Debussy’s Claire de Lune. Whereas Fauré’s usage draws away from the tonic, 

Horner space can also be employed in order to secure the tonic, as in a modally-fragranced passage 

in Glazunov’s Oriental Rhapsody. Example 5.5b shows how the crucial S yanks the progression 

flatward back into G minor via its Neapolitan.  

 

Figure 5.4: SLIDE-Line as Section of “Horner Space” 

 

 
 

 

 Many other cues exploit alternative pathways through the same space. A near ubiquitous 

harmonic gesture in Horner (IiiibVIIiiI), as in the elegiac choral hymn from Glory (1989), 

also derives from this pathway. Here S is subsumed within an all-at-once tritonal motion  (RLS) 

from the minor mediant to the flat subtonic. The space is crossed in even more abbreviated form 

with the progression IiiibVIII, as in the end credits harmonization of the theme to Apollo 13 
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(1995). In these examples, motion to the flat subtonic within a major-diatonic context dictates the 

use of LRLS derived moves. 

 In the cue “So Many Worlds Revealed” from The Spiderwick Chronicles (2008), the progression 

aAbgGbfEA tracks the same descent while effectively compressing LR·L into LRL 

between semitonally related triads. Such uninterrupted chromatic descents betray the likely origin of 

this Hornerism to a model in Prokofiev’s Fourth Symphony.11 Figure 5.5c shows material from the 

slow introduction to the first movement in both versions of the symphony (at m. 1 for the 1930 

edition). This progression is guided by chromatic descent over which one root position triad is 

simply dropped down to the next while alternating mode (the progression is thus 

I§vii
#3
bVIIvibVIv before more unpredictable moves take over). Prokofiev’s style is one of 

distortion and displacement, and an underlying functional voice-leading model can easily be 

extracted from this passage. Three “iterations” of traversal through Horner space are thus presented 

in Figure 5.6 (Fauré’s use of the sequence differs from Horner’s only by beginning with L rather 

than LR). 

 Working backwards, one sees that Horner’s “tonal” use of S derives from the interposition 

of vii between V6 and bVII from Prokofiev’s sequence. That progression in turn acts as distortion of 

a chromatically descending tetrachord (with whole-tone and fauxbourdon implications), familiar 

from the opening of Beethoven’s Waldstein Sonata, where it bears the progression: I-

(V42/V)V6
bVII(V42/IV)IV6

iv6
I. In transformational terms, the minor third progression 

V-bVII (PR) from the Beethovenian descent is interpreted in subsequent “variations” as LS. 

Ultimately, all these models derive from a foundational diatonic Règle de l’Octave plan provides neat 

                                                      
11 Prokofiev is perhaps Horner’s most reliable source of classical influences. Thematic and harmonic gestures, as well as 
orchestrational touches frequently seem to draw from the Russian symphonist. 
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harmonic support for a descending scalar line—an eighteenth century routine “transformed” 

through progressive enrichment of the transformational (i.e. chromatic) interstices along this route. 12 

  The LSLR-sculpted Horner space, adopted from models in Prokofiev and Faure, allows a 

smooth and quick as possible a route downwards by minor seconds while embedding twinned 

wholetone scales of alternating mode. Motion by the interval of a second is not usually considered 

parsimonious, so one auspicious aspect of Horner space is that, through the use of S, composers can 

easily navigate progressions that proceed by root intervals of ic1 and 2 rather than the commonplace 

ic3,4 and 5. An additional desirable trait is the space’s symmetrically division of the octave; if iterated 

six times, the SLIDE-sequence returns to its starting point, yielding one of the two possible 12-triad 

long cycles. That partial chains, and even complete cycles (as we will see) derived from the LSLR 

generator can be observed in concert and film music stands as a partial refutation Cohn’s general 

dismissal of quaternary operators: “Complete quaternary-generated cycles of triads are so lengthy as 

to be of negligible musical value and are impractical to represent in a compact graphic space.”13 In 

the case of LSLR a number of factors—the relatively direct and directionally uniform path (all 

motion is either up or down) through pitch-space by M2, the reinterprability of LS as PR, and the 

embedding of the familiar 5th-traversing LR embedded within—uniquely commend the LSLR 

generator from its parent LRS group. 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
12 For further information on the historical background of rules of the octave or “regola della ottava”, see Christensen 
1992. 
 
13 Cohn 1997, 51. 
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Figure 5.5a: Faure Requiem: Sequence from “Agnus Dei” mm. 45-53 
 

 
 

 
Figure 5.5b: Glazunov Oriental Rhapsody III: “An Old Man’s Ballad” mm. 36-38 

 

 
 

Figure 5.5c: Prokofiev Symphony No. 4 Opus 47, Movement I mm. 1-5 
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Figure 5.6: Harmonic/Voice-Leading Models Leading to LR·L·S descent 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IV.   IDEA AND EPIPHANY 

 By far the most thorough development of this LRLS transformational cell occurs in Horner’s 

score for the 2002 Best Picture Academy Award winning A Beautiful Mind (Howard, 2001). Inspired 

by Sylvia Nasar’s biography of the same name, the film traces the career of mathematician and 

economic theorist John Forbes Nash in broad strokes, depicting his initial breakthroughs as a 
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graduate student, his midlife struggles with mental illness, and his eventual Nobel Prize triumph in 

1994. Nash’s intellectual achievements, especially his contributions to the then nascent field of 

economic game theory, have entered the popular consciousness thanks in large part to the film. On 

screen, Nash’s gift for numbers is painted with romanticized colors, especially insofar as it is 

depicted as inextricably linked with his schizophrenia—no surprise, given that A Beautiful Mind is 

Hollywood drama, not introductory course in advanced math. Some of his seminal contributions to 

game theory (namely the Nash Equilibrium) are nonetheless admiringly, if ham-handedly, illustrated 

in creatively scripted scenes. Nash’s psychosis is dramatized through paranoid visual/auditory 

hallucinations and a penchant for maniacal pattern-hunting, an “appetite for patterns” as the 

character confesses in one scene. This results in some of the more chilling depictions of apophenia 

set to celluloid.  

 Horner’s score is tasked with externalizing the workings of the film’s titular mind. The 

Oscar-nominated14 work consists of around 80 minutes of underscore, replete with wordless voice 

and an occasional quintet of pianos. While it accompanies under 15 minutes on film, the complex of 

thematic material associated with his mental effort, called “genius music” here, is the focus of the 

rest of this chapter. Onscreen, the music accompanies sudden breakthroughs and laborious 

intellectual exertions alike. With many different thematic and textual guises, the uniting thread in this 

complex is the presence of the L·R·L·S cell.15 Figure 5.7 lists its guises and illustrates its distribution 

across A Beautiful Mind’s run-time.  

                                                      
14 This is not to say the score was unanimously praised. For example, Dennis Lim of the Village Voice’s negative review 
derides Horner’s “insistent, asphyxiating score” (2001). 
 
15 This is with the exception of “Barroom Breakthrough”, which derives from a different stage in the generative 
“Kaleidoscope” cue. 
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The most prominent occurrences are bunched during the film’s first reels, used to accompany 

Nash’s early breakthroughs. The genius music goes comparatively silent in the middle acts, where 

the toll of schizophrenia leaves little time for the thrill of discovery. It returns, subdued and infused 

with a more sentimental gloss in the film’s last leg, as Nash readjusts to life in the academy while 

willfully suppressing his psychosis. A loose association with D minor is preserved in initial 

appearances, though this points less to a deliberate associative-key-scheme than to derivation from 

comparable material in Sneakers and Fischer. More relevant is the variety of harmonic contexts and 

variations Horner subjects the transformational module to. We see at some stage every possible sub-

grouping of LRLS (L·RL·S, LRL·S, LR·LS, LR·L·S, and so on) during the course of this film.211 

 The wellspring for the genius complex is the film’s main title cue, “The Kaleidoscope of 

Mathematics.”212 The succession of opening credits is visually understated and free of narrative 

information, meaning that little exists to distract from the purely musical unfolding of this 1:30 span 

of film. On the cue’s inspiration, Horner remarked:  

I had this vision of how numbers work, and to me, that was always something I wanted to bring across 
musically… [Ron Howard and I] had this running abstract idea…the music and the whole art of mathematics, 
when you get above a certain stage, is not literally just numbers and solutions; it’s more like looking through a 
kaleidoscope… you have one thing and you slowly change it...213  
 

Horner also claimed inspiration from a poetic notion that Nash’s thought processes were akin to the 

spiraling complexity of a “fast moving weather system.” In another interview, he stated: 

 I tend to be very non-literal in my writing, and much more abstract. And for me, what was going on in his 
 head, was sort of, initially, the beauty of mathematics, the way it all fits together so beautifully, like a 

                                                      
211 One set of groupings are conspicuously underplayed, however: those that feature R as a unary move (except a brief 
occurrence in the harmonically condensed “Newspaper Codes”). The sole Relative- operation is being an active part of 

the score’s harmonic language, which is much more apt to use L in its similar capacity to suggest the bittersweet or 
sentimental.  
 
212 The source for “Kaleidoscope” in turn is from Horner’s main title from Bicentennial Man (1999), “The Machine Age,” 
which itself draws from Sneakers and Bobby Fisher. This lineage of adaptations (and self-plagiarisms) is one of the more 
blatant in Horner’s output, although not one to be dwelt upon here.  
 
213 Horner speaking on Beautiful Mind DVD supplemental materials 2002. 
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 kaleidoscope, and you turn the glass and all the little bits fall in different patterns… that to me was what I 
 wanted to set to music.214 

 

These remarks evince an impulse to romanticize Nash’s intellect, inspired by fuzzy impressions of 

chaos theory and dynamical systems.215 Nevertheless, the imagery invoked is apposite to Horner’s 

triadic-processual realization of Nash’s inner life. 

 The constellation of traits associated with toy kaleidoscopes—their dynamism, symmetry, 

color, intricacy, patterning, and unpredictability—are equally musical qualities as geometrical, and 

contribute to a genius harmonic complex that is decidedly transformational in conception. The 

composer’s words plainly suggest inspiration by visual metaphors of change over objects. Striving as 

it does to move beyond a conception of musical phenomena as centered on reified Cartesian objects 

shuffled around on some tightly-strung grid, Lewin’s vision of transformation theory focuses on the 

processes that steer change within music, ever shifting, ever in motion. Even if Horner’s conceit of the 

“fast changing weather systems” was figurative, his description of his music nonetheless implies 

change-as-such as compositionally, and therefore potentially hermeneutically, relevant. To the extent 

that analyses may “capture” interpretations of music, the graphical networks developed for Beautiful 

Mind might indeed come to resemble miniature neo-Riemannian kaleidoscopes. 

 Like his material for similar scenes in Bobby Fischer and Sneakers, Horner’s “genius music” in 

Beautiful Mind bears a consistently triadic surface with little variation of texture beyond some 

minimalist chordal figurations. This uniformity, along with a generally faster harmonic rhythm for 

longer spans of score, focuses the listeners’ away from the triads themselves, and squarely on their 

interactions. Like the triadic process music of Spiderman, one can imagine this piece as harboring 

only one triad: one characteristic Klang on which multifarious operations swarm around, an object 

of persistent identity if not form over time. This view posits a “sameness” for the D minor [037] 

                                                      
214 Horner on NPR interview 2001 
 
215 Dynamic systems—essentially the study of the effects of change—have made recent, small contributions to music 
theory. The applicability of dynamical systems for modeling harmonic cycles is the topic of Douthett 2008. 
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that begins and concludes “Kaleidoscope” of a different sort than the sameness won by Schenkerian 

prolongation. In this case, the traceable line of 037s coursing uninterrupted across the main title 

vouches a kind of unity where the brute pitch identity of D-minorstart and D-minorend is of secondary 

and contingent importance. Such is the nature of transformational, instead of 

prolongational/functional, coherence.  

  Horner’s “Kaleidoscope” presents an example of music in which the siphoning of the 

sensuous surface qualia—something that we saw in Chapter 4 could be argued as a shortcoming of 

neo-Riemannian—becomes thematically desirable. In the “genius music,” Horner allows little in the 

way of melody or sustained counterpoint to divert from pure harmonic activity. The first triad 

within “Kaleidoscope” is a single, originary idea, morphing through many unpredictable turns of 

thought until it reaches a logical end or “solution.” 

 Figure 5.8 provides a transcription of “A Kaleidoscope of Mathematics.” From the first 

studio logo through the eventual reveal of Princeton’s math department, Horner’s “Kaleidoscope” 

music charts a familiar narrative archetype. In gross tonal terms, it is an order-disorder-reestablished 

order tale. A doggedly emphasized D minor tonic at start is abandoned in the chromatically 

digressive inner portion, full of unexpected twists and unusual sequences. Only with great effort 

does a “breakthrough” occur, using a chromaticized dominant as a kind of tonal antipsychotic to 

thrust the piece back into the stability of D minor.  
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Figure 5.8: “Kaleidoscope of Mathematics” Transcription 
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Figure 5.8: “Kaleidoscope of Mathematics” Transcription Continued 
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To treat the cue as a representation of the psychological arc Nash takes, to insanity and back, is the 

tactic Rebecca Eaton takes in her study of the score vis-à-vis minimalism.216 Eaton argues that 

“Kaleidoscope” renders the film’s story arc in microcosm. She describes how the cue depicts a 

descent from stability (in both fixed tonics and orderly sequences) into the wilds of “chaotic” 

chromaticism and finally a reentry into a semblance of order. This musical mini-narrative  analogizes 

with John Nash’s development over the course of A Beautiful Mind. The viewer meets him as an odd 

but ostensibly sane mathematician only to see his life unravel from the effects of mental illness, with 

the last reels devoted to Nash’s struggles to regain psychic, professional, and interpersonal stability.  

 Eaton’s reading underscores the dramatic utility of encapsulating plot and psychological 

elements through music before those elements are established in the film’s main action. Initial 

analysis confirms her interpretation:  With each successive formal pass, the cue veers towards an 

ever greater profusion of transformations, concurrently relinquishing the regularity of any one 

pattern. By its climax, the musical apparatus indeed seems to become overwhelmed, with too many 

chromatic possibilities opened at too quick a pace. Only with great effort does a harmonic 

breakthrough occur, using a chromaticized dominant as a kind of tonal antipsychotic to thrust the 

piece back into the stability of D minor. A focused transformational analysis nuances this Eaton-esque 

interpretation somewhat, demonstrating that the cue is less about struggling against the forces of 

chromatic disorder than actively incorporating and reconciling those elements, in the fashion of an 

act of problem-solving session. The most anarchic sounding sections of the cue, where Eaton 

                                                      
216 Eaton 2008, 167-171. The tradition of suffusing the main titles cue with generic, narratival, and character-delineating 
information is in place from the advent of Classical Hollywood – appropriate given the rare privileging of score-qua-
music, free from the distractions of narrative and dialogue during opening sequences. (See Gorbman, 82 and  Karlin, 4). 
In this title cue, dramatic themes and conflicts are “pre-motivated” through suggestive musical procedures before the 
diegetic targets (e.g. madness, intellection) of those elements of the soundtrack are disclosed. And with scant visual 
information to distract from the abstract progress of the music, viewers are invited to concentrate on more formal 
musical unfolding as they are being primed (and, retrospectively, provided a degree of commentary on) the eventual 
schizophrenic course of the film. 
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observes “an orderly process [turned] into chaos” are not totally free-wheeling.217 Rather they obey 

the same basic transformational parameters set out by earlier portions of the composition, and even 

retread whole routes through pitch-space. What unpredictability arises stems from the use of 

network modulations that interrupt chordal progress in greater number and complexity during the 

piece’s 3rd and 4th passes. However, the slackening of control of the primary transformations (S and 

L, primarily) at “Kaleidoscope’s” surface does not remove the smoothness of Horner’s voice leading 

as Eaton suggests, but rather facilitates a tidy descent including whole steps rather than exclusively 

semitones. And even at its most unpredictable (e.g. mm. 40 or 54), the cue’s musical affect is not 

quite one of a flailing descent into paranoia. The busy triadic chromaticism is clearly in Horner’s 

lineage of music-for-fascination (ala Sneakers, Bobby Fisher etc.) rather than music-for-insanity (a topic 

which garners its own, rather more subdued material much later in the film, material ultimately 

derivable from “Kaleidoscope’s” α-network). As becomes clear through its development over the 

course of the film, this cue represents  a session of pure intellection and epiphany—one that 

eventually bursts into blazing clarity. The chromatic “chaos” here reflects not a just a case of reined-

in madness, but the very vagaries of mathematical thought.   

  Throughout A Beautiful Mind, Nash’s flashes of insight take the form of epiphanies, a term 

that invokes a specific narrative technique of spontaneous clarification. Aristotle termed this potent 

method of structuring narrative anagnorisis—the sudden blaze of recognition that reshapes all that 

has preceded. A Beautiful Mind is organized around one big moment of such epiphany, when Nash 

and the audience discovers midway through that a large portion of his life has been the illusory 

product of schizophrenia. In Hollywood terms, this amounts to the film’s twist. Many smaller 

moments of epiphany populate the movie, especially in its first two acts, in which Nash’s 

                                                      
217 ibid., 170. 
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mathematical achievements are shown as much the product of sustained effort as spontaneous, 

almost magical gnosis.   

 Epiphany as a formal musical strategy is an idea that has been recently developed by in 

theories of musical narrative. Almén treats epiphany as a comic strategy, one in which an established 

musical trajectory is shifted suddenly and without struggle.218 This turn is generally achieved by an 

element set up as transgressive within the contextual musical discourse. There is an element of 

“unearnedness” inherent in epiphanic change in music; the rules of musical logic can be happily 

bypassed if the goal is a sudden break. To the analytic structure built up by Almén, can be added 

shades of the narrative theorist Northrop Frye’s Aristotelian notion of epiphany, wherein 

“instantaneous comprehension” of “patterns of imagery” and “fragments of significance” occurs 

“with no direct reference to time.”219 

 Musical epiphanies exist outside the strict diachronic unfolding of music; they occur as if an 

sudden, oracular spark is able to slide into the score, suspending teleology in favor of instantaneous 

change. Against this mode of epiphanic change should be contrasted the more traditional, 

progressive model of musical “work.” Once again, this narrative category applies to both cinematic 

and musical domains. When Nash is not shown accidentally stumbling on revolutionary insights, it is 

inferred through mise en scene and montage that he is always painstakingly developing them. This 

demonstrates the more familiar mode of intellection—call it “rumination”—the 90% perspiration to 

the more magical 10% epiphanic inspiration. Even within scenes of sudden, unprepared 

mathematical revelation, brief passages of film-time are dedicated to the frenetic stirrings of Nash’s 

intellect prior to the moment of breakthrough. The processes leading to epiphany may be obscure, 

but they are occurring under the filmic surface. Musically, the suggestion of rumination may be 

                                                      
218 Almén, 2008. 
 
219 Frye 1951, 129-130. 
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analogized to processes of motivic development, transformation, sequencing, and above all, 

repetition—the rehearsing of an idea over and over, sometimes from different angles, until something 

new happens. In the cues that comprise the genius music, Horner plays an epiphanic mode of 

musical change against the more cumulative model of thematic “rumination.” These both concern 

the processes of Nash’s thought, but Horner’s music also aims to suggest the contents of that thought 

(that is, the dizzying world of advanced math).  

 

V.   A KALEIDOSCOPE OF TRANSFORMATIONS 

 Figure 5.9 offers a Schenkerian shallow-middleground reduction of “Kaleidoscope.”  The 

sketch is unsatisfactory in several ways, unsurprisingly given the intense and tangent-prone 

chromaticism of the piece’s central portion (not to mention the blasé attitude towards parallels and 

inelegant voice leading spawned by Horner’s aversion to chordal inversion). Relating the routinely 

emphasized Ab to the putative tonic D minor is problematic. I treat the pitch as a chromatically 

displaced dominant: bV, and thus Ab rather than G#. However, the only time it “functions” in this 

manner is at the end of pass four while sounding simultaneously with A minor, the proper minor-

dominant. Otherwise, the pitch seems to float through passes two through four, “prolonged” 

(indicated by tenuous dotted slurs with question-marks) by digressive sequences and happenstantial 

returns. The Schenkerian reading forces stabilization of a number of pointedly ambiguous moments, 

such as the Ebab loop at the onset of pass three. Perhaps most dangerously, it commits us to one 

interpretation of enharmonic spelling (here managed so as to artificially keep the orbit around Ab as 

long as possible) when everything in the piece is telling us this employs a different sort of harmonic 

space (and logic) than functional/prolongational space. A transformational stance proves decidedly 

more fruitful.   
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 Specific operations of recurrent significance in “Kaleidoscope” include L, S and various 

functionally agnostic fifth-relations (RL, N, and M). The preponderance of these operations 

generates a chord-to-chord surface organized around two model networks and their offspring, 

shown in Figure 10. The isographic α1 and α2 models bear fifth-relations, the former powered by 

the L progression, the latter by N. Model β is wholly chromatic, describing motion between two 

minor-third-removed triads of like mode (by virtue of the S and L saturated context, reached 

through SL rather than PR). These two network shapes in various combinations furnish 

Kaleidoscope’s several sequences. When β is augmented by an α-derived LR transformation it forms 

the core of Horner Space, and thus the SLIDE-line. Other routes are made possible by various 

combinations of α and β: a sampling of two is also shown in Figure 10. These simple templates and 

their (re)combinations determine the course of most of “Kaleidoscope.” Additionally, a handful of 

one-off progressions serve as network modulations, including LP, NL and LSLR.  

 Figures 5.11a-e trace the complete tonal trajectory of the cue. Kaleidoscope breaks into five 

passes of constitutive sub-networks that engage similar moves but execute them differently. Pass 

one (mm. 1-26) is occupied by a single, static progression in obsessive repetition, the aeolian cell [D 

min: ibVIIbVIbVIIi]. This constitutes the rumination portion of the cue, and establishes the 

main component of the Kaleidoscope’s L-driven α transformation network. The similarly looping 

vocal motif (5-6-5) encapsulates, in a fractal-like manner, the voice-leading tendency of L(D min) on 

a smaller scale. Direct chord-to-chord motion is clearly the result of a transpositional “pick up and 

place down” procedure rather than inversional or functional logic, and thus motion to and C maj 

garners a T2P operation, rather than the bulky compound such as RLR. 
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  Pass two (mm. 27-33) properly begins with a pair of network modulations. First, D 

progresses to A-minor; the move is still included within one pass, as A min preserves the diatonicity 

of the opening and bears kinship with the oft-heard C major (a mere R away). More importantly, it 

definitively establishes the 2-dimensional extent of the α1- network into which it is quickly 

normalized. This is immediately followed by a shift to Ab-major at measure 27. The resultant S—the 

cue’s primary transgressive element—forces aural realignment into a new version of the α-network, 

and as such offers a robust network modulation. Ab proceeds to launch the SLIDE-line sequence, 

hopping from one α -network into another. Each α-net is transposed down a whole-tone along the 

line, four iterations of which steer from Bb to E. The successive L·S progressions also introduce the 

shape of the β-network, though at this point S is still disruptive enough to be heard as modulatory 

rather than normalized. The sequence terminates with a classic CICR, when B maj ventures to Eb 

major rather than the expected L-partner, Eb min. The novel progression, LP, thus initiates the next, 

far-roaming leg through Kaleidoscope pitch space. 

 Pass three (mm. 34-50) charts a more tortuous journey through pitch space, characterized 

by free mixing of α1, α2 and β-networks and a more evenly distributed collection of network 

modulations (N, M and LSRL). These network modulations are now granted network-modulation 

status upon their first disorienting occurrences, picking up the task previously held by a now 

progressively more familiar and β-network integrated S. This generates three sub-regions: the first 

(34-40) exploring new routes through general α-space; the second (41-45) an incipient minor third 

cycle drawn from a β-backbone (including another pregnant aAb progression); and the third (46-

50) a recasting of the downward whole-tone sequence of Pass 2 through use of the α2 network. The 

first of these regions begins with a brief prolongational reprieve accomplished with the first 
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sounding of the α2-net. The oscillation of Eb maj and Ab min is a textbook instance of the tonally 

allusive Nebenverwandt. Description of this passage by N obviates the unnecessary analytic 

squirming between equally-plausible functional options [Eb: Iiv] and [ab: Vi] on the harmonic 

surface. Throughout, evidence for the firmer hierarchical footing for Ab accumulates. This is 

especially apparent Horner redirects the M·R·M cycle back towards Ab from A-min at m. 50.  

 Figure 5.11c adjusts the space around pass three slightly into a circular (but pointedly not 

cyclical) shape, so as to best show the equivalence between the α-network complexes that initiate 

both pass three and four. Pass four (mm. 53-65) offers a varied recapitulation of the activity of the 

previous pass. Pass three and four are separated by another short quasi-cadential spot, here a 

5/36/4 embellishment of Ab. Horner again toys with the tonal allusivity the N relation with a  

“deceptive” move to A major (promoting the Ab-A dyad once more), nicely captured by network 

modulation NL. Horner then ushers his floating chord through now familiar trails. However, as he 

re-approaches the a/Ab patch at m. 60, Horner seems to allow the sequential apparatus to fly out of 

control. A minor, the minor dominant of starting key D minor, is pitted directly against its nagging 

SLIDE-partner, first in quick alternation, then as an aggressively dissonant simultaneity. The dyadic 

clash between Ab and A, implied since the second pass, is now rendered explicit. The 

transformation, such that it is, is labeled “SLIDEJOIN.”220 The polychord behaves as an intensified 

                                                      
220 Needless to say, SLIDEJOIN is not a particularly well-defined transformation: “Combine x and its SLIDE-partner 

into polychord” may be the best we can ask for. The following move, SLIDEDOM, is no better, struggling to capture the 
motion from that unusual dominant to a simple D-minor triad. Maneuvering between pc-sets of different cardinality is 
an unavoidable stumbling block in transformational analyses, and even the brave attempts to relate triads and sevenths 
can prove refractory when dealing with many garden varieties of tonal (and post-tonal) harmonic behavior. Interestingly, 
Riemann himself considered dissonant configurations like these as referable to his Harmonieschritte, albeit only in an 
abortive fashion in his Skizze einer neuen Methode der Harmonielehre (1880), recently discussed by Gollin (2011). Gollin finds 

these “Doppelklänge” can be finessed into well-behaved transformations; SLIDEDOM in a more dualist friendly setting 
could be interpreted as a W8 transformation according to Gollin, deriving from Riemann’s Doppelterzwechsel or 
Gegenterzwechsel. 
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“transformational” dominant, discharging onto D minor at m. 66 and from there into the fifth and 

final pass. This amounts to the title’s moment of epiphany, an ingenious synthesis wherein  the two 

opposed elements of the piece—A and Ab—are merged and progress in a novel way. Such a 

transformational fusion enables the conventional role of cadencing into the home key to take on a 

novel cast by blending root progressions of ic5 and 6.  

 In pass five (mm. 66-76), following this “structural dominant,” Horner recaps in diminution 

the L-driven progression of network-α. A final network-modulation (the novel RP) shunts C maj to 

A maj. This opens up a major-hued α1-network nearby and enables A maj to act as the first 

straightforward dominant in the “Kaleidoscope” as it progresses neatly to D (hence the use of 

diatonic-functional transformation). The music smoothly segues into a new cue, in sunny 

Princetonian D major.   

 
 

Figure 5.11a: Pass 1 – mm. 1-26 
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Example 5.11b (Pass 2 – mm. 27 – 33) 

 
 
 

Example 5.11c: Pass 3 – mm. 34-50 
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Example 5.11d: Pass 4 – mm. 53 – 65 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Example 5.11e: Pass 5 – mm. 66-76 
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 Integrating these diachronic—if heavily formal—observations into a narratively relevant 

synchronic account, especially in a piece that places such emphasis on the moment-to-moment 

flitting of the central triad, poses a considerable analytic challenge. Figure 5.12 presents a formal 

“background” network for the main title cue. In a manner similar to that of Schenkerian analysis 

(without, of course, claims of tonal prolongation), it illustrates the essential triadic relationships that 

underlie the title, the better to highlight the narratival dimensions that emerge from their interplay.  

Not all relations are of equal weight (the less important of them are indicated by dotted edges), and 

some do not arise on the surface of “Kaleidoscope” at all (ex. the LRL between Eb maj and D min). 

Significance emphasis is placed on the structural role of the S in steering the central polarity between 

D, its minor dominant, and that chord’s SLIDE-partner Ab  maj. Occupying a rung slightly lower in 

the piece’s transformational hierarchy is RL in linking Eb to Ab maj (mirroring the connection of D  

and A min), and the set of relations that emerge from the use of the piece’s “tonal” dominant, A 

major.  

 Text descriptions provide a tonal-associative reading in the style of Neumeyer (1998). Unlike 

Neumeyer’s analysis of key areas in The Trouble with Harry, in this case it is the dynamic progressions 

themselves that are primary bearers of associative power; fixed key-areas act as important but 

secondary vessels of harmonic meaning. Three regions are linked to specific narratival impulses 

drawing from an epiphanic/problem-solving reading. Those relations around Ab that present it in 

variance to D minor (T6P, and the RL that mirrors D’s relation to A minor), are grouped in an area 

associated with fevered intellection. SLIDE and its cousin T1P  form the crux of the correct 

“formula” for an epiphany that leads back to D minor. Finally, that nominal tonic gains its own 

nodal point, notably for a chord rather than a relation, as this key area reflects a state of psychic 

stability: the initiation of a problem and the arrival its solution.   
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Figure 5.12: Tonal-Associative Network for “Kaleidoscope of Mathematics” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The overall transformational trajectory (as differs from its linear or prolongational structure) 

is RL·S·S·P·DOM, which effects a global motion from D minor to D major. RL·S corresponds with 

the posing and strenuous working through of a difficult problem, while the subsequent S·P·DOM 

spreads out the “eureka” moment that solves it. The double application of S amounts not simply to 

a liquidation of the chromatic Ab (which contributes so importantly to the title’s reentry to D 

minor); rather, the second S is necessary in recovering the long-lost A minor, which, after first 

JOINing with Ab, transmutes via P into a major version of itself. From there it ventures smoothly 

into the next cue in D major as a tonal dominant. 
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VI.   TONAL LABORS LOST 

 Two sequences from the film’s main action feature transformational manipulation of 

material from “Kaleidoscope” in order to convey failed and successful bouts of intense thought. 

Horner’s genius music occurs diegetically first in the cue “Playing a Game of Go” during which 

John Nash is challenged to an easy-to-learn, ultra-complex game by a colleague. The light 

underscoring only faintly suggests the textures and motoric drive of “Kaleidoscope” here, but a 

harmonic derivation is clear. The LRLS SLIDE-line (as a conjunction of α1 and β-networks furnishes 

the basis of the cue, as it did for much of the main title. Unlike “Kaleidoscope,” a handful of moves 

relate triads a semitone apart that do not share a third. This trek takes the originary triad across the 

more Prokofievian LRL within α1.  

 Figure 5.13 offers a network analysis of the relevant portions of the cue. Immediately 

evident is that “Playing a Game of Go” introduces a new network modulation: the hexatonic pole 

(H) relation, that most radically disjunct of triadic pairings. At the cue’s conclusion, Nash loses the 

match, a moment underlined by an unceremonious wrench from Gb  maj back to the cue’s initial D 

minor. The modulation occurs when the colleague lays down the winning game stone (heightened 

by a thudding sound effect). To this indignity, Nash, incapable of admitting defeat, protests “the 

game is flawed. I had the first move, I should have won,” and tosses the board.  

 

Example 5.13: “Playing a Game of Go” Analysis 
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 Tonal coherence may not be such a zero-sum game, but there are ample associative 

harmonic and textural codes here that suggest a win/lose narrative is represented in this cue. The 

SLIDE-driven sequence (sweetened by Nash’s vocalizing muse) is associated with the Go game as it 

is being played—regular, logical, and rule-bound. The “death-blow” harmonic progression of the 

hexatonic pole is filmically pegged to the adversary’s move, and stands in a special relation to the felt 

tonal center of D minor. Chromatic mediants with ic4 root motions are already out of place within 

Horner Space, and the hexatonic pole relation brings preloaded connotations of negation and the 

uncanny still potent in film music practice.221 Furthermore, H is among the operations that most can 

effectively, unceremoniously “cancel out” the progress of the SLIDE-line. Horner’s route across the 

sequence nearly fulfils its cyclical promise, dutifully checking off five-sixths of a directed wholetone 

scale D, C, Bb, Ab, and Gb. Winning, one might surmise, would have amounted to either cyclical 

completion (to E) or return (to E and D). But presenting Gb at a vulnerable moment in the cue’s 

diachronic unfolding (the game onscreen is coming to a close) provides a harmonic “opening” for 

Horner to assert a losing operation, just as some aspect of Nash’s gameplay allowed his colleague to 

declare victory. Returning to D minor in this manner amounts to taking the sequence back to square 

(node) one. Pure contingency, a quality anathematic to Nash, has disrupted the expected flow of 

events here, in both narrative and tonal space. The untraversed continuation of the path to Db and 

onwards in Figure 5.13 makes clear how the intrusion of an “irrational” transformation throws off 

overall harmonic progress.  

 That the hex-pole relation is not contextually recurrent in the score is besides the point. 

Horner simply takes advantage of a harmonic situation that he found himself in unpredictably, 

perhaps even accidentally. Nash’s strategy, analogous to the SLIDE-line, was flawed, insofar as it 

                                                      
221 As exhaustively treated in Cohn 2004. 
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allowed the Hex-relation to present itself at all. There are many paths through pitch space, not all of 

which open up Gb maj. The network for “Go” shows how radically contingent the Hex-network 

modulation is. But that is precisely the point. Compare this chromatic cue to the robust diatonic 

model of harmony, in which slight deviations can be “ironed out” because hierarchical concern 

trumps local meanderings. The priorities of diatonicism are simply not in effect here. As in the kinds 

of dynamical systems Nash studies, the slightest change anywhere in the network can completely 

change the possibilities opened up harmonically elsewhere.   

 

VII.  TONAL LABORS WON 

 The most sustained development of Horner’s genius music outside the “Kaleidoscope” 

occurs one half hour into the film, in the cue “Breaking Russian Codes.”222 In this fanciful scene, 

Nash’s apophenic intellect is put into full gear when he is asked to de-code a massive set of panels 

spattered with seemingly random numbers. Amid a dazzling show of numerical special effects and 

hyperactive audio track, Nash eventually discovers the secret: a single set of integers—missile silo 

coordinates—that unlocks the underlying pattern.  

 In “Russian Codes,” a major seed from Kaleidoscope is fully developed while others (the D 

minor tonicity and the structural importance of SLIDE via the contest between A min and Ab maj) 

are basically forgotten. Where other cues stop tantalizingly short, “Russian Codes” fully realizes the 

cyclical tendency of the main SLIDE-sequence. In this way, “Codes” has similar transformational 

concerns as “Playing a Game of Go.” But where “Go” failed, yanked prematurely back to D-minor 

by a disruptive HEXPOLE, “Codes” succeeds in a blaze of musical affirmation. The LRLS sequence 

                                                      
222 Eaton also analyses this sequence, tracking motive, voice-leading and root-interval progressions rather than 
transformation and cycle-completion as I do here. She arrives at similar results in demonstrating that harmonic behavior 
specifies the  moment when Nash breaks the code, though leaves open the telos-driven aspect of the cue or its 
aftermath. (Eaton, 173-177). 
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is fully consummated, allowed to run its course completely qua cycle, albeit not without surface 

digressions and changes of transformational profile.223 The biggest change is a shift from LR·L·S to a 

compressed form, LR·LS, midway through the cue. In order to highlight its cyclical trajectory, 

previously only latent, the sequence is now presented as the circular, starfish-shaped network of 

Figure 5.14 (albeit with a hexagonal orientation, rather than the pentaradial symmetry of true 

starfish). 

Figure 5.14: LRLS starfish cycle. 

 

                                                      
223 Casting this passage as a cycle differentiates it from a linear sequence. Cycles imply a return when fully traversed. Not 
so with chromatic linear sequences, which, because of the demands of prolongation, enharmonic reinterpretation, and 
memory, do not necessarily plant the listener in the same place as they began, even if the group structure assures the 
contrary. Cyclical depiction emphasizes the elegant, singular process underlying this cue. The choice not to return to the 
d-minor starting point - something that could easily have been achieved  and is relevant by omission—is  also better 
demonstrated in this manner. This music represents a problem solving session, whose destination (F) represents a more 
enlightened position than its point of departure (D).  
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 The radially symmetrical transformation network of Figure 5.15, which presents a network 

for “Russian Codes,” should be read clockwise, starting with D min, to recreate the path Horner’s 

triad-as-idea undertakes in the sequence. Streamlining the SLIDE-line with the compounded LS 

emphasizes the whole-tone descent that each LR pair undergoes, indicated by the T10-wheel at the 

heart of starfish space. As a result of this more directed emphasis, a strong linear drive is palpable in 

the cue. By continuing beyond the point of triadic abandonment of “Kaleidoscope” and “Codes” 

abandoned it, Horner projects a harmonic telos: the full cycling of the LR·LS starfish through its 

twinned whole-tone scales. Doing so represents the completion of an emergent pattern, and 

concurrently a serial presentation of each of the 12 major triads. It is fitting that the acquisition of 

the final major triad (F major) should match a significant moment on screen, as it not only 

completes the circle, but also would confirm that all information that came before, despite its 

“chaotic” abundance and rapidity, was musically decipherable. Once all pegs of this cycle are visited, 

the tonal business of this short cue is complete, and anything following is, strictly speaking, 

harmonic excess.224   

 The code-cracking sequence falls into six chunks, sketched out in Figure 5.16: (1) The 

presentation of the cryptographic problem; (2) the passage of time as Nash approaches and 

concentrates (3) on the data; (4) the approach and achievement of a crucial breakthrough (5) that 

solves the cipher; (6) and a short period of afterglow. The musical backdrop follows this 

segmentation as well: (1) first a buildup consisting of minimalist churning over D minor, then a 

more harmonically elaborate and timbrally dense leg for Nash’s concentration (2-4), followed by a 

                                                      
224Film theorist Kristen Thompson cautions against reading every aspect of text as actively constructive towards 
meaning, enjoining that the interpreter “resist the learned tendency to try and find a narrative significance in every 
detail.” She cites music as a parameter especially likely to “call attention to its own formal qualities apart from its 
immediate function in relation to the image track.” One must not, of course, appeal to excess as an excuse to ignore 
potentially meaningful aspects of the text. (Thompson 2004, 130-142). 
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harmonic breakthrough (5) to underline the moment of epiphany. An additional phase (6) after the 

acquisition of F major consists of the aforementioned “excess.”  

 

Figure 5.15: Russian Codes Network 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 At the point where the cue reaches the third peg of the cycle, Horner introduces the female 

voice to the already crowded audio-mix, suggesting the arrival of Nash’s mathematical muse, 

drawing him ever closer to illumination. (Indeed, at this point, even fractal imagery—a Sierpinski 

triangle—magically flashes before Russell Crowe’s eyes.) Figure 5.17 presents a heavily reduced 

transcription of this passage. The addition of vocal timbre corresponds to the recasting of the 

discrete SLIDE-sequence into a pure minor-third (LS) driven affair. SLIDE, the transformation 
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strongly previously established with epiphanic tunneling through pitch space, is omitted in favor of a 

more stream-lined maneuver through the same harmonic cycle. After a short detour into an F min 

α-network, the sequence picks up where “Kaleidoscope” left off, shuttling E through B, D to A, and 

C to G.  

Figure 5.16: Progression of “Codes” Scene 
 

1) Code Introduced: (28:11)  “Minimalist cycling around D minor by L loop, matched by spin of 
camera around Crowe’s head. With increasingly thick orchestration camera steadies, focuses on 
Nash’s face and special effects patterns developing on code-screen. 8494 isolated. 

 
2) Nash Gets To Work: (28:49): SLIDE powered initiated. Camera focuses on close up numbers, pulls 

back exposing more with hints of emerging patterns. Nash’s face concentrated on. 
 

3) Nash Finds Patterns: Prolongation of F min by L loop. Nash’s face concentrated on, suggestion of 
extended passage of time for events behind him.  

 
4) Nash Approaches Solution: (29:03). Wordless voice enters musical texture, as if muse is now 

visiting Nash. Hint that epiphany is near as more distinct patterns emerge, including brief fractal 
geometry.  

 
5) Breakthrough! (29:17): Cut to a very obviously “Eureka” face on Nash, with interior chattering 

quieting down, followed by a perspective shot zeroing on a particular numerical set (914034). Voice 
departs.  

 
6) Nash Wraps Up (29:24): Nash, clear-headed, approaches board. Music continues chugging at high 

intensity, diverted by new L·LR·LRP sequence, which lands abruptly on B-major. Nash says “I need a 
map. 

 

 
Figure 5.17: “Codes” Breakthrough Music Reduction 

 

 

 With major triad exhaustion nearing and visual and sound-effect clues clearly indicating 

Nash is on the verge of that “Eureka” moment, a harmonic breakthrough is clearly called for.  As 
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argued, a visit to Bb and F would nicely reflect the reaching of a harmonic telos of considerable 

weight. However, given the staleness of a sequence continued beyond three literal repetitions, the 

continuation of the cycle to that triadic pair through a fourth application LS would not provide 

revelatory surprise upon reaching the Bb/F goal. Conveniently for Horner, an additional measure is 

also needed for score to synchronize with the reveal of that numerical set that unlocks the code. 

Timing and novelty both call for change.  

 To guarantee the cycle’s culmination “pops” on soundtrack, Horner calls back a 

transformational stratagem from the SLIDE-line: instead of proceeding directly to Bb major, G 

major precedes to an intermediary, B minor via L. From there, he takes us directly to Bb, via S, and 

thence “last” triad, F major, by LR. Thus, the ultimate chord pair is prepared by the heavily marked 

SLIDE progression in a structurally crucial position. This bit of transformational recall serves to re-

associate the starfish cycle with the more familiar forms of the SLIDE-line (including the one that 

lost in “Go”). Reinserting L·S reveals that, all this time, we have been hearing the genius-associated 

SLIDE-line sequence, albeit realized by different means. In effect, the miniscule digression to B min 

is the key to unlocking the whole pattern, the hint that indicates the underlying orderliness of the 

wild chromatic activity that comprises the “Codes” sequence. Without this harmonic event, the 

moment of Nash’s epiphany would be ambiguous, left slightly underdetermined by visuals, which 

merely indicate the mathematician is homing in on the answer. The soundtrack is entirely decisive in 

structuring the narrative here, with the transformational arc in “Codes” instructing when the cue has 

“hit the mark” while other elements of the soundtrack—the chattering voices in Nash’s head and 

whirring sound effects—are actually dying down, implying the cessation of mental exertion.  

 Reaching this region of pitch space suggests the cue’s harmonic business is over. Horner 

need not maneuver back to D minor or Ab because the narrative context is less about coming full 
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circle than developing a line or reasoning to its completion. The departure of the muse’s voice at this 

stage reinforces this interpretation, her job in motivating the harmonic sequential engine of thought 

forward having been fulfilled. However, the cue is not strictly over. Following this moment of 

exhilarating discovery, Horner continues ramping up musical energy beyond the point of cycle-

completion breakthrough, even when visual signifiers (importantly the cessation of special effects) 

indicate the workings of Nash’s genius are complete. This is classic cinematic “excess” that escapes 

the narrower confines of the scene’s main hermeneutic framework. The effect of this overflow of 

continued exuberant chromaticism past its required allotment is to lengthen the span of the code-

cracking activity as a formal unit in the film; to inject some continued excitement into the scene, as if 

Nash’s discovery were bathing in its own afterglow; and to further elucidate the derivation of 

unfamiliar material from the “Codes” from earlier cues. The harmonic progression for this “coda” is 

drawn straight from pass 3 of “Kaleidoscope.” Here it is merely transposed down a wholetone (a 

product of the cue’s tonal trajectory heading to Bb- rather than Ab-min). Horner shuttles from Gb to 

Db, and terminally from G# to E to B (serving as an ersatz plagal cadence). Upon reaching B major, 

the cue ends abruptly, in the manner of so many minimalist compositions. With soundtrack 

unencumbered of Horner’s foregrounded music or any of the spectacular effects work, Nash’s 

statement “I need a map” is rendered all the more dry.  

 

IX.   AN APPETITE FOR PATTERNS 

John Nash’s discovery of a code-unlocking pattern at the heart of a dauntingly complex 

presentation of data, using only time and his own incredible cognitive powers, comes dangerously 

close to offering a perfect depiction of the fantasy of music analysis. To find the obscured secret 

that elegantly explains the whole, that allows its disparate parts to be linked in subtle but “objective” 

ways is a disciplinary goal that recurs in music theory from the Ursatz epiphanies and motivic kernel-
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complexes of Schenker and Reti, to the set-complex hunts and meta-inversional trichord networks 

of pc-set theory and K-Net theory. The whiff of set-theoretical processes in this scene, despite 

Horner’s defiantly triadic music, is particularly suggestive—even the six digit “cell” that pops out of 

the panels before Nash corresponds with a common octatonic subset! The impulse to discover, 

through the power of pure inferential acumen, the inherent order behind seemingly chaotic musical 

surfaces, is one of the strongest drives in institutionalized North American music theory.  

 The elegance of the transformational graphs and their attendant hermeneutic analyses for the 

above cues, especially “Codes,” is suspiciously difficult to resist. In order to musically represent a 

mind preternaturally sensitive to subtle patterns, Horner devises harmonic journeys replete with 

dazzling, kaleidoscopic symmetries. These tonal pathways and goals are readily audible to the 

attentive viewer, and decisive are in sculpting the filmgoer’s experience of those stretches of film in 

which they occur. Transformation theory appears to be singularly well-equipped to elucidate 

Horner’s procedures, tracking the coruscating “triad as idea” through the vagaries of Nash’s thought 

processes and our own. 

 Yet to leave our investigation at that, without heeding the explicit moral of A Beautiful 

Mind—beware the urge to locate underlying order in all things!—is to miss a powerful object lesson 

for film music analysis, and the practice transformation theory at large. I characterize the code 

breaking scene as depicting a fantasy of music analysis—an unrealistic dream of what it means to 

engage a piece of music, rather than a faithful representation of what analysis is or should be. 

Ultimately, such apophenically exuberant analyses might tell us more about the conceptual priorities 

of the analyst than the music purported for explanation. Apophenia, afterall, is a kind of informal 

psychological pathology, a cognitive trap. Much of Nash’s pattern hunting in the film is revealed to 

be the result of mental illness. At times this sprays out of his psyche in the form of maps connecting 

random words and symbols from magazines to maps and ripped fragments of paper, all 
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uncomfortably resembling a transformation network of deranged complexity. Doubts over 

theoretical overreaching, irrelevance, Buchler-esque “promiscuity” seem to quietly echo after 

viewing the film. Horner’s work for A Beautiful Mind may be an exceptional case of plot encouraging 

a hyper-pattern-sensitive musical analysis. However, the score serves no less appropriately as an 

exemplar of the power of transformation theory to do rigorous and “thick” analysis of film music. 

In the next chapter, we witness that power when it is allowed to generate spaces of unfettered 

symmetry and “sublime” complexity.  
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Chapter Six:  
Sublime Sequences and Spaces in Star Trek 

 
 

I.   SCI-FI SUBLIMITY 

 It is no accident that many of the scenes that have occupied our analytic spotlight thus far 

have concerned themselves with extraordinary phenomena and awesome sights. The tonal idiom 

that best lends itself to transformational analysis (that is to say, triadic chromaticism) is heavily 

associated with an aesthetic of wonderment and alterity, in film as in nineteenth century classical 

music. It is now time to isolate that aesthetic characteristic itself for analysis. The category of the 

sublime covers most all of the desired responses film composers strive to evoke by using 

chromaticism in these fantastic contexts. The sublime is a thing of many shades and even more 

definitions, but in its rawest and most conventional form, it is the commingling of a positive and 

negative aesthetic feeling, most typically the mixture of awe and dread. The pleasure of the sublime 

derives from the frisson of those competing impressions—the sinking feeling of tonal limbo 

suggested by SLIDE for example—along with the assurance of safety that comes from artistic 

removal from the actual object of fear. No harmonic progression will ever harm the listener, no 

matter how loaded with associations of sentimental loss (L), undeath (S), mechanized evil (LP), or 

demoniacal power (T6).  

 In some more complex formulations, sublimity also involves an affirmation of subjective 

rationality. This owes to the realization that the object of contemplation, no matter how threatening 

or un-integratable by mere perception by virtue of size or magnitude, is nonetheless within human 

cognitive dominion. For Immanuel Kant, the infinite and the omnipotent can be safely 

conceptualized, with definitional boundaries or frames safely erected around them to guarantee 

rational containment. So it is with Kant’s disquisition on the sublime in his third Critique:  
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..any spectator who beholds massive mountains climbing skyward, deep gorges with raging streams in 
them…and so on is seized by amazement bordering on terror, by horror and a sacred thrill; but since he knows 
he is safe, this is not actual fear: it is merely our attempt to incur it with our imagination, in order that we may 
feel that very power’s might and connect the mental agitation this arouses with the mind’s state of rest.225  
 

Whether or not we accept the necessity of the rationality-affirming affect of sublimity, the 

importance of the sublimely gargantuan, whether in terms of size, number, power, or sheer 

foreignness to human understanding, is faithfully pursued in Hollywood genre cinema. We see it 

reflected vividly in A Beautiful Mind, where John Nash’s hyperactive imagination delivers scenes of 

breathtaking, almost superhuman numerical thought. I have already remarked on the extent to 

which Horner’s music helps establish an expressive genre of the mathematical sublime—Kant’s sublime 

of the infinite and innumerable. The peripatetic triad of Horner’s Beautiful Mind charts out spaces 

that suggest of mathematical deliberation and epiphany.226 In their cascades of chordal changes, 

these harmonic spaces work beggar the listener’s sense of control, establishing a universe where any 

triad-to-triad motion is possible and no region, however remote, is too distant for visitation, 

however brief. At the same time, the fact that these cues manifest an underlying logic, both tonal 

(cycles, sequences, and dyadic-clashes) and dramatic (epiphanic structure and loss/success 

narratives), implies that the rational mind is, in principle, equipped to parse this surfeit of data. The 

reaffirmation of human reason after confronting such seemingly non-integratable reams of 

information is the essence of Kant’s formulation of the mathematical sublime. 

                                                      
225 Kant 1790, 270. Other critics, particularly in the 20th century, have adduced a contrastingly irrational or anti-rational 
quality to the sublime. See, for example, Derrida 1987, Žižek 1989, and Lyotard 1994. Unfortunately, a full discussion of 
this topic is outside the scope of this chapter, but for an exploration by the author of Star Trek’s chromaticism more 
specifically along Derridian lines, see Lehman 2010. 
 
226 An important component of Kant’s treatment of the sublime is that it exists only in the mind of the subject; it is not a 
property of the fearful or awe-inspiring thing itself. The sublime is an internal experience—not in the artwork but rather 
the response of the subject to the dynamics of their own mind. It is a distinction elegantly mirrored in A Beautiful Mind 
by the fact that music is portraying both affective and denotative information. First, it delivers the slightly dreadful thrill 
of information abundance (without, of course, presenting the audience with actual numerical problems), while at the 
same time suggesting the progressive workings of Nash’s own mind. Obviously we are not going to solve the problem 
on the panels in “Russian Codes” (any more than we’re likely to consciously notice the aggregate completion). But 
music’s analogical process allows second hand representation and thereby access to this feat.  
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 The association of triadic chromaticism with sublimity impacts the kinds of films that are 

scored with that tonal idiom. Noticeably absent from this study have been films that do not seek to 

generate awe tinged with fear—comedies, romantic films, family or costume dramas, sober 

documentaries, realistic action thrillers, and so on. The associative selectivity of transformationally 

interesting music leads to generic expectations; we find this music most frequently in films that 

involve the otherworldly or vast in scale. Fantasy, science-fiction, historical epics, and psychological 

or horror films are where dramatic topics that align with the neo-Riemannian sound-world are much 

more likely to arise and/or require realization. For the film composer, the calculus is simple: the 

more fantastic the sights, the more fantastic should be the sounds. 

 Of all film genres, science fiction (sci-fi) is perhaps most invested in the constant rehearsal 

of sublimity. As many film theorists have observed, a sense of wonder is a recurrent goal of sci-fi, 

and it can be realized in numerous ways.227 Frequent recourse to staggering and mysterious 

interstellar entities is one such means, and the genre’s affinity for special effects insures directors 

continually discover new, more impressive ways to suggest these “big dumb objects.”228 Unusual 

harmonies and pervasive chromaticism is another, whether with the eerily juxtaposed tritonal or 

quartal sonorities in Herrmann and Steven’s scores for The Day the Earth Stood Still (1951) and War of 

                                                      
227 Gary Westfahl’s Encyclopedia of Science Fiction and Fantasy has an entire entry devoted to “Sense of Wonder” (706-708), 
in which Andrew Sawyer attributes sci-fi’s pursuit of the trope as invested in the conveying of the indescribable being 
simultaneously fused with an intellectual passion to explore and understand, the thrill of being forced into new ways of 
seeing. Not surprisingly, it is cross-referenced with the volume’s own entry on “The Sublime.” 
 
228 This appellation was introduced to film discourse by science-fiction theorist Peter Nicholls (2000). The objects are 
“dumb,” not only because of the slightly silly aspect they sometimes take, but because of their silent inscrutability, their 
opacity to human understanding. The monolith from 2001 is the filmic locus classicus, and we find many other examples 
from this era— the Death Star in Star Wars, the space-jockey ship in Alien, and biggest and dumbest of all, the V’Ger 
entity of Star Trek: The Motion Picture. Nicholls finds these big dumb objects to be a distillation of sci-fi’s interest in the 
sublime. The provide a way of “feeling…our vulnerability and littleness in the face of cosmic vastness and indifference,” 
coalescing the immensity of space itself “in the form of matter.” (Nicholls, 11) In the face of absolute immensity, our all 
too human urge is to understand the big dumb object while holding onto our sense of identity. And while we might not 
ever fully take in the object, perhaps we might leave the process having a better sense of our own agency. In this edifying 
turn, Nicholls aligns closely with the ratiocination-driven formulation of the sublime of Kant. 
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the Worlds (1953),229 the silky Ravelian reworkings of “When You Wish Upon A Star” in Williams’ 

Close Encounters of the Third Kind (1977), or the third-related polychords that represent multiple planes 

of reality Davis’s The Matrix (1999). One of the most reliable places to seek out transformationally-

apt and sublimely-motivated music is in the Star Trek franchise. And from this family of films and 

television series comes perhaps the purest and most sustained example of filmic triadic 

chromaticism: Jerry Goldsmith’s score to Star Trek: The Motion Picture (1978). After a brief 

exploration of the general use of chromaticism in the Star Trek universe, an exploration of this score 

will comprise the analytic task of this chapter. 

 
II.   STAR TREK CHROMATICISM 

 The Star Trek franchise’s musical milieu has been marked by triadic chromaticism since its 

inception on television in 1966. Alexander Courage’s original series’ opening title music, which 

appears in various guises throughout subsequent Star Trek scores, starts off with a brass fanfare in A 

major with light quartal implications. Figure 6.1 illustrates the chord succession that follows that 

initial theme. The fanfare is directly transposed twice by major thirds (T4) before transforming the 

final sonority into a quasi-dominant (v 7) of the more jazzy and tonally conventional tonal main 

theme.  

Fig 6.1: Alexander Courage – Star Trek: Main Title Opening  
 
 

 

 James Horner revisits this fanfare in his score for Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan (1982, 

Meyer), although he substantially alters the transpositional plan. As depicted in the 

                                                      
229 For harmonically minded discussions of these scores see Fiegel 2003 and Rosar 2006. 
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linear/transformational blend of Figure 6.2a, Horner departs the initiating E major fanfare with 

two T11s. This is followed by active but embryonic new material with a similar downward trajectory 

centered initially on A major (T11 x2). This then settles on an fluctuation of Ab, G, and Db major. 

After a brief period of tonal instability, these three triads are interpreted as a bVIbIIV/C 

progression, cadencing in the definitive C major key of Horner’s fully formed new theme.  

 
Fig 6.2a: Horner – Wrath of Khan Main Title C/E Double Tonic Complex Analysis 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The elements of Horner’s subsequent Khan-vocabulary are all present in this prelude: local 

motion by steps and direct transposition; prominent tritonal oscillations to evoke a strong 

associations with outer space230; overall key-shifts by ic4 (as with Courage’s opening); and a near 

exclusive use of major triads. The Khan theme itself, depicted in reduced form in Figure 6.2b, is 

tonally centered on C. Rather than through diatonic fifth-motions, this key is asserted by chromatic 

thirds. Rather than fleeing the tonic as “centrifugal,” inherently disruptive or modulatory gestures, 

these third motions act to secure centripetal “functional” chromatic relations in the sense 

propounded by David Kopp.231 For example, C major is flanked by both forms of its lower 

                                                      
230 The most recent entry into the Star Trek cinema music canon, Michael Giacchino’s score for 2009’s Star Trek, is 
singularly occupied with tritone relations between major triads as well, although typically in much less ambiguous 

bII6VI  

 
231 In Kopp’s (2002) nomenclature, the first two Khan tonal locations would be described as the LSM (lower sharp 

mediant) and LFM (lower flat mediant). Kopp does not have a special label for chords lying on the #4/b5 scale degree. 
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chromatic mediant (bVI and VI#), as well as a more confounding #IV/bV. These visitations are all 

three are part of an overall 5-b6-§6-b7-§7 melodic line that “warps” upwards to the surprise true 

modulation to E major in the theme’s second harmonic pass, another instance of LP/T4. While upon 

its first occurrence, the motion to E from C is integrated into an overall C maj: IIII#VI 

motion, subsequent appearances of E are emphasized heavily and with sufficient autonomy from C 

to qualify the Khan title as a legitimate example of a double-tonic complex of C and E major 

(depicted in Figure 6.2a). The significance of this relationship is not tapped in an associative 

manner outside this cue, as were the double-tonic complexes discussed in Chapter 2. Instead, the 

routine LP/PL swings between C and E major serve in this cue-specific context to instill a bright and 

buoyant mood of the film in general. We arrive at a sense that more than one potential world might 

anchor the fantastic dramatic action to come.  

 
Figure 6.2b: Wrath of Khan Main Theme as Series of Chromatic Oscillations about C Major 

 

 

 

 

 
The concoction of direct chromatic mediant relationships lends the music of Courage and Horner 

an affect akin to a musical distillation of the Starship Enterprise mantra “to boldly go where no man has 

gone before.” Major triads, moving in predominantly upwards direction (or with melodic ascents when 

bass-lines descend) by chromatic intervals convey a sense of intrepid wanderlust—a willingness to 
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cover large harmonic distances quickly, with little or no mediating material.232 Rapid inter-triadic and 

regional motion mimics the galactic distances summarily traversed through Star Trek’s signature 

“warp” navigational plot device. Tonal space itself is treated a kind of final frontier, beckoning 

loudly for unrestrained exploration, even as a degree of conventionality sets in with the use of 

particular transformations to make the journey. 

 
III.  STAR TREK: THE MOTION PICTURE - TONAL LANGUAGE AND  
  TRANSFORMATIONS 
 
 More than any composer, Jerry Goldsmith’s contributions to this franchise most established 

the Star Trek universe’s musical “voice.” Beginning with the first feature film in 1978, Goldsmith 

composed scores for five of its eleven movies (I, V, VIII, IX, and X) and main title themes of two 

of its television series (The Next Generation and Voyager). As they went up in number, Goldsmith’s 

Trek scores increasingly reflected the composer’s progressively simplified harmonic language. 

Nevertheless, each is marked in some degree by triadic chromaticism, nowhere so thoroughly as his 

first, for Star Trek: The Motion Picture (or “TMP”, Robert Wise 1978). And nowhere is the goal of the 

score so single-mindedly invested in the production of the sublime as in .  

 The heart of both Star Trek: The Motion Picture and its score, both as a critical lynchpin  and as 

centerpiece of its duration, is a set of lengthy sequences in which the Starship Enterprise navigates a 

massive and mysterious space-entity.233 The film’s entire plot revolves around this “big dumb 

                                                      
232 The use of the major flattened submediant (bVI) as an embellishing chord is another Star Trek musical hallmark. It is 

present in the oscillations of Horner’s Khan title, and in effect with the IGer+6
 motion of Courage’s main theme (not 

depicted). Scott Murphy (forthcoming, “Transformational Theory and the Analysis of Film Music”) finds material 
based on this progression (M8M) to host connotations of positivity via mode, and  the fantastical via chromaticism. 
 
233 Star Trek: The Motion Picture has an intensely ambivalent critical reputation, with many of its initial reviewers finding it 
emotionally cold and over-reliant on special effects. Critics damned the film with descriptions like “warp speed to 
nowhere” and “a long day's journey into ennui,” (Schickell, 1977),  “blandness raised to an epic scale” (Kehr, 2008),  and 
most stingingly “The Motionless Picture.” Judging from these barbs, TMP’s mortal sin is the lack of quick pace of George 
Lucas’s Star Wars. The lavish time given to astronomical special-effects—at turns hypnotic, meditative and fetishistic—
aligns the film closer with Kubrick’s deliberate, abstract 2001: A Space Odyssey than its more obvious counterpart in 
Lucas’s gregarious swashbuckler in space. Star Trek: The Motion Picture is surely a case of cinematic excess. But whether 
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object,” dubbed V’Ger, and the action hinges on the Enterprise’s mission to discover a means of 

preventing it from consuming Earth. As the plot moves forward, Captain Kirk and crew penetrate 

ever deeper into V’Ger, first traversing its kaleidoscopic energy shroud, then burrowing into its 

weirdly designed interior.234 Kirk comes to the realization that this enigmatic craft is an intelligent 

artificial life-form in search of its “creator,” who in the film’s ultimate twist turns out to be 20th 

century mankind.235 Lavish time is dedicated to the V’Ger flyover effects, far in excess to the 

demands of simply establishing setting or a sense of the entity’s threat. It becomes clear that TMP is 

emulating, both in style and substance, the “Star Gate” sequence from Kubrik’s 2001: A Space 

Odyssey. Douglas Trumbull, who created the visual effects of the “Star Gate,” was brought onto 

Wise’s picture to craft the celestial vistas that dominate TMP’s mise-en-scène. With the humans 

aboard the Enterprise deprived of the banter and quirks that charmed audiences in the original 

television series, Trumbull’s artificial spacescapes emerge as the truest characters in the picture—

lovingly established, developed, and even ultimately allowed to reach apotheosis. 

 On a sonority-to-sonority basis, the score for The Motion Picture (TMP) is one of Hollywood’s 

most uniformly triadically-chromatic. The basic harmonic unit is [037], with some recourse to the 

augmented triad [048] and its related seventh chords, the minor-major seventh [0148] especially. 

Non-tertian sonorities where they occur are the result of triadic superimpositions over a pedal or ad 

libitum atonal effects from unusual, vaguely pitched instruments like the waterphone or “Blaster 

                                                                                                                                                                           
the endless procession of special effects succeeds in instilling cosmic awe or suffers from vanishing returns is a matter of 
individual temperament. If the goal of the movie is taken to be evocation of the sublime, then editorial and visual 
overindulgence is itself recruited in the pursuit of delightful terror—an intended response that the film’s creators defend 
vigorously to this day. 
 
234 At one point, V’Ger is theorized to be 82 Astronomical Units wide. For comparison of this (ridiculously) sublime 
expanse, the dwarf planet is at most 50 AUs from Earth at any given time. 
 
235 V’Ger’s true motivations are finally revealed when it is discovered that it was originally the fictitious “Voyager Six” 
probe sent out by the United States, augmented by alien technology from some distant world, in a ravenous but naïve 
search for purpose and meaning. 
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Beam” designed by Craig Huxley.236 Chromatic motions easily outnumber diatonic ones, except on a 

local basis within a handful of cues that include Goldsmith’s tonally conventional “Enterprise 

Theme.” Accordingly, unambiguous dominant-tonic relationships are rare, and those fifth relations 

that do crop up are often of a more modal flavor, the M-relation being particularly characteristic.  

 The entire score is integrated through a family of around eight thematic units that Goldsmith 

subjects to transformation and recombination to a degree remarkable in this repertoire. At any given 

moment in a cue, one or more of these motifs are likely to be present. Harmonic associativity plays a 

large role in distinguishing these motivic particles, along with melodic contour and orchestration to a 

lesser extent. About half of the motives consist of little more than an emblematic progression or set 

of progressions, and are nicely characterized by triadic-transformational descriptions than melodic or 

contour designations. Figure 6.3 presents four of these harmonically-associative themes with neo-

Riemannian descriptions. For convenience, all are transposed to C. At the same time that the motifs 

are characterized by emblematic progressions, all are prone to sometimes drastic harmonic 

reinterpretation, generally through retention of the top melodic voice and new common-tone 

harmonies. Extrapolating from Goldsmith’s usages across the score, Figure 6.3 also tabulates the 

harmonic transformations most commonly applied. The first three motifs are associated with the 

entity V’Ger. Motif  and  are reducible to single transformations: T2 for the former; LP with a 

major seventh for the latter. Motif  is a slightly longer idea, typically presented as a dark 

homophonic chorale. Its emblematic transformations are motion by semitone (T1/11) and the fifth-

exchanging M at its (frequently detached) tail. That M, when heard independently, assumes the guise 

of a modified Motif , is a testament to the motivic interpenetration of this score.237 

                                                      
236 Noted in Bond 1999. 
 
237 Much of the teleological heft of the score’s climactic cue “The Meld” derives from its saturation with M-transformed 

 motives. These in turn are subject to even further manipulation by inclusion of sevenths and lydian-dominant type 
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 One last motif given in Figure 6.3d is the extended romantic theme for the character of 

“Ilia” ( ). This, along with the Starship Enterprise’s brassy fanfare is one of TMP’s two eight-measure 

ideas that have a period structure, replete with medial half-cadence, in their complete appearances. 

Ilia’s theme is characterized by its flanking of the major tonic with major chromatic mediants, bVI 

and III#, captured by LP and PL transformations respectively. Goldsmith treats her melody to some 

of the most radical thematic transformations in this score.  

 
Figure 6.3: TMP Thematic Cells and Transformational Capacities (Transposed to C) 

 

   
 
 

 

                                                                                                                                                                           

sonorities. As the “parent” motif  is in some ways V’Ger’s own theme, the exfoliation of its major-mode M tail in “The 
Meld” captures the metaphysical ascension of the space entity, from a threat to a transcendent wonder.   
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Figure 6.3: Continued 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This propensity for harmonic variation reflects the character’s own unwilling metamorphosis into 

V’Ger’s mouthpiece and, at the film’s climax, a transcendent organism merged with both V’Ger and 

her lover, Commander Decker. Figure 6.4 presents three of the most striking thematic shifts with 

corresponding harmonic transformations. Even before her mental shift from an autonomous being 

to drone, Ilia’s coming connection with the space entity is hinted at, with Goldsmith quietly 

integrating her theme into the cue “V’Ger Flyover” before she is actually taken over by the 

spacecraft. The thematic transformation in 6.4a illustrates how Goldsmith presages the profoundly 

ambivalent, divided conscious state Ilia assumes by a mode-switch and preference for S-relations 

over the normative PL/LPs of her theme (along with an altered contour that tellingly involves a 

melodic inversion of the ic3s of measure 3). The thematic transformation of 6.4b, occurring in the 

cue “Games,” keeps the basic structure of her theme intact, but darkens its tenor considerably by 

the uncanny hexatonic-pole relation (PLP instead of PL, retaining nonetheless the now faintly 

piteous Ab common tone). 
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 The most thorough reconfiguration of her theme is presented in the third transformation, 

6.4c. Here, Goldsmith treats every pitch of Ilia’s leitmotif as a host for its own tonally-untethered 

chord. The particular example comes from the conclusion of “V’Ger Flyover,” where it is presented 

as a gothic chorale scored with full orchestra and organ, unambiguously tapping the darkly sublime 

timbral world of V’Ger, particularly its Motif .  The transformation represents a full infiltration of 

V’Ger’s malevolent harmonic pallet into Ilia’s theme. All three of V’Ger’s motifs tamper with Ilia’s 

harmonization at some stage; the infiltration takes place on the harmonic surface with the M-

relations that initiate the infected theme, the T1 and T6s that characterize its inner portion, and the 

LPs of its final (most melodically distorted) leg. 

 

Figure 6.4: Ilia’s Theme Transformations (Transposed to C) 
 

a. In “V’Ger Flyover” beginning [Mode-switch and SLIDE] 
b. In “Games” [Hexatonic pole reharmonization] 
c. In “V’Ger Flyover” [Full penetration of motifs #1-3] 
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But the harmonic contamination runs deeper, into more hierarchically lofty levels, most notably with 

the implication of a global S from the initial C maj to its partner c# in the third measure. The triad c# 

thus occupies a spot leagues away from the PL safe-zone held by the normative, more magical 

sounding Ab major (S=PLRLP)—even as it remarkably retains that Ab common tone (now spelled as 

G#). While its referent in “V’Ger Flyover” is ambiguous upon its first occurrence, subsequent 

modifications with similar harmonic-distortive profiles, as in the cue “Spock Walk” (where Spock 

comes across a giant visage of Ilia’s head in the heart of V’Ger’s internal memory bank) make the 

narrative of harmonic perversion clear. As Ilia becomes a mere mouthpiece to the V’Ger entity, so 

does her theme contort itself into a mouthpiece for its dreadful harmonic utterances.  

 
IV.   INTRODUCTORY TRIPTYCH 

 Star Trek: The Motion Picture begins with a triptych of musical set pieces that together illustrate 

most of the harmonic devices Goldsmith employs across the score. First is an overture, “Ilia’s 

Theme,” based on the romantic leitmotif discussed above.238 Second is the movie’s main credits 

sequence proper, which bears the brassy “Enterprise Theme,” perhaps Goldsmith’s most 

recognizable melody. The credits music segues without break into the first diegetic cue, the 5:28 

minute long “Klingon Battle.” Each cue poses a question of tonal writing in a film-musical style to 

be addressed again and again, in different ways, within Goldsmith’s score. First in Ilia’s Theme is the 

use of hexatonicism and the embedding different genera of interval cycles within one seemingly 

coherent space. Second is the intermingling of functional diatonic and transformational logic in the 

“Main Title,” and relatedly, a tendency to summarily deflect tonal goals with little apparent cinematic 

                                                      
238 The use of an overture is a extremely unconventional gesture for a Hollywood film in this era, an anachronism shared 
only John Barry’s score to The Black Hole (1979). 
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motivation. Finally, in the lengthy “Klingon Battle” is the balancing act of divergent tonal idioms 

and its coordination with expressive modulations and associative progressions. 

 
1.  Hexatonicism and Cyclical Embedding in “Ilia’s Theme”: The first musical 

portrait, “Ilia’s Theme,” establishes hexatonic space as a sturdy harmonic norm within ST:TMP. The 

theme is composed of two parts, the first a (hexa)tonally fixed 8-measure phrase, initially centered 

on A major, the second a modulatory section based around common-tone related triads. Figure 6.5 

presents its complete harmonic trajectory, broken into three large-scale passes.239 We have seen in 

Figure 6.3 that the theme is tonicized through chromatic and modally-mixed but functionally viable 

triads, primarily bVI and III#. The more coloristic ivbadd6 departs slightly from the Eastern (A, F, C#) 

hexatonic inclination of the theme but nevertheless partakes of the same b6 that unites the other two 

mediants (as an *N/*PLR or *SUBD′ transformation). Figure 6.5a shows how this pass centers on 

A and its ic4 mediants.  

 After cadencing with a III# chord, Goldsmith initiates something of a network modulation, 

not to a different hexatonic space per-se, but an octatonic region adjoining one of the mediants 

(C#oct). This is accomplished by downwards motion, first to f# from A (R, already hinting at an 

octatonic reorientation), then to C#6, heard now in a different light by virtue of arrival (by RLP), 

inversion, and status as a decidedly less stable tonic reference point. Bb major is the oscillatory focal 

point here, first with the common-tone sharing C# (RP/PR), then with much the further afield E 

major (PRPR). This too is captured in the lower right corner of 6.5a. In a manner not unlike 

Horner’s surprise entry to C major in his main title, Goldsmith cunningly has presented Ilia’s theme  

 

                                                      
239 For graphical simplicity’s sake, oscillating but non-involuting transformations are indicated with only the first 
transformation, with the understanding that the oscillatory “return path” is the same transformation spelled backwards. 
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Figure 6.5: Jerry Goldsmith “Ilia’s Theme” Hexatonic Analysis 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6.5a: 

Pass 1 (AHex and C#Oct) 

6.5b: 

Pass 2 (C#Hex and FOct)  

6.5c: 

Pass 3 (CHex and AbOct)  
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with its own way of tonally recapturing A major from this adjacent octatonic region: the BbE 

oscillation becomes a Neapolitandominant progression in A. The key of A’s clarity is only slightly 

masked by the non-standard chordal inversions and use of a “softer” intermediary of dadd6 following 

the final E to get back in the b6 domain of the main melody. Owing to the regular phrase structure 

and clearly differentiated tonal responsibilities of the A and B sections of Pass 1 (the first laying out 

a stable A major home-base, the second acting as a brief excursion), understanding the overlap of 

hexatonic and octatonic spaces here is not taxing on the listener. The B-section is an expansion of 

the III# region that ultimately yields a means of returning to I (by a deemphasized V chord). The 

octatonic cycle is subordinated to the overall governance of the hexatonic system, and thus can be 

comfortably represented as an appendage.  

 Goldsmith repeats Pass 1a in its entirety following the return to A major, but rotates the 

entire hexatonic space for the second, climactic pass. He accomplishes this simply by maneuvering 

to C# major as he had done before and treating the main melody now in C#. I/A becomes bVI/C#, 

and bVI becomes III#. This shift can be read as a local (R·RLP), or on a more global level, 

communicating between positions on the governing hexatonic space, as LP/T4. It can even be 

treated as a T2Hex, in the sense that it involves two “transpositions” along the hexatonic cycle which 

clearly governs the pitch content of the piece.240 Figure 6.5b visualizes this process, and illustrates 

how, otherwise, the pass is identical to the first. This one difference does turn out to have significant 

effect on the overture’s final destination. Rather than returning, in the style of Pass 1, to the new 

home key “C#” from the adjoining oct-space about its III#, the “dominant” Ab/G# is interpreted as 

the major flat submediant of a totally new hexatonic system (Northern). Figure 6.5c portrays this 

concluding space. Ilia’s Theme thus ends in C major rather than C#, with a final pass that mimics the 

                                                      
240 For transposition in this sense, see Cohn 1996.  
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first two, while leaving out the octatonic digression and exchanging bVII for ivbadd6
 (from a snatch of 

the Enterprise theme, hinting at the mixolydian quality of the main-title soon to follow). 

 
 

2.  Tonal Prolongation and Deflection in the “Main Title”: ST:TMP’s “Main Title” 

pronounces for the first time the now famous “Enterprise” theme. The cue’s central portion is 

cleanly in Bb major, but is flanked on both ends by material less securely situated in G major. 

Because of the comparatively non-transformational tendencies of this component of the 

introductory triptych, my analysis in Figure 6.6 takes the form of a fairly orthodox Schenkerian 

bass-only reduction. The theme’s tonal core in Bb is prolonged by a more digressive B-section 

starting in the major mediant (D maj, III#), in the now familiar LP relation to the tonic (and RP with 

the F maj dominant it “deceptively” appears to slip out from underneath). However, other hexatonic 

implications are light, certainly compared to “Ilia’s Theme,” and the D maj region is treated less as 

an autonomous key than as a stepping stone along the I-III-V Bassbrechung that ultimately affirms Bb 

major. While not represented in my diagram, the theme’s surface is populated by surface M and MR 

relations (drawing Bb to its mixolydian-dominant functions of v and bVII). Nevertheless, when solid 

cadences are called for in this theme, the flattened seventh is liquidated in favor of the normal 

leading tone A§. 

 The more chromatically contested ground occurs not within but around Bb. This is staged 

first with the G maj/Db maj tritonal oscillation that serves as an attention-getting prologue to the 

Enterprise theme. These chords set up a pair of minor-third relations with the soon-to-be-

established Bb tonic (reflected, perhaps, in the RP that draws dominant to mediant in its interior, as 

well as on the surface between some areas in the theme’s B-section). On its second appearance, the 
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B-section does not arrive via RP in the expected D major, but overshoots the goal considerably with 

a doubled RPRP (the major tritone recalling the G-flavored opening). This winds up in  B major, an 

unrealized bII of Bb, consummated instead as III# in what is essentially an RP transplantation of the 

entire theme in Bb into G major. The title concludes there, offering a tonal segue into the following 

cue that begins in G as well. Despite being non-rounded, the “Main Title” does not seem to exhibit 

sufficient tonal overlap between G and Bb to constitute a true double-tonic complex. Rather, the 

piece wanders from a strongly asserted, autonomous main key (Bb) into a concluding key that was 

lightly suggested at the onset (G). What is carried throughout is not mutual implication of keys, but 

rather the occasional carrying over of minor third (RP, RPRP) transformations from one end of the 

piece through its interior, to the other end.  

 

 
Figure 6.6: Jerry Goldsmith “Main Title” Bass Reduction 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
3.  Meta-Idiomatic Design in Klingon Battle: Goldsmith’s introductory triptych 

concludes with the lengthy “Klingon Battle,” segueing directly from the “Main Title” and 

accompanying the diegetic narrative instead of pre-diegetic overture and credits segments. The 

action revolves around a confrontation of the warlike Klingons with the unknown, devastatingly 
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powerful V’Ger entity. Three Klingon ships attack the spacecraft, and are quickly dispatched via a 

mysterious missile. Interspersed with this lopsided battle are scenes from the Epsilon Space Station, 

run by the Galactic Federation, who receive transmissions of the confrontation and thereby catch 

wind of the looming threat of V’Ger second hand.  

 From an analytic perspective, what is most interesting about “Klingon Battle” is the 

impressive balancing act of tonal idioms that Goldsmith piles on throughout the complex and 

harmonically unpredictable cue. Gone are the neat tonal prolongations and rotational symmetries of 

the past two, more “piece”-like cues. Among the locations visited are at least 20 different tonal 

regions (if not tonics or “keys,” which would suggest more decisiveness or stability than present 

here). This includes three fairly lengthy passages of quasi-aleatoric atonality. No fewer than five 

distinct tonal idioms are employed, each corresponding precisely to a different dramatic situation. It 

is the combination of these idioms, and the transformations that arise within them, that explains all 

levels of tonal trajectory here, from the fleetingest of surface T11s to the largest-scale realignments, 

such as the T11 relation of the starting region (G minor) to the concluding region of ab-min. (T11, not 

surprisingly, is strongly associated with V’Ger’s unimaginable size). Whatever paltry expectation one 

might have for tonal roundedness in this setting (even more miniscule given the spectacular 

wanderings underway during “Battle’s” bulk) seem to buckle under the massive scope of V’Ger and 

its music.   

 Specific tonal shifts are motivated by changes in tone, location, and events. Figure 6.7 offers 

a tabulated rundown of the cue’s action, tonal idiom, harmonic regions and characteristic moves (as 

well as the many specific cuts those moves catch). The Klingons themselves are characterized by 

Idiom 1, consisting of sonorities based on open fifths and progressions by ic5.241 Collectively these 

                                                      
241 Drawn from their distinctive leitmotif (limited solely to this cue in TMP), drawn rather transparently from Vaughan 
Williams’s Fourth Symphony, Third Movement. In fact, Goldsmith was open about the influence of Vaughan Williams 
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generate an atavistic and uncomplicated conventionality to the Klingons’ ethos, the better to 

contrast them with the truly alien threat of V’Ger.  Idiom 2, which overlaps to some extent with the 

other four, is the more conservative form of “expressive tonality” as laid out in Chapter 2 that 

communicates rise in tension through stepwise, sometimes sequential, transposition. Its employment 

here is apportioned mainly to the initial stages of the cue, not the latter, most stressful portions, 

where instead we find Idiom 3. This tonal idiom is the most triadic-chromatic of the lot, involving 

progressions between minor triads by wider chromatic intervals (namely ic3, 4, and 6). Associatively, 

it latches squarely onto V’Ger, conveying its sense of obscure alterity, as exemplified by the motives 

of Figure 6.3a-c.  

 Related to this style but with a rather different affective profile is Idiom 4, which is marked 

by major triads juxtaposed with augmented 5ths and other whole-tone-scale-derived harmonies, 

often with a “floating” feeling delivered by odd chordal inversions. This gravity-free idiom 

characterizes the Federation’s futuristic operations at the Epsilon Station.242 Finally, Idiom 5 is that 

of atonality, as produced by aleatoric effects (which often form an unsettling film above the more 

centered sounds of Idioms 1-4) and bizarre non-pitched instruments, as well as written-out highly 

dissonant and orchestral busy passages. This material is also linked with V’Ger, more so with a direct 

and immediate menace than its vague, sublime immensity as with Idiom 3. 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                           
on this score (see Wrobel), and elements of his harmonic language from symphonies 4, 6, and 7 are all clearly at work, 
particularly in V’Ger’s gothic triadic music. For a more thorough account of the various stylistic influences on this score, 
see Cameron Patrick’s 1986 B.A. thesis, “Anatomy of a Film Score,” which scrupulously analyzes each of its major cues 
and traces their likely sources of inspiration from concert composers. 
 
242 These are notated by chord symbols such as F(0478)/A, indicating a F maj plus augmented fifth chord with a bass-note 
of A.   
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Figure 6.7: Rundown of Tonal Idioms and Relationship to Action in “Klingon Battle” 
 
 

Time 
(Relative to 

Onset of 
Cue) 

 

Action Idiom Regions Local Moves 

0:00-0:49 Slow pan over Klingon 
ships 

1 g, d, g T5, L 

0:49-0:58 V’Ger into view 3 e, FMa7, c# PR, (*)T1, *LP 

0:58-1:14 Bridge and interior of 
Klingon ship 

1+2 c#, f#, g, e T5, L, T1, T9  

1:14-1:34 Discussion of V’Ger, 
Ships prepare assault 

1 e, a T5 

1:35-2:00 Ship interior dialogue, 
First missile launched, 

2+1 c, (f#), d, eb, (a) T1, 2, T6 

2:01-2:09 Klingon missiles fired 5 keyless scales with emphasized 

pitches f#, a 
*T3 

2:10-2:27 Attack mysteriously fails 5 keyless low activity with 

alternating c, db pedal 
- 

2:27-2:33 Klingons take evasive 
action 

5+3 f, db, f with chromatic fuzz LP/PL 

2:33-3:20 Epsilon station revealed, 
space walk, bridge 
revealed 

4 F(0478)/A, Gb (0478)/Bb, C(0478)/E, 

Db/F, F# (02468) 

T1, T6, *T6 

3:20-3:51 Epsilon receives distress 
signal from Klingons, 
tense dialogue 

1+3 c, a/C, f, d 7
 *LP, LP, T1/11 

3:52-3:59 Wide shot of V’Ger 1+3 b, f#, c T5,T6 

4:00-4:05 Klingon ships targeted 
by V’Ger 

3 c, e LP 

4:06-4:18 V’Ger light missile 
destroys Klingon ship 

5 (pure atonal) - 

4:18-4:24 Remaining Klingon ship 
attempts escape 

1 f - 

4:25-445 Ship targeted by V’Ger, 
missile closes in 

3 db, a, db LP/PL 

4:45-4:55 Light missile destroys 
ship 

1+5 (a), f *LP 

4:56-5:14 Epsilon station 
confused, distressed 

4+3 Db, A, Eb/Db, GAug LP, PRPR, *L 

5:15-5:26 Shot of entire V’Ger 
cloud 

3 g#Ma7, e *LP 
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 Moreso than any other cue we have previously investigated, “Klingon Battle” evinces a sort 

of radical tonal contingency that is entirely characteristic of thematically dense action cue 

composition, and quite unlike any other genre of through-composed music. Where the cue lands at 

its conclusion (on E minor) has virtually nothing to do with where it began (G minor). Goldsmith 

arrives at that final key through a constellation of modulatory gestures with strong associative 

underpinnings. Key relations across even moderately shallow-middle ground levels are unlikely to be 

heard in context as meaningfully related because of the tonal pallet-cleansing effect of patches of 

atonality. At the same time, there is a clear tonal arc. Yet it is an arc sculpted by broad harmonic 

gestures and idioms, rather than specific key locations. The initial control asserted by the Klingon’s 

ic5-based idiom is slowly eaten away by the atonal and chromatic moves of V’Ger, until nothing of 

their tonal order is left by the cue’s ending. Where does this ominously key-design-digesting style of 

film composition leave us? To discover a path forward, we must venture, as it were, headlong into 

the chromatic cloud. 

 

V.   STRANGE PROCEEDINGS IN “THE CLOUD” 

1.   Background: The sublime is defined by conflicting urges: the desire to take in the 

infinite and the simultaneous realization of the impossibility of doing so. The problem of 

representation will thus invariably confront the composer and the analyst of avowedly “sublime” 

music, such as is the primary occupation of Goldsmith’s Star Trek score. Even with the 

enharmonically confounding resources of triadic chromaticism, how can a composer truly suggest 

infinitude with finite harmonic objects (a mere 24, if we are being strict)? We have already seen 

certain “tricks” Goldsmith employs to blur the rigid boundaries of his tonal spaces, thereby 

suggesting larger playing fields beyond the confines of, say, a six-chord long hexatonic cycle. These 

included hexatonic rotations, (c)overt tonal deflections, and the employment of an overwhelming 
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multiplicity of harmonic idioms. By strategically lifting or dissolving the tonal frameworks he sets up 

in these cues, Goldsmith effectively hints at much larger “infinite” harmonic realms beyond what is 

representable in a brief and dramatically-constrained cue. Now that we enter the centerpiece of the 

score, the “Cloud” sequence, the most nagging question we as analysts will confront is how to depict 

these sublimely-evocative tonal spaces in transformation networks. The conflicting graphical urges 

are 1) to generate a faithful and clear representation of the harmonic events of a given sequence and 

2) to reflect the boundary-breaking tendencies that help Goldsmith suggest infinitude, but that do 

not necessarily lend themselves to clean or singular network representations. In some cases, these 

twin responsibilities will necessitate multiple but non-competing transformation networks for the 

same material. 

 The sheer length of the V’Ger exploration sequences from the heart of The Motion Picture 

(which total over 20 minutes), presented an unusual compositional opportunity to Goldsmith. On 

one hand, the high degree of temporal mutability of scenes due to the incomplete special effects at 

the time of composing suggested to Goldsmith a modular and repetitive approach. This would allow 

for easy insertion or removal of chunks of music should editorial exigency require it, while 

minimizing the impact of such modifications to overall musical flow.243 On the other hand, the 

extreme foregrounding of music, with little to no dialogue or sound-effects as competition, and long 

and dramatically homogenous spans of time to fill, presented a chance for writing a “piece of 

music”244 with stronger internal logic and coherence than typical for film music.245 Goldsmith 

relished having to write for such slowly-paced centerpieces, contrasting as they did with the more 

                                                      
243 Bond, “Star Trek: The DVD Refit.” Film Score Monthly Oct/Nov 2001. 
 
244 Goldsmith’s full quote is: “I love the fact that there’s these long, long lines and long scenes with no sound effects to 
speak of, and you could just play for a long period of time a piece of music” (2001 DVD interview) 
 
245 Bond, ibid. This musical autonomy was, if anything, augmented in the DVD director’s version, in which the special 
effects sequences were recut to the music in several cases! 
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intensive but, to him, less musical, style of film composition that required many precise cuts and 

shifts in mood. In Goldsmith’s words, “you’re constantly doing this weaving; you’re doing more 

math than writing”—such a busily weaving style is epitomized, perhaps, by The Klingon Battle.”246 

Opposed to that extremely contingent and (implicitly) subordinated compositional mode are the 

uneventful atmospherics of the “Cloud” cues in TMP. In his commentary track for the film’s DVD, 

Goldsmith opines that: “[In standard film composition] you’re figuring out how many bars you can 

get here before you have to switch to something else. You never get to really flow as a composer. 

And when you have these long scenes, it becomes really fun, you’re sorta really composing again.” 

(emphasis added).247 The implication is that long duration and freedom from competition allows a 

more musically coherent and organic act of composition (and, attendantly, a “piece” that emerges).  

 Of the cues which emerged from this context, the exemplar is the five minutes of music 

written first major V’Ger scene, “The Cloud.” (DVD 56:39 – 1:00:32). It is about this precise cue 

that Goldsmith spoke of when claiming to have written “a piece of music.” It accompanies the 

Enterprise’s initial descent into the space entity, a long passage through its gargantuan energy shroud, 

and the unearthly trails and patterns that coalesce as they close in closer to the V’Ger-ship proper. 

The “Cloud” cue’s task is to characterize V’Ger as well as the Enterprise crew’s reactions thereof—

and by extension, the audiences’ own reaction, as the amazed crew act for the majority of the scene 

as silent surrogates for the viewer’s own sublime experience). Goldsmith’s music doubles as the 

mysterious entity’s “voice” at this stage of the film, expressing bizarre and recondite patterns for the 

ear just as V’Ger’s visual design displays them for the eye. At the same time, the associative potency 

of the transformations and timbral topics Goldsmith recruits allows the music to convey the 

audience’s dread as much as the personality of the thing dreaded. 

                                                      
246 Goldsmith, ibid. 
 
247 ibid. 
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 The two compositional impulses laid out above—modular adaptability and long-range 

musical autonomy—are evident in a number of respects. The cue has a moderate cutting rhythm (53 

cuts in 5 minutes, averaging a cut every 5.7 seconds, but with a fairly large variation between rapid 

cuts and long-breathed ones), with which musical changes often synchronize, but not sharply (i.e. 

there is a slight anticipation or lag) and without particular gestural consistency except for the 

grossest changes in form and harmonic dialect. This is with a single, rule-proving  exception for a 

brief segment of dialogue garnering comparatively hushed music at 58:24-:58:47 (what we will come 

to dub Paragraph 4). Mickey-mousing “The Cloud” is not.  

 The cue’s music is, for large spans, generated from the repetition of smaller harmonic-

motivic cells, especially two-measure long double arpeggiations of minor and minor-major chords, 

as shown in Figure 6.8, which reproduces in reduction the first four measures of the cue.248 These 

cells in turn tend to pass through cyclically-engendered spaces with the fairly inflexible regular 

harmonic rhythm of one change every two measures. In the director’s cut, modifications to this 

modular structure are quite infrequent (maybe two or three during the entire “Cloud”), and thereby 

generally preserve Goldsmith’s initial metric vision for the cue throughout. The hypnotic harmonic-

motivic consistency, alleviated by two episodes of distinctly different material, helps lend the cue its 

organic, “piece”-like aspect, as does the seemingly rounded overall tonal arc from D minorHex and 

back—but only seemingly, as we will see. It should not be ignored that the visuals, single-mindedly 

occupied with shots of the V’Ger cloud unfolding (and crew’s stupefied reaction thereof) and 

culminating with an entry into the entity’s core, aid the impression that the music is a standalone, 

unified “piece” as well. 

 
 

                                                      
248 The allusion here is to Bernard Herrmann’s “Prelude” to Hitchcock’s Vertigo, similarly built upon arpeggiated [0148]s, 
could not more clear, nor more appropriate, given the accompaniment of spiraling geometrical patterns and an attendant 
sense of hypnotic mesmerization in both. 
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Figure 6.8: “The Cloud” Opening Measures Arpeggiations and Tarnhelm Progression 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.  Paragraph 1 (mm. 1-19): “The Cloud” begins with a cut from the Enterprise bridge 

to a shot of the ship entering V’Ger’s energy cloud from its exterior fringes. Figure 6.9a offers a 

voice-leading+transformation sketch of the first musical paragraph (56:39-57:11), while 6.9b 

presents a hyper-hexatonic analysis of the same material. The triplet arpeggios articulate the 

(*)LP/PL harmonic gesture (motif-  in figure 6.3). They outline a D-minor triad <2591> plus major 

seventh (C#), followed by motion to its “Tarnhelm” partner Bb minor (smoothed out by the 

“preparatory” common tone of C#). Note that almost all of the harmonic shifts in this segment, and 

indeed the cue at large, involve sevenths and other dissonances. For simplicity’s sake, I will from this 

point onwards discuss all these *f type transformations as pure manipulations of the clearly-

projected underlying triadic Klang. 

 The LP neighbor of D min is heard on first oscillation in first inversion (a guise best 

interpreted as a double #7/b6 ornamentation), next in root position (where it sounds more solidly as 

a pure bVI in relation to D, or indeed, as a new tonic). The cue has thus sets up its harmonic milieu 
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as one 1) at least initially oriented around the key of D minor and 2) characterized by major third 

progressions and the hexatonic sonority of the minor-major seventh chord.249 

 
Figure 6.9a: Opening Paragraph of “The Cloud” mm. 1-19 

 

 
 
 
 

  The swaying triadic ostinato is set in loose but noticeable alignment with changing camera 

shots. The first *LP matches a cut back to the bridge, the silent crew now frozen in the awed 

positions that they will occupy for the majority of the cue. The first 6/8 bar of Bb min accompanies 

a shot of Sulu, the next of Kirk. The return to the initial harmony by *PL is matched by a return to 

the spectacle of V’Ger, now seen as a kind of rippling blue tunnel unfurling from the perspective of 

the bridge’s viewing display. Timing is not completely precise in the following musical/visual 

rhythms, (cuts can be off by around a half second relative to musical rhythm), but the pattern of 

harmonic shifts indicating a motion between perspectives is retained. The corresponding cut to the 

bridge (now a wider shot, including more slack-jawed crew) is closely matched to the second 

                                                      
249 Goldsmith includes independently dissonanting pitches high in the first violins, one per harmonic change, as a kind 
of cryptic second layer of harmonic instability. These tones are left unresolved—for the most part sounding as dangling 

leading tones to chordal 5th degrees (though in some cases they are consonant with the underlying chord). First, a G# 
appears a tritone above the root of the putative DmM7 tonic. The move to Bb min is similarly accompanied by its tritonal 

partner, E. In measure 6, G# once again insinuatingly clashes against D, while the F in measure 8 loosens the pattern by 

presenting the underlying chord’s 5th (arguably still hearable as alien, at least via. orchestration, register). The effect of 
these pitches is to add a base level of dissonance over and above the hexatonically consonant mMa7, at the same time 
disrupting any aspirations to a pure hexatonic pitch field. The impulse to enrich that tonal space is understandable given 
the limitations of the 6-pitch hexatonic collection and the promptness with which Goldsmith visits non-M3 based tonal 
spaces in “The Cloud.” 
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iteration of a revisited Bb min. This is followed by a new perspective shot of the cloud tunnel no 

longer mediated by the visual screen. Attending the shot, with a slight delay (effectively, if perhaps 

accidentally, girding the viewer for something more interesting to show up), is the novel move to F# 

min that follows on its heels. 

 
Figure 6.9b: Hyper-Hexatonic Analysis of Paragraph 1 

 

  These first four harmonic events have firmly set up the southern hexatonic system as their 

referential collection. A continuation of one more LP away from F# min will return to the initiating 

Klang of <159> (if not, depending on functional interpretation, enharmonically-specified chord).250 

However, a snag is immediately struck when, rather than moving to the sequentially logical D min, 

                                                      
250 Actually, a literal repetition of the transformational plan for the past four double-measures would land on Bb min 

[=LP(LP(PL(LP(F# min))))]; the point is that this hexatonic system would remain unbroken should Goldsmith’s 

harmonic routines proceed unmodified. 
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Goldsmith takes F# min to a neighboring G-minor triad with the next cut. As the camera shifts from 

V’Ger back to a new subset of the silent crew, a hitherto unheard transformation accomplishes this 

ushering. We may read this transformation to G in one of three ways, as a singular T1 or a 

compound (and much more involved) LP·L·R. The former best captures the sense in which F#/G 

act as an home-base/auxiliary pair, the one a semitonally displaced neighbor of the other. This effect 

is strengthened by the double visitation (progression is F#GF#GEb), and by the direct “pick 

up and place down verbatim” voice-leading of the motion. The compound  LP·L·R on the other 

hand, interprets G in relation to the predicted hexatonic-pair of F# (D min) as an LP, followed by 

double-overshooting—first to the next hexatonic root-region (Bb, via L), then away from Hex-S to 

Hex-W by an unprecedented R relation.251 

 Normally, these competing hearings would be resolved by subsequent material, which 

should either confirm the staying primacy of Hex-S (thus commending T1) or the establishment of a 

new, “modulated to” harmonic system (Hex-W, thus commending LP·L·R). In fact, neither can be 

conclusively settled on because the ultimate goal refers to neither S nor W, though the next harmonic 

event does suggest a way of bridging together both interpretations. As space of the cloud tunnel 

expands, so too does the cutting pace, now with a visit from G min to EbMA7. Eb stands as G’s L-

partner and poses evidence that Goldsmith has entered Hex-W more conclusively. Hypermetrically, 

Eb exists at the boundary of an expected cadence to the tonic to round out this metrically regular 

paragraph, a cadence-alluding effect amplified by being the product of a momentarily a faster 

                                                      
251 Note how this account, convoluted as it is, differs sharply from the equivalent readings that take F# min to G min. 

Three such alternatives are L·N, L·DOM·P, and L·R·LP.  Each of these implies a different route through pitch space; the 

first a non-tonal jumping off from an unheard D maj, the second a tonal jumping off from D maj (suggesting that F# min 

is a modified dominant of g); the latter a quicker motion into Hex-W, where it is B§ min that is implied to shuttle to its 

Tarnhelm partner. Of these, I find only L·DOM·P somewhat plausible, but in the right contexts, a case could be made 
for any, and, indeed, many others. 
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harmonic rhythm. (GEb occupies the span of one accustomed chord). Having heard G, at least 

initially, as an upper-neighbor to the Hex-S’s F# min, it is reasonable to expect Eb to lead down to 

D min, where the cue began. On this interpretation, then, G and Eb exist both in their own 

digressive hexatonic space, but one that ultimately serves to enable upper-neighbor auxiliary chords 

to the still hierarchically primary Hex-S material.252 Figure 6.9b shows the relationship of hexatonic 

spaces represented as the auxiliary Hex-W, perched outside the more central Hex-S system, with the 

first move to G as a quasi network modulation (“quasi” because the larger referential space of Hex-S 

is not so much left as augmented through this diversion). 

 This reading is predicated on the eventual return to Hex-S, and D min in particular. 

However, Goldsmith has something different planned. Rather than slipping downwards, as an 

upper-semitonal neighbor to the cycle’s “tonic,” EbMA7 leads to a firm (if briefly heard) Db/C#-minor 

instead, a member of the Eastern hexatonic system! This slippage occurs noticeably after (by about 1 

second) a cut from V’Ger to Kirk’s curiously squinting face, a subtle suggestion that rather than a 

return, this chord is a new point of departure, like the unusual new pattern in the “Cloud” that the 

Captain has noticed. This “deceptive” cadence concludes the first musical paragraph of the “Cloud”, 

and subsequent material will fall into the orbit of Db min and Hex-E at least as often as Hex-S. As 

an overshooting of the presumed goal of D, the transformation might be labeled locally as an 

implied compound motion of T11·T11: “move down a semitone, and then move down one more.”  

 

 

                                                      
252 One way of thinking of adjoining hexatonic systems are as semitonal displacements of each other. Going 
counterclockwise from system to system provides upper neighbors while clockwise provides lower neighbors. This is 
ultimately due to the fact that adjoining systems share augmented triads. (Each system has two augmented triads, an 
upper and lower one, which correspond to the roots of the “auxiliary” capable neighbor chords.) This means of 
transferring between Hex-systems by augmented sonorities is exploited in a subsequent passage to the extent that a new 
space (“Cube Dance”) is recruited. 
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Figure 6.9c: Db as occluding D§ 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 Unlike a true deceptive cadence, Db is not being used for functional contrast to D minor. It 

has all the trappings of a tonic, with essentially the same quality and role as phrase-anchor and center 

of its respective third-cycle. But Db is not simply heard as “like” D minor; for all intents and 

purposes, it is heard as D minor. For sure, this equivalence is helped by its closeness to D§ in terms 

of pitch frequency. But more importantly, it is the slight tampering with the stability of Hex-S by the 

foray into Hex-W, compounded by the summary and untrumpeted T10 (=T11T11) instead of T11 to 

Db, that suffices to misdirect attention to the differences between the two keys at the same time as 

blurring together their similarities. The next paragraph, which follows quite rapidly on the heels of 

the Db arrival, offers another misdirection via a disorienting m3 sequence. But it winds up back on 

(or rather, in) Db minor, taking up verbatim the music that started the cue in D. For these reasons, I 

label the relationship between these doppelgänger keys as IDENT·T11. Figure 6.9c represents the 

more general progress of this paragraph as featuring an harmonic “occultation”—a covering up of 

D minor by the Db that passes in front of it, obscuring the now literally backgrounded (e.g. 
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hierarchically deeper, but also occluded) “tonic” of the cue.253 The IDENT-inclusive compound, far 

from being redundant, crucially relates both the sense of subtle novelty and overt similarity of these 

twinned regions. On the one hand, the arrival on Db is a result of a desire to overcome the 

inherently limited pitch resources of the hexatonic scale (only three triadic roots), and presents yet 

another instance of the score’s tendency to swift tonal deflections and systematically destabilized 

tonal-frameworks (as has been observed in the opening triptych). The seemingly stable tonal 

boundaries posited by the cue’s opening subtly dissolve, just as the space around the Enterprise shifts 

and contorts in unpredictable, maddening ways. On the other hand, it is unlikely that a listener 

without extraordinarily sharp ears will hear this as a shift in absolute pitch (and certainly not in tonal 

function) vis-á-vis D. Thus, IDENT is a crucial aspect of the progression’s subjective quality. It is a 

case of no tonal distinction without an audible difference; the chordal occultation occurs so 

seamlessly that it is only in deep retrospect that one realizes the original key is being eclipsed. 

Indeed, the dismantling, invisible though it might sound, of the power of the tonic itself, its primacy 

as organizational principle, is vividly thematized by this shift. If the impostor Db can so easily pose 

as the home key, then what claim to hierarchical rigidity can the tonic even truly possess in this 

context? This occultation dismantles the rigid theoretical assumption that a “piece’s” tonal frame 

must involve an actual identity-relation of pitch-frequency across time. Once again, the power of 

monotonality and its capacity to erect formal frames and hierarchies is put into question by film 

music.  

 

 

 

                                                      
253 For clarity’s sake, Db’s entire hexatonic system (W) is not also shown passing in front of the southern system, but as 

the next musical paragraph makes clear, DbHex is a new scalar point of departure. 
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VI.   V’GER REVEALED 

1.  Paragraph Two (mm. 17-25): Fast on the heels from the deflection to Db minor, 

Goldsmith initiates a downwards minor third sequence to accompany a gorgeous portion of the 

Enterprise’s passage through the cloud, which is now issuing forth sinuous, ribbon like textures tilting 

and curling before the crew. Figure 6.10a presents the entire passage in reduction along with 

transformational analysis. In a loose sense, this octatonic cycle prolongs Db by placing its dominant, 

Ab at its fringes, although at no point is there a strong or clear cadence using that function. Rather, 

the first inversion Ab at measure 18 is already functionally attenuated by including the non-dominant 

major 7th pitch of G. The sonority turns out to be even less subservient to the control of Db when it 

progresses smoothly to a Cma7 chord in an oscillatory pattern (Abma7
Cma7) that holds throughout the 

paragraph. The prominent inclusion of sevenths prevents a simple Klang-based reading of the 

underlying transformations, but the impression of major-third drops between major triads is strong 

enough to convey an essential “LPishness” to the move. Literally, of course, the motion is a T4, but 

more true to the sequence’s logic is the compound label *LP*L. The first *L describes the motion of 

Ab to G, but is modified by a “ * ” to allow for the fact that G is already present in the sonority, an 

anticipation of the next harmony, much like the major 7ths that began “The Cloud.” The following 

P describes the shift of Eb to E—surely the transformationally palpable hinge of this progression,. 

Finally, another *L directs C to B in an already-accomplished manner identical to the previous 

iteration of that transformation. This yields once again a simultaneity that combines C maj and E 

min (rendering the overall motion something of a quasi-hexatonic pole).  
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Figure 6.10a: mm. 17-25 Octatonic Cycle Reduction 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 This *LP*L motion is iterated five times, each chord-pair a minor third (T9) lower than the 

previous, cycling from Ab to F, D to B and back to Ab. The network modulations between pairs may 

be interpreted as a uniformly applied *RP. However, the continuously downshifting voice-leading 

owes more to the transit between boundary chords (e.g. Cma7 to Fma7), which mimic the *DOM′ 

relation that got the ball rolling, so to speak. Nevertheless, the overriding logic of the sequence is 

indisputably octatonic (outer-voices both outline the scale perfectly), and its attendant tonal space 

should reflect this fact.  

 Figure 6.10b presents a graphical analysis of the passage. Hexatonic and local tonic-

dominant relations provide purely local maneuvers around the governing force of a clockwise 

rotation about the Ab-octatonic system. That, in turn, serves ultimately as a very tenuous sort of 

dominant prolongation (taking Aboct as Dboct or indeed DbHEX’s “dominant cycle”—reimagining a 

strategy observed way back in “Ilia’s theme”). Rounding it off is a *S from Cma7 back to Db, as part 

of a deeper *S*DOM from the recaptured Ab major of measure 24.  
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Figure 6.10b: Paragraph 2 Octatonic/Hyper-Hexatonic Analysis 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

2.  Paragraph Three (mm. 25-57): Even though the progression from measures 17-25 

can be fit comfortably into an octatonic cycle, tensions within the space beginning to arise due to the 

prevalence of non-037 sonorities. This tendency is magnified in the next, substantially longer formal 

paragraph in “The Cloud.” Measures 25-57 begin in the same hexatonic cyclical space as 1-16 (albeit 

readjusted to be centered on Db). But that sense of similarity is soon dislodged as novel motions 

overtake the LP-founded structure of the beginning (along with new thematic material). Figure 

6.11a offers a reduction of the passage. The steadily rising tessitura, inching upwards by semitones, is 
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captured by this analysis, and corresponds to the steadily building tension and strangeness as The 

Enterprise penetrates into denser and more threatening patterns within the space cloud. 

 
Figure 6.11a: Paragraph 3 Steadily Climbing Progression 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 Over the course of these 32 measures, Goldsmith steers almost completely around the 

hyper-hexatonic system, from Hex-West (db/a) to South (f#/D), East (B/b), and North (C/c). As it 

reaches its climax, the incremental rotational scheme is shorted, with more wide-spanning motions 

between Hex-N and S, and concludes with a true network modulation, a totally novel tilt from F# 

major to E minor. Rather than place this passage in the hyper-hexatonic system however, we would 

do well to consider the role of the augmented triad in facilitating motion between major-third related 

harmonies. Just as in the previous section hexatonic-cycles were bridged by the implication of 

dominant-tonic relations between them, here, augmented triads couple adjacent hex-cycles and 

provide ideally parsimonious motion to shuttle from one to the other. For example, from m. 45 to 

49, the Hex-W harmonies of B min and B maj yield to a B augmented, whose common tones with 

both Hex-W and N allows passage to C min (where this progression is mimicked again, with notably 

different results). In a pure hexatonic-representation these augmented triads would appear to be 
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“outsiders”, foreign somehow to the intrinsic process of the passage rather than instrumental in 

guiding it.  

 Douthett and Steinbach’s “Cube Dance” provides a perfect alternative with which to 

represent these augmented-powered peregrinations, such that the augmented triads are not outsiders 

but the structural cornerstones of the progression. The Cube Dance is a spin-off of the hyper-

hexatonic system in which each of the four major third cycles are connected to two augmented 

triads (any triad is one semitone-displacement away from becoming an [048]). These augmented 

triads are “shared” between adjacent systems and, in effect, become the referential poles of the 

space, rather than the pure 037s. Figure 6.11b displays these measures as fitting snugly into the 

Dance, sliding ever upward from C#+ <159> to D+ <26T>, B+ <37E> and eventually C+ <048>, 

rounding out the space. Having spanned the extent of the cycle, Goldsmith opts not to return to the 

starting point, but to traverse a larger gulf between C+ and F#+ <26T>, a distant tritonal 

relationship that fits uncomfortably with the established augmented navigational procedures, 

represented by the flipping between Northern and Southern hexatonic systems in Figure 6.11c. 
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VII.   THE BELLY OF THE BEHEMOTH 

1.  Paragraph Four (mm 57-66): Following the network modulation to E min from F# 

maj, the next section underscores a brief dialogue scene, and as such is quieter and less eventful, 

drawing largely from the tail end of the -motif. The overall succession of M·P·M·N ushers the 

“Cloud”’s Klang from E min eventually to G minor, indicated in Figure 6.12a. The clockwise 

traversal of hexatonic systems (North for e, West for A/a, South for D, and West for g) is notable 

from a purely structural standpoint, but is incidental to more palpable logic of fifth motions, and less 

likely to be heard given the absence of such previously ordering-effect of octatonic and augmented 

“railings.” For this reason, I render the paragraph in Circle of Fifths space in Figure 6.12b, and 

provide alternative T5P labels for every M and N, while reducing out the chromatic over-the-pedal 

material that sits above this four T5 rotation (six, if we include the F#e network modulation that 

ties this paragraph to the previous one).  

 

Figure 6.12a: Paragraph 4 Music for Dialogue (mm. 57-66) 
 

e e/C# A (c#) (bb) a a/F# D g 

            (L)       (PR)    (SP)                           

    M             P                             M       N 

 

 
2.  Paragraph Five (mm. 66-69):  Bridging the discreet fifth relations of 55-66 and the 

buzzing atonality of 70-96 is a rapid but complex sequence that ventures from G min to Cb min. 

The sequence and a visual cut to a new, more rigorously symmetrical visual space—a hexagonal 

tunnel, no less!—correspond precisely, and mark the first time “The Cloud’s” images correspond 

literally with the 6-sided geometries implied by Goldsmith’s music. (Before, we have been largely 

treated to loosely circular or sheet-like ripples for the Enterprise’s starting forays into V’Ger.) 
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Musically, we once again find octatonic and hexatonic implications blended, but in less clear a 

manner than previous examples. Figure 6.13a displays the passage in question along with 

transformation labels.  

 
Figure 6.12b: Paragraph 4 - Circle of Fifths Jaunt (mm. 57-66) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.13a: Intensificatory Sequence (mm. 66-69) 
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Processes by now familiar—deflection of hexatonic motions by semitone, intensificatory ascent, and 

incipient octatonic cycles—are all present here. The sequence accompanies the reveal of a new kind 

of space for the Enterprise to travel through: a perfectly symmetrical hexagonal tunnel limned by 

flashing lights. Goldsmith’s music, particularly by virtue of sped up harmonic rhythm, lends a sense 

of direct threat hitherto lurking under the surface of the scene. Our first instinct might then to be to 

reflect this visual symmetry by elevating the hexatonic implications (the three PLs) for a network-

structuring purpose. Figure 6.13b tests out this possibility, by indicating the traversal of four 

distinct hexatonic systems. They are arrayed in a ladder, emphasizing the broadly intensificatory 

affect. Yet this two-dimensional, fairly linear network fumbles with two important spatial aspects of 

the sequence. First, the potentially heard IDENT of the B minor at beginning and ending is 

downplayed by the continued enharmonic ascent of the passage, whether or not the “barbershop 

poll” effect of the symmetrical cycle is taken to shift the interpretation of the final arrival point with 

regard to the initiating system. In order to make this spatial non-equivalence explicit, I label the final 

destination as Cb min, staying consistent with equal minor 3rd ascents. Second among the figure’s 

shortcomings is its representation of those latent-minor third cycles themselves. The minor third 

progressions are, if anything, embedded more neatly within the surface hex-action of the cue and 

becoming more prominent as the sequence approaches its conclusion; for better or worse they are 

downgraded to epiphenomena on this diagram. In fact, there are two octatonic cycles here, one 

starting on G min, the other from its PL-partner B; at measure 68, the B-cycle overtakes the G-cycle 

as PL relationships are completely elided. Certainly, their representation is a crucial aspect of this 

cue, at least as much as its intensificatory profile or major third elements.  
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Figure 6.13b: Intensificatory Sequence as Hexatonic Ladder 
 
 

 
  
 
 An  alternate interpretation should attempt then to render the octatonic implications of the 

sequence, rather than its intensificatory or hexagonal aspects. Figure 6.13c represents mm. 66-69 as 

centered in octatonic space, with one minor third cycle placed within the other, and inter-cyclical-

motions depicted as hexatonic “spokes.” The two cycles are thus globally “PL” related. Determining 

which, the B- or G-cycle, should lie on the outskirts is an interpretive, rather than geometrical, 

matter, resting on hearing of which layer of the sequence is originary, and which is elaborative or 

digressive. Because the sequence seems to expand beyond its initial frame, I place G on the inside 
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and B on the outside. Admittedly, an argument could be made for the reverse depiction, given the 

Necker-cube like instability of these two dimensional depictions.  

 
Figure 6.13c: Intensificatory Sequence as Double Octatonic Cycle 

 

 
 

A third option exists that draws attention to a different spatial aspect entirely: the sense that 

Goldsmith’s music is not so much moving in a straining upwards trajectory (as with the first) or in a 

flickering circular motion (as with the second), but burrowing forward, continuously into musical 

space. Perspective is key to this interpretation; the colorful corridor traversed in hypnotic tunnel 

vision that lingers as an image for this sequence suggests so strongly the passage into a space rather 

than around it that the most faithful graphical network may be the one that feels the most 

“penetrative.” Figure 6.13d attempts just that. The hexatonic cycles are recovered, but rather than 

being urged upwards, they are arranged like Russian dolls, one embedded progressively deeper into 

the other. The octatonic impulse is relegated to a spoke-providing role here, but a more critical one, 
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as they are tasked with generating 3-dimensional depth (indicated, given the 2D medium of print, as 

foreshortened smaller hexagons). These spokes are indicated with dotted lines, all of which represent 

RP motions. This account is perhaps most elegant at capturing the sense with which progress deeper 

into pitch space is accelerated towards the end, with direct PR relationships. Instead of skirting the 

sides of the hexatonic frames, Goldsmith takes us straight “down” the tunnel to Cb min—defiantly, 

on this reading, not IDENTical with B min that begins the processes. 

 

Figure 6.13d: Intensificatory Sequence as Tunnelling Deeper into Hexatonic Space 
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VIII.   UNFRAMED SYMMETRIES  

 The impulse to represent only just harmonic distance, but scope and perspective, in a way 

that parallels the sense of dimension on a visual or narratival level, is one of the essential means by 

which transformational analysis can take on more broadly hermeneutic responsibilities. We have 

seen this in the Lord of the Rings analysis from earlier, where space and temporality competed for ideal 

network representation. We see it again here with the balancing of symmetry (with the implication of 

circularity, or, in another word, stasis) and forward motion (with the implication of exploration and 

the opening of new vistas). Both states are instrumental in producing the tunnel-vision/audition 

aspect of this set-piece.  

 
1.  Paragraph Six (mm. 70-96): The payoff for the intensificatory sequence’s ramping 

of musical tension is a lengthy episode of mixed atonal, aleatoric, and chord-oscillatory effects. 

Despite the wash of activity, this is the most static seeming portion of the cue, with little sense of 

change beyond the ten repetitions of the Motif-  derived loop bc# and a chromatic low brass 

melody amid the fog that adheres tenuously to B minor. Ironically, this most aggressively non-

cyclical music occupies the span with the most visually literalized representation of hexagonal space. 

Compounding the oddness here is the fact that a teleological endpoint is in sight. The hexagonal 

passageway is the most immediately dangerous portion of the cloud (the hellish musical cacophony 

with the blinding, flashing lights and crew’s fearful reactions suggest as much), but a tiny aperture at 

its end implies a goal, not just to see what is on the other side, but to escape this threatening 

confined space. This correlation of highly structured and goal-oriented visual space in this scene 

with non-directed and anti-symmetrical musical space acts to caution against any oversimple analogy 

of the two. Our tonal spaces must remain interpretations or reflections of narrative processes, not 

straight isomorphs of them. 
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2.  Paragraph Seven (mm 96-100): The goal of the previous section’s stressful 

atonality is a ghostly aperture at the end of the hexagonal passageway. The opening leads to a vast, 

hollowed out area within which sits the mechanical V’Ger probe proper. As that aperture slowly 

pulls back to reveal the behemoth entity behind it, Goldsmith provides four measures for the gothic 

chorale motif , transferring from an A-minor tonic to D (the motivic M transformation), and 

concluding on B minor, the key that initiates the final leg of the cue. 

 
3.  Paragraph Eight (100-133): The final thirty three measures have a musically 

recapitulatory function, recalling the textures and motifs from sections 1-3 as well as 7, albeit in 

different configurations. This section is reproduced in Figure 6.14a. Harmonically, the goal of the 

passage is to undo the occultation of DHEX that has lasted in some fashion since the end of 

paragraph one. The first ten measures mark the crew’s reactions to the newly unveiled V’Ger ship in 

its entirety, while its final legs are occupied mostly with underscoring dialogue involving the 

approach of the Enterprise to the entity.  

 
Figure 6.14a: Paragraph Eight Reduction (100-133) 

 

 
 

 
 The paragraph’s hyper-hexatonic trajectory, conveyed in Figure 6.14b, is now clockwise, as 

opposed to the predominantly counterclockwise trajectory of sections 1 and 3. The Cloud-Klang 

travels from the Western to Southern region (a brief glimpse of the occluded “home” system), and, 
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after some oscillations with East, eventually settles back in the proper DHEX Southern system. The 

equivalence between the DHEX that initiates the cue and the DHEX that concludes it cannot be said to 

obtain in the same sense that monotonal key-retention is usually assumed to operate. D minor is no 

more prolonged in this context than any other key; while its ghostly memory might persist on a purely 

associative level, it does not influence or guide the unfolding of any other harmonic phenomena 

during the course of the sequence. 

 Where tonal prolongation holds that the home key is conceptually present even if not 

sounded, in this special context, that key of D is forcibly obscured, negated, blinkered out of aural 

existence for the majority of “The Cloud” duration. At the same time, there is a ghostly bookending 

quality to this paragraph, thanks of the motivic and hexatonic recall of the first paragraph and to the 

interaction between D minor and its occluding-partner, C#/Db minor. The latter region is touched 

on twice, both times a deflection away from the Southern hexatonic system, only to be gradually 

pulled back into it. This is achieved on its first instance with an augmented coupling chord F+, as 

was employed in paragraph three. The second instance, it travels directly to the “home planet” of D 

minor, revealing—and by revealing, repudiating—its role of covering up the native key. For this 

reason, I label the network modulation that drags “The Cloud” back to the conclusive southern 

hexatonic system, as NOTIDENT·T1. The advent of this “NOTIDENT” relation is a negative 

mirroring of the felt-but-not-written IDENT between D and C# min rendered as an occultation back 

in Figure 6.9c. It emphasizes that what was once heard as an illusive identity between these areas is 

now presented in certain terms as a stark dissimilarity (and, indeed, a superordinate to subordinate 

tonal relationship).  
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Figure 6.14b: Paragraph Eight Hyper-Hexatonic Analysis 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 Upon arrival at the final chords of this paragraph, Captain Kirk requests that Sulu reduce the 

magnification of the onscreen display of V’Ger by a factor of four, in order for Kirk to better grasp 

the entity’s vast spatial extent. Sulu responds nervously, “we’re already two settings below that sir.” 

It would seem the technology of The Enterprise is ill-equipped to frame the entirety of V’Ger’s fearful 

symmetry. Transformational analysis can do slightly better: the networks produced for “The 

Cloud’s” various cyclical paragraphs convey the sense in which Goldsmith erects a coherent, 

bounded space to be passed through as the cue progresses. The limitations of transformation 

theory—its inability to neatly contain sonorities like those in “The Cloud”’s last measure (an Fadd6b,13 

sonority), its resistance to symmetry-breakages, and its uneasiness when dealing with tonality and 

shifts in tonal centricity—inhibit a “full” view of the cue through its mechanisms alone. However, 
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the various breakdowns of transformational analysis might be hermeneutically meaningful in some 

cases (certainly in the sublimely frame-snapping context of Star Trek). By acknowledging this, the 

analyst can put these inherent limitations to interpretive work. This can be done by offering, as I 

have done in several cases, a handful of alternative analyses that collectively give a more complete 

picture of the harmonically salient aspects of a passage without necessarily being able to combine 

into a totalizing “full screen view.”  

 With that in mind, perhaps the most faithful visual representation of this cue’s complete 

harmonic proceedings—if not its “cleanest” or most transformationally rigorous, will be a diagram 

such as shown in Figure 6.15, where principal points of tonal articulation are depicted as way-

stations within an astral ribbon of harmonic motion, looping, blurring, and fracturing in accordance 

with the needs of the image. Where I suggested analogizing the initial Klang in A Beautiful Mind’s 

“genius music” to be a nascent idea, here we might entertain linking “The Cloud’s” Klang to the 

scene’s space-vessel, the Enterprise, wending its way through a strange stellar territory. The diagram 

makes no disguise of its essentially informal construction. Only the most important points of tonal 

articulation and stability are indicated as nodes. No transformation labels are assigned to the 

harmonic tendons that circuitously connect these tonal joints. The symmetrical edifices that 

undergird much of its trajectory are shown as an almost invisible support structure for individual 

legs of the cue, rather than an overarching or heavily emphasized organizational “Ur-Network.” 

Through this diagram, I hint at the unpredictable twists and turns in the cue. The chart displays, for 

example, the striking discontinuity created by the atonal region at as paragraph six with more 

faithfulness than a transformational network could hope for. Most crucially, Figure 6.15 captures a 

sense the cue’s “long line,” to use a term I earlier disabused from Alfred Cochran because of its 

implications of Schenkerian prolongational planning. Yet the “long line” is tremendously apt aspect 

of this cue, thanks to the palpable impression of being led down a winding path through the vessel 
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of a single triad. For even if the filmgoer is unlikely to grasp the entirety of the structure of the 

“Cloud,” as if it were a clean progression from D to D, there can be no doubt that they will grasp 

something of the transformational sinuousness, represented in the diagram, that characterizes so 

much of this strange chromatic universe.  
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EPILOGUE 
 

 When a film composer is given a scene to score, the thought that runs through his or her 

mind is not “how can I write a piece that is structurally coherent?—tonally, contrapuntally, and 

formally?” Rather, the question posed again and again is “what techniques from my vocabulary of 

proven musical gestures can best serve the film?—can elicit the right emotions, provide the right 

information, and direct the filmgoer to the right variety of interpretations?” Among the most potent 

elements of this shared vocabulary is the harmonic shift, and as I have argued, transformational 

tools, in the guise of neo-Riemannian theory, contribute to the ideal methodology for investigating 

the composer’s musical interpretation, and our own, of cinematic function and meaning. The 

exigency of the harmonic gesture-as-basic-module of film score meaning does not preclude intricate 

or elegant musical structures, such as we have observed in the soundtracks to A Beautiful Mind and 

Star Trek. But, as I have hastened to emphasize in both of those studies, the elaborate tonal designs 

that populate cues from those films are not the result of intensive compositional pre-planning, but 

rather the likely byproduct of employing tried-and-true harmonic routines in a manner that is 

iterated and sometimes teleologically-oriented. Interesting, analysis-worthy musical design is not 

accidental, but it is ever the servant of filmic meaning, never existing for its own sake. 

 The diversity of meanings elicited by harmonic motions and their combinations is an 

exciting aspect of this musical genre, and a feature that exposure to transformation theory can 

elucidate. The film composer begins the hermeneutic circle by placing his or her own musical 

interpretation on a scene with decisions of tempo, theme, orchestration, and of course, harmony. 

Each filmgoer maintains its spin when they view a movie and navigate the web of musical 

implications and expectations laid out for them, if often with only the dimmest awareness that music 

is providing such dense signals. As musicologists and music analysts, we have a privileged 
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opportunity to continue the circle’s rotation, when we approach a film and its soundtrack as texts to 

be unraveled and unpacked. Transformation theory’s celebration of hermeneutic multiplicity makes 

it uniquely well-suited to serving this text-opening end. The ostensible familiarity and historico-

stylistic continuity of film musical tropes if anything increases the analytic payoff of approaching the 

genre in this fashion, as it makes intersubjectively plausible readings more readily available, without 

diminishing the “aha!” factor that arrives when a good musical interpretation does its job of 

revealing rather than describing.  

 My project has only scratched the surface of a small quadrant of the film music repertoire. 

Entire decades’ worth of culturally significant, musically impressive scores remain all but untouched 

by film music theory, and it will take the efforts of many analytically-minded musicologists—not 

only neo-Riemannians—to develop a full hermeneutics for musical design and harmonic semiosis in 

film. Further study in this area could easily progress to research into the stylistic roots of the triadic 

chromatic practice observed mostly in post-1970s scores in this dissertation, and to a closer 

evaluation of the uses of—and potential methodological tools for understanding—atonal film music 

so prominent in certain genres. These sites for future investigation, and many others, may have been 

suggested in the present study, but deserve fuller treatment in projects of different scope. I am, 

however, confident that once momentum gathers for analyzing film music, the prospect of delving 

into such a rewarding repertoire, so close-to-home for many, will be too enticing for musicology and 

music theory to avoid. 
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